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PAST I $ LETATHEORETICAL DISCUSSION

1.l. INTRODUCTION

It aay be that the next great advence in the study
of language will require the forging of new intellec-
tual tools that permit us to bring into consideration
a variety of questions that have been cast into the
waste -bin of 'pragmatics'.
(Chomsky 1969a, 81).

1.1.1. Out line

The present metatheoretical discussion is concerned

with the needs and means of semantic analysis : its purposes,

including the requirements of form which it should meet;

the role, nature, and interrelations of its components,

including linguistic theory and its subdivisions; end the

role of the linguist-observer. As I shall show in this

introduction, such a discussion is necessary, for various

reasons which have to do with the kind of topic I em

dealing with : semantic analysis of English abstracts

(summaries of scientific texts) in a particular field

(scientific information, or documentation), and the mechaniza-

tion of this analysis. The question raised in the second

section of this introduction (1.1.2.) is why, according to

some well-known standards and practices in 'pure' linguistics

my topic is open to controversy in practically all

respects, even though the same kiwi. of topic is commonly dealt

with in such areas of language Studies as content analysis

(Stone et 1966), and doc;umentary analysis (in the field

of documentation : e.g. Gardin and co-workers). This

thesis as a A/hole may be regarded as an attempt to answer

the above questinn by proposing an opproach to semantic

analysis in vthich some theoretical pronosals raade in linguis-

tics and some metatheoretical positions underlying the docu-

mentalists' and content analysts' semantic investigt,tions are

9
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regarded as complementary. As will be su3-;ested, arguing for

this mutual relevance is in itself doubly controversial in

the present state of language studies; many linguists would

deny the semantic study of texts a status in current linguis-

tic science, while the content analysts in particular are

doubtful about the relevance of linguistic theories to their

semantic analyses of texts.

The third section of this introduction (1.1.3.) discusses

the exclusive role commonly assigned to linguistic theory

in linguistics and suggests that the arguments advanced for

such a role, which are factual and not theoretical arguments,

are fallacious as far as semantics is concerned in that they

beg a crucial question to which the semanticist should address

himself,' and appeal to precisely the type of empirical facts

which make up the semanticist's fundamental problems. One of

these is the epistemological problem of how 'knowledge about

lenuage, is attained in the form of statements about language

which owe their specific meaning and comaunicative function

to their b...ing part of a whole : a particular 'universe of

diecoursc' - for instance, some linguistic literature -

containing the particular knowledge shared by mcmbera of a

community.

This problem, as I argue in section 1.1.4., has to do

with the brood distinction mode in logic and elsewhere

between objcct-longuage and metalanguage (the language

used to describe an object-language), md )round various

possible interpretations of this distinction. In font,

after Leech (1968, and 1969, 5), one can describe the

semanticist's tisk as that of explaining ',het underlies

such statcents as Ams,z11.2, and a particular semantic

inveatigatim can, at least in principle, be defined in

terms of th:, selection which the investintor makes of the

object-1:Inguage (x) and amtalanguego constituents (x),and of

1 ()
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the various possible substitutes for =Ism in such statements,

among the many possibilities that ore cpen to him; in

addition, I would rlree with Leech's sumerJtion (Leech 1968)

that the relations between the linguist - observer's state-

ments should be recognized as a fundamental problem in

semantics. i:ore generally, I shall :Irgue that linguistic

theories con be regarded as only one among various possible

typos of metalonguages, and that the r:astiona establish-

able between these and the corresponding object-languages

constitute the central empirical facts and epistemological

problem with which a seMantieist should be concerned.

Classification systems and the various other kinds of

'documentary languc:ges1 set up and used by documontelists

for purposes of scientific communication constitute the

other type of mztalanguage which is given a central role

in this thesis. The proposed function of such a metalanguage

in thi thesis is intended to remedy anoth,_r shortcoming

(closely related to the first) of the conception assigning

linguistic theory on exclusive role in semantic analysis.

In this connection, I shill argue that a. semantic metathcory

neede te Live recognition to limitations that are inherent

to linguistic theory, namely that it is unable to specify

the fiLld-sp,cific 'concepts' or "systems of ko.owledge

and belief" (Chomsky) with which semanticists operate.

Linguistic tIleory, for instance, is unable to specify the

'meanings! documentaliste will look for in the

documentation ^bstrocts unuor invostiged.on in this thesis.

A furth:r section of this introduction (1.1.5.) oorves

to argue, ^itor Lyons, that the linguist can and should

remain neutral towards a numbr of philosophical and. psycho-

logical controversies about the natur'L of m,:aning and about

the goals 3i semantic investigations of n.:turll languages.

1I
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The lost section of this introduction (1.1.6.) outlines

the metatheorctical conception put forward in trio rest of the

first port of this thesis, chiefly after Gerdin 1969, and

on the basis of fairly recent theoretical developments

within and around the trends of, linguistics broadly referred

to as ttonsformational-generative (TG)thcory : in particular,

work by Harris, Lyons, Leach, Fillmore, end some of their

co-workers. In brief, I shall follow Gerdin 1969 in consider-

ing that semantic analysis needs to bo b.scd on three main

components. and that the purpose of a particular semantic

investigation is to clarify their nature, structure, and

inturelations : a motElanouage, such as a classification

system or similow conceptual organizations used by content

analysts; a :chum; and a 21222A mm, ccrving ideally to

make the relations between metalanguage and object-language

explicit by means of a system of rules. Y,etalanguage, theory,

and procedure are further discuased in the Iasi three chapters

of the present metotheorctical discussion : 1.2., 1.3 and

1.4., respectively. The ideal underlyins this three-component

semantic 'malysis is, briefly, a recohciliation of 'conceptual'

communication requirements put forward outside linguistics

with the 'formal' requirements of TG linguistics.

The selection of my theoretical sources requires a word

of explontion at this gtage. First of all, it may seem

that such authors as Harris and Fillmorc have little in

common, This may be the case as fir as their theor ..ticll

proposals are ooncerned : in fict, they do not quote rich

othe;:1; From a 2utothooretical point of view, however,

shall attept to show in this thesis and in section 1,1.6.

in vrticul:,r, that tho7 are relatble in tzmo of basic

etchotoay which needs to made in linguistics bctweon

authors concern ad with the communicative function of langulgo

and thosu.who claim not to be, and n p7rallel distinction

bctwooa preoccupations with clistinctive f3Lntem,:nta versus

1 j.
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a concorn with Igenerol' statements, whore the roquiromonts

of distinctivcnooa are left (at boot) for a lotor stage of

research. In this respect, I fcol that some recent work by

Harris and Fillmoro, (in particular Fillmore's rocont study

of 'verbs of judging' and his explicit concern with semantic

fields : Fillmore 1969b) display Similar preoccupations with

distinctive statoments and with the communicative function of

language. In addition, I. must stress that the selection of

my thoorotionl sources results from my exp;_rionce of the

field of linguistics during the preparation of this study

and is governed by my judgments about the compatibility of

the theoretical proposals in question with the topic of this

study and with the notathcorotical conceptions I propose,

Ey position . in this rospoct is in no direct way determined

by such chance factors 38 influences undergono during my

training in linguistics, still less by o priori decisions

of the kind exemplified below by Botha's decision (Botha

1968) to .ork within the "single" framcvork of TG theory.

Besides, irrespective of the research with which I may

not be flmiliar, many studios not mentioned in this disserta-

tion hovo bcon omitted either beca.uso I hove found them

irrelevant, or bccouso I believe them to be reducible. to,

or superccdod by, the studies which I refer to - at least

Rs far as their op .71.c:)bility to my topic is concerned. This

is cseciolly the case of works belonging to various trndi-

ttons of language studies w:lich are mentionod or discussed

in my E.A. thesis (Y,atil 1960, or by the linguists I refer to.

In vrticulr, I sholl not attempt to bring in several

studies in the field of logic as well as mony Eur:pean

contributions to linguistics which arc refcr:.cd to in the

publications of Lyons, Leech, and Fillmorc. iiilarly, I

sholl not refer to several works in various fields of

language studies outside linguistics prop:r, because I am

not acquainted with them and becnuse o thorough discussion

of these studlcs (supposing it is feasible) vould have

required a viorld-wide survey of semantic analysis methods



which is beyond the scope of the present doctoral thesis.

In p-rticular, I shall not attempt to discuss several

studios in tho fiolds of literary analysis, documentary

analysis and classification research, which are rofcrrod to

in books and papors such as Coyaud 1966, Coyaud and Siot

IX.eauville 1967 and Gardin 1969, nnd in tho bibliography

of abstr7cts undor investigation in this thesis (Jonaske

1962).

1 4
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In order to discuss the various controversiol ispects

of my thesis topic, it is useful to mention a f ow divekging

attitudes among linguists on several important matters. These

disagreements are wall-known, but they need to bo mentioned

here as they have direct bearing on ell the main footuros

of my topic, and therefore on this topic as a whole.

First, there is disagreement as to the place of

computers in linguistics. While quite a numbcr of researchors,

including 'pure' linguists, arc engaged in computational

linguistics, many linguists would refuse computers n place in

their science, or do not feel tho need to use thorn in their

work. A striking example is the difference in this respect

botwo..n Harris and his co-workers, who have boon actively

concerned with computer analyses (including the implications

of "transformations" for the problems of documentary analysis

discussed in this thesis Harris 1970), and Harris's pupil,

Chomsky. The mechanization experiment presented in Port II

of this dissertation is intended to cl2rify a possible role

of the computer in linguistics on the basis of proposals

made by Hari: is and co-workers (after Harris's "string

analysis": Harris 1965), nnd of Gardin's mctathcorotical pro -

posala as experim.Alted by his co-workers, from Cayaud to

Bay ct.al. 1970. In the experiment which I present, a small

number of the documentation abstracts under investigation in

this thesis are represented by string formulas stored before-

hand in the computer. The machine operates with this gramma-

tically organized material and gradually reduces the formulas

recognized in each text to a single notation which stands

for one or more entries of n classification system for docu-

mentation serving as a LuAll-nguigc for this field. This,

then, is broadly the basis on which Fart II of this thesis

relates theory with the docuin,olists1 (and the

content anr1yst4) conception of semnntic analysis.

.1 r



I also sug3eat that the mutual relevance of the two areas of

language studies beyond this point may also be established

when eaough knowledge is gained on certain problems of

semantic theory for semantic representation to be amenable

to mechanization. These problems are discussed in Part III

of the present dissertation. In principle, they concern

equally the object-language under investigation (the English

of abstracts on documentation), the various possible mete -

languages (such as classification systems) relatable to this

object-language, and the relations between the semantic

represents ions establisheble for both.

Another point of disagreement among linguists appears

in their attitudes to various methodological distinctions

(between syntax rInd semantics, grammar and lexicon, grammar

and discourse) and in the frequent treatment of one of the

problem areas thus labelled in methodological isolation.

Prominent syntacticians, for instance, have generally left

the semantic extension of their theories for later, or to

other investigators, and, except in the last two decades or

so, linguistic semanticists have shown lit ;le interest in

syntax end have contributed little to the semantics of

grammatical units larger than those dealt with by lexicogra-

phers. One of the main objectives of this thesis is to find a

basis for going beyond such methodological distinctions, since

my first concern is with people's ability to relate abstracts

(i,e, tep-A usually consisting of a title and of one or

more sentences) to one or more classification entries having

the form of a lexical unit and a definition consisting

of one or more sentences.

With respect to the linguistic study of units larger

than the 'sentence' - anotheli controversial aspect of my

thesis Zellig Hanle occupies a unique place in linguistics.

1G



Harris is one of the f '3w prominent linguists to have been

consistently interested in analyzing texts end discourses,

and the only prominent 'pure' linguist to have dealt with

scientific discourse. For this reason, one might think that

the present study must draw heavily on Harris, or even be

centred on an exploration of his proposals, particularly

those on discourse analysis. This is not the case, however.

As far as I zan judge from the literature I know, the

currently available illustrations and programmatic applica-

tions of discourse analysis and of related methods such as

the transformational approach (in particular .those presented

in Harr: is 1966 and 1970) do not substantiate Harris's well-

known claim that a linguist can deal with everything

'linguistically' and need not be explicit about the semantic

criteria he uses, or at least need not wonder whether some

of the components of his analyses can be rizhtly regarded

as linguistic, or "grammatical". I feel that the problem,

to which much of the metatheoretical discussion of this

thesis is devoted (particularly around the notion of meta-

language), concerns n11 varieties of the language, though

it arises most dmaaticelly with scientific varieties. Even

if on-going research by Harris and his pupils should present

extensive (instead of programmatic) anclyses demonstrating

the feasibility of reducing facts of discouse (such as equi-

valence classes in texts) to linguistic rules (such as

transformations), one may still wonder how the facts and the

correopcndin' rules can be established without arpealing

to some kind of culture or expertise which can nether be

'given' nor 13rganizedl by a linguistic theory. Even if

Harris can sot up 'grammatical' rules accounting for the

similarity between membr;rs of an equivnlenco class in a

particular text (between, say, "the study of denaturation"

"s gang solution of urea"), one cannot help fooling that

in order to be able to establish such Mots he has had to

consult a biochemist, or has himself received an extensive

17
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training in biochemistry, since this field has not been

reduced to a linguistic theory, and probably never will be

(Harris 1968, 14B-153). My point here, which is a central

one in the present thesis, is basically similar to that

made most explicitly by Mounin (1965) about Duboi2's attempt

to set up semantic fields in French political and social

vocabulary on the sole basis of substitutional and distri-

butional techniques (Dubois 1963), and about his "implicit"

use of "conceptual" criteria in applying such techniques :

En fit, on decide, entre toutes lee unites qui peuvent
"former syst6me" avec une autre h part it d'un ou plu-
sieurs enonces donne:3, de ne retenir quo cellos qui cant
semantiquement apparentees (la bout eoisie le roldtariat
'ariatocratie le casitalieme vo a ennem ; ma

non ti_c_rgpiehyn3c-ra, e c. La pr son a on a
l'aiWescrreeruitbres formels; en realite,
on a reintroduit une decision d'ordre conceptual,
implicite, dans le circuit operatoire. Ceci n'invalide
pee to construction do tels champs semantiques, mais
attire l'attention sur le fait quo, malgre les apparencea,
on n'a pee re:Iasi a delimiter le champ sur des marques
formelles, et d'apres des procedures exclusivoment et
proprement linguistiques .(Nounin 1965, 135)

My concern with documentation English runs counter to

another recognizable tendency in several contemporary linguis-

tic studies, including some on which this thesis relies

heavily (e.g. Fillmore). Many contemporary linguists have

an obvious preference for drawing their examples from every-

day language and soem reluctant to study other language

varieties, such as the sublanguages dealt with by Harris

and Dubois ° or the language varieties examined in the tra-

dition of semantic fields from Trier co Lyons's study of the

role of epiatmological vocabulary in the semantics of

sentences from Plato (Lyons 1963). One of the consequences

of this situation is that the present study deals with

object-language terms which are often regarded or used as

primitives in the linguistic litorcture : for instance,

the words infarmation or communication. tore importantly -

and the point is particularly relevant to the study of

discourse - a scientific sublanguage must be taken as it is,

18
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in its at:ested manifestations, ' the examples cennot be

invented by the linguist-observe in the same way as every-

day sentences presumably cen be. At least initially, the

descriptions presented in this thesis cannot be neutral with

respect to analysis and synthesis, as Chomsky and others

have claimed a linguistic theory or description should be.

This study cannot without oddity be concerned (at least

directly) with language production or synthesis, and must

give prilaacy to analysis : the definition of e metalanguage

(given below in Cherry's formulation : Cherry 1957, 305)

as "observer's language" reflects this primacy.

While the various forms of disagrecelent mentioned so far

can perheps be treated as a fact inherent to scientific

research ne o whole, one may still feel that the topic of

this thesis is difficult to reconcile with the present state

of linguistics. The abstracts under investigation may be

expected to present almost all the main difficulties faced

by pest one' present linguists (from most specific lexicolo-

gical problems to the use of the article in English4 with

no obvious possibility of resorting to the kind of method-

ological niplifications that are possible when linguists

invent their exemplee, or collect them after some finite

inventory of theoretical criteria. Thiel, one may argue,

makes the epic of this thesis hopelesely complex considering

"the state of our ignorance" (Leech 1969, 3, quoting Weinreich):

for Fillmro, for instance, bechelor is "the only English

noun that has so fsr been given 3 semantic an-lysis", and

this linuLet eels that "the world must wait another two or

three flecoden before it will sec anything resembling a

respectable ;;ramar of English" (Fillmore 196Cb, 28-29).

Indecd, considering the state of linguistics, various authors

sugriest .hat progress can only he chieved by the very prelim-

inary simplifications of the field of inquiry that appear

to b(J impracticable in this study : for example, the present

19
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investigation is apparently difficult to reconcile with

Fillmorels recent suggestion (ibid.) that progress in lin-

guistics is best served by trying to understand "the elementary

structure of the propositional" core of simple nentences".

To justify such simplifications, mention is occasionally

made of other scionces which are said to owe their present

degree of advancement and diversification to their pioneers'

selection of relatively simple problems such as, say, perfect

gases in acmistry. For same linguists, it appears that such

an attitude has direct bearing on the semantic study of

texts as a field of inquiry in linguistics. As the following

passage from Langendoen suggest, the argument is roughly that

a semantic study of texts cen only be misguided since it

forces one to deal with just the two areas in which linguistic

theories ore assumed to be most inadequate. Thus, while ha

admits that some sentences and presumably some texts clearly

belong to 1.12nsul, as when a linguistic community decides

that "a section of a legal document" is applicable to "a

particular situation" Langendoen proposes to

return to the Saussurean conception of words as belonging
to lan ue, but sentences and discourses as belonging
to aro e-- not because we lack the theoretical apparatus
to ea with sentences and discourses syntactically,
but because we ) ack the necessary apparatus for dealing
with them semantically in any systematic fashion (Langon-
doon 1967 , 107 and 101).

It should be noted, however, that en argumentation

similar to Langondoen's can also be used to decide . what

a semantic anllysis should be at the word level. This appears

most typically in Leech's recent proposal to characterize

names of onimal species by means of "n single contrastive

component" ("e.g.l SPE for 'dog', 2 SPE for 'cott, 3 SPE

for 'elephant', etc.") and to exclude vorious other possible

semantic featylep, such as 'having a trunk', 'ivory-producing',

etc., for 'elephnnt'. As he neatly notes, the effect of this

decision is that the theory will class, 'This elephant is a

tiger' "as a logical contradiction" while it will treat'This

elophont has eighty legs' as "well-formed".
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Leech bases his decision on the principle that

"on investigator has reached the limits of semantics
whenever he is faced with en indefinite number of
criteria or partial criteria for diatinguishing the
meanings of a set of terms within the same somantin
field", and any choice between those criteria can only
appear to be "rirbitrary"; "to have an infinitely or
indefnitely long semantic specification would run
counter to the uhole notion of an explicitly fozmulatod
semantic description we have been considering".
(Leech 1969, 87-88),

At this point, the reasons why the topic of this thesis

sppeare to oe controversial by several standards and

practices of current linguistic research can be clarified

by referring to a principle which Leech presents as underly-

ing his semantic investigation, and which is most obviously

relevant to Langcndoen's point about the seoantic study of

discourses. It is the.pos:ton which consists of lelkaa

rthe theory.g semantics determine the cxk:11,:t.of itsuu)ct-

malIcr.t.re;thGr than the othor.aurpund", whore "theory"

refers to "Opndards inter: al to a semlOs thoori" (Leech

1969, 80 and 85; my italics). I do not mean to say that

all is clear about the relations between Le_chls principle

and the various standards and attitudes of current linguists

which mckc my thesis topic appear as a controversial one.

Whet I ,ish to suggest, however, is that the kind of prin-

ciple which Leech formulates is the l; rest, thinkable way

of pinning down the reasons why my topic con be judged in

this fnshion. Besides, this interprototion fi nda support

in a rzcont nv;roisal of the situation of current lillguistics

by Both.'..!, to be fully discussed in the next section (1.1.3.) .

Finally nnd most importantly, as fnr as :argumentation

of this thesis is concerned - the nrinciples v:hich Leech

and Botha formulate hinge on on upistecaolocionl conccption

of the of "theories" in language studies, which I wish

to clarify in this thesis and which happens to be sinilor

to the conc,,ption of semontic analysis of texts adopted

by content analysts, os I wish to show in the rat of this
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section. The crucial difference, however, between the two

attitudes is that Langendoon and others would objcct to the

semantic study of texts because of the deficiencies of

linguistic theory while the content analysts base their

semantic analyses of texts on u.7- llaagiRtc theories.

Semantic anolysie of texts can be regarded as the

centrn1 pursuit of natural language investigations in the

fields of documentation and content analysis. The sociologists

nnd psychologists involved in content ?nelysis end the docu-

mentolists, whose responsibility is to eery:. es a link between

writers and readers of scientific texts, arc both concerned

with how to characterize the meanings of texts. In both fields,

esnentivily two approaches to this problem have been explored.

One is the statistical approach, which is associated with such

classJeal studies. as Benison (1952) in the fluid of content

anolysia, and with the works of such authors as Baxendalo,

Luhn, end others in the field of documentation.' shall not be

concerned with the statistical approach in this thesis. A com-

parison between this approach and the other is beyond the scope

of thie study, as several publications by Gnrdin, Salton, and

many others suggest, together with the !pony arguments ndvanccd

for and against the use of statisticel methodP in linguistics.

Here, I shill be concerned only with the other approach.

However one may wish to call it, whether it is practised

by the content onnlysts working around Stone or by documents-

lists such os those of the Gardin team, it can be reurded as

fundamentally the same approach; tha stailarity, c.hich has

1),,,A1 shown in Gardin 1969, will become obvious in the course

of the present metathcoreticp1 discussion. For the solo, of

prescnttion, I shill devote the rest of this section to the

muin :ea ores of Stone and his co-workQrs' alproach to semantic

analysis (es discussed in Stone ct al., 166). Aftemards, I

shall concentrate on the documentrlistel point of vicy.
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The content analysts' preoccupations with recorded

speech and writing that is relevant to their psychological

and social sciences can be described as follows: "iLuch as the

archaeologist infers the life of a culture from the pattern of

remnants, so the content analyst infers the orientation and

concerns of a speaker, subculture, or culture from the record

of what is sold" (ibid., 19). Thus, inferencc-mcking, or

drawing conclusions from texts is the ultimate objective

of content analysis. The texts which they .7nalyze cover

consie.erable variety of subjects : political (o.3. presiden-

tial speeches), psychological (e.g. suicide notes), literary

(e.g. L7rk Twain's Huckleberry Finn), etc. The conclusions or

infertInces are mode on the 'oasis of what is called "content

characteristics" or "categories". For instance, the content

analyst n111 "rate a scrics of editorials on whether they

are for, ovinst, or neutral toward o particular policy".

Or, they may wont to identify the extent to which "conserva-

tism", and various "characteristics" considered to be "signs

of conservatism", arc expressed in texts (lipids., 4 and 7).

As in documentary analysis, the emphasis is on the need

for s..Juontic owlysis to meet curtain requirements of form.

These arc mot by aiming at "procedures for transformirg intui-

tive judyAunts into explicit rules" (41Ade., 5), that is, rules

and nrocedures "that can be replicated exactly by other

analysts" (A14140 11) . Computerization is rc.Earded .)s

essential to -chieve this aim, next to other, practical,

obj,:ctivec such as "to unsure rAi.:!bility and speed of coding

while reducing its tedium" (A,bid., 5); in fret, Stone st el.

1966 is essentially conc.-rnod with presenting n computer

anproach to content inalysis called "Thu Gcncr'l Inquir ::r ":
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The nature of a computer program requires that both the
categories and the rules for identifying and recording
characteristics occurring in the data be explicitly
stated. The computer then systematically applies the
categories and rules to the data in a completely
objective manner. Whether the (...) procedure was
reasonable or best suited to the inferences being made
may be debated, but the procedures themselves are explicit
and cloar.(11211., 12)

To help them make their procedures explicit, the content

analysts obviously need "an adequate theory of the relation-

ship between social scientific variables" (such as "conserva-

tism" and its constituent characteristics) "and how they are

expreasod in language". From the outset, however, Stone

pt al. ocLo the linguists' pronouncements on the state of

our ignorance; they point out that no such theory is currently

available and stress the need for the investigator to "fell

back on" his "intuitive" ability as a speaker of the language

to specify as host ho con "the alternative ways in which a

characteristic can be expressed" (11211 11 and 8) :

we lack an adequate theory of language to direct us in
finding the alternative signs that express a pnrticular
concept. In a situation where something is to be said,
there is no theory to tell us what words will be used
to say it. (...) There ie as yet no good theory of
symbolic cJmunicat ion by which to predict how given
values, attitudes or ideologies will be expressed in
manifest symbols (...)'There is almost no theory of
language which predicts the specific words one will
emit in the course of expressing the contents of his
thoughts" (quoted from Lasewell et al. 1952, 49).
To bo useful, such a theory will5576 to combine
specific knowledge of the individual speaker and the
perceived social situation, together with a general
knoaledgo of language. (ibid., 9-10)

Loreover, when Stone and his colloagues refer specifical-

ly to linguistics as a possible foundation for their analyses,

they repeatedly emphasize the differences between the

linguists' objectives and tkwir own. They do make use, it

is true, of syntactic codes and ruled and contempinte a

mechanization of the "hand syntax coding" they report

21
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(ibid., 161). But, giving the relatedness of "sit" and

"chilli" as on exanple of the difference between "distribu-

tionol structure" and "the groupings of words used in content

analysis", they stress that the similarities between their

work c!nd that of distributional linguists such as Harris

"may bo more apparent than real" (ibidt., 60). With reference

to linguistic semantics, they arrive at a similar conclusion.

While they note "a remarkable operational parallel" with

Katz md Fodor's (1963) proposals, they insist that their

goals differ from that of these authors in that the purpose

of content analysis is to infer the "origin, uses, and effects

of signs within the behavior in which they occur" (ibid., 18).

Stone of attitude to linguistic theories is

obviously noL;ative. But the content analysts' research has,

next to the requirements of form mentioned above, a positive

esp,ct to which I now wish to turn, and which is central to

my discussion. It is the consideration that, despite the

handicap of having no adequate linguistic theory of "symbolic

communication", semantic lnllysis can proceed perfectly well,

an the b #'sis of the control role which the cohtcnt analyst

gives to his social and psychological theories : "the theory

being investigated (...) determines the texts to be con pqred

(that is, the rcooarch design), the c?tcgories and rules

for inplication that must be censtructed, and the kinds of

inferences that might be drown" from the.relations established

between the texts 'nd the categories 14-16). To

return to the example of "conservative" texts, the social

scientists' theories will servo to d,tormino q11 the csacn-

tial components of the x semantic analyses and their extensions

except the specification of "the alternative ways in which

a char?ctcristic can be exprossed"in language : the various

constituent concepts of "conservatism", the scicction of

texts that will throw light on these concepts, the rolutions

to established between the texts and the concepts, and the

ultimate exploitation of the ilnlysis. i:oreover, the first

two steps of the analysis - the selection of texts and the

or
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definition of the "chazaoteristics" - aro token on the basic

of the theory, grime to the analysis itself.

Let us note, first of all, that this is 1131a3s.atm., which

Steno of al. make about the nature of semantic analysis = it

is n description of how their analyses are actually set up.

Besides, the facts revealed by Stone and his colleagues are

in contradiction with the claim m)do by some linguists and

mentioned nbovo in connection with Farris that linguistic

data, and in particular texts, cen be analyzed on the sole

basic of a linguistic theory. Lastly, and most importantly as

far .74:1 my nrgument is concerned, the linguists and the

content analysts ooncur in assigning theoretical considorn-

tions a central epistemological role is semantic analysis.

On the other hand, there are obvious differences between the

two kinds of conceptions. L:ech, say, does not insist as do

the content analysts on the need for the relations between his

'categories' and the data to be amenable to testing with a

computer* orcover, the content annlyat© feol that they can

carry out their semantic analyses on the basis of their no

theories, and do not regard the absence of an

adequate linguistic theory as a fundamental obstacle, but

merely as a handicap, while Iiech assIgns linguistic theory

an exclusive place, even at the cost of excluding some facts

from the scope of his investigation (as vthcn elephant

has eighty legs' is treated as wall-formed by the theory).

In the folloviing section, I shall attempt to clarify and

discuss the kind of position advocated by Leech, after T

recent study by Botha (1968).

?13
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1.1.3. 1411"ARIPAR-th2.912.1111MIVAL11.

In the opening section of his recently published disser-

tation, Botha 1968 presents an analysis of the current scene

in linguistics which, judging from my experience of the

field, I believe to bo fundamentally correct. Loreover,

I do not know of any other author who has made the same

paints so explicitly,and I suggest that they clarify Leech's

proposal to "lot the theory of semantics" (and "standards

int:.rnol" to it) "dotal:mina the extent of its subject-matter,

rather than tho other way round" (Leech 1969, CO). Botha, then,

points out that

the linguistic rosoerch of on increasing number of
present-day linguists ie governed by (,...) the general
methodological or espistemological principle that
extensive knowledge about "langwli;o1 or "linguistic
structure" con only be sought in the framowork of a
particular well-defined linguistic theory or model. I
nm not familiar with recent attempts that successfully
prove the untenability of this principle. The case is
rather that the linguistic crgumeAtation or the scholars
who do not hold this view is characterized by obvious
methodological flows.
(ibid.., 13; in r passage to which I shall return, Botha
criticizes the use mode by some linguists of terms such
as Ih.c sentence, or 'the word' outside a particular
theoretical framework ibid., 81-83).

Botha immediately accepts this principle as n brain for his

own investigation, together with another principle, ":oat

convincingly formulated by Popper 1963", "that ompirical

science con only advance when scientists atte:apt constantly

to refute their theories by applying them to crucial cases"

(ibidm 15). According to the above principle or principles,

the crucial choice which sn investigator h?c to make is to

select onr. theory %13ng those avail -bl. Dothn docs this

from the outset, by adhering to "the linguistic th:.ory of

Chomsky and his nssociotoo", because of its unique plsco in

current lincuistics and because of the "unusual dcgre:. of

sophistic?tion" which the discussion of "many linguistic

qucations" otoins in this theory : in nO(lition to the
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epistemological principle just referred topthe "second general

view influencing the scientific activities of many modern

linguists, in one way or another, is that in the past ten

years the scene of international linguistics has been dominated

by one particular linguistic theory :.transformational

generative grammar" (ibid., 13-14). While I would accept this

"second general view" as a fact, Botha's consideration of

TO theory c.e "a particular well-defined linguistic theory"

is more questionable, even if allowance is made for Popper's

principle. While Botha may have been correct in holding this

view at the time he was preparing his dissertation, it seems

that one could rather speak to-day of a deep crisis, if not

a disintegration, of TG theory. Rather obvious evidence

for my appraisal is provided in Bach and Harms's introduction

to the proceedings of a symposium on TG theory, which wan

held at Austin in 1967 and which, it seems, was attended

by the chief representatives of the younger generation of

TG linguists :

Toward the end of the conference, when it had become
apparent that the general agreement did not encompass
any currently explicitly formulated model, the question
was raised : what.should we be teaching our students ?
Langendoen's answer seems to us most apt : we should
give them the ability to recognize an interesting
linguistic problem when they sea one, that its, oae
which throws some light-negative or positive-on our
conceptions of what languages in general are like.
(Bach and Harms 1968, vi)

I do not wish, however, to quarrel about this but

would rather raise two more fundamental questions by asking,

first, how a linguist can know that he has to do with "a

particular well-defined linguistic theory or model", and,

secondly, what arguments can be advanced to uphold Bothri's

epistemological principle concerning the essential role of

such a theory or model in linguistic investigation. I suggest

the first question is best reduced to the second, and wish

to turn to Botha for an answer, as I am not acquainted with

better or other arguments thin those he presents in his thesis.

2R
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In fairness to the author, I must quote him at length. As

already noted, his argumentation is directed against the

loose usage which some linguists make of terms like 'the

sentence', and 'the word' of which Botha argues thst they

should only be used in the technical sense which they have

in one particular linguistic theory. I quote Botha's passage

in full, except for two titles (successively, 'Theory and

Concept famation in Empirical Science', and '"The Word"

and the Transformational Theory'), and for the footnotes,

which merely provide a few additional references to the

literature of 'epistemology on which Botha draws :

the vocabulary of everyday speech toes permit the
formulation of certain generaliSatlohs, e.g., that
wood floats on water, but that metal sinks in it,
but these genoreli$ations have importent shortcomings.
Firstly, their constituent terms will more often than
not lack precision and uhiformity of usage, causing
their meaning to be imprecise and unclear. Secondly,
many of these statements are of very limited scope,
since they lack predictive power. Thirdly, these
generalisations, e.g., 'All crows are black', usually
either lack any explanatory power or have extremely
weak explanitory power. Fourthly, heuristic power, i.e.,
the suggestion of further avenues of research, ie not
usually one of the attributes of generalisations presented
in every-day terms and formulated in terms of non-technicd
concepts. To overcome these deficiencies and to attain
its aims of description, prediction and explanation,
empirical science has evolved, in its different branches,
comprehensive and highly organised systems of special
concepts, referred to by technical terms. Such systems
(Ire uoually called "theories" and the concepts in terms
of which they operate "theoretical concepts".
The introduction of theoretical concepts is subject

to two fundamental conditionu. Firstly, they must have
EMPIRICAL IMPORT (of. Hempel 1952 v p. 39), i.e. it must
be possible to relate them indirectly and in n nan-lrbi-
trnry way to the data they "account for", or "help to
account for". Secondly, theoretical concepts must possess
THEORETICI.L olSYSTEMATIC IMPORT , i.e., they must permit
the formulation of general explanatory and predictive
principles. The notions 'theory', 'theoretical' or
'systematic import', and 'empirical impor0 can be
further elucidated by the folLowing netaphor of Hempel
(1952, p. 36). He compares a scieni,ific theory to a
complex spatial network : "Its tome flre represented
by the knots, while the threads connecting the latter
correspond, in part, to the definitinns and, in port,
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to the fundamental and derivative hypotheses included
in the theory. The whole system floats, as it were,
above the plain of observation and is anchored to it by
rules of interpretation. These might be viewed as strings
which are not part of the network but link certain points
of the latter with specific places in the plain of obser-
Nation. By virtue of those interpretive connection?, the
network can function as a scientific theory : from
certain observational data, we may ascend, vin an inter-
pretive sting, to some point in the theoretical network,
thence proceed, via definitions and hypotheses, to other
points, from which another interpretive string permits
a descent to the plane of observation." The links exist-
ing between a theoretical concept and the (observational)
data constitute its empirical import, while the "threads"
linking it to the other theoretical concepts symbolise
its theoretical or systematic import.
From this exposition, and especially frbm the metaphor,

it follows that the content or interpretation of a
particular theoretical concept C in a theory T is only
partially, and in most cases indirectly, determined by the
data to which it is related. C's interpretation or
content can only be fully determined by taking into
account also its relationships to the other theoretical
concepts contained in T. As Braithwaite (1962, pp. 230-
:31) puts it "on understanding of a theoretical concept
in a scientific theory is an understanding of the role
which the theoretical term presenting it plays in the
calculus expressing the theory... ". Furthermore, from
this view follows the corrollary that theoretical concepts
"cannot be understood apart from the particular theory
that implicitly defines them" (cf. Nagel 1961, p. 87).
Let uo now examine the cited criticism of Uhlenbeck,
as well as his remedial suggestions, against this method-
ological background. Note that Uhlenbeck formulates

nis argument in a way to which the following expreasians
are crucial : "THE linguistic sign", "THE two basic
unite of language ", "B RE problem of the relationship
between syntax and semantics", 'THE unique position of
THE word as a linguistic unit", "THE sentence", "sentence
and WoR6 are correlative units". From this usage of
term, note especially the use 3f THE , and from the
general trend of his argument it may be concluded that
Uhlenbeck holds the opinion that in a certain sense
concepts such as 'the linguistic sign', Isyntsx',
'semantics', 'the word', 'the sentence' hove en ihter-
pretation independent of any specific linguistic theory -
he regards the insight that "sentence and word nre
correlativ unite" as "fundamental for any aound theory
of language". That this view is untenable, follows from
the generally accepted methodological principle that
fruitful theoretical concepts can only have an interpre-
tation within the framework of a particular theory.
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Uhlenbeck not only loses eight of the principle that the
empirical links existing between a theoretical concept
and the data are mostly only indirect, determined there-
fore per theory, but he also disregards the principle
of systematic import. If it were true that fruitful
scientific concepts existed independently of and prior
to particular theories the laborious efforts of scientists
to construct intricate theories would be absurd and a
waste of time and energy.
An alternative interpretation of Uhionbeck's claim is

that the concept of "the word" and "the sentence" as well
as the relationship existing between thorn as formulated
by Rcichling in 1935 "is fundamental for any sound theory
of language". This view is equally unacceptable when
evaluated within the methodological framework outlined
in the preceding paragraph. The so-called concepts "the
word" and "the sentence" possess empirical and theoreticri.
import only within the fruiework of Reichling's theory.
One can interpret them only when they are regarded as
theoretical constructs in terms of which this theory
operetes. It should be obvious that their interpretation
is necessarily partly determined by the relationship
existing between them and the other theoretical concepts
in Reichling's theory, concepts such as 'tailsysteems,
'tsPlgcbruik,, 'uiteenplagtebaarheid,, ,volstrckte
vormelijke bopaaldhoid', 'semantisch appcct', etc.
(cf. neichling 1965, PP 24-58). Thus, on account of
their systematic import it is nlready impossible to use
Reichling's concepts 'word' and 'sentence' in the trans-
formational theory, or in any linguistic theory differ-
ing significantly from Reichling's theory. Note that oven
if the word concept used by transformationalists
were to be formalised, it would not possess empirical
and systematic import similar to that of Reichling's
concept ".the word".
Uhlenbock has not come to grips with the idea that

the problem concerning the relationship between syntax
and semantics 3s discussed by Chomsky is only relevant
to the transformational th(.3ry and that it can only
be "solved" in the framework of this theory. Neither
does he appreciate the fact that there exists no obvious
basis for compnring theories of language ,113so aims ore
as dispargt© 38 those of his own and Chomsky's.
(Botha 1968, 81-84).

3
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I cannot help thinking that the "iholo of Botho's

discusaion on theories really amounts to T handful of woll-

known foots, Mitch boil down to popular ideas about technical

terms and related matters, Ind which, ns far es linguistic

theories are concerned, could hnvc boon more briefly formul-

ated (and more interestingly, as I shall try to show in the

next section) by resorting to the standard distinction

between object-longunge end metalanguage, i.e. between the

"language under observation and study", rnd "the languoge

used by an observer for describing an observed object-language"

(Mo 1957, 305). What Botha says, then, can be put briefly

as follovs. Theories arc set up to overcome hhe inadequacies

of everyday langunge es a metqlongunge. ! theory is a meta-

language whose constituent concepts can only be understood

in relation to the other concepts of the seine theory, which

"implicity" defines its concepts. Besdes, the interpreta-

tion of theoretical concepte is thtermined by the theory

itself, cad "only partially, and to most ceees indirectly"

by the dnto, i.e. the object-language in the °es° of n

linguistic theory. Consequently, metelin3uistic concepts

belonging to different theories, and each theory as a whole,

are not reducible to one another. They can at best be compared

when they have similar "aims".

In spite of his contention that he can demonotpete

"obvious methodological flews" (ibid., 13) in the argumen-

tation of the scholars he criticizes, what Both- provides

is not en argument, is the chief point he mekes rests on

a metenhor. There is nothing ebjectioneble about analogies

no a moans of intellectual or other perception, on the con-

trary. But there is something ionicel about a linguist

like Both (who adhert_s to linguisUc school with well-

known requirements of form) having to present e metaphor

es nn ergumcnt. In feet, the irony deer net stop there.

Both' adheres to the TG theory of his time, and in perticuler

3 2
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to thc semantic component of it os not up by Kntz rind his

nssociates ; according to bhis theory, the mooning of loxicll

items is defined by mcn.ns of a "universal:- (i.e. longuau-

independent) "thSroticol voccbulry" of .1.2ntic "markers"

(such 10 'human', 'mole', 'adult' and trw.:%.. ..ix:rriedt, fir

the word pacheApw : Kotz and Postal 1964, 14) which ore

posited to bo "o langung;.-independent means of representing

the common conceptual system undorlyin3 communication in

natural languages" and to be "port of thc cognitive structure

of the humrn mind" (Katz 1967, 129). T onnnot help detecting

o contradiction hero between Bothr's thco2etcol and 41stemo-

logic-.1 positions : between his occeptaace of Kotz's

hypothesis about the universal validity. of theoreticol

constructs like the semantic markers, and hie inaistonco

on thc oxistnce of shorply distinct theories within the sinislo

dies1211.11p .of,tin matics and on their bJ.17 17rgoly irrodu-
ciblc to one 'another. But the most sign): litly ironical

aspect of Botha's discussion ns far as Ilesis is

concerned is thrlt his attempt to defend t!.. il2%; of TG theory

as a single. well-defined linguistic thcov:: forces him tri

qppeal to the very facts which this theory (7.nd, for

matter, all the othor linguistic theories) haw. loft

largely undiscussod c.pnciatupl poobloms, problems of

gpcourcy. structuv.s, and their interrelations. Typically,

for Botha r. theory is something that 'hnngs In the nir' ;

he nowhere speaks of theories in their linguistic manifesta-

tions -s texts or discourses, and his recognition of the

absenc of reliable scientific knowledge on conceptual

facts within theory is only indirect : "even if the word

concept used by transformationalists were to be formalised".

What ono would of have expected of Both is explicit

r_cocnition thrt the met'Ithcor,_tic71 position which parallels

the wc11-structured th...ory of Chomskr 1;65 to which he

adheres (particularly its division into o syntntic, semantic,

and a phonologic21 component) is basic-A.1:T indeterminat. -

as Chonsky himsclf most :explicitly ot-tcs :

3 3
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"In genoral, one should not expect to be able to delimit
a largo end complex domain bcfarc it hno boon thoroughly
oxplozed. A decision as to the boundary ooporating syntax
and somontice (if there io one) is not 7 porequisito
far theoretical and descriptive study of syntactic and
semantic rules. On the cant:aryl the problom of dolimitn-
tion vill clearly remain open until these fields aro
much bettor understood than they are today. Exactly
the same con bo sold about the boundary coparatl.ng
semantic syetems from oysteme of knowledge and belief.
That those poem to Interpcnetrato in obocurc ways has
long boon noted. One cni hardly achieve, significant
understanding of this mat+:r in adviice of n deep
nnolysis of systems of semantic ru1:9, on the one hnnd,
and systems of b,liur, on the otlic.:'(Chomsky 1965, 159) .

1.ore recently, Chomslv has noted 1t is not clear
at r'11. that it in p3riJiblo to dtutin3uluh sharply betwoen
the contribution of gr:Immar `i.e. lin,:uistic theory] to
the determination of nennin;s 'nd the contribution of
so- called 'prlgmitic consideration:is questions of
fact and belief and context of litt..1.2.nco" (my italics :

Chomsky 1969a, 80). In aTfon Al.th this opposition
bctwoon 'pragmatics' and the study of nbetract formal
otructuros and relations, by ful'thor : "It may
be that thc noxt grnt advance in th- of langungo
will require the farting of new intcliect.,:-% t%11:1
that pormit us to bring into conuideration a variety
of questions that have boon oast into the waste -bin
of tprasmatico" (ibid., 81).

Thoec paesagos from Chomsky need to be quoted in

connoctim viith Botha's discussion since tilt. question which

they robe of what linguistic theory is about cannot be

sopar"tod from the one raised by Botha about tho role of

linguistJo theory in achieving 'knowledge, about 'language',

Chomsky's remarks, as I read them, carry impoJ:tant suggestions

in this connection. While leaving the question largely open

for discussion they sugg,.st th-t it is pos%ibla to nusign

a specifLo :olo to linguistic sciLneo, that lingutstics

can.Lot b_ oquntcd with a 'gener71 epiatmologyl dealing

with all (7t:pecto of) "systf.ms of knowledg, and belief"

including itself, and that "a deep anllyuis of a:-st.:ms of

belief" can throw light on the other iSSUGS,
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Moreover, C#omsky's conception of the indeterminacy

of current linguistic metatheory hos a dimension beyond the

suggestion that 'conceptuel' f.!ystems ("system of knowledge

and belief") are relatable in some poorly understood way

to the facts accounted for by the synt;;ctic and semantic

components of hir theory. If all 'conceptual' systems

display the rame diversity and irreducible individuality

as those manifested in the theoretical disagreements or

differences of outlook among scientists, and linguists

in particular and there is no reason why this should not

be the care), the question arises of how general a lingubtto

theory can be that incorporates conceptual facts other than

its theoretical conce?ts, either by virtue of some form of

metatheoretical indeterminacy, or as a result of some

consciously madc decision to incorporate them in linguistic
descriptions. I shell return to these important questions

in the course of this study, by providing an example of what

can be done within a metatheoreticA.1 conception which is

related to the welt I have interpreted the above quotations
from Chomsl'y.

Lastly, since Botha seems most knowledgeable about

current work in logic, he might alllo have shown that the

logicians. are as helpless as the linguists about the problems

of discourse and the related 'conceptual' problems, as

Linsky sugaests in the following passage about various types

of discourses, and could also have done about scientific

literatures and theories :

In spealing about movieo, playc, novels, dreams,
legends, -uper.titiont., make-believe, etc., our ords
may be thought of as occurrin- !itbin the scope of
special 'operators'. Let me explain. htching the
ye-ttern, I sgy, "I thought the f-hefiff would hang
the hero, blA he didn't". The context in whia these
words are said makes it clear that they are occurting
under the 'in-the-movie' operator (...) Similarly,
I might :'ay, *Leopold Bloom lived in Dublin'.
Is this true or false ? Obviously it dependo upon
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whether my words are or are not, yithin the scope
of the 'in-the-novel' operAor (...) I am unable to
explain what is at issue except in terms of the
'pictures' I have discus:ed. (Linsky 1967, 126-7).

I have r,uoted Botha, and carried out the discuseion of

his positions and justifications for them at soneithattedime

length because I wish to Aug est that they point to an

important generalization whic.. Both9 iqisses. The point I

wish to make is this. To me, Botha and everybody else in

linguistics or elsewhere, hal failed to find real argument

that would justify the linguist's scientific activity as it

in commonly pursued (and in particular the common practice

(Jf ap,Aying a single theory to one's data), and thin failire

suggests the need to recoenize ml alternative to Botha's

"epistemological principle". '.:uch an alternative would

involve decisions more fundamental than those involved in

Botha's and related positions, hile it would sec;; to pawl&

arguments justifying what seems intuitively sound steut Boitlab

principle about the use of a (possibly single linguistic)

theory in language analysis. The existence of such an

alternative is sugpested by the facts discussed in the pre-

ceding section concerning the content analysts' use of their

social theories as a basis for setting up their semantic

analyses, together with their indirect recognition of the
need for a lin(!uistic theory that would be suitable forthe'
nurpose. such an ,lternative is discussed in the following

section (1.1.4.), around the sug:,estion that all theories

that are applied to natural language constitute metal:IAN-no-4

and that the fundamental problem for the remant!.cist (and

pos-ibly for others) is to s:Ilteil;:tically relate object-

lcncuaros to the relevant metalancuage:!, as well ap to

relate the constituent concepts of these metalangua!ee

to each other explicitly, rzther than be satisfied kith

the recognition of "implicit" relations between them, as

Botha after Nagel aparently is.

31;
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Besides, this thesis will propw.e to give recognition

to both the facts brought to light by the content analysts

and others (the use of at lear.t one non-linguistic theory

in semantic analysis) and those discussed by Botha (the use

of linguistic theory in linguistics), thus raifing thegoblan

of determining the respective roles of the two kinds of

metala4guage in semantic analysis I the linguistic theory

or theories or parts of them on the one hand, and the non-

linguistic theories applied to linguistic data or the meta-

languages drawn from these theories on the other. I shall

return to this and to other problems in the outline of my

metatheoretical positions prevented in section 1.1.6. Kere,

I ""could merely point out that the concrete form in which

the above problem will be raised in this theris will consist

of asking whit are the respective roles of linguistic

theory and of a Lind of classification in a cemantio analysis

of English abstracts in the field of documentation.
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1.1.4. ,Typaep of pketalanikuakkep.,.: nd, ,problems, of communication.

A metalanguage can be defined broadly as a language

of "signs referring to signs", of usifens of signs-, or

perhaps more aptly as a language of symbols referring to

symbol., if we wish to stress the "conventional" nature of

metalanguage and object - language :.signs as well as of the

"coordination" between the tiro (Reichenbach 19,,7, 9 and 4).

Reichenbach illustrates the notion of metalanguage as fupws;

"Thus the word 'word' refers to signs ; so do the words

'sentence', 'clause', 'phrase', 'name'. .c say that signs

of signs constitute a language of a higher level, which we

call Betalanguage ; the ordinary language then is called

bast. langum." (Aid.., 9). Ue also etres-es the metalin-

guietic nature of definitions, by giving various paraphrases

417 of a definition of 'submarine' : for instance, "the term

'submarine' is to have the Same meaning as the term 'ship

41r

capable of going under water'" (ibid., 20). The interest

of Reichenbach's general definition and illustrations for

the present purpose is that they suggest the existence of

various t'inds of metalanguage. :Jome may occur in everyday

language, by virtue of the 7eneral definition as "signs of

signs" and alvo of thf obvious, but poorly understood, fact

that "the metalanguage is in the language", as when an

Englishspew:ing linguist uses English to describe English

(ace Harris 196b). Thus ,next to the linguist's "observational

statements" (leech 1'68), a host of everyday expressions

such as various forms of paraphraes may be called at least

partly metalinguistic "informal judgments" such as "It

was the same old stow" (:,tone 1S66, 4), or phrases

such ae "i.e. ...", "to put it more (+ some adverb) ...",

etc. As ileichenbach notes, terms t,pically derived from

grammatical theories such Pr 'sentence' and 'clause' are

also metalinguistic, as arc typically semantic statements

such as definitions.

311
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Prom what precedes, it follows that any symbolic system

used to speak about natural language is by definition a meta-

language. This, then, is the case of linguistic theory, as

well as of the systems of "categories" or "characteristics"

which content analysts draw from their social theories to
carry out their semantic analyses of texts.
This is also the case of the various )(Ands of
documentary languages set up and used by documentalists to

represent the content of scientific documents, the best

known form of these documentary languages being classifica-

tion systems with words as entries. Perhaps the mctalinguistic

character of documentary languages and their entries appears

most strikingly in these crudest forms of documentary

analysis, as the differences between the object-language

and the metalanguage conventions are then most apparent :

when, for instance, one or a few words drawn from a clasei-

fication or subject-Amading list servo to characterize the

meaning of a whole book.

What has been said so far raises two main questions.

One is whether the distinction between object-language and

metalanguage is necessary and how it can be justified. Tho

other is whether various typos of metalanguagos can be dis-

tinguished, if the rather heterogeneous facts exemplified

above ore not to be lumped together under the general

category of metalanguage. These questions, as well as

ReichenbactOs definition, can be clarified by referring to

Cherry (1957, 305). Cherry defines a metalanguage as

"observer's language" or as "the iangnage used by an observer

for describing on observed object-langunge". Moreover, and

most importantly, he relates his distinction to n communication

process by distinguishing between an "oxtcrnal observer"

who is "quite detached from the communication event he is

observing" rind a "participant observer" who "reports upon

communication events in which he is one partner".

3:1
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The first question, on hol to justify the distinction

betWecn object-language and metalanguage, can be answered

on the basis of Cherry's definition. It is Amply a fact,

that people can act as object-language user's and at' language

observers, and that their symbolic conventions in the latter

role differ from those in the former. Until the difference

can be specified scientifically, in linguistic science or

otherwise, the distinction under discussion must rest on

observations such as Botha's on the existence of, and differ-

ences between, linguistic theories, and between these and

everyday language, or other observations such as:Stone and

his team have set up and used the hauardIIIFsychoposio-

loLicAbAietAppary. and others (lister) in Stone eLal. 1966,

140) as metalanguages for content analysis ; Lawlor and his

team have set up a list of 68 definitions and draw from this

metalanguage for documentary analysis to characterize

"invc'iuntary confession cases" in American law court deolsionsi

etc. The distinction is also based, as far as semantic

analysis is concerned, on tell -known "semantic anomalies"

which exist in zny natural language (NL) :

a) different 1.1J terms arc held as equivalents (Ewm_yng);
16) to a single NL term are bound several meanings
Thomolm, holnography., LoliKegyj etc ., e,g.,"circula-
tronr, mtrafTlc,Vlaa, wary, librrxies,TTc.); c)
different syntactic turns of phrase are held as
equivalent in regard to the underlying logical relation-
ship (allotaxics, "actions of x on y ", "role of
x in el, vy le affected, influenced, etc., by x",etc.);
a) a specific phrasc-stnucturc in NL may convey different
logical relationships (holotaxies ; noun -noun
which may sometimes quarrry;'"liziic cancer , ,nd some-
ti,qes be causal, "tobacco cancer", etc.) ; e) more
complex equivalences arc set forth between .ords and
phra.es of a sirgle lanruacc (def4litione,
"hypothermia", "a tcmperr'.ture fluln normal", etc.).
(Gardin 1969, 20)

Again in Gar6in's words, the recognitior of 2t.:;11 facts

suffice:: for "the postulation of a reality of symbolic

systems outside the natural languages undcr consideration"

(ibid., 'el), and therefore different from them - to an

extent to bL investigated :
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To say that, in a given field of observation, x and 3:
will be hold equivalent to each other, for example
"clock" and "timepiece", is to rofer implicitly or
explicitly to a metalinguietic entity, which is m9de
to correspond to the x and y of the NL under consider-
ation. It makes no dirferenoe if this entity borrows
its name from that same NL, since the only important
thing is its definition ( ) It often happens that a
given NL vocabulary does not provide any suitable term
for this or that entity of the metalanguage. The same
roasonihg holds in inverse cases of lexical dissimilation
(a single NL term made to correspond with several
distinct entities, each designated by a different symbol
of the metalanguage) (and also of) the syntactic phenome-
na noted above, under the headings of allotaxies and
honwtaxies ( ) If, for instance, one establishes an
equivalence between locutions like "effect of x on ",
"the role of x in e, "x is affected by x", etc.,
implies the definition of a corresponding syntactic
unit in the metalanguage of the analysis, however one
chooses 4so express 22)

As will be noted, Gardin's points throw light on Harris's

statement that "the metalanguage is in the language". First,

the theoretically important qualification needs to be made

Lnat the units appropriate to name a metalinguistic entity

are not always available in the object-language considered.

Second, there is no contradiction between the distinction

under discussion and Harris's observation : both 'the

language' (say, English) and the metalanguages (based on

English) are just facts. The problem is simply how they

relaze to each other.

Onc further important aspect of metalanguages to be

strrssod hero, .which provides further justification for

the distinction under examination, is that mctalongu9ges

can - to a point which research will have to establish -

be described as 'languages'. I use the torm language informal-

ly to suggest the need to analyze metalanguages as wholes.

This point, as fnr as I can see, hls received mor© illuminat-

ing attention in the field of documentation than elsewhere,

particularly with Coyalid 1966. I shall return to the problem

later, from a rather different perspective from Coya;41s,
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namely the individuality or distinctive nature of meta-

languages in documentation, as it could be flescribe0 on the

basis of a linguistic theory. Here, I would just vay that

my metatheoretical position in this respect is similar to

that adopted by Botha in conrection with the differences

between linguistic theories : the differences between

documentary languages, as I shall argue below, is a basic

fact about them which needs accounting for. Besides, pos-

sibilities of converting one documentary language in a Civer

field into another in the same fie] can b4 investigated,

and in fact hay._ been, as I (--hall point out later. In parti-

cular in Fart III of this thesis, I shall try Asubtantiate

the view that linguistic theory can serve to describe a doct

mentary langulce distinctively, i.c. as representing what iE

distinctive about the corresponding 'universe of discouree'

or 'field' of the objec-language, and that the kind of

structural discussion of Cocumentary languages given by coyM

on the basic of a theory or model in the field of documenta-

tion (SYI.TOL : Cros ct r.1. 1964) can also be usLfully

attempted on the basis of recent developments in linguistic

semantics.

To ta;-c this discussion a step further, I propose that

Cherry's definition an0 his reference to a communication

process can serve as a basis to distinguish various Ime

of metalanZuartcs, by rugestinr: a relation between the meta-

language used and the type of observer, as wal as the need

to distinguish between a "detac)ed" observer and one who

participate.? in the communication events he is observing.

Before I can attempt to distinguish various types of mcta-

languages, however, onc preliminar, roint needs to be made.

The relation I establish hcrc, after Cherry, between the

notion of metcilnguage c.rd the pvocss of communication

does not result fro P.ny commitment to philosophical contrc--

versies about the role of communication in thv attainucnt

of 'knowledge about language'. I t!o not Ash, to
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"dogmatically" defend this role (an Strawson admits, likes:

Strawson 195(., 32) or to adhere to the opposite view (as

recently expounded after Chomsky by ilorayscik 1937). My

position in this respect pimply consists of accepting as a

fact the documentalists, conception and practice of semantic

analysis as an approach to communication between writers and

readers of scientific texts. Such a position simply °onside

of givin: recognition to the fact that, irrespective of philo-

sopW.cal control/L.:nice and scientific formulations of the

process, documentalists semantically an:lyse texts by

assigning them metolinguistic representations that are intend-

ed to be used by the users of libraries (documentation

centres, etc.) to formulate questions (search requests, as

they are eometimen celled) which will give them vccess to

the documents stored in the library and to the information

contained in thee:. docuents. The advantage, I would argue,

of giving recognition to this fact is that it is a fact that

can be observed and investigate6 in a concrete communication

situation 'Mich ie hatural in the sense that addressors and

addressees arc distinct, unli1;4 in the 'class- -room' situa-

tions commonly investigated by linguists. The fact that I

have not beLn able, for practical reasons, to test my

semantic analyser does lot affect the general point I am

making here. In the course of the preeGnt metatheoretical

discussion, I shall pre-rent the aCjustments of Choms4's

compttence/performcmce distinction which I believe to bt

rquir:d 1 a recognition of the docuhentrlists' approach

to semantic analysis, and of the genern1 fact of communica-

tion underlying it.

The first distinction between types of metalanuaces

which I wioh to put fonmrd on the basis of Cherry's defini-

tion is one be what .ight be fpriv rm. pudic

mtalmiTuas. An exa p1( of a private nettrIlnguac ie

su&orted by Botha's discussion : imaginc, for inetnnce,

113
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a linguist who would use terms such as 'the sentence' in

his own way, without referring to the use of such terms in

an existing theory. Examples of public metalanguages are :

linguistic theories, the sets of "categories" used byeartant

analysts in their semantic analyses, and the documentary

lnguag,s such as classification systems set up by dooumen

talists and used in libraries and documentation centres for

purposes of scientific communication. I bhall show later

that the kind of classification system used in this thesis

meets the description of a public metalanguage in both

respects : in terms of the way it was set up, an,I of the

use for which it was destined. The following is evidence

for regarding the content antllysts' categories as similarly

punic, in the sense that they rest on agreement or ccnsenals

between the members of the research teams that set them up :

Suppo,e we .ant to identify the extent to which "con-
servatism" is expressed in writing or speech.
Investigators would undoubtedly differ in their
intutivc tnte pretntione of the meaning of this concept
(...) Rio :ever, by thinking about and discussing the
different expects of the concept, they might well agree
on c!laracteristics they would consider signs of
conservatism. (Stone Et Ak. 1966, 7).

A skcond distinction I vieh to propose, is between meta -

languages cet up to account for the communicative function

of objectlanguages ..nld tho-e which appear not to be ect up

for this purpose in view of the fact that they reflect a

"detached obscrvee's point of view. In order to explain

this distinction, it seems necessary to post that a consider.

ation of the communicative fupction of languace imposes

distAnctiyenemmpuircms.pt on semantic analysis. This

assumption can be put difLerently as follows : in order to

account for the communicative function of lc.nruaFe, a

semantic analysis roust vtate what is dif:tinctivc about

meanings in the object. language. ^.fld its nz'.nifentationr.

4 II
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I personally am inclined to regard the above assumption as

a truism. It needs to bc stated, however, because the

facts which underlie it do not seem to be generally

recognized. The point as I wish to put it can be illustrated

as follows : in a communication situation in which the

addressor user; object-language (say, an utterance in

chemical Liv:lish) which the addressee (say, a four-year-

old child) doesn't know, the addressee will be unable to

state what is distinctive about the meaning of the utterance

in question ; he ern at best) give a vague and incorrect

semantic annlysis of it (cfr. various discussions of

Harris n6C., quoted below).

The above position raises the question, which is

crucial in the present study, of how to select a meta-

language meeting the distinctiveness requirement in question:

how this metalanguage is net up, and where it can bc found.

The problem ma be put r.s follows : does there exist a

theory that t;ould provide a suitable metalanguage, orcriberis

for selcctina one, and for selectil:g an object-language ;

if not, how can the problem be solved metatheoretically.

In order to ans"cr these questions, I submit I:he third

divtinction I wish to maLe between metclenguagcs : a

di'tinctton between metnlmguages set up to account for the

communicative function of lanFuagc in the whole of a hnemege

possibly in rll natural languages, and swk-rpecksiss.

metalimguages, "hick are .7ct up nnd can be used directly

by a type of "participant o)server" : for instance, a

physicist observing the language of physics, or an expert

of everyday life observing everyday language, ae in the

case of everyday language philo-ophers and linguists.

4''
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As the last point is intended to suggest, I propose

that an examination of the problems under discussion is

obscured by the common practice among linguists and other

students of language to concentrate on everyday language.

The problems are obscured because in a linguistic study of

everyday language, the linguist accidentally plays two roles :

that of a linguist-observer and that of an expert who is

acquainted with what Chomeky calls "the systems of knowledge

and belief" of the field he deals with, or, more briefly,

with a given culture. The present study of a non-everyday

variety of English_and the notion of field- specific meta-

language are intended to put an end to this confusion.

Besides, this notion of field-specific metalanguage has the

advantage of reducing 'cultural! facts which underlOithe use

of the word field (or such logically oriented notions as ani-

verse of discourse) to a researchable form. What remoins

to bu seen is whether this notion is necessary, in particular

whether a linguietic theory could not provide a field-specific

niWalanguage that would serve the same dietinctiveness

requiremeats as those served by a field-specific metalanguage.

The answer proposed in this thesis is no, and the arguments

provided fo: it are of two kinds : first, factual arguments

about the absence of a metalanguage in linguistics for the

field under investigation (documentation), about the exietence

of several metalanguagssfor differnnt fields and even for

a single one (such as documentation : in this, my position

is analogous to Botha's on linguistic theories), and about

the impossibility of reducing the existing motalanguagos

to ONE field-independentAND distinctive metalanguage; second,

the definition of the role to be assigned to a linguistic

theory allowing a place to the communicative function of

language.

41;
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Concretely, the semantic metrtheory propocd here

after Gardin result in usin, rnd in dktermining the

interactions of two Imctalangusges' (This will be discussed

below, in section 1.1.60. One is a 'public', and 'field-

specific' metalamuage set up for communication purposes :

a kind of classification system for documentation, the field

under investigation. Thc other is similarly a public meta-

langvage namely a forn of linguistic theory of which I shall

argue that it can :-ervc to meet the distinctiveness and

communication requirements discusses above, and can ideally

do this for a language as a whole.

As will be noted, an important consequence follows

ALY

from the met-theoretical position delineated abGva after

Air

Gardin 1969 and the content analysts. Thc.zsner14

ir
!.cLnow/c dyad. ab p c up, 2S..nny_a,d.,N.0!.. theory, for

ser,;ant is PIP4Y0- i, of .tq:Ar ie of no PP110ccR9A9S SPYP!
CY the alaA/sbility.o.f.a !;Itiplsic' and field-specific metalanguage

is.corIcerp4, and a linguistic theory cannot provide such
44 ametalanguuge in any case. In this respect, then, the

nresent sonantic study of abstracts in the field of documen-

tation can procet:: in the same way as, say, a study in

syntax Yhich ('raw- thc nevded metalinguistic entities from

a public metalanguage (a syntactic theory). The problem in

this study is similarly one of al.plying end adjusting as

explicitly av possible a finite inventory of tistalinguistic

categories an relationc to L hL indefinite number of possible

texts in documentation LnElish, on the basis of a finite

number of observations (cp. Choms:. 1965 on the competence/

rezformnce distinction, to b, discussed belr).

That linguistic theory does lot provide a metalancruage

nuc!-: a3 that found in a clar:Iification rycti.al for the field

of documeTtation hardly necdc to be shown ; Ihat I %/iph

to further argue here, however, in that it if? similarly
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unnble to provide criteria for choosing one or the best ono,

for soloctins the objoct-languago, or for defining what I

would call lbservntiohal happiness (or npppriatInesp) condi-

tions, th-t is for determining whcthcr or to what extent

n given met-am/gunge and a give, objoct...1nngungo arc compn-

tiblc, In order to show this, I must turn to n point of

linguistic theory. After Austin 1962, researchers ouch no

WIrris (1966) nnd Ross (1970) have posited, rnd invoctiLated

the structure of, what may bo cnllcd 'implicit performntivos'.

Sc.ntcnc.s such no HIILELIclas.yaa to two mcks°ipprisonment",

"hnvc, Instond S truth values, various conditions pertaining

to -pproprintcncso of usc" (Ross 1970, 222), ns Austin had

noted "I", )^:ar instnnce, needs to by S3MC kLnd o° judge

if the mitt...ee is to be appropriate, By ^nnlory with such

sentec,.o, 1Lnguistio evidence his bo:,n found to suggest

that dccl-rative sntencc in, structurally specking,

n clnuE,3 fu:tctioning Is n complement in n sentcnc, of the

lir
tYPc- Whit 1 with to nrguo, ossumin7, the tthe

4'
'Awe hypothesis is mrr.ct, is thit linguistic theory ie

Atf
unable to specify the 'corrects identity of the "I" and of

Cf the "you ", the pirtIcivnts in the communicntion process,

The ettus of the you, in pnrticulr, a.,1dom shows up in

actual linguistic utter-rises, no it does in some :.00k titles,

when some :ippropxito specification is cl:pros9od cbout the

stntua of the render : cp., soy, "EicroLlologyVIAdvnnced

micl.oblology",411Adynnced microbiology for tiv,c1cmentln,

school". As the st "tus of the nddresseo, Ind therefore of

the observer, 2nd of tSe nddr..ssor, cannot be specificd by

linguistic theory, it follows that, linguistic-11y9 111

possIbilitioc 're open, including come th-t seem intuitiv,ly

incomp2t1ple with the commilnictive fuoctLon of o given

Ltt...rnnce. To tnkr, the ox2mple of the cbcu2.nt-tion 2bcta:n.cts

under investigntion in this thesis, 2 linguistic theory c-lin.-;t

rule out the possibility of h-ving 2n 2ddrosorn one

nddrcsoeec, any, four-ycnr-old children, jnni'c.o..s,
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thoologinns, etc : n nwclist, for instam. could e_Ictunlly

do thin, but what is claimed hors is thnt th- cuitIblo m,ts-

lnngunge for daocrIbing hick novel woul0 hive littl: to do

with metal-ngungo uned by documontnlists.

If I na correct, the only bnio for °electing tha

object-langunge :end the motnlingungc in the ona ndopt,d in
this th-sio. For the zhoicc of the object-lingung., I riA4

on export° (J nnasko and hip tarn : Jannsko 1962) who have

states that their bibliography of abstracts deckle with doe-K-

mcntrIti:m" or rather with "potence informnti:).a" nnd with vartous

other mctnlnguistic ontitios giv,n in the prcfcc, to th,:ir

bibliogr -'phy (see chiptce 1.2., below) . Similnrly, I have

chosen no n met-l-ngunge n kind of clnosificntion syotorn sot

up by its cf.litoro and their co-workcro for the ficld of

" scientific information" (N. Gnrdin end lAvy% Ey choice,

then, of tbc object-lnngunge (or r7thar of its nr
in th, nbstrnI:to of tk,c Jannske bibliozr-phy) and of thc

el-asifiontion uocd nr, fhad-opecific mctnl-ngunge rests

b-oic.411y on the hypothesis thnt in th. tvio ibovc judgmcnto

(Jnn-sk,,c nad Gnrdin'a) the terms "scientific inftrmition"

and "scince information" nra cquiv-Lnt, The linguiotic

problem, I would -reu, b gine nt the poi ;4t vh,rc ono attempts

to account fa the relntions between ouch motnlinguistic

ontiticc -c -ianc /scientific informntion" and oth...ro

corrospondi:Ic to them, stkch nc he cntrieo of the

syste, :nd for the relntiom th t -re empiric-11y

estnelich-ble b_tween these matnlinguintic entiticn and

t'Ac nbntr-dtc under inv,stigntion : when, inct-nc , one

c-n .r;y tai~ t gtven -lbstr-sct "denla v.ith" 3Lvon clnocifi-
cntion .atry.

*4',0

4,005'
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Linguistic thoory, thonscannot set up or solect n

motnlingungo for the field of documontntion, simply bocnuso

the estnbljelpimt of th, "syatcmo of knawlodgc -nd belief"

belongin3 to this field (or to any other) lies outoido the

lilauleSst rsponsibility and competoncc, Similnrly, linguistic

theory onnnJt cotnblioh to whit extent mctolangunge for

Shia field is Inpproprintel no this c'fn only be done by ono or

morn experts of the field ; it c:,nnot, for tastnnce, ostablioh

thc nthiquncy or inndcquncy of the following definition of

docuaspta4or

the assombltng, coding and disocnicrting of recorded
knowlodgc comprchensivoly trontcd f2s ^n intogral
proccduro utilizing scmnntica, pnycholozic71 Ind
noch-nionl nidn, ?snd techniques of cpoduction includ-
ing microcopy, for givikr, documcntnry infamntion
maxt;Ium -ssocaf,ility and ua'bility. (Webstcr's
This New Internntionll Dictiaanry, 1967).

Vor c.,,n linguistic thopry specify which motnlinciliatic

entities ar concept. -r, 'primitiv:.' or As

Fillmorc has put it, for 1 linguist to docidc tblt 'human',

Ipnrent", IferanleYborni, 'mnr.iod', for instnnco, ire

"sementic primitives" is to defic them in tor= of (his

or aomobody clac's beliefs about) "phonomcnn of the roil

worler^thr thr,n of "other linguistic conccpts" (Fillmore468o,

34), lnd I nrguc that linguistic theory provides no bnsia

for such '7, decision. Similnrly, lnd yln cxrmpl_

from Fillmor,, I ougl:,st th-A linguistic til.,ory doca not act

"stop; tog pl-cc" -t which one cr.'n be cure that on J has

stlted 1711' the: "scALction-1" cmponcinta or fciturca nasign-

nble 1 v3rd (a-y thcw31f) in ordr ;;:-; thy: wIcdc

thnt c "n npnroprintly b- uscd viith it in antonc:, : c.
ntc in tilealf :Act whom wolf b ns:Ag:lud fenture

th, 1,)69b, 93).
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lore importnntly, I nrguc, nfter Bolingorls criticism

of K-tz nne Fodor 1953, that ') distinction botwoon "knowlodgo

of the langunge and "knowlodg.. of thc world" (and similar

mos) is metntheorotionl nd thnt any ottcmpt to give it n

foundation in linguistic thoary is misguidoe nnd con only

be cirbitr.y. This I oleo Indigo to be tho ens° of the typo

of position mentioned above in connection with Leech, whcro

the theory not* os n filter : nnythins thot is theoretically

untrnctable a: incompatiblo with critert; internal to the

theory is 'filtered out' as lying outside the scope of

linguistics ("linguistic comptence").

To return to Kntz and Fodor, it will be remembored
(1953, 178) tint they illustrate the dichotomy "know-
ledge of the lIngung.." versus "knowledg.: of the world"
by claiming that, unlike the concepts c;:preesod by
scrrntic mnrkors such no (Unlo) nnd (Fcmnle), the

4p information enabling us to undcrotnnd horse shoes
(or rather horscshoos, no Bolinger poi:7775177787

.1374Y

shoes for horses =-1.ALntor shoes as shoos mode
from nlligntor skin blirorigi=ouriinowledge of
th.: world and must therefore be excluded from the
theory. With Bolingor, I suggest thot Kntz and Fodor

(11P

arc doubly wrong : "Whore do mnrkors like (11nimn1),
(Physi.cn.1 Object), (Young), nnd (Femn1c) come from
if not from our knowledge of the world ?" AND "What is
strarep (Shat - warring) ns a semantic mnrker-
not ns gonornl, surely, os (Pennle), but general enough?"
(Bolinger 1965, 568),

Similarly, even if n "feature" such ns 'hurana, con bo shown

to have syntactic rclevince in qaaltgh - for LIstnnce, to

account for vau (Chomsky 1L)65, 150) - (bu't not far thc

French auj..), its nnturo, I would nrguc, is no mre linguistic

thon, 3ny, V.It DI 'Shoe-wonring'. In brief, I hypothe3ize

th-t 11 in lnncunge is conceptunl, and th7,t -11 the conceptuol

filets arc needed cxpl-lin 'linguistic st.cucture, 7t

so7ao points :%-e oth .3r. rgu.unts far thin; vLw -re beginning

to -pper thu linguistic literature. :70;;t to r,rrlysc.c of

sciDntific English by Harris, which arc referred to in

this th(.sis, there arc various -nllyscs by Fillmore : he shows,

f3r instnncc:, th7t 7n account of sh::

thQ incorpomtion of SDL: "surprise" factor

ri 1
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(Pillmoro 1965). Lot mo oleo mention two reo-Alt popors,

ono by Groan (1968) nail one by R. Lokoff (1570) :

Green (Act:minas English oontonc.s with the emphatic
porticico oithc and Sho shows thrl. for wholo
rongc of sus scntencos the a:currenco of those
p-rticics can only be occounted for on the bosis of
conceptunl foots rend she dcvolopc nn int-rosting notion
of implicit predication in this connection ; Green's
famul-tion of the corresponding syntoctic structures
Ind her diocussion of intanotion con be omitted hero.
As she notes, the sontencc Hq.Chi rAtip ic.ros onsiblo.
for rlotgiaattaLond TarinTlarn neon
is. no sni4t-'itillp os thnt Ho Chi ;:inh is no saint ".
tarAralnr, 117517111 sovontoon and Wenity is old onou

hovo n dinfcrts liconsc riligneTha sown cent
olialfirrosgrrTnugh to hnvc * drivor's
licenso". (Groan 1968, 24). In come cns,s, the ogroomont
bctwocn the two clousos con bo aoscribed ns "affoctiv-" :

"when such sentences as ond he Dints
Ac111toa -;re iccept-blc, 0triribt mut:a to on os
c3nnofrag n poitivo 'yttrIbarlIrthc mind of the
spanker if zits well is (ibid., 2L). In her conclu-
sion, Grocn suggests that the liptostAc component of
TG erneamrra "will hove to oper^1:-e in terms of semantic
reprooentntionc, and will now, to be sensitive to the
sperker's "conception of reality" rend his conception
of rel7ttons between his concepts to o grentor extent,
and for mare rorsons, th "n has boon ioouriod up to now"
(ibid., 34). A simil7r point hos been modo more rocently
by Robin L-koff (1970), in a pap .r which will be
discusses in part III.

Before Ica. turn to the question of the

"neutrality" (in the next section, 1.1.5.) rend outline my

metnthoorctLcn1 pl'aposnls (in thc fallowing, section : 1.1.6.),

I alto wish to show that thc distinctions just rand.: niter

Chkirry c-n -throw ligh. an n few ot:Icr general issu.s. First

of -11, I r.ugzcst that th.) distinction b twocn privlt

public nutn1-!ngunges rend the -..mph-sis on comnunication can

capture th frctc underlying vnrious ditinctions.

One of th..m is G,rdinIr opposition b,tmcn pi.odctermined

mot11-,n:N-g.c. 'Ind others : he spenkc of m:t-A-n3wgcs d:finA
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"-i priori", such as cloesifications or the content analysts'

"cateprieeli (Girdin 1969, 26). The distinction I put

forwnrd can also throw light on another opposition, which

may be difficult to baso on observable fncts. I am thinking

of a distinction between 'inductively' and 'deductively'

established metalanguagos and in particular of Bach's

discussion of linguistic theories in toxms of the advantages

of "hypothesis-milking" or the "Keplorinn" attainmont of

knowledge about language, as opposed to the "Baconian"

(Bach 1965).

Secondly, the distinctions I propose cnn bo used to

charnctorizo the typo of semantic theory mndo explicit by

Katz and his associates, and to refute some claims made by

those authors:

Consider the cicims they make about tho olomontnry
motalinguistic torus (tho semantic markers) which they
sot up. Tho eomantic marker is a central notion since
the bnaic hypothesis is that the theory establishes
the monning(s) of any (deep structural representation
of n) sentence "compositionally", that is by amalgama-
ting the semantic. markers for the smallest units
(lexical items, or, better, entries) with each other,
and by deleting. markers that are innpproprinte (such
as 'Social Activity' for boll in The man hit the color-
ful bilk), until the meanings of Tfro=xg67*ETIITrTEiror'
coaTIVilonts and eventually of the whole sentence are
established. Whit I wish to suggest first is that Katz
and his associates wrongly gr'nt their scanntic markers
a theoretical status similar to that of syntactic markers
when they claim thatfla semantic marker is a theoretical
construct (...); it is on a par with such scientific
constructs as the atom, the gene, valence, -nd the noun
phrlsc. A mincer like (Human) or (Color) is, then,
not an English word, but a construct ,npresented by
one" (Katz and Fodor 1963, 208). I woLld argue, on
the contrary, the following : (1) When they establish
scmintic markers such as (Social Activity) and (Physical
Object) for ball, they do this irrespective of the very
communication which their theory claims to
n.ccount for (Katz and Fodor 1963, 198 on ball; Katz
1967, 129, pr2sunte the vocabuln.ry of marEis as "a
1,.ngungo-independant moans of representing the common
concopturl system underlying communictiDn in natural
1,Ingu-r;es"), In particular, the semantic markers

5 3
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nrc established by observing words rnthor then unite
with which people communicate : tiTtoroncos, 3r their
grammatical roprosentation as sentences. In other
words, Katz and his associates aro "detached observers"
in Cherry's scnso. Langondoen (1967) has made a
similar point about the "detached linguist-observer"
rending ambiguities into sentences, such as 'Social
Activity' for ball in The r(ritan hit thc ball. In n different
context, Lyons7EFF stressed implications
between sentences in a communicatlbhprocoss, and the
derived nature of such entities as the semantic marker.
1577 NEW the validity of Lyons's point and, moro gonorolly,
Katz and his associstos' 'detachment' from facts of
communication are best shown negatively. Katz and
Fodor's central hypothesis is that it is possible to
sot up ^ theory of semantic interpretation of sentences
in ipolation, and that the particular into4rotition(s)
TriOn'aiii57") of a sontonoo nro dotormincd by the
"ecloctivo effect of setting" (i.e. of sontonco context).
This position, it should bo strossod, is difforont from
the common rnctice which consists of dosinirsomantical-
ly with gramma ca ly defined mntorinl such as sentences
AS IF all about thoir meanings were statabl, in terms
of sentoncc-intornal facts. What Katz and Fodor claim
is that such a practice can bo turned into a fundamontal
principle of the theory or motlthoory since "the
readings that a speaker gives a sontonco in setting ore
a solcction from those the sontonco has in isolation,
a theory of semantic interpretation is logically prior
to a theory of the selective offost of setting" (Katz
and Fodor 1963, 178). The difficulty with such
position, I submit, is the following : one is supposed
to bo able to ostablish the moanings of sontonco
constituents (in the form of semantic markers) and
to predict -sentence readings" without appealing to
the very factors ns:;umod to dotZrane'theso "readings" :

sentence "setting" or context, and, beyond it, in
obserw'ble communication situat ion.
(b) Katz and his ascociates' reprosontations of lexical
items by semantic markers con be described as drawn
from n private and 'non-field-specific' metalanguage.
This point equally applies to similar proposals made
after Katz and associates or : -.g. Leech's
notion of "components ". The only passage known to mo
th7t throws some light on the way iA wh'ch Katz and
his associates establish their semantic markers is the
following : "A semantic marker is :1 theoretical term
that designates a class of equiv-lcnt concepts or
ideas, Consido:. thy: id"a each of us thinks of as port
of the moaning of the words 'chair', 'stone', 'mon',
Ibuilding'I'planot's etc, but not part of the meaning
of such v;ords as 'truth', 'togethernescl, 'feeling',
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'shadow', 'integer', 'departure', etc. the idea thot
we take to express what is common to the meaning of the
words in the former group and that we use to conceptually
distinguish thorn from those: in the lattor. 'oughly, we
might charactorizo what is common to our individual
ideas as the notion of a spatially and temporally
contiguous matorial thing. The semantic mark()); (Physical
Object) is introduced to designate that notion. It
provides a moans of exprossIng the goneralizition that
the words in the former group arc semantically similar
in this conceptual respect whereas they differ in
meaning from the words the latter group in the same
roapcct. Such generalizations are oxprosrod by including
this semantic marks.: in the loxic^1 readings for the
words in the former group and excluding it from the
loxionl readings for those in the lattond (Katz 1967,
129-130) ...tither than point out (as might :2casonobly
be done) on the basis of what precodcs that Katz's
semnntic markers are established inducAsely (as Bich
might say) or a posteriori (as Gordin v;ould say),
I would argue that Katz and Fodor incor;.octly grant
the sa;ae "theoretical" status to syntactic and semantic
marko:s and that there is n fundamental difference
between the two. A syntactic marks:: such as the noun-
phrase is rightly called theoretical because it is
drawn fron the metalanguage of a scientific community :
thc one which has sot up and uses a certnin typo of
TG theory. The semantic markers, on the other hand,
arc more rightly (Lecribod as belonging to ^ private
mctnlanauage of Katz's, and his scloction of the
object language (the words 'chair', etc.) as equally
id .osyncratic. This is even more obviously the c-se with
"the notion of a spatially and temporAly contiguous
2ateA.al thing", of which the marker (Physical Object)
is only a short'aand notation : the above quotation can
only be adequately described as Kntz's private symbol
for his own conception of such notions as 'space',
Itme's etc., and their inteirolations, and in terms of
Katz's views on the apnlicability of this private symbol
to such object-language words q3 etc. Besides,
thc only con,unication process involved 1:1 the -bove
p-son3o is Kntz's appeal to the re-cles1 consensus :

"Consider the idea each of us thinks of 's part of".
In this respect, it is Irgu-b1:. unljhe scm-ntic

dictionary definitions (hoviever inform-1
they -y be;) constitute truly public metnlingu-gc
since poopl,- E,B2rd thcr as uxpr,2. Lng the lexicologic-1
.-corm nprmi dhfircd by :aerobe; a of the liaguistic
came unity az comr.iunitics.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The -bow) chnractorization of romantic morkors no part

of a privntc motalnnguago of the authors who sot thorn up

is intendcd to bo more than criticism of Notz and his

associatose The point is really this: nobaslytoncnowldse,

has b.:.criblo to do better than Kotz:nd ssoogAztoe.21.far ng

.c.zanonentiants....ar wade is congcned.. This points

to n problom which I shall attempt to clarify in this thosis,

namcly the following modoxicol situtioa : while non-

lirautsta. -rc able to set up 'public' metllangungoo (classi-

ficntions and the like) for semantic nnalycis of texts. in

particulnit field, linguists have boon unable to set uo

more th-a 'privnto' motalanguagos for semantic analysis of

other, 'smaller', typos of lnngunge units such as the

sontenc, oz the word - whether they concontrato on n 'field'

or claicA to provide componential annlysea v-lid for the

'whole of no lingungoi, '?he only way out, as for no I can

sac, lies in demonstrating that Lyme is correct when he

insists that componential statements are AcrAy.9.4 from other,

moze bnsic, utatemcnto (such ns those :.:1do i.i terms of the

truly :1;11oretica1 notion of implication trol-tion't discussed

below)nnd dcacribos componential analysis on merely a

"technique for the economical stntomcat of certain somnntic

rolations betwoen loxical items and bctwccn scntences contain-

ing them" (Lyons 1966, 476). Moro broadly, the solution lies

in a 'structural' approach to semantics such os thot advocated

by Lyons and others, ns I shall argue below in sectin 1.3.3.

Lactly, K-tz's phrases "each of us" and "the idea that

tnIc;.: t o..." in the above quotation Qnbody thLir well-

known cl-Im th^t sczl-ntic m%kers constitute. ^ "universal

thcrutic-1 voc-bulry" which is "pqrt of th, elgnitive

structurc of humfAl mind" (Katz 1967, 12S). This

is bert dir!cusr,cd in the next secti, go Jr), -mong

philosophic-1 spucul-ti:-no about .w;ning n-'tur-1 language.

7111 linguist, ^s I Lypn2, )uld be n,utr-1

s
tori

c0.1.
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towards these, especially when they are in contradiction with

certain facts to which ho can give recognition - as is the

case for the practical impossibility of reducing all exist-

ing motalanguagas for a given language or for all languages

to a single, tunivers^11 metalangunge. It should be noted,

however, that the claim about the linguistic irrelevance

of speculations concerning a universal semantic vocabulary

is closely tied to the empirical emphasis on the central

place of communication in linguistics, as a recent and most

extreme pronouncement by pottier suggests : "'Pure' linguistics

is dead". The general suggestion is that linguistics, and

in particular loxicology, should turn - like sociology and

many literary studios - to the investigation of small,

"homogeneous" groups of people, because loxicologisto should

concern themselves with varlkies of langungo "that actually

function" (Pottier 1968). Any other typo of loxicological

study crtn merely reflect the personal views of ono "detached

linguist-observer".
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1.1.5. The linituist'p neatralilY.

According to a position most explicitly formulated

by Lyons 1968, the linguist and in particular the semanticist

can adopt a neutral attitude towards a number of philosophical

and psychological speculations or controversies about the

'nature of moaning'. As I shall argue, also after Lyons,

such an attitude gods together with a theoretical conception

of semantics discussed below under the heading 'structural

semantics' (1.3.3) . Hero, I wish .L-.) deal with the first point,

and to suggest why the kind of neutrality advocated by Lyons

can and even should be adopted in the present thesis. In

keeping with the topic of this thesis, I shall draw not

only on the linguistic literature but also on some sources

in the field of documentation.

One ih4losophical controversy about which I shell avoid

ehilosulical commitment is that between 1:vminaliste, and

'realists' :

Have thG things to which wo apply the sumo name, some
cnmmon 'essential' properties by which we can identify
them (se tho 'realists' might say) or have they nothing
in common other than tho name that by convention wo have
learned to apply to them (as the nominalist might say)?
(Lyons 1968, 401)

My position in this respect has been stated in the preceding

section : it simply consists of recognizing the existence

of certain metalinguistic symbolic conventions as a fact

worthy of research; this position, I claim, has nothing to

do with the roalist/nominilist controversy as such - i.e.

as en object of century-long debates among philosophers.

Another philosophical controversy about which I shall

avoid philosophical commitment is the distinction between

"synthetic" and "Flnalytic" stltcmcnts :

8
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This distinction may be put no follows s n synthetic
stntemeAt is one which is true 'contingently'
- ma n raryttox of empirical fact which might have boon
otherwise; an nnnlytic statement is ono that is
'necessarily' true, lnd its truth is guar -stood by (i)
the sense of its constituont clot/mints and (ii) the
syntoctic^1 rules of the lingungo. To tnkc n standard
ox-mple s the sentence 41 bnchelpm.presuamnrriod
might bo rognrdod no nnnlytic on the grotiNTErThA"'
bachelor and unmnrried nro somnntionlly-rcl-tod in
such way that truth of the sentence is gunrnntood
(...) the somontic nnnlyeis of lnngungo ns it is used
in everyday discourse need not writ upon the solution

41F

of the philosophical problems nttnching to the distinc-
tion between contingent and noccssnry truth. Whnt
the linguist requires is n prigme!tic concop' of
innlyticity, (ibid.., 445)

The kind of clnim which Snueouro mnkos when, for instrnco,

tourno, is considnred no belonging to llnguo

(Snussuro 19Erd, 173) should be qunlifiod in the light of

Lyons's points. The snme is true, I believe, of Chomeky's so-

cIllod "mcnt^listic" conc,:ption of linguistic knowledge or

"competene ", ns in nbility "intrinsic" to the speaker-honrcr,

i.e. re ll^ marital reality" undorlying linguistic behaviour

(Chomsky 19.::;, 4). Typicilly, such n distinguished opietomo-

logist as Pigot, who Iccopts the contrn1 pinco of Chornaky's

(ind theory. in prosont-day linguistics, is reluctant

to follow him in his spoculltions about "innnto" idons rind

would rnther accept positions idynnced by S-ulajnn in this

rcsiect (on talc basis of paychologic!A and other evidence

Pinget 1960, 77-8).

SLail.vly, I do not wish to commit myself to the wirious

other forms of competing philosophical ^ttitudev, from those

thlt undo. lie f'irth's (1964) ^nd Bloomfield's (1933) conceptions

of me'ning to those of Milinowski. Y.-linovisld's conceptions

?re p-rticul-rly worth mentioning h.:.re bec-,us they embody

precisely the kind of philosophic,1 comAtilents which I

wish to 71/old, while th.4 -Ire otherwise very close to ray

own m...t-th_orcticrq propos-1s. As recent rAJr.:)grnph hns
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noted, (Langendoen 1968), there is a strange mixture of

"important true insight" and gratuitous nonsense in Mali-

nowskiss presentation of his famous speculations that "even

literary and scientific language is not the expression of

thought, but its meaning is also given by correlation with the

context of situation"; Malinowski writes:

And it seems to me that, even in the most abstract
and theoretical aspects of human thought and verbal
usage, the real understanding of words is always ul-
timately derived from active experience of those
aspects of reality to which the words belong. The
chemist or the physicist understands the meaning of
his most abstract concepts ultimately on the basis
of his acquaintance with chemical and physical processes
in the laboratory. Even the pure mathematician, dealing
with that most useless and arrogant branch of his learning,
the.theory of nambersihaseprobably had some experience of
counting his pennies and shillings or his boots and buns.
In short, there is no science whose conceptual, hence verba3
outfit is not ultimately derived from the practical handling
of matter. I am laying considerable stress on this
because, in one of my previous writings, I opposed
civilised and scientific to primitive speech, and
argued as if the theoretical uses of words in modern
philosophic and scientific writing were completely
detached from their pragmatic sources. This was
an error, and a serious error at that. Between the
savage use of words and the most abstract and theoretical
one there is only a difference of degree. Ultimately
all the meaning of all words is derived from bodily
experience. (quoted by Langendoen 1968, 34)

I can now turn to what I feel to be the philosophical

speculation most relevant to the linguist's business, namely

"the alleged universality of .semantic components" (Lyons

1968, 472-5) just referred to in connection with the claims

made by Katz and his associates about their "semantic markers",

and other similar claims. As Lyons notes, it "has frequently

been suggested that the vocabularies of all human languages

can be analysed, either totally or partially, in terms of

a finite set of semantic components which are themselves

independent of the particular semantic structure of any given

language" (1114..). Cherry, for instance, discusses at some
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length the proposals made in this connection by such authors

as Leibnitz, Descartes, Delgarno, Bacon, Spencer, Ampere, and

others (Cherry 1957, 37-38 and 228). While Katz and his

associates have concentrated on ouch problems, Chomskyls

contribution in this respect is limited toe few general

assumptions which he leaves unexplored : for instance,

"that the color words of any language must subdivide the

color spectrum into continumnsegments; or the cohdit ion

that artifacts ar© defined in terms of certain human goals,

needs, and functions instead of solely in terms of physical

qualities" (Chomaky 1965, 29). In this connection, it may

be interesting to refIr briefly to the work of Leech, not

83 much bocnuse his is the only notable study of English

(next to those of Katz and associrtes) in terms of semantic

components, but especially because his work embodies a

metatheoretical shift directly relevant to the present

discussion. In a study of advertising English published in

'196C, Leech states that to "describe the English of advertis-

ing is to say what is distinctive about it : that is, how

it differs from :,t her 'Englishoefand thst only a "brief

consideratlon of rogionnl and notional differences is enough

to dispose of the myth of the English language as a total,

invariant system of rules" (Leech 1966, 67-8). In 1969,

howevz:r, Leech outlines a "semantics of English" in which,

he argues, "each particular descriptive problem" must be

(i) "related to a general semantic theory", (ii) "to other

'semantic fields' within the same language, no that features

of meaning may be generalised to the language as a whole",

and (iii) "to the rulevant lexico grnmmntical structures, 83

as to form VW of an integrated total doacription of the

language" (Leech 1969, v ). I suggest that the dilemma

between "distinctive" and "total" description of the 151nguage

can be clarified by distinguiuhing those oapcctn of it that

are, or can be, R matter open to research in semantic or

linguistic theory from those that fall within the realm

I; 1
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of philosophical speculations do were it only because they

are in contradiction with available facts. Under this views

I suggest that there is no copflict, between the distinctiveness

requirements as discussed in the preceding section and such

attempts as have been made by Leech 1969 and others to 0141 II

"generalize" questions like 'Time', 'Place, and 'Modality'

in English "to the language as a whole". What I wish to point

out, however, is that the universality of semantic markers

or components, and their validity for the whole of a language,

as well as the fiction of a universal semantic languages

however interesting it may be, are still a matter of philoso-

phical speculation : "such empirical evidence as there is

available at the present time would tend to refute, rather

than confirm, this hypothesis" (Lyons 1968, 473). The

evidence is particularly clear in the field of documentation.

In this field, the structural unity of the vqcOulary of

"universal" classifications has to my knowledge never been

shown, on the contrary (Coyaud 1966). As I shall show below

in connection with the field of the abstracts under investiga-

tion in this thesis, the problem is rather the Alyersity

of existing documentary languages or classifications, even

in a single field. A similar diversity appears in the existence

of various documentary languages serving as metalanguages

for the various scientific disciplines and in the practical

impossibility of reducing them to a cross-disciplinary scheme,

or again, in the commonly accepted differences between

competing linguistic theories, as usual practices in current

linguistic research show (Botha). In the same fashion, Gardin

notes the following, in his introduction to Allard pt al.'s

conceptual analysis of the Coran :

the orientation of research and, consequently the way
iin which observations are differentiated are indeed

quite different according to whether one deals with
chemical reactions, recipes, or philosophy. The mental
processes involved are no doubt akin; but the urganiza.
tion of the lulamatal field, in some way or other, by
means of the vocabulary, varies to such an extent that
it seems unreasonable to try to reduce it in each case
to a single mould (Allard et al. 1963, II 18; my trans-
lation from French).
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Limilrr points have been made 4n the linguistic literature

on severra ocor:sions. Bolinger has suggested that Latz and

Fodor' r' lexic.1 entrier.re unable to incorporn.te vr.rious

types of information cbout "univerees of discourse", and

Katz rnd aer,ociates have not to my knowledge made ^ny proposals

to solve the problm. Bolinger, for inst-ncc, iv doubtful

about how latz and Fodor's r%mantio representrtion of lexi-

cal items could verve to dirembiguate thc sentence H became

bachelor..in.._15).65,, by incorporating the inforr,rtion that

"-mItghthooe' died out ! 1°4 o" ( Bolinger 1965, 561).

As h. vitro points out .

The vs.dical shift effected by Letrhor throw into relief
the bold diffeleaces between univers,v of discour-e in
the totality of lr.ncuagc. They v.ise the question o"
whether it till ever be possible to ntta!:,_ everything,
from. .1r.ng to technolog) to zlciencc ^nd bee % :..gain
to polities, zeligion, am] the home, ,.ith one c.rsenal
of cr.tecoriu!. (ibid., r,167)

.:ccently 11de tnilr.r point, from the

nngle of thc Oirtribution-1 linguist, for whom the baeic

Pict to recount for is the extent to wbich some sentnceo
are'acccbtr?.ble "

hany ecntel,ces are really to be. found only in prxticular
types of dicourve, i.., in the neie.bourhood of parti-

I
culr." other eentence ; :n0 m : '.ny of these would indee0
be but dubiou.771y accept-ble ientences out:J.1e of such
discourses. Thu' T.h, yaluer :.:..roac)1 infinity is normal

AsAs in 1-1-.t1:emticrl disc-dUiee but 17aWr 'nonsencicl outride
%t. it. It not.-tei..c'tout the bond, accert%ble in chemistry,

41, may brnon-se'ne fn urdilly aglish (...) If lq...t.eoritesA6
cr flew down L11 -round u& ig an c.cce-tr:ble venterectaist. Is

liaabl th.i's iv p me2ningful %,ord combin-tioll, since
44i

fle,:.! :.e: nu here not "fle,- in the ururd .(AILN. but f7ome
40 Iro-vei,et di t,?.ntly i1.111.r to it. The clAufl lc -Amply

the -:t flcT iv ur..s. here , i. e. o:-curp in n ,.cceptc.bl,
;enteilVe -ith metsoritc., by virtue of ::o.;:e extenrior
or other proccr!. oTTr:11:ury., tai.. (Lc.rrio 1903, 5_..).

The :.olution, then, whi0 :'o .:Y COMMit tie linguist to
philwophic-.1 conricts of tr,.c.t *.nj the diversi-
ty of raLt-1 ngtv.gcc n r. f-.ct uiving "theoretic-1 rece,gni-
tion" in linguif,tict, "to t-cit prusupporition fl(1

E;,
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assumptions in the spot:ch-community" and to take "no account

of th...ir vnlidi within aoms other frame of reference

assumed to bo absolute or linguistically and culturally

neutral" (in a discussion referred to above on synthetic

vs. analytic truth and on "pragmatic implication" s Lyons

1968, 445; el). Fillmore 1967 s "The Grammar of HITTING and

BREAKING", studied in their "non-transforrod moanings";

and Fillmoro 1969L on 'Verbs of rudging').

In contrast with such a position, Kritz and Fodor

believe that when people are unable to produce or understand

"sontoncos with technical words" which they don't know, such

"oxcoptions" to the fluent spoakor's "ability to produce

and undorstand any sentence of his languise" Are "of no

systematic importance" (1964, 481). In the present state

of linguistic aomantics, I bellow) this to be a gratuitous

claim, involving a philosophical commitment to bo rejected

as in contradiction with facts (cp. Harris's rolatA, one-

pngo programmatic proposal to "conjoin" sublangufge mcta-

languages with each oth ©r by moans of motalinguistic

conjoined sentences, in Harvio 1968, 155). The purpose of

what follows, than, is not to prosent any kind of psycholq3-

ical hypothesis or philosophical speculations, but to

introduce facts that will characterize tho present study -

despite the occasional use of ouch convoniont terms as

"concepts ", "knowledge of the w:rld", etc., according to a

common proctico in linguistics and other branches of llngungo

studios.
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1.1.6. Aimaatigagallall
112 comlenents and formal reauiroments.

I row wish to outline the motatheorstical con ;option of

semantic analysis which underlies the present thesis, after

a recant comparative study by Gardin of "semantic analysis

procedures in the sciences of man" (Gardin 1969). In order

to d3 this, it is necessary to refer back to the discussion

on typos of metalnnguages presented in section 1.1.14. In

this discussion, I suggested that a consideratIon of the

communicative function of language imposes a distinctiveness

requirement an semantic analysis and that such a requirement

can be mot by selecting the appropriate type or types of

motalonguegos. I also suggested that to be rightly called

a linguistic theory, a metalnngusge needs to be describable

as a 'public' metalanguage, and I have argued that the

documentary Languages such as classification systems, which

:ire used by documontalists, moot this description of 'public'

mot language : both linguistic theories in this sense and

classification systems or the like are set up and used by

a community and can thus perform a communicative function

which is not perfarmed in the some way by what hoe boon

called 'private' metalanguages, and illustrated by the

semantic markers used by Katz and the definitions underlying

them. As I have also pointed out, the difference between

a linguistic theory and, say, a classification is that a

classification is 'field-specific'. A classification is sot

up for a group of people or observers to make distinctivo

semantic statcmcnts in 3 field, while a linguistic thc.ory

does not servo this function : no linguistic theory, for

example, can sorvo to mice semantic statements thit aro

distinctive one: 'public' about English abstrlots in tho field

of documentation, or, more procisoly, cbout the English of

documentation nbstrqcts - the objcot-lnngugc under scrutiny

in this thesis.
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The above distinctions are, I believe, intuitively

cicnr and rest on unquestionable facto - at least rl far as

the topic of this thesis is concerned : even if the situation

is different (and, as I have argued, obscured) in the case

of semantic analysis of 'everyday' language, this does not

affect the point which I am making, and which could equally

bo made "bout a host of other 'fields'. The purpose of

this discussion, however, is not to show how clear my dis-

tinctions ore. On the contrary, these distinctions are

intended to introduce the fundamental PROBLEM of this thesis,

as I see it after suggestions mndo in Gardin's discussion

of semantic analysis as practised in particular by the contr.nt

analysts of the Stone group, and by documentalists such as

those working around Gardin himself and a few others.

After Gardin 1969, the content analysts, and recent

research in TG theory, I shall now make use of the following

terminology :

(i) Metaln.n un e will stand for what can be described
as 'f c .spec lc', 'public' semantic motalanguages
documentary languages such as 7175117cations, or the
content analysts' systems of "characteristics" or

fty "categories" such as thoso illustrated above with
1c7..nservatism'. The metalanguage used in the present
study is a kind of classification set up for the field
of scientific information (documentation) by N. Gardin
and P. Levy.Wm,i),

Aft (ii) Thogry or linguistic theory (rather than the term
model used -ty Gardin 1969 Ind applied to non-linguistic
models) will serve to refer Generally to theoretical

44 r:;scarc% in linguistics or, more spccificolly, to the
solc%;:tion made in this thesis of those thorctionl
points in linguistics that I believe to directly
r..-levant to my topic.
(iii) rrocoduro is the term which, cftor Gnrdin, I
sh111 777175 =attempts made in the fields of content
onlysis 2nd documontary onllysis to -..xpress the rein-
ti,ns catablIshed empirically t!etwen a riven mct-l-
langurTc and D given objcct-langulge in the form of

:cyst of rules mooting cortnin roquirem,,nts of form
discussed b% low, amenable to nw.chanizition or
cJmputerizr;tion. As already noted, rart II of this
thesis presents such e procAuro, which I have set up
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and computerize( nt the University of Victoria.
This procedure rel^.tcs the classification system mentioned
above in (i) to a few English abstracts in the field
of Mocumerttion. As far as linguistic theory is concerned,
my procz(urc is an cAtcopt to make specific strAements
sfter general rules cud', as those proposed in Harris's
string slysis theory. (Harris 1965).
(iv) DeeApnd.slArfAc.e..strActurc. Unless otherwise
speciried, usc fhcsc terms not in t'le mcaninr
in which Chomshy 196'; others after him hs.ve used
them in "synts.ctic' theory but tether in the sense in
which some of Chomsky's disciples such as Lyons,

and L-mgendoen, use thee terms to mal:e a
broad distinction between the semantic representations
of sentences (their deep structures)and thc representa-
tions of them which arcs closest to tqeir physical
manifestations (hence surface' structures), for instance
as -ords on the page as is the case of the written
mr:tcrial under invcrtigr.tion this study. The
distinttion as used here, however, c:-.11 be said to
origiimtc from a problem rnived by Chomsky himself.
In s. passa::e which may serve as an illustration of the
kind of distinction I shall be concerned with, Chomsky
1965 (162) notes that "there arc cases that sugrcst thc
need for ^n even more abstract notion of grmnatical
function nnd pv'matical relation than any ths.t has been
developed PO far, in any -ystematic way". Chomsky notes,
for instance, the "mcanint relation, s.p-roaching
a variety of paraphrase" that holds between sentences
mach as "Ijikedthk. AN.roothiceplx.plea.scd.mc".
To the-e,one could add othei eouivalCnt sentences
vuch ar I 2.ied.yhat.th.ezperformed, ard Aat,
perforpcP7:4 me. A deep structure representation
of such sent. noes, then, "ill have to state somehow
the equivalence in meaning between them, while their
surface structure representation ill account for the
way they ..eltually aptcrx ar written or spoLen material.
For inst:mce, the surfce structure representations
of the above sel!tences will state that requires
and pl.eaN.. requires the play as subjects, and will state
the function?.1 similarity bc.twcin the 11.1z -nd what thc
2srforAed r%s subjects of 2.3.erke. TdC7.11y, liiiCunTrc
theory cucli as th.A currently Under invetigtion by
Lyons, Mlmore, L-ngendoen r.nd others yill relate
both ty-es of re7rescnt.tion to other b rule. Thir,
however, cfA.ot he Cone in the prcrent rit:'.tc of linguistics
on the br.sir. of r: renerr-lly r:ccepted theoretical fr:wc
or. : tyic- fly, Leech rcl:Iter "semrytic r.nd

z,tructurcr only iriformnlly'' (Lees 169, vi), r1rd Fillmore
has refrrined frcm publishinz trensformPtionll extensions
of hir -ori, on rcmntics cvLr incc 0)63. The only
thing, then, th-..t cc, ms to be jener-lly accepted Yitlin
th, distinction betuecl, c1ec (sen.s.ntic) and rurftec
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(grnmmatical) structure is that semantic and grammatical
descriptions should use different symbolic conventions.
As I shall point out laterq those proposed for semantics
arc based on the quasi-loeIcal predicr.te-argument form,
while those used for surface structure descriptions are
based on more trrtditionnl-looking symbols of grrAimar
such as those mr.dc fmiliar by Harris or by Chomsky
(lioun Phrase, Verb Phrare, i:oun, Verb, -to.), on the
basis of which gr-lm.tical fuctions nr relations such
as subjectg.of can (but need not) be defined.

I ^al now in a position to outline the metathcoreticsi

proposals in this thesis. After Gardin 10,6, I propose

to rcgard 1110.0kTEIVITPROYYSI.:410.:t/1"YY.RIE thFci.c
components of -emaptic analysis" (Gariin 196(2, 34) ard to

consider the purpoze of each Darticulnr semantic investiga-

tion ar that of "clnrifyini " the nature. and interrelations

of these components, by mecting certain reLAirc*ntp.o1" form.

The followin8 chart Tv.y eLrve to present my

metatheoretical proposals and thc gencrr-1 orgrtnization

of this thesis :



METALANGUAGE

(a classifiostion
for the field of
documentation) :

PROCEDUhE

OBJECT-LANGUAGE

THEORY 61.

4.4P

1

deep structure I surface structure
1

(the English of 1 deep structure
1

surface structure
abstracts on
documentation) :

Figure 1 the components of semantic analysis.

The dotted lines and arrows indicate what I believe should

ideally he done but can only be tentatively investigated In the

present state of language studies, while the continuous lines

represent what has Pctually been accomplished, and computerized

in Part II of this theEis. In the computerized procedure which

I present, each of a set of fifty English abstracts in the

field of documentation has been reduced mechanically to one

or more entries of P classification for this field. As

symbolized in Figure 1, the rules used by the computer treat

the Abstracts analyzed as a succession of sentences, and

these moos specify the surface structures of these sentences.

The classification entries into which the abstracts Are

eventually reduced nre equally treated PS surface structures

of the general form "X which is defined as..."4,orresponding to

the fact that the classification system used consists of 'words'
LA. fc h-4. hf)v). 446-1M

Cr)
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As lioted earlier, Harris's string, arv..1.7.W theory provides

the min basis for th, surface structure anrlyees prceenttd

in this thesis.

Part III of this thesis is devoted to deep structure

considerations, i.e. to problems of semartic representation.

I argue that thesc arc rclavant to both the object-language

(that of the abstracts under investigation) and to thc

classification entries used ns a netal.:-.nguage. About these

entries in particular, I shill assume that, since they have

thc form of 'words' with thfinitiona in n. natural language,

the theorcticrl distinction between deep and surface structure

needs to apply to the:1, ar it does to the object-lani7ua;e

data. On the other hand, their metalinguistic status Also

needs to be riv.n theoretical recognition. To tn..e an extreme

.x:mple, such a recognition -ill enable us to ignore the

relation, 0,101 n. "detached linguist observer" might to

inve:stigate, beteen thc meaning of 2..etricy. ar 'dog' and

the meaning of the pacse sy..bol in abstract of the JralasYe

Corpus : "thc individual aa a wet., generator, and rykrAcyer.

of information" Wnaske Ale two-direeional arrow

written in dotted lines in the above chart s,mbolizes my

assumption that r.n ideal proc,dure for document.7.tion purposes

would relate two Linds of icep structures (onc for a uct^.-

languaFc such as a classification and the othir f6r, say,

abstracts in a pnrticulnr field) and that it would do thin

both ,ayr, 1. c. thot it '.:ould he ;7syerptbli,. Ti t!s mcnnv that

ideally a computer system for ncmar;tic cnuld both

Oh lyac thc tc.:tc of thc ob:.ect-lcn:Tuagc into thLir dLcp

structu r,prcrcntr,tio.6r1. the in turn into deLp structure

rcpresLrtnAlowi of tl-L metal :mod similarly 8ynthLsizt.

rnirfc:L structures Gf .bf:,tr1-...ct using nurfn,c and Occn

structures of the input. / Cardil

hrY ricuLd, a rvI/Lrsibl, procudurL could bL used af a

of Lxperi.tal yLrificatic)11, by thL judr:!:,nts

cf ccmpctLnt i)4.crm;'.nts (.;'. ;din ch-Ttcr 5).

t'"
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The role proposed for the 2rocciAmpc in this study is

ideally to m.r: the empiricclly erArblished correspondences

between object-language r..11 netal'irua;;. "explicit" or

"formal" by accountin for the in terns of operations

stated in the fora of ruler. Ar drendy noted, the pert

played by the theory in setting up these rules is n matter

of invetivtiult. Ar Gardin puts it, an ideal procedure

"must be precise ard complete : prccioc, in the sense
that th, an-lytic operaaons mutt b, explicitly defined,
and complete to the (xtent tftt these n'.lytic opera-
tions ciust acLquat.ly accour.t" for tIle passe e from
object-law!ua::e to netalangua.,, ane vice-versa.
(Gardin 1(J69, 18).

The reuire-vient of c::plicitnenn nlready been CL fined

above Lfter. atone (166, 11) : an explicit procedure

one thr.t can be "repl!cated exactly bi other anr.ly:ts".

The pippqAc. r:.spect of this _xplicitreen reruireGient t: an

aspect ilich is Oirectly relevant to the rcle of co;.iputer.

It c'..n lescritcd ir terror r.rd irodor't i Lai of a

"formal" rtr.tc cn.t ar can:. "ir vhic. the apaication of rulct

iv dcfina soltly in term- of tilt. vharxr, of t; rymbnle

they -pply to, -.nd tk. operation!! the. rulc-

in producing thL it output art. N,c'anicc.1', L. dc rely

on "thy. eln.a;.L'c il-tuitiono or in-iGhtr" ::i4d 4:odor

1963, 152).

Alit. I h:-.11 havt. to rt.turn to Chomr1,:,op -;istinctimn

bt.tvc,n compctincc (br:;adl, thLc4r.tically defined "i.nowlLdge

f the pcyforilanc,. (roughly, actu711 uct mach

of this :Luvrlagt), I ial't notL at tYiL point tl'at the proc.sdural

cGnceptino cf st.mantic an ly-in outiirec. .cre rrcsurIP.bly

in oppf,:.iti vicar Lx7.rt.rrt.d by CI-JaHy y, c of

(c. u. P.41t:d 19., 1(().

I f1-.11 rcrumc. t.r.t Chc;'1-:y 1.1:'L2 the term Irt.ct.du, u .uc;_

tht rnm, rrp, "v I hav :(11L itt :J .

where 14(. "ArL-1,7b1.. procudurc" n. ti r.t ;I()

rot irtr,11/(.. infort:nti,n - unc t

7 1 SESA
tert

000,
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does not incorporrt% an "encyclop.f:ir."1° (Chomsky 15,65, 201-2,

ftn, 17). For Chomey, then :

the grammar do.' not, in itself, provide any sensible
procedure for finding the deep structure of a given
sentence, or for producing a 'Fiver' sentence, just ae
it provides no selisible proc.dure for finding a para-
phraec to a given -entence. It oerely (:efines these
tast.s in a precise ,.y. A performance wodel must certain-
ly incorporate a /lam ; it ie not to be confused with
a f!rrmi:ar, (Am., 141).

If ChomsLy's distinction betwe..n a .'procedure" and a "precise"

definition of the tarkr involved in one is i'lended to

emphasize the istr.tc of ou.. ignorance' I can only agre,,

If, however, it is to be rer.d, r.fter leech, ae the expreseion

of ^ "rather novel philosolp4 science" accordin. to which

"the primary purw.e of scicnut is not to explain -71,! predict

observable hapenines, but to "gain insight" (Chow-11.y 1S65,

20" (Leech 1560, 90 I can only disaree.

60

7')
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1 . 2 .

1 . 2 . 1 kctyee. ............................... ob:ic -1anituage..

This ecctin Ocala with ray scicctirin Gf thc objcct-

languac nn'' of thc mct7.1:1Tuv.0:c for thic study. As will

be rcmenborcd, I wirh to tolc : "or grmitce thc zencral

rug'cntion ..lade by Iocch tfi rcv.rd thc sclanticiet's tslt

as that cf explainink Wort undcrlies statemcnts such as

2uni:pripa. I shall touch upon nwe aspects c Losch's

suggestiGn blow, under thc hcadims 'Thcoryl (1.5.) c.nd

Irrocdurce (1.4.). arc, I wi:11 to rcturn to Lcechls

auggestin in one of its aspecta which is ::cicvant to a

ccntral fret about the !resent invcrtication. Aftcr Iccch

thc purpote cf this study can be dcscribcd ac that of account-

ing for what "unJcrlics" (in :.. scnsc to b. ,_xpinined latcr)

Aerrylti.c.juciolptp whie. nrc statablc ar nn ,xtrcmcly complex

pyrisakepec of tilt. tyr, (thc linguist.obs,rvcr r.ctin as an

cxpert-indcx,r) 4y." In this rcntcncc, x i an

abstract bclor:ing tc thc objcct-1:nuungct and x consists

o onc or ore entricr of thc cluesi,ic tion choc,cn co a

mctol-n-.uagc. The objcct-languae. is the Enclisll of abstracts

on documc:-tatinn, ani. I drow thc abstrncts from a apccial-

izc, comatecd b, an American tcrtm avd edited

by F. C. Jan^sc (Janar:ic 162). The clacaification used ns

a mctalanguag, bccn set up b. 1. Gc.rdin 7f. ,6vy W67).
As will appear iro, thc f,;11(iing cxam!lc, thc vciltcrcco by

maw. of whic!. Pc=iltic judlacntr can he prcapedinrc

cxtrcuLly comrlcx, ^ ''hole text (an !i)strs.ch)

is pn.7itcd bc rAuciblc ::cf.tc-cL (sc. 1.3.2.) :".nd y,

onc Llitry (or !.r.L.), c(Alvists cf r% L:un

phr!_.v. ith : thc vcrsicin of :11L classi

ficrs.ti:11 iv it irct:ch :'nd frf;7: it '//cn

in iv Con'ic4r, for in:.tnc,, my

pcmr.ntic judtT1Lnt -vtr.ct 1 of thc Jan ;:r:, bihli :



I relate

(the abstract)

The Japan Information Center of

Science and Technology and its

activities.

A general description of the Japan Information
Center of Science and Technology which was es-
tabli shed for the purpose of contributing to the
development of science and technology by collect-
ing, processing, storing, end retrieving scientific
information. At the time of this report, the Ccnter
was planning to change over to a mechanized storage
and retrieval systemAo that used by the U.S.
Patent Office. Services available from the Center
end the charges for each ArA listed.

to

(the classification entry)

Scientific and technical information institution

which is defined as :

institutions more or less directly concerned with scientific

and technical information (sirchivol,lndexing services.,

translation centres etc wien studied individual t -

grotal, functioning, 22211 budget, etc. - or by typos

role, models emplutiorL in particular with respect to

pochpnization.

Figure 2 : Example of a semantic statement.

7,1



Tho problem I wish to raise here is on what basis it

can be ascumed that the abstracts of the Jenaske bibliography

and the Gardin classification aro compatible, or relevant

to each other. In other words, I wish to raise with respect

to this study the question referred to above as that of

observational appropriateness conditions, and illustrated

with the case of book titles ("Advanced microbiology" versus

"m Advanced microbiology for the elementary school").

This question is best answered by again resorting to Leech's

suggestion. The title of the Gardin classification (which

includes 25 main entries such as that quoted above) explicitly

mentions that the classification is flaublLialiALmaluta
and technical information". Besides. the Jansske bibliography

is entitled "Information handlina and science infarmation.

AEa/42stes.11ag3iblijp,yk2519lah-161". My assumption, then,

concerning the compatibility between the two can be stated

in the form of the following judgment, which relies on the

experts' judgments just quoted and posits a semantic equation

between the two :

I assume that

the Gardin classification

which_ is said to be "in the field of scientific and

technical information"

(more convenient) referred to as "documentation")

and

which consists of the folUELNLIIIminontries : "..."

is,rolatabl ci to

tho Janaske bibliogrula

which is riptitled "Information handling And iscionco ribravitiorii

as explained in the following profacl_Lf21
flnr

which consists of the following abstracts : (in totR1 1121)

Figuro 3 : Statement of the sseumed
compatibility between the
object-languago and the
motalanguag..
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This is nn cbviour7ly huge -nd complex scntenc., which

nedF. to b, _educe:: Lu move resemc}::ible vupurtions.

I have ,riven it here, ;!uv.vc.-., for reverc.1 reasons. First

of all, it emb.dice fact the colvlexity of which comer close

to wh.t YG linguirtn havi be ablc to imagine an the basis

of their hith].y abetrr:.ct concc-,tion of th.. rentence :

eentcnces toQ long t.i tot proccese:. in one's lif,timc, etc .

Sccordl, the eituati,n which it symbulizce is even 'lore

complex th:-. rt arrt ancnr if zn, consider' it in

the light of Chcmsky's notion cif comlet,nc, , or ather

vcrsion of it which ! atte.pt to define, b. low (1.4. 1.). In

brief, the rzublet.1 not 'c cauc;1 that pt cycle actually

"perforre the acti'Jn of utterinL an mr.....,1,rupriat.'s judg,acnt

involving 25 classification entriks and 1121 abotrncts. The

problem lier r: thcr in efinin, their 'competence" or ability

to utter such statements or judgElentv, includine uoe that

c7ln involve far llorc than the 11,1 abstracts compiled by

Janas:c. Concrete ?7,, rpea.irr., it ie the 1,roblcm of why an

expert in documert%tion workinf7 in r. librnry documcrtation

centre ern urc the :inrdin clarnificatinn (cr another : see

1.2.2., below) to rcpicccnt th, mcantn P nbntmct or

text in his field, while he has never come across them before.

Thirdly,and perhapP most iAportantly as far ar nr pvoposed

theretical conceptions r.re c nourned, l'irture 3 and the

pausa7, frcm the Jan rke preface ;Arta presently r,int to

a puzzlinr paradr:x related to that of field-specific meta-

me:Aiuned above : it nn to be easier for people

to utter nema..tic judzunts involvinc a huge r.nd c(,aplex

mass data than to utter plieccjiic judgmentr c,nccrning 2EIM

of tiserc dat. Alit? rppear:-. most cler'rlz/ iron the fret that

the compilr:: the Jan.si,, bibli:,gr.phy -ere unr..ble to

index each individuri abvtrct I their bibliTrr.?hy (tey

merely list th, r..brtr-.ctr alplabetic-ily by r.utl)or) while they

seen tz. OC pk.ricctly c,nfident in their pertinence ;ludrz,lent

c'ncerrinc the bib] i. hy



b.s.

The following passage from the preface to the Janaske

bibliography provides evidence for what precedes. Besides,

it points to various intricacies of the field of "scientific

and technical information" upon which I shell not comment,

and to the crucial fact that the Janaske corpus represents

only an inconsiderable portion of the indeiteminate number

of abstracts and texts "on the subject of information handling

and science information"

Conducting investigations ar . doing research problems in
the area of science information requires literature suppaa
just as any other research. The sources of information
and the organization are somewhat more complex and
difficult to manage. Thr, "field" is now, and o communica-
tion problem is present in every field of interest.
There is n3 single source one can consult to locate and
identify reports ranging in scope from data handling to
information storage and retrieval; or from classification
schemes to the administration of a document collection.
Reports of work falling within the scope of interest may
be found in trade and industrial reports, government
reports, snd a wide variety of serials raging from trade
and commercial to specialized journals. It is interest-
ing to note that nearly every indexing service includes
the terms "automation," "communication," and "documents- r.

tion," but only a Per-ll percentage of the entries are
prtinent to the :Ir.* :t of information handling. Collect-
ing reprints or oibliographical references relating
to information ln this field of interest very soon
produces a large volume of paper. It is unrealistic to
confine ory's efforts related to information handling
to a single subject discipline - the basic principles
or routines which may be applied to the chemists may be
equally useful and adopted for use by the biologists.
The subject of "information handling and science infor -
mitten" as used here covers tho full range of science.
The arronvment of the bibliographic entries is alphaboti-
calby author. (...) Each item has been numbered for
in,l,ncing purposes. The major empnisis in making the
scl1/41;ction of items to be included in this bibliography
is handling of scientific information and the application
of moch:)aical systems of information storo7e and retriev-
al. In addition to this, related areas of int:;rcst such
as scientists' U30 of literature, zuides to the use of
scientific literature, mechanical translation, training
of information specialists, reprogrsphy, subject classi-
fication, and indexing have been included. In order to
limit the rize of this bibliography to a monogible pro-
portion, the past five years (January, 1957, to Ducembor,
1961) in th'.; period represt.Jitcd by the it .ms in this
bibliography. A few items which have appeared early in
1962 1.r:we been included because of their significance.
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One lest and oven more difficult point needs to be

mentioned hero. One may wonder why I have selected a biblio-

graphy of abstracts, rather than integral texts, for the

present investigation. The tentative answer is this. Beyond

the intuitively obvious point that abstracts will be less

complex than the corresponding integral texts, it must be

assumed that the available classifications in the field of

"documentation" are - in some obscure way - less compatible

with integral texts than with abstracts, in that they do not

define a "cultLrn" rich enough to deal with integral texts.

Intuitively, this even seems to be the case for some abstracts

of the Jeneske bibliography, as the following example

suggests :

551 KRBUENEKAJA, A.V., and LEV, D.I.
New methods for presenting biblio-
graphical information in the U.S.S.R.

Two methods of disseminating scientific and technical
articles are described as used by the State Public
SciGn-zific and Technical Library attached to the
Siberian Department of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
The first mcthod, which is suitable only for individ-
ually prepared bibliographies or other cases requiring
only a few copies, involves the use of pockets
the size and shape of catalog cards into which microi,
film copies of articles are inserted. The bibliogra-
phic description, classification number and card
number are printed on one side of the pocket, and
the stria'_ and classification numbers are shown on
the first frame of microfilm. Production costs are
about two rubles a card. For current information on
a large scale, microcnrda are used. Since the overage
article is only four pages in length, a modified
type of card is prepared which reduco3 the original
only five or six times. The cards can, therefore, be
read with very simple magnifying glasses. Biblio-
graphic information is photomcchanically printed on
u catalog card, on the back of which is pasted the
photographic reproduction of th-.. original. At the
b(Tinning of 1960 the Library opened n subscription
list and insugurntola pilot service of this kind for
mechanical engineering and plastics.
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1.2.2. 501, .:e.ortp,orclance." .

As Botha has rota., it is a fact that there ,xiet in

linguistice, UK_ in ;Alley dieciplinee, r,v,ral competint

theorie.., and thel relations between th n or between their

conntituont conce-t nr far from clear fr. strnightfrzward.

In this section, 1 Jir*, to puint out that the same ie true

of mctala;:fuages (documentary lnnguacce) for a single field,

that this ie a fact which needs to be given recegnitin, and

that documentalietc (and to my !.nowlcdr.,, DAy:dy olr%) have

clutionn to propose with respect t thiv fnct. First of all,

I wish to concur with Gardin's view that "the diversity of

documentary larolages" is :

the, reflection of the cecn multiplicity of points
of view on the cmpiricn. wcrld, not PO muc.5 for the
ideological rca 'Ins which ietinctively come to mind
(freedom of th)uirt, etc.) ar for scientific rearions
which ar. much rlor. ser-Lour. These steno from th, fact
that fne ha to Cevelnp difitrcnt eymbulic ountifica-
tions in r,gard to cxpc:imcntal pheno,aew' of the same
ordcr, so as t,) build up complementary thcorier about
them (...) That all the rye theories may ultimately be
recuncilcd there is nothing to prevent 1.ne from
thinling or belicving eu and hence to speculate en an
ideal vrbclizaticn compatible with each specific
scientific langua, (pertaining to a special field) -
but one tnurt alwayr oL.n.r in ;tin the paradoxical charac-
t.ristic of the te,l)oxal rucoess of any such project :

it would iwly that scicntific research has cvme to
an cnd, havin- reachd its ultimate goal. (Cardin 1S69,
22-23).

Such a position ha;,,, I sl:.gest, reccived metathcoretical

rcecrition in varicu:- ..;oras .iron student:7 ci lanmaar,,

but I'ar bcen given at.,nirtngly little thecretical -ttention.

Thus, in a discussi(;r: ny,n- st:esf.es

that VrIclurstrim.). is n.lrAiv, the (1)0(.rvLr !'.6cirLyrt.c. :

What is norally mt.nt b 'underrtnding, utf-LrancLv
can be quit( well '.cc.)unteo is:;r ithcut unkir7 the
asFuciptien t f 1 :-.:,,tar- will draw
fr:aii an uttciPct: Lxr,ctly th( p,11 sLt ix-itcfAtic:nr.
(Ly:rc. 4'V



Lyunnse position can be c(mpn.red with Harris's proposal

to analyn. sentence*, in tcras -f reconstructc6 Imettelkuietio"

cL.njoined :entcccr,, and with invietence- that the!le rccon-

ntructionn "will vary for difi,rent rudiences" (c .g. They

deppripyrsrmy.iu.s. A VEAVIU, I:. A VOLCANO r^thcr_thstA,a

county in nis, it skuld be noted, is
different fro the cf)ncepticn 6f Latz and :'odor that "any

senterce ncy be nad, to -,ienn nything 11:e sinply by

coretructir... the set;ang to ilclude the r.pprepriat:_ sti)ula-

tion" (,atz and ik.dur 1c,64, 1413) . hbrL, the unly communication

eituntiGn envieared in (at beat ) that in .:Lich the linguist-

:bserver acts as F.ole r(Mresree, al'el only his psyypnq intuition
is confrcnted with the full coo.nlexity cf Ale conceptual inde-

terminacy of linguistic uttcrl.cee in the whole of r. inn uc.go.

In order tc face the practic:1 problem? resulting from

the existence Ai rev,r'l dccu,lertary 3..npunges in n singlc

field or discipline, .'..culvntn.lists or inforontion vcientists
41 have dorel(,pe0 "conpatibility" or "oGnvkrtibility" studies

(rndersr t al., 166, is Gn.rdir 1'6S). I sh!".11 not

Jr attempt to discusP these studies here. '.;Iat mr.tters fur the

bw, prceent purpc.sc is that they can lend t;. the settint: up if

what nay be calleC, after Gardir ".nd T. 1.4vy, "ccicordances"

between sevLral classificati:Al systeiln in tle same field ;

(.ther nailee for ouch conversion F:y2tLrir between classifica-

tiorw !tnd the are "inter:lc:diary lexicr.n" fir "basic

loxicor0 (Cardin Ganlin and I6vy's tietlanguage

for the field rf domienttion is ouch a nyrtul. A dtscription
of it c-n be found in N. Cx.din 1(69. In brief, it 11:.1.; bLcn

set up to Lryure laLtwLLI) Lc:,(..ntinlly 6

frr,.1 c.untriL:: -pr] ns.

r, T .1uut rtrLcv t):t_ f -.ct tht th, c-ncf,rdr.pc. nxults

cloFc c(.0p1/41.7.tifr. dicur.i:nr, ,tc.) bLtIaLLn
N. Gr.rdi-: 1. Livy the t.1,: l'n:, tht. Nith.ors ;;f

thk. inv(41,LO, .n 'fit" fLet
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points to the nu lie char'etcr of the Gardin concordance,

in the Gonne of my discussion on types of motolinguagee

(1.1.4.).

In spite of the fact that such concordances "are not

intended to replace existing information retrieval languages"

(i.e. documentary languages : Gardinibid.), I have decided

to make use of the Gardin-Uvy concordance as o metalanguge

for this study because it enabled me to achieve an important

preliminary simplification of my reaearch problem. As the

concordance is organized around 25 main headings with

definitions, I decided to use these 25 headin5s as a meta-

language, thus reducing the problems raised by my muchanized

indexik; experiment (Pert II) to a study of the relations

betwe-n a limited number of abstracts and the 25 headings

in question. Th, h,adIngs (called "grouper ") together with

Fr.:nch definition are quoted in Appcndix 1. 14

English translation of the headings is given in Appcndix 2.

sso
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1.3. THEM6.4 0 tort
00,1,

A

1. . 1. ad.csz. f..nd eu.r.fp..cu Structu.r.c. Cevolution.

This intrductc.ry A.ction is intndcd to outline:

fairly recent evf,lutt.n (if not a rorAution) whic) has

tnen place in TG thcory, linguistic thcory initiated

by ChempLy vainly after Harris's proposr.ls on "trr.nsforma-

tions". hurL I -n lc cfmcurncd t.,ith this orclutiun an such

Van with root it do/clop-wilts because th 'c for9 thc

baria of thc thourutical irruwc.r1. I with tu prollorc in this

study. My dicussi.Lr will procuce in four unin First,

I sho.11 bricfly illustratt thu thcory proposed by Chumshy

and his r%F'c'ci-tcs, arc-Aim thuir distinction betwccn ciccp

and surfncc rtructurc -n(1 :.round tht conccpti,n of the

st,r.ntic cr.:Torcnt of tht thcory no propoc.d by Latz and his

associvtes, -nd th, riar7.11c1 .ictr.thcorctical indctmlinacy

(thc 1.),dctcr.f:an-A, bounciarius separ^tinc thc domains of

syntax, sumantica, "Eyrtcno (%f !-nowl,dgc and bulicf" in

eholisLy 1;65). :Jccondly, 1 nhalj considur 1.cccnt alttanativc

proposalo, which aru 71t leatit partly intcndcd tt. ut an end

tc thin ipcIctcrIni:cy. Thirdly, 1 wish tG point. cut why, in

my cpinicn, end a i,w ,thcro uo a st,p further in

the nr.hlL dirccti(.n. Y)urthly, I Oral thc ohlution

of thc notinno of us,ntc:!cc" and no.ntence c,intcxt" within

the; get:crra .'ant tyclution under

discussiJn. thc. -Aits,t, I .iurt ty.int thr..t this

discus!licn rcflectr thc duvulo!jocnts

of TG thcry in tl,. 1-st fly.. yerxr (r so, -r a :ii,'tory

thcsc dcyclon,.nts h.r ,ct :y :n-wledre. bcAl writteL so

(I.1 this t,pic reecnt paper : J. 1;(,(.1 1971),

8"



Using the terms "deep" and "surface structure" apparently

first introduced into linguistics by Hackett, Chomsky has

based his theory of syntax on the "central idea" that

the sylkatic component of a grammar must specify, for
each sentence, a doketructure that determines its
semantic interpret-6ff= and a =Ape structure that
determines its phonetic represents on

that the deep structure and the surface structure of a

sentence ":re, in guleral, distinct" and 1-I9t "the surface

structure in dotormincd by repeated application of certain

formal operations called "grammatical transformations"

(Chomsky 1965, 16) to deep structure representations.

As Botha most succinctly illustrates it :

To take an example from Chomsky (1964a, P. 34), in the
representations of the surface structures of the
sentences
(7) (1) John is ogee to lease

it is not-iiiaffiTA-TrwhfreT7ohn is in 7 (i) thq
direct object of please, it is In 7 (ii) the logical
subject of lenso. Secondly, in the case of syntactical-
ly ambiguous Ben oncos, mov... than one deep structure
must bo taken as underlying ono surface structure. For
ocimplo, to account for the imbiguity of
(8) what disturbed John was boingAllumazioija
overpno
two deep structures must be taken ns underlying this
one surface structure. (Botha 1968, 25-26)

Surfico structure, than, 13 the grImmIticn1 roprosentntion 3t

sentences that is closest to their spoken nr written form, '

while the deep ctructuro ropresontation(s) is (arc)

Ilbstractl, i.e. removed from the surface structure, to n

degroc to be determined by the th...orys The two main

assumptions of the theory are thit deep -nd surface structure

"are, in goncral, distinct" rind that deep structure repre-

sentation is nrimlry in nccounttng for pr:opl's ability to

express "indefinitely many thoughts" nnek to react "Ipprb-

printoly in -n indefinite r^ngu of new situqtions" by mains

of the s.Altences they produce and und..rstnd (C::omoky 1965,

5 : this, no will/ be noted nu in 12tcr, iu n fundmentn1

point in the TG donception of linguige).



As already noted, Katz and his associates developed a
semantic theory to serve as the semantic component of
Chomskyls general theory, and this component was to
operate on the deep structure rek sentations of sentences.
For this reason, it has been called "iderpretative", in the
sense that it interprets semantically the (deep structure)
output of.the syntactic component of the theory.

For Chomsky 1965, however, as well as for Katz and
his associates, the boundaries separating syntax and
semantics indeterminate, that is, the question of
determining the respective domains of the syntactic and
semantic components of the theory is a matter of investigation.
This appears most conspicuously in Katz and Fodor's famous
negative delimitation of semantics : "synchronic: linguistic
description minus grammar equals semantics" (1963, 172).

In the mid-sixties, an evolution in TO linguistics took
place which can be described in terms of the assumption
"that there is no real distinction between syntax and be-
mantice and "that the rules for combining material into
sentences are really rules for combining semantic material".
(MoCawley 1968, 586). The obvious consequence of such a

conception is that the existence of syntax and semantics
as distinct components of the theory may be unnecessary.
This is particularly clear in Fillmore's comments on his
motivation for setPting up his theory of' semantic deep
structure relations ("case" relations) :

If it is possible to discover a eeu :autioally justified ;

universal syntactic theory along the lines have been '

suggesting, if it is possible by rules (...) to make
these'semantic deep structures' into surface forms of
sentences, then it is likely that the syntactic deep
structure of the type that has been made familiar from
the work of Chomsky and his students (will appear as..,)
an artificial intermediate level between the empirically
discoverable 'semantic deep structure' and the observa-
tionally accessible surface structure, a level the proper-ties of which have more to do with the methodological
commitments of grammarians than with the nnturo of human
languages (Fillmore 1968a, 88).

8



14.

While the conception as formulated by Mc Cawley makes

it poosible to quibble by saying that, after ill, one's

concern with "syntnx" has always been a concern with seman-

tics, the reelity of the evolution aPpearunequivecolly in

the above quotation from Fillmore and in other recent studies

- in the topics they deal with end in the kind of problem

they mice find erguments they use. A paper by Lakete (1901)
is mother good example of a radical departure from the TG

35 well as other traditions. In this paper, lokoff advances

a number of arguments for considering thlie sentences of the

typos x did,pomethingwithz and x uuer d to dip somethiag

have the snore or n eimilnr deep structure. While he does not

say whit this deep structure would be like, the suggestion

is thnt it is needed in the theory in order to avoid having

to state again nnd avin the alma rule fora number of c.n -

Mructions in which the two types of sentences clearly hove

the elme 'sementic, and 'syntactic' properties (e.g. "x must

be onimite").

Now wish to argue that such reaeorchde as Fillmore have

carried the evolution under discussion oven n step further.

In a paper written as early es 1965, Fillmore was concerned

with what ho then celled "entailment rules". Tyienlly, he

explicitly presents these rules as rules of semantic inter-

pretation which lie au_tside the scope of the semantic inter-

pretative component of the theory set up by Katz Fuld ass3cirte31

entailment rules can be described, roughly, ns operating
in the following way : There is a se:itenc X which cannot
by itself be interpreted by the ordinary acnnntic
13.2sed on the grlmmntical structuis of X, the entnilmnt
rules will convert X into n set of scntencc:s Y such
that t:nch of those sentncts cnn bJ inturproted by the
ordinary acmiErrrrules. The smantic interpretation
of the set of s.:intenc3n Y, then, is provided is the
sr.mnntic interpretation of the sentence (...) Considor
the difference between the sentences "Sh, rends SnnAcrit"
-Ind "no even reado Srmlekrit". The eccz.nd tells us the
crime no th,-; first, but it adds that this fact iii somehow
surprising. The contribution the word "oven" cinnot
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bo explained, it scene to me, by assigning' it semmtic
fo .turns e the usual kind. I woule say th-.t the son -
tunco "3ho even rcr.dri Sanskrit" is to bc 'factored',
so to speak 9 into two sentences, namely "She reads
Sanskrit" 2.ne "Cnc woul expect that she does not read
Sanskrit". (Fill ;.more l9651 65-6 11d 68).

The present outcome of the evolution in ume current

TO research has been nctee. above, in connecticn with several

studies : ?illmore's "Grant= of HITTIG and BR.1.1Ar.UG", his

prosuppositional stuOies such -.8 tht on "Verbs rf Judging"

(Fillmore 1969), Green's an lysii of sentences with such

"rrds as "too" ane either" (Green 1968) 1 R. Lakoff's

stuey of conjunction (197C). In all these studies, grammltical

surfce structure his becom the intorprotAtive level cis

represent:tion. ore import ntly, what this level interprets

is i typo fr sewmtic representation of which is required

that it should be snecifaic or gating= about Pconceyte

as appears from Fillnore's recent research, the

conceptual interrelltceness of lexical items and their

contr ibution to sentence mei:ming have become

central preoceLpations in the (wimpy) semantic level of

represent. Lion. Since my crocorns here are met%thooretical,

I can ignore the problem of whether Hlrri-.'s centributicns

are "in" or "around" TG theory, 1n0 point out that Harris 1968

provides clear evidence that this author is goir nuch the

silo w?.y :v Tillnore !Ild others, with respect to the require-

ment f:r linguistic description to be conceptually specific.

While I neoe not be concerned irith the prcblon hen., it is

interesting to note that, like Greer, Harris even goes a

step further than 751.11.;ore, by giving the sane theoretica3

treatment to 14102maptic conceptu:41 Nets ls to these

th:A can by rognreee part of "the langua:e" or of

"sublaguace". In the s.ne 'ray, Green discusses types of

"not either" sentences that .Any be s:id to re lest the

conception of the world of roe mntAly disturbeel person.
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Harris, then, argace that any metalinguistio "CS" (conjoined

eenteace) having the "property of being known statements of

the dictioAary or grammar, or of boing common knowledge"

(1.0. specific knowledge shared by addrer;sor and nddroesee)

can bo zeroed and, converooly, reconstructed thee, "The

war will start unless .ie enters thc room" is only fully

acceptable if the communication partnere 3ro able to

Deconstruct it as, say, "Since the invaders threaten war

unless the Prince of Cambodia comes to their conforenco room,

the war will start unless ho enters the roam" (Harris 1968,

132-4).

I would argue, then, that 211 this points to the emergence

of one ar more linguistic theories aptly described 30 "syntnc-

tico-lexicologico-scmantico" (Elliott f.t nl. 1969, vi),

in the ecnso tv--1 y Ira dL.signed to bo specific about

conceptual fa:;t: .,d thnt thcy do this by moans of an

'inte3ratcd1 c)nc..ption o1 lnnguage structurL. In this con-

ception, Idictftn-Jry' and 'grammar' Ire no longer treated

in isolation, but )oth at the game time, Such n conception

hos actually been stated recently by Fill: ore and LAiste,

in the form of some bnaic nsaumptione uhls:rlying their

reeearch project. They describe their problem :

that of determining the nature of 1.:Ixical information
in a senerative grammar of English. The ultimito,
though probably unachievable, goal of such efforts
is the design of a dictionary which will m:,!:u amnia-
-1bl° to philosophers, forignore, and computer°, every-
thing they need tJ know about thc me?nings, uses and
flrme of the lexical items in .'ur lin6urgo, and which
will provide this informltion in n usable formrt.
In a very rcrl scnsc, all research in guncrativo lin-
guistics IA kelevnnt to questions of loxicology. Dcd.-
sions on thc form and oxpirInatory 8c.1pc of the theory
of gr!.mmor determine in very direct ways the diffe.,ronco
botwccn thc gnorn1 or 'grammatical' f-2cto 11::Jut
lark:tango and tea more specific or 'lexical' fats about
Its lOrds. Thu ruleA for determininG the well-
formuuness of the abstract underlying structure of sen-
tences are rules which in the end specify acceptable
comlAnations.of grammatically organized lexical items,
(FilNore and Lehiste 1968, v).
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A further aspect of the evolution discussed hero will

be exanined below under the howling 'Structural semantics',

in ccnnoction irith tionof some logic :11 theories

to seinntic doop structure represent :tic'''. All of these

proposed Adaptations cannot be comp.7rod an" ev-luatod

in thc present study ; (Ily sone of then will be discussed in

Part III of this thesis. What I wish to .0oint cut hero is

that those recent developments .-.dd a new assumpticn to

Chonsky's conception of deep structure as, in general,

distinct Iron surface structnro and :1,0 the prin;r level

of ropresont-.tion. The now postulate is thAt ,the tyakalg

coilycntions usecl.lajzItalljala structure reProsentatiol

almirli**6 ,I.L.,L.11119..e.

strysturorinta I shall 7.ccept -%his ascuptirn in
the present study. I must lyto, in this con oction, that a

assumptinm 4:-s boon la de by inforn.:.ti-n scientists

before it vas 'lade in linguistics, in particularly by Uardin

nne co-workord : as clrly 1964 (Gros et al. cp. Allard

&L1., 1963), Cardin proposed ".nd tested a form

so antic ropresentation based on loical theories in ".

nodol (3YPT(1) for autowtic storalu and retrieval of

scientific information. This concurrence between docunentalists

and linguists provietos adc1ition-'.l justification for the

attempt made in this thesis to bring thu two fields clwler

to cich other.

by fourth point concerns a sh:".ft in thi; conceptions of

the "sentence" and of "sentence context" -ithin the evolution

under discussion. The first thin' to4bc noted is t`1 .t much

of thc originality and interest ( s flr 7.s this thcsis is

cc:Icerned) TG theory, including : Chonsky's, !n

his :l.l alLstr-:et enneerion of the sentence at thy: icvo). cf

"deep structure". Chomsky h.-.s opened up the thee-eticLa

possibility of cnnsidering i-definitely c- lex

88
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sentences t for instance, sontoncos too long for them to bo

spokon or 11-rd in one's Thus, in a sunizoll deep

structure (lrloo") rule such as that given in Langockerts

handbook (1967, 109), the symbol S (=sentence) is rewritten

as a conjunctixi of indefinitely many Vs. To me, such a

rule sit', .cats that, ev ©n in the theory of aptpctic deep

strucLuro inhrited from Chomsky, the existence of a Omer

notion of "ocntonce context" is far from obvious. The same

uncortainty concerning this notion in a scranntic conception

of do..p structure appears in Robin lokoff's recent study

alroody rcfer...ed to on the semantics of conjunction (it.

Lakoff 1970). In this study, t apwirs that Robin Lakoff

has ceased to distinguish sharply between a "sentence"

and "discourses I shell discuss this point in more

detlils in Part III, since R. Lakoff's TrIvr is one of

the main sources upon which the semantic part of this

thesis is b:sed. In connection with thG difficulty of dis-

tingushing between "sontonce" rind "sentence context", lot

us nlsa note the Minus hypothesis of Not and odor, which

is formulated in 3 posL-:ogo quoted in th, foMblaing section.
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1.3.2. baraggalfilattstentqi.L.Anctlgysit.

The conception of surf ice structure proposed in this

thesis is an ziganlaim -f Harris's stria; amAysis theory

(HIrris 1965) , nor precisely of an oxtonsion of it by

Sagor :11(1 co-14orkers (Salkof and Sager 1967). This extension

can b, outlined around the notion of "rostrictionless"

string grannztr. The n.7.turo or ny adapt.tions is doter:11mA

in tv.rt by computational requirements, but especially by the

role of a metalanguage in tilo motathcory proposed for this

study, As will be brio"ly shown presently. The chief clain

which Harris fornalizes in his string theory can be describod

.as frllows. Assuning that the contigurus "norphemos" or

words forming accopt2.blo discourses can be roprosonted ns

L...ccoptIblo sontonces, these can be regarded as contiguous

strings consisting of contiguous "gramrtical" classes

(p.arts-of-speoch cntegoriess) and subclasses, and these

strini;s cf contiguous classes and subclasses can be ropresented

by lists of ilKihomatic string fornul'ts. Those formlas, then,

state what scquoncos eopondoncios of classes sub-

clams arc cenbined into acceptable sentences cf n language

6r sublanguage. An " countable" sontence is s%fd to "satisfy"

the fornul s in quortion. H:rris's postul::to for defining

stria; formulas can be described in Snlkcf :Lnd SL:r,or's terns :

Each sentence of the languagy consists of one elementary
sentencr (its contcr string) plus zero or more olcnontary
adjunct strings which are adjoined either to the right
or left or in piece of particular oler.ents of other
olenontary strinf.;s in the sentence. [Thusi] there is
no nroblom with discoiltinuovs elements in string
gram= : A11 elcncnts which deNnd n sone w,:y c.n e.tch
other c;rannatically appear in the saute string or in
strings which :re contigvus by :.,0junction. (Salkof
srli, 1967, 1 1.e. 12).
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Roughly speaking, .:'. center string is the skeleton of a
sentence and tho adjuncts are modifiers. An ox.:Imple
of 0 loft adjunrt of Et is the adjective preen in the Arcerld
IL?. 0. A right adjunct o!.' ili is tho clause WALL/e

1

01. A 2eplaccuent string of is,
for ins anco, w 41A in the sentence v
vs iriterepting. he same sentence with a noun instead of
a noun-replacement string night be nie 1e9turoyag
Andagatal. Ex71Aples of sentence ddjurcts arc : in

s t ci, o t. The C-strings (...)
have coordinat ng con u.vc ons a t oir head. An example
is 11121.1911. in ut is t. ExwIples cf center
strings aro de and Also jklguilE9ALlattag
hig.anelarglag. Sat= 1967, 158).

11' 0

The Ttlit:tions which a givon language imposes on

sequences of the main glasses or p.rts-cf-speoch categories

can ,i.pprlrently be stated by mans of a tAirly linited nunbor

of axionatic fornulas : the first published version of e.
... 4,

string granmr of English, which thrris was nainl7r concerned

with such general classes, contined no more than eleven

pages of formulas (Harris 1965, 29-40. In writing a more

refined granular, however, one is faced with the problem of

expressing linitationn on the sequences of subclasses :

For exrAplc, in the sequence eUPP2 (RI a number, P
plepositicn), e.. f t cn th, 111 and F

1
arc of vrticular su c asses: xl,..uSsatanUR,M3.z.
(Salkcf and So e'er 1967, 1).

Sqlkof and. Safer apply the tern 'restrictions' tc the

lillitatins to be stated 1.1 scque-cus or dependencies cf

general clo.sses, and thc ter:3 'restrictionless string

piarlim.' to c string ;rar in which dependencies of

latimlum re st-J.ted by tncro:.sing the nuniber cf categmies

:nd of string formlas : e.g. rl, etc., instcivi of P, me,

instead of i'd1 for all :.ejective Voun strings, Al) N1, etc.

Cne most cbvirus use of dilt1nluishing subclasles i to

predict frIbiguities, and to assign the cr7Trect structuAe(s)

to sentences. For instance, they will serve to est.-.bl!sh

the differency between thc PN strin;s with _.intergst (::.ndyze(.

a sentence adjunct in kJ o_Dened the box %.djalatuesS)

,md tb A blue cover., possible adjunct of tte box fr the

9 1
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sx,c, center string. hore fund.:riontally, a restrictionless

string grata: ear c:n provide for a ?,iven surface

th.t :.accts the lallullualuayequirements discussul

%bow, .11c1 it clo of. this without obscuring or "making" the

rel-Ai(mships between the, strings, unlike what Sager seens

to suggest (So.er 1967, 162) on the contrary, the, subclasses

nci the strings io which they occur are '.such nore exlicitly

re17-.toe to c.1:ch other in such (7. string grantiar th:n in

!lore 'gen.r7.10 one such as Harris's first version. In f.Ict,

rf;ccnt report on unpublishee current research by anger

lnd co-workers or the Pew York University String Pro ject

confirms the generra cc*coption put forw-ird in Harris 196" and
exemplified below in 1 prtss-:go rn ')iochemical sentences

(Tiarris 1961, 153) th :'.t the fr:ruar of a given sublanguage

"intersects" the gr::nr.r.r of the whole of the languo but is

to be regardee hvin Oftstinctive properties, i.e. proper-

ties rot shared by other cr by the grul.Air of

the 1angw..3e ls a :thole

Reccotly it has been shownthlt the language c a
natur-1 science uses gr.:: :r peculL to itself. This
pliticulnr Imu.1-.r is nrt a subgr .taut x of the

It brinls cut word classes anc' sentence roll-
tions th-t ;re peculi_r to the sci.nce which the articles
treat. It c:::n tree for a critiquQ of tau: forntlations
mr,do in scialtific formlations of t',e concoits and
rel:tions of thrA science. (...) The N. Y. U. String Groups
is about to begin work on a science subl...:ngu,:ge

the field of pharlrAclogy (1Cli.u'alaysletter,
5-2, , Decober 1969).

84.

As t'lis recent report sug-.sts, the writing ane

coimuteriz2.tion of subl.:ngu .go string gr.-In.1:x by S:. car .nd

co-.torkers (,11d, Is r T by ..ny ether of irris's

disciples) is still ,... ;1%tter ''f on-going rest arch, is the

c:se for the; critcri: for setting tip the

subclasses and the string for:larts co;Thining the!: in !Inch

eroct help returning hen. tc iy b:sic poInt :

on; wn0ers tc -1,ich I prcsu::,: cwIsists (.'11

lin7tlists 71/' c--Tntc.r scientists, -n1 Gnt-.1)1!nn n thy.
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bnoia of a lingailtig theory what concepts nro noodod by

oxports :n tho field of nhammalaa. Other extonsions of

Hurrio's original string grammar ire oven more problematic,

whether this be aftor Harris's trinneformtional proposals

('to Sager scam to contemplate : Coyaud 1967, 27) or aftor

both Harris's and Chomsky's tratisformations (Shapiro 1967),

or along othor 'inns.

In the prosont study, I had to Bass both problems -

that of writing a sublangunge string grammar nnd deciding

on criteria for doing so, and that of finding approaches to

an extension of ouch a grammar - togcthor with the additional

problem :if discourse or text analysis. In order to outline

the cppronch which this study ombodios for sGi;ing up a

variety of n sublingwJgc string grimmor, and for dolling

with relovont problmo of discourse: structure, I wish to

explrin bri.fly how and why I have adapted linrrio's original

proposals on string gimilmar.

Par one thing, the gramar prcsentod helot: is of the

"restrictionloss" voricty. It aporates subclonses rather

than on general cllasos. What is retained from Harris's

string theory is tho general assumption *bout the possibility

of representing the acceptable sentencos of :1 langulgo or

sublitr,unge as stringr ^f contiguous catugorius by mains of

lists of string formul3b of the: typo illustr7tod nbove.

As will be noted, this conception has obvious advrintnges in

computational onalysis.

Secondly, the word subolaNsna, and co:13uquontly thy:

string formulla which servo t. roprosolt sont.nco ports and

sontoncon as n whole in the systnm dLacribeq in Prirt 11

of this thesis have bon tstr.blishod on the brlie of the

.oneutunl critc!ri-, yiold.3d by tho clls'ificition system wed

as a mctil;nfrulap. A3 n:sult, the string cimmir prosuntod

9 3

r . PM, eg I I I p
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in this thoaq is ::ore: :kin to Trris's lttent nrop7:sls

(:tarris 1962, .!hich its nct tr thL tine)

th :n to his proposlls in thu first vcrsinn of string .-.nllysis

(Harris 1965). '!h .t I propose, then, is .-.. typo of ronresen-

t...tirn to th :t illustrAue in p.ssAge of qarris

196r\: (152-153), in :'Y eh he pronoscs to represent

sentence .s

Nmoi is Vsoi en in Nsoi . The (liffcronce, howevevi
th ,t in trirnresont ;117dy the subelcsnes set up r. tit
b.lnis of th,. flet th a given sentence, or rather. Ur,
absttLet in !!lich it recurs, is ru1at..b1c to

entry - there-...s does nct s holt est .blishes
mtbscrintr lurth these.' usce in the -.Ix ve ex..;;1).1o.

The 11 .jor shorter:11m; .7...ttempt !.s the frlicrring :
uhi1.. ny est :blislillert i the subclasses is deter...iped by
the ;..et h Are becn un2.ble t' be explicit .11)cut
ho! th 1,tnr;u:..z.N cleterviiies the nature: of the subci...sson
I set up. Thc:sel it, t-ther .lords, are unfortum:tcly

open to the, criticise :T hive -410rossed in 1.1.4. to r.-t4,'S

soy .antic c.: rkers : ny subc1,...7r.es beleng tr a riv.lteo
cf ine. The nnly r.f this difficulty is,

I believe, to be foi.nti in the deer) structure considerations
presented in P-Irt III cf this thesis :.nr! director' t.-marc's the
ost:.blistvient of the kind of "synt-..cticr-lexicololico-
set.!7.ntic" theory no.. unrier evelop,.tent by re -..nr" ethers.

7n :addition, bcc-msv of the eentr 1 rcic .yed b!. the

7let11.-.ngue, th, ;tying 7r,.; .r presented in this

thLsi s lb otIcns eonculltioo r f "e,;,:tt:r r;tr-Inrc"

the ere or centr-%1 .rt of sc:Itt:nce re present .t! :7.11

,4ita the lAn!'erly*nl, r.%ther cr neent r "rontcpcu-

hc". Ac h n v'tefl. (Coy .u0 1%71 ncn.
cctor tr th: t .are t na s

frIr .s se!). ntie c..Itcnt is c-ncerns.e., -Al *r1 thesis,

T :sslu L th t .et --ly se :,tic

9.1
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door structure. In such 0:54:.9) it seers th.:t the b....sin dis-

tinction posited in stri,!1 r.Arlys:ts between the center

string (And its constituents) whlt is acjcincc1 tc it

or to the constituents (lajuncts of r, of V, etc.) is

so' ntically ft.ct, the adjunction relation

even seers to obscure se.I:ntic-lly relevant rel-tiens in the

sentence : scn'ntic mai wily, often consist ::11 the

adjuncts .046 what they aro adjoined to. Consider th.; followiry;

sentener2 fry- one of the abstracts under scrutiny in this

thesis :11.19u1Ssiaz1L:uza.L.A111m_thrssWab111hgcl

(Jmn site 1962, Intr.:et 35). If, after H'.rris (1965,

relnectivcly 23, 29, 3C), the center string is defined as

wh.:t rettlins when "rc further excisions -:re possible preserv-

inl sontencchood" omd the possibility is Mowed cr subject

and c.bject Nouns -ccurrinl in the center string "pith such

categories article, the center string :,bt-inee for the

-1)ove sontece iti21 be the systuil errionIbm.AgehnizgLI,

tne .11 tho ether words will be ani.yze as ,adjuncts. This

center string is undoubtedly .tn 'acceptable' sentence. But

whf%t is distinctive -.tly.v.t the cf the Lentence

is lost with the excision cf, the A0juncts, ane it scents thlt

this distinctive nelning earl only be c-'ptured b. consiaerin7,

.e.juncts and center string Icgether. In fairness tc, Harris,

I !list print out that in H.7.rris 196P :,. f..1, :lore interesting

c'mcention of accentability is presented thtn the ,bllek-

.-nr'...rhites one which unrIerlicr: the origin.1 version of strinr;

-xt:lyris. In Harris 196P, :coopt.bility is !I n tter cf

ricl this c'..nception is central to the whole boo::, in p-sticul

t' Txris's trnsfon!..tion apptils. Such c- :gee I,

however, is nothing; but proprIsJ pT.11L1 tr, the ecru iticos

of clin struptuu ')y :fter Cho: v0v!, this

respect, I feel th-t H%rris 79,/)r has nn props'. 1s thtsvc-ull

he tc thnsL dincusla bL1.cy unocr

'Structurl sel.:nti.cs', in tiv; suns;, tai t hc,v-_r L.1.).cr AL

It be his Appx .r tr nsfgr-Aiorr r nt c.ptvre,

'1;i
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or otprosscs Andiscriulnalian notions discussod in P:xt III

such ls "nrcsupponitIon", "can", "implic'Aicn". His

prflu:s1 reconstruction. of imtalinguistic crijoined

sQntonces (CS ; rene:11x.rt`N. "Prince of Canbodil" ux:nple :

H-Tris 196P, 133) so;Icholt intorsucts Fillnoro's presupposition,

:Is well as "innlie:tirr". His csu:1 nontirn of "the boy ls

th, actcr ( "riubj-!ct" of sue) ", for inst:mcc CULL., 21(),

shows hin rwaroncss .f thc, problei;. ,nd his propos -.is

fcr "tr-.11sforrItic.nA" Oeriv-tif:ns of lcxic...1 l'ron is

sentences re ro1at:b14, t- Lyons's i.1111:1c,:ticn :

e.l. thu deriv-Aion of i sent:nee vith "zlazaalry.11"

(or r:.ther discourm consisting of this sentence cne

frAlowinl, with 'corcfcrcotL10 itcA "T hp troll

n-ir of conjoined pet:li!mintic scntenc::s including ".113zlnon

111..111h" (ibis?. 1 167).

Tho Mie type rf Aalitttion of str5 n1 In lysil which

he.s been attunptLe in this thusis consists or trctinr, twxts

(the lbstrcts under invosti::tion), including their titles,

.s cnnjoinee sc;.tencos. Th.. hIpothcsis underlyin this

ills been put forw.r0 Katz And Foeor, thr.ugh to

Hy kncwledge nevor explored by Mu .% rr by ether

In Wition, I h:vo c::teneee K tz Fodor's c-.tery if

"suntentil1 conr;:otives" tr include the: period as wall :s

r7ther n uses .rritten discourse. Heru lg.in,

WIrrts's wc11.kwn cl.ins ..bout the $grsuinctic.-11. u tura,

ne -b-Ait the .uu:.r-Jity of his dJscrurse anllysir cpurItions

tow-liOn se.1 ntic critoril is rer,xcn fcr rufurring t- K,tz

no Codor r-Ahur th,.r. tr :

91;
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In the great majority of cases, the sentence break in
discourse is simply ma-conjunction. (In others, it is

ti1119 sm and so on). Hence, for every discourse,
re-is a single sentence which consists of the

sequence of n m sentences that comprises the discourse
connected by the appropriate sentential connectives and
which exhibits the same semantic relations exhibited in
the discourse. (Katz and Fodor 1964, 4901)

To sum up, the conception of surface structure delineated

here is based on Sager and co- workers' published proposals

for a restrictionless string grammar, though with two important

qualifications. Harris's and his co-workers' conception is

used only a means of handling the string aspects of

discourse (i.e. the manifestation of discourse as a sequence

of contiguous words) by setting up ordered sets of rules,

operating on strings of 'grammatical' subcategories, and

amenable to mechanization. Secondly, the reduction of the

discourse strings leads to distinctive representations of the

abstracts, which are represented by entries of the documentary

concordance used as a xiletalanguage. Lastly, no attempt has

been made to relate the surface structure representations

thus set up to deep structures, because I found that an

attempt along these lines is beyond the powers of current

linguistic theories, at least as far as the problems

discussed in this thesis are concerned. In other words,

this thesis does not attempt to formulate transformational

rules,
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1.3.34 MysamEallemanticeand dem) structure

representations based on logil.

96.

After Lyons 1963, a structural approach to semantics

can be defined as one in which linguistic menning.is not

defined as such - in terms of (mostly controversial)

psychological or philosophical conceptions about the

'nature' of meaning such as those mentioned in 1.1.5. but is

defined instead i terms of
verifiable faqtso namely :

as a function of (,..)
other words, a is not
its meaning; the fact
their moaning. (Lyons

empirically discoverable and

several relations (...). In
synonymous with because of
of their synonymy is part of
1963, 58)

As Lyons has suggested, it is difficult to imagine how

the meaning of such words as truth, 12c..it-Viand goodness (or,

if you wish, cancer, etc.) can be stnted otherwise than within

such r approach (Lyons 1968, 401). And, if this can be

shown, the same will be true of any other word. Underlying

Lyons's formulation is the logicians' prihciple of

abstraction :

What is the weight of a body ? It is usually conceived
as an abstract property of the body, recognizable
from certain physical effects. Using Russell's principle
of abstraction we can reduce the concept weight to the
relation havin the same wei ht. The weig of a body is
the class o el 3 jec s having the same weight as this
body. An adept in traditional logic would object that
in order to define the same weight we must first define
the weight, and then proceed by addition of the
differentia specifics to the genus. But there is no
reason to insist on this impractical method. It is
admissible to conceive the notion of the same weight
as prior to that of weight and to define the latter in
terms of the former. This conception corresponds to the
actual procedure used in the empirical ascertainment of
the weight of a body. The balance is a device rhich
indicates, not the weight, but equllity of weight.
(Reichenbach 1947, 210, quoted in Lyons 1963, 56-9)
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One of the most important recent developments in

structural semantics has resulted from attempts made by

several linguists and other students of language to extend

and adapt "predicate calculus" or perhaps more aptly, the

calculus of propositional functions which logicians have

set up, so that it can serve the purposes of semantic repro-

sentation. Here, a few remarks about the linguists' terminology

are necessary. Since the emphasis of the studies under discus-

sion is on tuan2.oa of the logicians' framework, some

terminological usages have resulted to which logicians would

probably object, but which I suggest to regard as innocuous

in linguistics - as long as the linguist is aware of them :

for instance, the use made of such words as "sentence" and

"proposition" for what would strictly speaking be regarded

as a "propositional function" in the logicians' jargon.

Going by some of the handbooks of logic with which I
am acquainted (in particular Chauvineau 1962, and
Gochet 1970b) "functional logic" or "the logic of
propositional functions" is concerned with expressions
(propositional functions) such as d, )4 ,s the
br9ther of ,,,y, NAltvels Ar to z, or w h "functions of
functions" such as LAJLAGAALLELgaltthaml (where X
and Y stand for more elementaryfunctions), the
logician is particularly concerned with what in the form
of these expressions is relevant to their truth-value.
Functions are said to consist of "constants" or
"predicates" such as Ap7td, etc.', and of one or more
"terms" ( "variables" arguments" xl A4 etc.).
These can be specified (replaced by constants), and
modified in various ways : by means of "quantifiers"
(corresponding to natural language words such as
some, all, no or of maro cooplex expressions (then is,
240ELL.21WILAWID
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The adaptation of functional logic in TG linguistics

has given rise to two main theories. Ono has been initiated

by Fillmore, whose proposals will servo as a loos/As for Port III

of this thcsis, next to resent work on con;;unction (in

particular Lakoff 1970). The other Arend is known as

"generative sLmantics". This new form of TG theory has be can

developed by and around such linguists as George Lakoff,

James lioCowley, and Paul Postal. 1 shell not discuss "gene-

rative semantics" in this thesis or tat Tempt to compare the

new theory ith Fillmorels, since such a comparative study

would duplicate a recent paper of mine (J. Non 1971)

and would not be pursued in Part III, which is based on

the rival theory proposed by Fillmore. Wall it is important

to realize that the problems of semantic representation

discussed in Part III could presumably have been approached

on the basis of generative semantics, and ghat, if suet.

on exploration of my problems on the basis of this theory

were awilable, it would be possible to cory out an

evaluotive study of the two approaches - a task which, to

my knovlcdge, has so for not been attempted systematically.

10()
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PROCEDURE

le 4. 1. IriVMSILalitag UlLialtaLgtZtfintp11Mta

The question raised here is in what sense the semanticist's

task can be described broadly as that of explaining "what

underlies the use of the word mu and related terms ( ),.._

in English and other languages" (Leech 1969, 5). In brief,

I shall argue in favour of a linguistic study of 'pragmatic!

competence, which in this study has its concrete counterpart

in the proposal to confider ggIgkeinguaze, t )ieory and nrpcedupe

as the main components of semantic analysis. Negatively,

I shall argue that a notion of pragmatic competence should

give up the following main features of Chomsky's notion of

competence:

(i) the indeterminacy, discussed in 1.1.1, of Chomsky's

metatheoretical conception of the boundaries separating the

domains of linguistic and "pragmatic" competence, and of

syntax, semantic, and "systems of knowledge and belief";

(ii) Chomsky's and his followers' commitments, mentioned

in connection with the linguist's neutrality (1.1,50, to

various psychologically and philosophically controversial

issues in particular/ Chomsky's negative attitude to

communication, Katz and his associates' speculations about

the universality of semantics, and Chomsky's mentalistic

speculations on intrinsic or innate competence.

Most recently, Chomsky (1969a, 83) put this as follows :
Mile may formulate the problem as the problem of determining
the intrinsic characteristics of a device of unknown proper
ties that accepts as 'input' the kind of data available to
the child leLrning his first language, and produces as
'output' the generative grammar of that language. The 'out
put', in this case, is the internally represented grammar,
mastery of which constitutes knowledge of the language."

(iii) the undue importance given by Chomsky to th(: difference

between competence - establishable only on the basis of

the linguist's introspection - and perform4ncei and his

misleading equation of other observable data with performance

viewed as a ringe of facts of secondary importance for theoretical

101
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investigation, on the ground that competence in observable
data is irretrievably distorted by such factors os "memory
limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and interest,
and errors " (Chomsky 3.965, 3).

(iv) the augual equation (in his analyses) of"sentences"
with theoretical objects ALWAYS yielding surface structures
of sentences that are close to sentences in the everyday sense
of the word, and his lack of concern with structures that
would correspond to discourses (see the unexplored suggestion
of Katz and Fodor).

Positively, however, I propose:
(i) to adopt Chowky's conception of the linguist
observer's observations as facts of performance;
(ii) to recognize the existence of a 'gap', as it were (cp.
Leech's expression "what underlies"), between the linguist-
observer's performance and linguistic competence, a gap
which Chomsky discusses in terms of the "creative" aspects
of language, and which I have found useful to discuss' below
around a notion of "inaccessibility";
(iii) to define the "ideal speaker-hearer's linguistic
competence" roughly as made up Agazal,gonglogagadescrib-
able by the following formula : arszt13iaexuzUmstatabl.e
by a metalanawe plus facLt(tjAatajlejaLajggattagu
20221,290Peteale;
(iv) to consider that competence thus defined is ideally
describable by moans of "nzezim,AniummllIl_mulautle
(Gardin), and that this goal, like any other scientific
undertaking, is a sisyphean one (Gardin, personal communica.
tion),

In what follows, then, I would only agree with Chomsky's
emphasis on "approprilteness", on the "creati7e" asnects
of language, and on his consideration ox' the linguist-
observer's observations as facts of "performance" serving
as a basis for an account of competence as described above.
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In brief, Chomsky has defined the task of linguistic theory

as that of setting up rules accounting for an ideal hearer-

speaker's competence, or "perfect" knowledge of the language.

This is defined as an ability to produce and understand an

indefinite number of "appropriate" sentences, including

sentences never heard or spoken (or read) before. This

competence is distinguistled from performance, the way in

which people actually use the language. The assumption is

that performance can be defined at a later stage of research,

in terms of departures from or differences with theoretically

defined competence :

Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal
speaker,listener, in a completely homogeneous speech-
community, who knows its language perfectly and is
unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions
as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of attention
and interest, and errors (random or characteristic) in
applying his knowledge of the language in actual
performance. (Chomsky 1965, 3)
We thus make a fundamental distinction between c9moetence
(the speaker-hearer's knowledge of his language) and
performance (the actual use of language in concrete
situations).(111a., 4)

One of Chomsky's main concerns is how linguistic theory

can provide "an explicit formulation of the "creative"

processes of language", "a real understanding of how a

language can (...) "make infinite use of finite means"

(ibid., 8) , particularly of ha! language provides the means

for "reacting appropriately in an indefinite range of new

situations ". One of the basic claims of this thesis is that

the problem of the indefinite number of EETAlanguages is one of

the essential problems involved :

an essential prcperty of 1..I.nguage is that it provides
the means for oxnressing indefinitely many thoughts
and for reacting appropriately in an indefinite range
of new situations. (...) The grammar of a narticular
language, then, is to be supplemented by a universal
grammar that accommodates the creative aspect of language
and expresses the deep-seated regularities which, being
universal, are omitted from the grammar itself.
(ibid., 6)
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Linguistic observations must be regarded as udata of

performance", and :

The problem for the linguist, as well as for the child
learning the language, is to determine from the data
of performance the underlying system of rules that has
been mastered by the speaker-hearer and that he puts
to use in actual performance. ( ., 4)

To sum up, the purpose of this study is to exemplify

and explore the suggestion that mAtat4;Aretizal remnition

be i

fo C = f9rm 9k A
matalmulaga (or in some other form), and IIILL:=912101-

1222Als-AAILL-12214vg t2 kft-0.1
ILteeti b a nt

).ial facts in semantic studies. If it is to avoid

being "trivial" and to drop "pretensions of omniscience"

(Bolinger 1965), a conception of'breativity" and of

the novelty of linguistic utterances - the other main feature

of competence - will similarly have to recognize the conceptual

foundations of linguistic competence. Among other things,

it will have to account for creativity in science and litera-

ture : for instance, for the circumstances under which people

can speak of machiAle translation (whatever the corresponding

'thing' or reference may be), or for the impact of people

like Shakespeare and Chomsky on languages and sublanguages.

While Chomsky's theory of syntax has stated and explored

rathematical YJroperties of language that account for creativity,

I am not aware of the existence of equivalent proposals that

would be relevant to the epistemological problems of people's

conceptual or semantic creativity. Under these circumstlnces,

I feel that the best thing to be; done in these nrolegomena

is to describe the publem rather than attempt to offer

solutions.
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After the metatheoretical proposals outlined above Aps1 after

Chomsky's conception of linguistic observations as data

of performance, I shall go out from the aggsgmlollenstIga-

4tasta which I propose to investigate in this study. The problem,

as I wish to present it, concerns the inazgevilzility of

ta_ flu (though in different

respects). The =gag= to be defined is the documentalist-

indexer's or WERT-indexer'; ability to represent the meaning

of an indeterminate number of linguistically undefined abstracts

in his field by means of one among other finite and linguistical.,

ly definable metalanguages for this field. The problem of

Pleguile creativity is THE problem, but can hardly be touched

upon, for lack of reliable knowledge in this area. Perhaps

n solution will come from disciplines other than linguistics.

t 7. 11.

As I deputize for the expert in this study, my unachiev-

able goal as an observer is a definition of competence on the

basis of my observations of "only an innonsiderable subset"

(Leech 1968, 94) of all possible abstracts on documentation.

The object-language is 'inaccessible' in this sense. The

inaccessibility problem, as it concerns both the object-language

and the mntalanguage, can be described by asking, with Stone

(dial., 1966)

How can the infinite v:riety of words, phrases, sentences,
and styles be the source of stable, scientific conclu-
sions ? 4)
How does the investigator know when he has specified
all the alternative ways in which a characteristic can
be expreszed ? He usually does not. On making further
applications of his categories, he will often find new
and unanticipated alternatives. Ho may fail to remember
that certain words and phrases are signs of a social or
psychological variable. He may also forget about the
usages of a word or phrlse under certlia circumstances,
which differ from those he has in mind. (ilia., 8)
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Of course, "most of these errors cam be avoided if the

investigator colleCts a number of instances of actual word

usage in context" (ibid.), but to do this only is to accept

defeat, as the purpose of a theory is precisely to offer

substitutes for data collection, and to predictuhat otherwise

could only be obtained by observation of texts.

The inaccessibility problem with respect to the meta-

language is somewhat different. If we do not assume that

the metalanguage consists, by definition, of a finite number

of terms and relations and that these are available prior

to the investigation, the inaccessibility problem is that of

stating when, why and how the metalanguage will need to be

changed. Assuming that the metalanguage is finite and fixed

once and for all, as I have done in this study, there is

still an inaccessibility problem in that we have no guarantee

that the formulations of the metalanguage are the only, or the

best possible ones, even with respect to a single 'class' of

observers. Since the metalanguage used in the present study

is a kind of classification consisting of definitions, the

following passage from Langendoen on the question of dictionary

definitions most appropriately illustrates the problem of

inaccessibility as it arises here for the metalanguage.

It will be noted that Langendoen does not capture, or does not

wish to use the notion of metalanguage. This notion, however,

is obviously implicit in his reference to a "prescriptive (...)

standard language", and in the statement he makes that

"sentences only take on meaning upon conscious reflection", in

the passage quoted above (in 1.1. a!) about "legal documents"

belonging to langue :
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The experience of lexicographers (.1.) is that meanings
for lexical items are extraordinarily difficult to pin
downs even if dialect differences are overlooked (we Day
view the task of a lexicographer, at the risk of sounding
prescriptive, as dealing with the meaning of an item
in a standard language); one can almost never be sure
that some element has been overlooked, or conversely that
some superfluous material has been included. Alternative
ways of defining items are almost always possible, and
considerations of simplicity or elegance are often of no
help in choosing among alternatives, and may be downright
misleading. (Langendoen 1967, 107)

On several oocasions, Gardin and co-workers have made

similar observations about the metalanguages used in documenta-

tion. They point to the frequent difficulty of choosing between

several possible relations among those defined in SYNTOL, the

model which Gardin has set up for semantic representation

in automatic documentation (Creq ems. 1964, 45-6). The

authors of SYNTOL insist that, in many cases, none of the

eligible relations can be said to be 'better' or more appro-

priate than any other. limilarly, it is difficult to say

which metalanguage symbol is best for naming a given

concept. In some cases even, a given natural language

has no word corresponding to the metalanguage concept needed

for documentary analysis t cp. "the absence of a word that

bears to plants the relation that "corpse" bears to animals"

(Chomsky 1965, 232).

The relevance of what has been said so far to the present

thesis is most obvious in the many ',ossibilities that exist

of naming the very field to which the abstr.i.zts under investi-

gation belong t (121gatirlaaaltechnical) infqrmatiori, documenta

1nforzatien_lteraze and retrieval, retrieval system theory,

i formation sc ewe (ancl technoluy), Iglantial_ommalmtlan,

knziledKeavalabilitv, etc. While these expressions and

many others (including various lengthy par :phrases and

definitions) are often reducible to a single metalanguage unit,
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it is difficult to &vide which expression best names the

unit in question and, until the analyses presented in this

thesis can throw some light on the problem, the only thing

to do is to make an arbitrary choice, for instance in favour

of "documentation", as I have done in what precedes. One of

the crucial theoretical problems, under the conception so far

described, is that of defining "dispersion factors" (Cardin

1969) that will account for one of the math symbolic aspects

of people's 'metalinguistic' activities. It is the fact that

a given metalinguistic unit or structure is broken up into

formally different or more complex units or structures in the

object-language, and vice-versa. It is a fact most dramatically

observable in the traditional library practice of reducing

a whole book to a handful of symt.as drawn from .a

anS of using such a classification os a means of access
to thn knowledge shared by the' members of our communities -

and, indirectly, of extending this knowledge creatively.
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1.4.2. Fy9m a lipplAptimAperverods perfunance to commtenag.

i can now outline the ideal objective of this thesis

as that of converting "observational" statements into an

lagualgd set of other types of 'public' statements, in order to

be able to describe the achievements and shortcomings of the

present study with reference to such an ideal. This ideal,

as far as the topic of this thesis is concerned, is the setting

up of a "precise and complete" procedure based on a perfect

linguistic theory, and relating a particular object-language

(the English of abstracts on documentation) to one of the

corresponding metalanguages (a classification concordance

for the field of poimentation) by means of "explicit" rules.

The empi lcally prior statements are "observational"

statements (Beech) of the type illustrated in Figure 2.

They express judgments of mine (for lack of approval or dis-

approval by competent inforaants) about the relations between

texts of the object-language under investigation and the

metalanguage used. This metalanguage is one of the possible

definitions of the conceptual field of documentation. Its usq

or the use of another for the same field, is indispensable

in this study since linguistic theories are unable to define

this (or any other) conceptual field and such a definition -

as I have argued - needs to be made C.: 'licit as soon as One

wishes to engage in a semantic analysis.

A brief actual example may be appropriate here to

suggest what problems arise from the observational

statements I go out from, and to illustrate the cis ualum

function of these observational statements. The example

distorts my point only insofar as it can and illustrate

the inaccessibility problems discussed in the Preceding

section : for a perfect illustration in this respuet, one would

109
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need to consider all the entries of the classification used

and a perfect formulation of these entries and of their

interrelations on the one hand, and the total possible set

of abstracts in the field of documentation, on the other. Perhaps

one would also need to consider what juni-documentalist

observers make of abstracts on documentation, however specula-

tive the task may be. Here then, my example will consist only

of two ;simplified classification entries - (la) and (ga)

respectively - and two corresponding abstracts (one of which

is quoted only in part), (11) and (a) respectively. 2hus,

the observational statements which serve me as a starting

point are illustrated by the relation I have established

between (la) and (fib) on the one hand, and (a) and (a),on

the other. In other words, the a expressions are metalinguistic,

the b expressions belong to the object-language, and the

problem is how the relations established empirically between

a and can ideally be expressed in the form of rules.

(la) Scientific and technical information institutions
described individually.

(a) The Japan Information Center of Science and Techno-
logy and its activities (title).
A general description of the Japan Information
Cent r of Science and Technology which was establish-
ed for the purpose of contributing to the develop-
ment of science and technology by collecting
processing, storing, and retrieving scientific
information (sentence 1 of abstract 1 : Janaske).

(2a) ` General organization of scientific and technical
information.

(2b) Report on a study of scientific comnunications for
the National Science Foundation (title).
This reviews the initial reasoning and thinking
behind the design and construction of a project
supported by the National Science Foundation, carried
out by the Operations Research Group at the Case
Institute of Technology to determine ways "to
affect the behavior of scientific institutions
that are responsible for the dissemination of
recorded information in order to achieve a net
improvement in scientific productivityNtext of
abstract 2, consisting of a single sentence :
Janaske).
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PART II 3 AN EXPERIMENT IN MECHANIZED INDEXING.

2.1. INTRODUCTION.

2.1,1, Background and objectives.

The mechanized indexing system presented here was

developed at the University of Victoria between May 1968

and May 1969. Preliminary tests, which were run between

September 1967 and May 1968, will not be reported here,

since they are described elsewhere (my unpublished M.A.

thesis : J. Noel 1968) and have been superseded by the present

system. This system has analyzed the first 50 abstracts of

the Janaske bibliography (Janaske 1962). The edited version

of these 50 texts as they were actually processed by the

computer is appended (Appendix 3). The unedited version of

the first 5 abstracts of the Janaske collection is quoted

in Appendix 4, that is, the version In which they aotuelly

appear in Jrmaske with bibliographic information which was

not punched on cards and with various other types of informa-

tion which were edited out before and during the punching .

(see 2.2,2.). The main entries ('groupes') of the Gardin-

Livy concordance which serves as a metalanguage in this

study are quoted in Appendix 1. My own English translation

of the main headings of this list of descriptors is given

in Appendix 2,

111



Henceforth, I shall abbreviate my referenoes to the

Janaske bibliography as follows : (J 1) will mean '(quoted

from) abstract 1 of the Janaske corpus', etc.

The computer programmes written for the meohenized

indexing system will not be described here. They were written

in PL-1 for the IBM 30/44 computer of the University of

Victoria, The programmer, Remi Miohelot, has so far not

published his programmes. Here, I shall therefore only

report on my own work, which consisted of setting up a system

that could be programmed during the time available, on the

basis of the metatheoretical assumptions presented in Part 1

and of considerations to be discussed presently.

First, I must point out that the system presented here

has not been set up in a real retrieval situation (on this,

Salton 1968). In particular, I have not been able to have

my indexing (2.2.1.) checked by users in an actual retrieval

environment.

Furthermore, no computerized syntactic malyzer or

indexing system has been available to me during or after

the setting up of the system. Nor have I been able to make

use of a ready-made computerized dictionary of documentation

English; in fact, I do not know of the existence of such

dictionary in the literature. Under these conditions , I

decided to set up my own system, and to do this on the basis

of various preliminary simplifications And assumptions.

The main preliminary simplifications which were decided

nre the following :

(i) The experimental corpus was limited to fifty abstracts

in their edited version cs given in Appendix 3.
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(ii) As deseriptorS, r thig417,61064 1;;anslation of the

main headings of the Gardin-L vy concordance (Appendix

2), and these descriptors were left unanalyzed and

treated as a single symbol. As a result, it was possible

to reduce the problem of indexing to that of representing

each abstract of the experimental corpus by one descriptor

(only occasionally more than one) treated as a single

symbol, and to reduce the problem of mechanized indexing

to that of 'translating' each abstract into a single

code (see 2.4.9.) standing for this (these) descriptor(s).

(iii) Many automatic syntactic analyzers and indexing systems

are set up in such e way that in a given situation the

machine can choose between a number of decisions, some

of which can be judged to be wrong by informants. Thus,

all known syntactic analyzers produce several analyses

for a given sentence, and only some of these analyses

can be described as 'syntactically' and /or 'semantically'

'correct'. Similarly, Bely et al.,who have published

the largest and most sophisticated automatic indexing

experiment known to me, have included in their final

report an evaluation study in which various "correct"

and "incorrect" computer outputs are discussed (B4ly et al.

1970, Ch. 6 snd Ch. 12). In the experiment presented

below,I have adopted a different approach. From a compu-

tational point of view, the purpose of the experiment

was to mechanize a system which was previously set up

and tested manually and which, from the outset, was

assumed to produce the 'correct' output. As it appeared

from the manual tests and from consultations with computer

experts that the system worked and was programmable, the

programmes were written and the system was run success-

fully from beginning to end on the computer. As e

computational experiment then, the system is a complete
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success, thanks to the devotion snd (for me, most instruc-

tive) cooperation of the programmer. The only qualifica-

tion is that, within the year available for the experiment,

it was not possible to integrate all the operations

performed by the system into a single programme: Thus,

in the system as it stands, human intervention is necessary

to use the tape with the output of one stage of the system

as input to the next stage,

(iv) Fur practical reasons, it was not possible to test the

system with abstracts outside the experimental corpus,

for instance some of the remaining 1121 abstracts of the

Janaske corpus.

As for the linguistic aspects of mechanized indexing,

the system under discussion was set up to test an approach

to mechanized indexing which can be described as follows :

(i) The sentences of a text can be represented for computer

processing as emmaticall defined strims of CONTIGUOUS

word classes, and a text can in turn be represented as s

string of contiguous sentence strings. This is a conception

of language most clearly formulated by Harris. More

broadly, the assumption of contiguity can be regarded as

a basic postulate of linguistirss, and as a prerequisite

for assuming that language date are computable. If,

for instance, a rule states that a string consists of

A and B, no other symbol is allowed between A and B,

and the computer is programmed to recognize just the

string AB. In one of Harris's recent formulations :

Talk or writing is not carried out with respect to
some measured space. The only distance between Any
two words of P sentence is the sequence of other
words between them (...) Hence, the only elementary
relation between two words in a word sequence is that
of being next neighbors (...) Any well-formedness
for sentence structures must therefore require
contiguous sequence of objects, the only property that
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makes this 6equem4S a formi0 of the orammNr being
that the objects are not arbitrary words words of
particalar classes (.40 But the sequencs -s to be
contiguous; it cannot be spread out with spaces in
between, because there is no way of identifying or
measuring the spaces (Harris 1968, 16).

The"elementary relation" referred to by Harris is

concatenation, and will be symbolized as + , as in 1A+BI

standing for a string AB 1A+DI means that A is

immediately followed by B.

(ii) From (i), it follows that, by walls of concatenation

rules, a text can be represented as a single string,

consisting of smaller strings. The concatenation rules

are based on a grammar : "the only property" that makes

the sequence of words in sentences and in texts "a format

of the grammar" is that the words are "not arbitrary

words but words of particular classes" (Harris, loc. cit.).

Because the grammatical concatenation of word classes is

the only fact about the surface structure of language

that can be assumed to be true of any language variety,

it was found that the mechanized indexing system presented

below would achieve greatest generality by being based

essentially on this fact, Moreover, even under a conception

of language which distinguishes between semantic deep

structure and grammatical surface structure, a treatment

of the concatenation facts of surface structure is a

necessary (though not sufficient) condition for an

analysis of language data.

(iii) In agreement with the requirement of distinctiveness

discussed in Part 1, the concatenation rules are stated

for "subclasses" (such as Emoi for "proteins" in

biochemical language : Harris 1968, 153) rather than for

classes (such As N for Noun) holding for the language

as a whole. This raises the problem of subcategorization.

Irrespective of this problem, the string grammar set up
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for the system under disoussion is of the "restriotionless"

type, that le, one which states dependencies of subolasses

- with a resulting increase in the number of categories

and of string formulas (Salkof and Sager 1967).

(iv) In the system, the problem of suboategorization is

separated from that of setting up concatenation rules.

In other words, the problem of suboategorization is

treatiA as one of dictionary-making which is independent

of the system proper. In this way, the dictionary codes

can be changed or improved without affecting the general

organization of the system. For obvious computational

reasons, however, a format.for lexical codes had to be

fixed in terms of the maximum number of characters which

lexical entries can consist of. I believe that there are

good reasons for adopting this treatment of subclasses.

I feel that lexical problems in general, and problems

of suboategorization in particular, are the most poorly

known area of linguistic theory. Besides, I have not

succeeded in setting up a satisfactory approach to sub-

categorization for my mechanized indexing system, as will

appear from the discussion of suboategorization presented
below (2.3.).

(v) No known theory is able to predict the length - either

minimal or maximal - of the strings that serve to express

a given meaning, In particular, as far as the present study

is concernedthere is no way predicting or deciding a priori

which strings of the abstracts under investigation will

correspond to a given entry or descriptor of the meta-

language. In the system, this matter has therefore been

treated as a descriptive problem, and has been left open

to further research. To take just one well-known example

of the difficulty alluded to here, consider abstract J 36

(Appendix 3), whose last sentence contains a negation



denying some of the information implied by the preceding

sentences (see section 3.3.4. on "implication"). Because

of this difficulty, I decided to set up the system in such

a way that the machine would have to analyze all the words

occurring in each text, thus leaving open the question of

the size of the strings that can be associated with a given

descriptor.

(vi) By virtue of the definition given above of indexing as

the reduction of a text to a single symbol, the various

stages of the system do not only serve to concatenate

strings of grammatical classes. Their function is also

to delete information. The loss of information which

takes place during the process of indexing - particularly

so-called indicative imIlxing of the type adopted for this

study - is indeed one of the problems which needs to be

faced in any mechanized indexing experiment : obviously,

one or two descriptors are unable to represent all the

moaning of a text. The problem is how to symbolize this

loss of information, in spite of the difficulties just

mentioned in (v), This problem has also been treated as a

descriptive problem in the present experiment, because it

is beyond the predictive power of current theories.

In this thesis, I shall not attempt to improve directly

on the treatment of subcategorization and of semantic units

adopted in my mechanized indexing experiment. I shall assume

that the lexico-semantic problems involved are more fruitfully

dealt with on the basiscf a conception of semantic deep

structure than in terms of an extension of string theory. The

essential purpose of Part III of this thesis is to suggest

ways of remedying the semantic shortcomings of the mechanized

indexing experiment on the basis of recent work by generative

linguists on problems of semantic representation.
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2,1.2. Synopsis.

3.10.

In brief, the mechanized indexing system works as

follows, After a dictionary-lookup operation which replaces

each text word or symbol by a code, the machine performs step-

by-step concatenations of these codes, rewriting two er more

codes as a single code by looking up lists of rules stored

in it, until each abstract is rewritten as a single code.

After dictionary- lookup there are in total 10 main sets of

concatenation rules, which apply in succession. Each set of

rules makes use of the results of the preceding set of rules.

The ten sets of concatenation rules are based on only four

types of operations performed by four computer programmes,

three of which are used more than once,

The programme which is used only once has the effect

of replacing some proper nouns by a general label for proper

nouns : thus, "the National Science Foundation" is rewritten

as INPP1 standing for 'proper noun'.

Using letters (A, B, C, etc.) to represent the codes

which the machine concatenates, the operations performed by

the other three programmes can be explained as follows.

The first programme concatenates only two codes at a

time and works from left to right, It oan,however, operate

in several passes, each of which makes use of the results

of the pass that precedes. Thus a string ABC is processed

in two passes. In a first pass, B and C are concatenated :

B + C. In a second pass A is conoatenated with B + C, yielding

L.+ B + C. Alternatively, A can be concatenated with B, and

AB with C.



The second programme concatenates pairs of codes between

which there is a code for a conjunction or for some category

equated with conjunction. Thus, writing small o for conjunction,

this programme concatenates strings of the type AcB, yielding

A + B. The rewriting (A + B) obtained by a first concatenation

can be concatenated with a following conjoined code. Thus,

an enumeration AcBcC can be rewritten in two passes as

A + B + C. This programme works from left to right : it begins

by testing for the occurrence of a first co then it tests

for the occurrence of an A preceding and of a B following

this 0.

The third programme concatenates between six and two

codes :A+B+C+D+E+ F, A+B+C+D+ E,A+B+C+ D,
A + B + C, A + B. The first pass processes strings of six

codes, the second strings of five, the third strings of four,

the fourth strings of three, rnd the fifth strings of two codes.

In order to simplify the presentation, I shall now refer

to each successive set of conoatenations performed by the three

programmes lust mentioned as a series of 'grammard : respectively

0.0 (' grammox 01), 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and

0,8, The following table (1) summarizes the workings of the

system, and the various operations it performs. The arrow

(-->) stands for 'is rewritten as' (the exact meaning of this

rewriting operation in the system will be explained later).
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(t)

mum op
... OPERATIONS:

.,
.......

TYPE OF OPERAT/Oit:..,....

10 11

Dictionary lookup:
teaword-->oode X

..............,

Some proper nouns
-->NPP X

Pass 1:BC- ->B+C
Pass 2:AB+C-->AtB+C
Eta. .......

0.0 0.4

Pass 1 :AcB - - >A+B

Pass 21A+BcC-->A+B+C
Etc:,

G.1 0.3 0.6 0.8

Pass 1:A...P-->A+,,.P
.

.

Pas; 5:AB- ->A+B 0.2 0.5 0.7

..

As appears from this table, the 'conjunction reduction'

programme operates after each of the other concatenation

operations except 0.4,The last application of this programme

serves to concatenate the codes obtained for the title and

the sentence(s) of each abstract, the code for the period

being treated as a conjunction,

On the basis of the conventions adopted in table (1),

I can now outline the rest of this presentation. The next

chapter is devoted to the work that was done to prepare the

system (2.2. PREPARATORY WORK). This chapter is subdivided

as follows : Indexing (2.2.1.), Punching and editing (2.2.2.),

and System design (2.2.3.). The third chapter is entitled

SUBCATEGORIZATION AND DICTIONARY LOOKUP ( 2.3.).

1;.
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Chapter 2.4. is a description ofrtie milk components of the

system. The first section deals with the analysis of proper

nouns (2.4.0.). The remaining sections (2.4.1. to 2.4.9.)

explain the workings of the various 'grammars' that operate

after the reduction of proper nouns, namely 0.0 to 0.8. In

the last chapter I shall present sample analyses

and draw conclusions (2.5.) concerning what I believe to be

the pros and cons of the system, and possible ways of

improving on it.

Throughout the presentation of the system, I shall try

to concentrate on general problems and principles and to

select significant examples rather than give an exhaustive

description of the system, because such a description would

require several hundreds of pages. As a matter of fact, our

experiment turned out to be a very large one indeed. The

complete computer patut for the system represents two big

volumes of machine lists, It took me a. whole week to reduce

these lists to fifty tables giving a synoptic analysis of

each abstract of the experimental corpus (such a synoptic

analysis has not been programmed, as pointed out in the

preceding section), and I have found that even these fifty

tables which give the successive rewritings from 0.0 to a.8

are too large and too complex to be presented as such in the

ensuing report. This is the reason why I decided to break

down my account into the various chapters and subdivisions

eti.l.tweel. in the preceding paragraph.
mehtioned
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2 2 PRE ATORY WORK.

2,2, 1, Indexing.

As a preliminary step towards the setting up of the

mechanized indexing system, I indexed the 1121 abstracts

of the Janaske bibliography, I felt that this was necessary

for me to gain familiarity with the texts, and with the field 4

documentation. Here, however, I shall only report on the

indexing of the 50 texts of the experimental corpus, which

are listed in Appendix 3 in their edited version. My indexing

of the 50 abstracts is tabulated below in (6).

The 25 main headings of the Gardin-L6y concordance

which were used as descriptors in this study are given in

Appendix 2. Those that were used to index the abstracts of

the experimental corpus - in total 12 descriptors - are

listed below in (2) (a) with the number assigned to them by

N. Gardin and F. LJvy. In (2) (a),STI stands for "scientific

and technical information". Following a suggestion made by

N. Gardin and F. Levy, I have merged number 9 (Techniques of

reproduction) into number 23 (Machines and equipment).

Abbreviations of the headings of (2) (a) which will be used

in table (6) below are given in (2) (b).

(2)

(a) 1. STI : generalities.
2. Professional problems.
3. Information scienes
4. Related sciences.
5. General organization of STI.
6. STI institutions.
7. ?motioning of STI networks.
8. Sources of information.
10. Information handling : generalities.
16. Classification and indexing.
19. Coding.
23. Machines and equipment.
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(b) 1, OEN(eralitias).
2, PROF(ession).
3. SCI(ence).
4. SCO(other scienoes).
5. GEN(eral) ORG(anization).
6. INST(itutions)( individual institutions).
7. FUNCT(ioning).
8. SOURCES.
10. HAND(ling).
16. CLASS(ification),
19. COD(ing).
23. EQUIP(ment).

Before reporting on the results of my indexing, I wish

to mention some difficulties which I experienced in indexing.

The first difficulty, which has already been mentioned

in 2.1.1. has to do with the size and nature of the strings

of discourse which can be said to correspond to a given

descriptor. As an example, consider abstract J2, which is

quoted below in (3) together with the descriptor assigned

to it.

(3)

(a)Report on a study of scientific com-
munications for the National Science
Foundation.

This reviews the initial reasoning and thinking be-
hind the design and construction of a project sup-
ported by the Notional Science Foundation, carried
out by the Operations Research Group et the Case
Institute of Technology to determine ways to affect
the behavior of scientific institutions that are
responsible for the dissemination of recorded infor-
mation in order to achieve a net improvement in
scientific productivity. (J2).

(b)Descriptor : General organization of STI.
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Let us assume that the text is aptly represented by the

descriptor "General organization of STI" while the expres-

sion "scientific communications" in the title is ambiguous

(for reasons to be discussed in Part III, particularly in

3.3.4.), the expression "the behavior of scientific institu-

tions that are res onsible for the dissemination of recorded

information" is relatable to the descriptor in question, and

to its definition (Appendix 1, "Groupe e). What is unclear

(and will be left undiscussed in the rest of this thesis)

is how and why the rest of the text allows for, and does not

preclude, the interpretation in question. In other words,

even though one can identify in the text a passage which

is directly relatable to the descriptor assigned to the

text, there is no known way of determining the contribution

of the rest of the text to the meaning of the 'significant'

passage in question. To return to the simple example given

above, the text would not have been assigned the same

descriptor if the passage about "scientific institutions"

had been the grammatical object of, say, "The author does NOT

discuss--" (rather than of "...determine ways to affect ").

A second difficulty (and another problem left undiscussed

in this thesis) concerns the assumption just made about (3).

As already pointed out, I have not attempted to analyze the

headings of the Gardin-avy concordancepthat is, I have not

analyzed the French definitions, nor the general headings

of Appendix 1, nor the English translation of those headings

given in Appendix 2, nor the relations between the headings

and the definitions. Obviously, the passage "the behavior

of scientific institutions that are responsible for the

dissemination of recorded information" (J2) (in particular

the plural "institutions") is more directly relatable to

the definition of "Groupe 5" (Appendix 1 in particular
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"Ensemble as organismes et institutiVIS 44414060m; 1/apparell

an4ral de l'IST, dans un ou plusieurs pays...") than to the

heading "General organization of STI", and it would be

necessary to analyze the inference process by which we relate

the heading, the definition and the corresponding expression

in the object-language. I have not attempted to do this

because I have found no theory that could throw light on

this inference process : such a theory, for instance, would

have to show the relation between grammatical marks like

plural ("institutions", "organismes") and words like "general",

"ensemble ", etc. Another example. of the same difficulty is

J32 which has been indexed by the descriptor "STI : generali-

ties". In the definition of this heading, mention is made

of "considerations concerning the future of scientific informa-

tion" (Appendix 1, Groupe 1). The use of the future tense

in the text is one of the clues (next to vague, everyday

adjectives like "fast, large" in 4) for describing its topic

as "generalities", rather than, say, as scientific considera-

tions about "memories" and storage devices (as in the case

in J11, Appendix 3). The last sentence of J32 is quoted below

in (4) :

(4)

Machine translation of languages and recognition of
spoken information are two other areas which will
require fast, large, memories (J 32).

Part III of this thesis concentrates on problems that are

common to the metalanguage and to the object-language, but

does not clarify the nature of relations that are intuitively

establishable between metalanguage and object-language such

as those just exemplified.
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A third di4fXOUier aAisi have experienced in indexing

is even more serious : I am uncertain about the correctness

of my indexing of some abstracts of the experimental corpus.

These 'difficult' abstracts will be marked below with a

question mark (?). As an example, consider J18 quoted below

in (5) in its unedited version :

(5)

Application of high-speed computers
to information retrieval.

This is a description of the following types of infor-
mation retrieval systems : statistical, syntactical
and interrelational. In addition, the computer research
program of the Patent Office--HAYSTAQ-- is described.
(J18).

The title has a very general meaning, while "statistical,

syntactical and interrelational" in the text suggests that

the topic of the text is narrower : presumably describable

as "Classification and indexing". In such cases, I decided

to assign to the text the broadest possible descriptor, in

this case "Information handling : generalities",

The occurrence of "computer research program of the

Patent Office -- HAYSTAQ" in (5) exemplifies one last

difficulty I wish to mention in connection with indexing.

Unless one has the necessary expertise to know what HAYSTAQ

is "computer research program" is ambiguous in various ways.

"Program" can mean either "project" or "computer program"

in the sense of routine.Besides "computer research" is

ambiguous between research ABOUT and research WITH(the aid of)

computers, If HAYSTAQ is left out, na has been done in the

edited version of J 18 (Appendix 3; see next section), there

is no way of resolving the ambiguity.



3.19.

In (6) below, I have tabulating my ludexiug or the 50

abstracts of the experimental corpus. In order to avoid

duplicating Appendix 3, I merely give passages of the abstracts

in column l,when there is a short passage - such as a title -

that is rather obviously relatable to the descriptor chosen.

The descriptors are given in the abbreviated form of (2) (b).

The extracts quoted in column 1 should not be regarded as the

'significant' passages of the texts they are drawn from;

as already pointed out, the size of A 'significant' passage

cannot be safely specified or predicted in the current state

of linguistic theories. An attempt will be made, however, in

Part III of this thesis to approach the problem via the notion

of 'topic' developed in Chapter 3.2.
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(6)

120.

DESCRIPTORS :

EXTRACTS
WITH
Nr of ABSTRACT :

OPSERCNOI
F

1 SoI;FSHCCECENUOALOQONSNUNADUOTCRDS
R
0 I

T C
E
S

S
I
P

The Japan Information
Center...and its activi-
ties (J1)

i

scientific institutions
that ere responsible for
the dissemination of
recorded information (J2)

the National Institutes
of Health Russian
scientific translation
progrem (J3)

I

!

IX

problems of a manufacturer
... in searching for
information in the medical
and chemical literature
(J4)

The ?ederal Government
and U.S. scientific
information (J5)

United States scientific
and technical information
services (J6)

documentation centers in
the German Democratic
Republic (J7) i

I

i

Training the scientific
information officer...
syllabus...for a...
course of training... (J8) j X IX

.

!

i

the IBM 650 information
retrieval system which
uses the inverted file
109)

i
.

.

1

. I

f

1X

(i
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(6) (continued)
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DESCRIPTORS :

EXTRACTS
WITH
Nr. of ABSTRACT:
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2.2.2. pmchitneuslid

125.

A further step towards the netting up of the mechanised

indexing system was the punching and editing of the texts.

The 1121 abstracts of Janaske were punched on standard

eighty-column punched-cards. The editing was carried out

both before the punching and during the proof-reading of the

cards. It was decided to punch the whole of the Janaske

corpus in order to be able to prepare various types of

word lists and indices.

Here I shall concentrate on the editing of the experi-

mental corpus, and I shall not discuss the punching pro-

cedure or the production of indexes, since such a discus-

sion is not necessary for the understanding of what follows.

About the punching operations, however, I wish to mention

three points, which are relevant to the design and organi-

zation of the systdm.

First of ell, it was decided to limit the number of

punching conventions to a minimum. For example, the German

preposition "fgr" in "Institut fUr Dokumentationswesen"

(J47) was punched "FUR" (see Appendix 3)-, and names which

are written with capitals in Janaske such as "NATO" (J31)

and "VINITI" (J44) were punched 38 if they had been written

as "Nato" and "Viniti", that is, trc.stod as cypitalizod

words (see below). Similarly, the division of two abstracts

of the experimental corpus into paragra.Ms (J34, J37) was

ignored in the punching.

1 33 3
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Second, all numerical indications (in a broad sense)

were punched with an asterisk preceding, no facomplified

below in (7). Thin was done with a view to a preliminary

simplification Which is performed at the dictiona27-lookup

stages at this stage, all symbols preceded by an asterisk

are replaced by a single code, namely PUM. This undoubtedly

results in a lose of information but also in an important .

simplification : it is no longer necessary to enumerate

all cardinal and ordinal numbers, end compounds containing

them, both in the form of digits (e.g. 5, 5th) end in the

form of the corresponding words (e.g. five, fifth). Such a

solution, of course, requires that the keypunch operator

knows the language : consider, for instance, the homograph

"second ". The only numeral which was not punched with an

asterisk is "first" (not "let"), because it can be used as

an adv.rb as in "First (of all)", "At first", etc. "Binary-

octal" (J12) was also treated as an ordinary word. Examples

of the symbols treated as numerals in the experimental

corpus are given below :

(7)

(a) Exam 418 : ,BILLIONS (J32),

IsEIGHTY-COLUZ.N (J35) INSECOND (J37)

mSEVE:illi (J15) , RSDC-POINT (J5) I

( J26), mTWEITTY (J35).

30.3 (J37), KIST (J38, J44).

Kl04,484 (J43), u1957-1958 (J14),

m2ND (J38, J50), :9800 (J43).

(b) Dictisnam_-codo 14U1:.

Third, 311 capitalized v,ords Irk.re punched with an

asterisk Lollowing : for instance, XaitICAVm.(J131 J28,

J33), WESTI:GHOUSEm (J35). The asterisk is used in the

dictiono17-lookup (2.3.) and proper-noun reduction (2.4.0.)

operations discussed below.

(4) Cp. frAQ Vitsesit cr#221.3" 2 A
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The editing was also performed with a view to various

preliminary simplifications.. Not lining an expert in program-

ming, I s unable to say to what extent what was achieved

by editing could have been done by moane of appropriate

computer provammos. What is clear, hovever, is that the

problems which were solved in this study by editing are

serious ones if one imagines their solution in a fully

automatic system that would have to process language data

as they a9pcar in their printed form, with all its ortho-

graphic and typographic variations - both systematic and

unsystematic s' if, for instance, the texts wore put in

machine-readable form by moans of some reading-machine.

Whatever the elegant solution to these problems may be,

we found it eNpedient to solve them by editing, considering

that we hod only one year available to us to carry out our

mechanized indexing experiment. Lori:lover, it was found that,

even if the problems could be solved by stating additional

rules in the system, such a solution would result in an

unnecessary overburdening of the system.

Part of the editing was done by crossing out various

types of information in the copy of Janoake used by the

keypunch operators. The rest was done during the proof-

reading of the cards, by punching again the cards contain-

ing thnt wv th not wish to be processed by the

computer. The following types of information were changed

or deleted :

(i) informgtion about the postracted

docmpellt. Compare the facsimile reproduction of the

first five abstracts in Appendix 4 with their edited

version in Appendix 3. Thus, the name of the author

(ACKOFF, 11.L.) nnd in J2 were not punched. For

wos indication) ADI appearing ,7!fter some of the

abstracts. Similarly, original titics in German,

Rusnian, ctc., were l ft out,
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(ii) Yizonze or impatistent Cnnaidort br instance,

"dessomination"lsocond occurrence of "dissemination" in

J 5 , Appendix 4. An example of inconsistent spelling

is the capitalized "T e" in the Janoake version of J30 :

"in Canada and The United States". This was normalized

into "the" and punched "THE". A similar normalization

was decided for the two occurrences of SIMIEederal

Govermaent in J5 : in Janaske, one is capitalized, and

the other is not (Appendix 4). The two occurrences have

been punched with asterisks in the edited version

(Appendix 3).

(iii) Other normalizations old deletions. Whereas there is

normnlly no space in print between various punctuation

marks such as comma, period, etc., or the mark of the

genitive (Is) and whet precedes, these symbols wore

punched as diotinct symbols and could Ous be treated

like vicwda at the dictionary-lookup stage.

Various typographical signs which aro listed below in

(8), vier° edited out :

(3)

(a) Quotation marks s " "

(b) Points of suspension, as after ctc.: ctc...
(c) Various indications in enumerations :

(1)(2)(3) and the equivalent Roman I. II. III.
(d) Dashes - -
(e) Brackets.

Some dashes wore punched as commas as in "the third

clement - machine languages" (J24). "III: 650" was

hyphenated and punched as a proper noun (J9). All that

was between brackets or dashes was either deleted or

ch3nzd, as Ls shown in (9) :

(9)

(a) computer research program of the Potent Office
IIAYSTAQ -- is described. (J18)

(r19 CaTUTER RESEARCH PROGRAE OF THE PATITTN OFFICEe
IS DESUIBa .

(b) Two of t': elements needed tcrminolosicol
systcmn =32,d symbolic languages - 112endy exist.
(J24.)

(b') TWO OF THE 21:ENTS NEEDED AL.DY EXIST.

I t) I;
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(c) in the pertinent geographical rogion (German,
Frcnch, Italian). (J25)

(d) IL THE PERTINENT GEOGRAPHICAL REGION s GI* MAN't
Milan , ITALIANN

Lostly,vorious bibliographical data appearing in the

texts of some abstracts wore edited out s for instance,

"Alay.p.E.JAE61b, 61.7x, at the end of J15. In only

two abstracts (J15 and J33) out of fifty, the various

normalizations and excisinns reported in this section

have Liesulted in drastic modifications of the printed

versions of the texts. The titles and texts of these

two abstracts ere quoted below in (10) as they appear

in Jenoske, end this unedited version can be compared

with the edited one given in Appendix 3 (incidentally,

note a punching error in "AKA's", J15). Note that most

of these drastic changes are duo to the occurrence of

bibliographical information in the printed version of

thcsc texts. In fact, in the absence of such information,

little or no editing was found necessary.

(10)

(a) Advances in EDP and information systems.

Plpers in this volume are "bosed on material orig-
inally presented at AMA's Seventh Annual Data
Processing Conference, held in xrch 1961".
Partial contents : Advances in information
lietrieval and data acquisition: I. Progress in
the design of information retrieval system, by
E. Teubel p. 51-63; II. Improved information
storage and retrieval systems, by B.E. Holm,
p. 64-74.

(b) A suggested classification for the literature
of documentation.

The classificntion scheme presented here had its
origin in a class proJcct undertaken by students
at the University of Chicago, Graduate Library
School during the spring quarter 1960. A
description of the principal feltures of the
classification with reference to Dnvid J. Haykin's
six basic building rules for special classifica-
tion is followed by 2 appendices: I. Classified
Guide to American Documentation 19,0-1960, vol.
I-XI; II. Suggested cloccification for the
lieratur3 of documentation.

13
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In this section, I wish to discuss two points which

concern (i) the theoretical foundations and (ii) the

general strategy of mechanized indexing. r.y reason for

bringing the points together here is that are related as

far as the historical background of my experiment is concerned,

and they both concern decisions which were crucial for the

design of the system as it was actually Set up.

Concerning the theoretical foundations, I must stress

the fact that during the actual design and development of

the system a number of conditions were absent which, had

they been net, could have changed the theoretical orienta-

tion of my experiment; in fact, some of these conditions

are still not mat at the time I am writing this thesis.

First, E., was not possible for me to adopt and explore

the methods proposed by the Gardin group end reported in

Rely pt al. (1970), even though a pre-publication version

of their report was available to me in due time, The

research of the Gardin group hinges on semantic representa-

tions in teros of the SYNTOL model (Cron et al. 1964 and

1968), and even the Gardin group which has been much

concerned with the field of documentation has so far not

attempted to develop SYI.TOL descriptors or extensions of the

SYNTOL syv.tax for the field with which I am concerned (see

N. Gardin and F. Levy 1967). I myself have not attempted

to analyze the Gardin-Levy concordance in terms of the

SYNTOL model (my only attempts towards en analysis of this

concordance appear in Part III).
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Seennd, most of t other linguistically oriented

studies in automatic indeldali which I have heard of were

.lot available to me in detailed report's during my experiment.

Even if they had been, they could not have been exploited

in my work. Some of them, in particular the research of the

Salton ';roue with the MART system and Sager's String

Program, would have required computer peogrammes which have

never been aveilable.to me s for instance, the Xuno-Oettinger

analyzer uaefn the SMART system (Salton in Heys 1966, 180).

Other American projects had published studios which were

either based an a very crude syntax (Stone xt al. 1966), or

wore - and, as far ne I can see, still are - baee4 on mete-

theoretical assumptions which are not compatible with those

presented in Part Z - in particular, with my concern with

a fairly e!.e cee.us of actual t,:xte in relation to an

actual lip a. 2.1:Ld.eeee:Jee deecrlpe.,es, The following.

is quoted frea the conclusions of a state-el-the-art report

by Simmons entitled "Natural Language Question - Answering

Systems s 1969"; the two publications (out of a list of 79)

mentioned by Simmons as going beyond sentence boundaries

have never been available to me :

Significant weaknesses are still prominent. All
existing systems are experimental in nature, small,

and corebound. None uses more than a few hundred

words of dictionary or a email grammar and semantic

system. None can deal with more than a small subset of

English strings. Deductive operations, though undeniably

powerful, still generally lack adequate heuristic

controls to limit the extent of searching an infinite

infeeence tree. Little has been dm) so far to

incorpoeste inductive inference procedures. Pow systems

(coo Charniak and Wilks) go beyond sentence boundaries

in their analyses, and generally acceptable methods

for anaphoric analysis and the discovery of prohominal

reference have not yet been developed. Such subtleties

as the relativity of adjectives and adverbs, thematic

sequence, metaphor, etc., have still to be explored.

(Siomonc 1970, 28-29) .
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Third, Part III of this thesis was prepared gam
my mechanized indexing experiment was completed, and most

of the theoretical souraea an which that partvof my thesis

ie based appeared at the time the system woe developed, or

were not available to me in due time for them to affect

the design of the system.

As to what I have called the general strategy of

mechanized indexing, the decisions which underlie my experi-

ment are beet explained with reference to those that underlie

the experimnts of the Gardin group reported in Bely of al,.

1970, since theirs is tho only automatic indexing system I

know that is based on metatheoretical acsumptions similar

to mine. The mein issue hero, I believe, is the respective

place of semantic and grammatical considerations in the

actual development of a computerized iC.exing system. Since

any actual system necessarily emphasizes one aspect at the

expense of the other, I feel justified in reducing tho issue

to a conflict between two rival strategies. One is best

explained by quoting the first sentence of a paper by Sager;

the other, by quoting from a paper by J.C. Gardin, which was

read in 1964, at a time when the Gardin croup based their

automatic indexing system entirely on semantic information.

Writers of programs for handling natural language
material, whether for mechanical aianslation, automatic
indexUlg, or other purposes, have learned (sometimes
the hexd way) that without Irammetical analysis their
efforts at processing language data rcach an early limit.
(Sager 1967, 153).

obsorvona ici cncore l'analole avec is traduction
m6canique, ou l'oA distingue de la m8mo maniere entre
la relic on oouvr. cl'un dictiannairo autamatiquo pour le
choix doe mote, .-t licpplication d'un elgorithme
d'anclyao ct du syntlIse grar:maticalespaur l'exprossian
des r,lations logiquos ontrc cos mats.

Cleat sans dm:to on raison do coto analogie quo
113n a souvont abarde "l'analyso zJutomatique", on
docummtation, par le biais de l'analyac syntaxique des
to::tce naturals, lo raisonnomont implicitc paraissant
etre quo celloel etait on taut etat do cause necessairo
cells la. :;ion cep:indent n'cst mains evident : en

premicr lieu, it n'est,pos raro quo 1' 3n so cont me
pratiquo d'unc renresentation por descriptcurs aculs,
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sans indications syntaxiques, auquol oae 11algorithmo
dismays() grammatical° perd uno pertio de son objet
(,..) En aocond lieu, lorequo doe indications syntaxi-
quce sant roquisos, cllee eont souvent en fait si
auvros (par example, un simple repdrage de lions non

intorprdtde entre cortaine dceoripteuro prig 2
2 ou n) quo 11on pout se demander ei llanalyse
logiquo integral° dee textee d'ontrelo West pas un
outil disproportionnd a is Oche. Enfin, of eurtout,
it oat connu quo is roconneissence dos etructuros eyn-
taxiquos no marmot ells -memo dc resoudro quluno portio
dos difficultds do traduction, au point quo l'usage
°lost (Stabii d'annoncor toujours uric phase ultdrisuro
d'Ingyso eftsntigais qui dovra "compldtor" is prdcd-
donto, wilTprimor-Ifis ambigultde rdsiduolles", otos
Lalheurousement, cette phase finale n'oat jamais ddorito,
autromont quo dans son principo; et si co dornior paralt
on ccindral fort simple - agit toujours, sous une
forma ou uno sutra, dc is "resolution par lo cantoxto ",
dip citdo l'application n' on demure pas moans pro -
blemotique C...) los donndos linguistiqucs of extra-
linguistiquos ndcossaires pour manor a bion cotto analyse
semantiquo risquent on fait d'etro si complexos quo loon
cast dbs lore tcntd de los omployer non plus comma
"complement" dos donnelos grammaticalos, aprbs une
analyse syntaxique ddja coatouso, mole come "subatitut"
do collos-cit pour manor bion l'intorpretation
syntaxique gendralcmont sommoiro quo 113n vise on
documentation. (J.C. Gardin. 1966, 120).

The Gerdin teem have since then made use of more and

morc grammatical information. Their system, as described

in the final 1cport by Belly of al. 1970, is based on a

complex interaction of grammatical and somontic analysis

procedures, at the stades of both "lexical" and "syntactic"

indexing. Thus, at the ' lexical" stage, some typos of word

groups are translated into SWITOL descriptors portly on the

basis of grammatical procedures one serves to select the

appropviete port-of-speech category (e.g. adjective or noun

for "complexe" s 224_cit., 27), and -another, 'hick works

in combination with semantic analysis, establishes some

syntactic relations : for instance, the relation of an

adjective to the noun it qualifies (211.1. cit., 31).
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At the "oyntactic" stage, which sorves to establish tho

naturo and orientation of somo SD:TOL relations holding

bctwcon thc descriptors obtained at the "lexical" stage,

both prts-of-speech categories and some syntactic relations

ore used once again togoth:x with semantic information.

Thus, the machine can oporato on the basis of syntactic

tomplatcs ('tichemas eyntaxiqui..s") for cetablishing a givon

SYNTOL relation from the various possible grammeitical

structures that correspond to it : for instanco "... provoquo

...ft, "... qui provoquo...", "... quo provoquo...", "...

pravoqud par... ", etc. (pDa ait., 103). This grammatical

information can bo complomontod by semantic information,

obtained by looking up tables (a so-called semantic or

notional network) snocifying apriqa the SYNTOL relation

that cnn hold between two doacriptors and betwcon the

corresponding natural language words : for instance, in an

expreasion like "the effect on A of B", thc relation

established between A and B will not be the same for A =

sloop and B = an animal so for A = en anima and B = some

gpcmical. end no grammar is able to predict such a fact.

When designing my system, I made the following decisions

which can be regarded as a compromise between the extreme

'grammatical' approach represented by Sager's statement, and

the c=lusive reliance on semantic anolysia 98 in the

first exp,riments of the Gardin group :

(i) I decided to give primacy to surface grammar and found

that my system should be based esrh;ntially on rules

that make uno of parts-of-speech categories of the type

proposed by Har:is in string theory, and similar to

the cromatical codLe used by Bdly eta'. 1970 and many

others (in particular ornby's "Pate; erns" s Hornby 195/0.

I 11.6.0 found that Harris's string theory was the most

explicit treatment available of surfrce facts of concatena-

tion, and the ant: which, becsuse of its o;:plicitly

.7.1g:,braic formulation, best lends Ltsclf to computational

analysis, and to an 'autonomous' treatment of what Chomsky

regards as (derived) surface structure.
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(ii) I decided to'defins the tasks of the various 'grammars'

in the system in terms of grammetioal relations (including

adjunctl.on), but not to let the machine establish, or

operate with, symbols for these relations, such as the

Subleot +Verb+Objeot formula which defines the notion of

center string (Harris 1965, 24; op. 1141y et, al. 1970), My

first reason for leaving grammatical relations implicit

is a praotioal one : I felt that this additional dimension

could not be introduced into the system within the time

available for the experiment, Besides, as pointed out in

Part II, the concept of center string is of questionable

semantio validity. Moreover, the concept breaks down in

"semi -articulate" ("Thank you i ") and "inarticulate"

("Thanks :") sentences (Jespersen 1965, 308; see 3,20.).

(iii) Suboategorization (2.3.) is handled by dictionary codes

which can be changed or improved and is thus left open

to further investigation. Similarly, the concatenations and

rewritings in the various 'grammars' of the system are

based on manipulations of codes which could be improved

(or even changed altogether, if texts in another field were

to be processed) WITHOUT affecting the general organiza-

tion of the system or requiring changes in the computer

programmes. This strategy by which (for lack of a better

solution) some crucial theoretical questions are left

open is, I believe, a sound one in computational work,

because one cannot afford to take the risk of wasting

programming and machine time by setting up a system

hinging on aspects of linguistic analysis that obviousPy

require further research (see Part III).
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This, I must stress, should not bo interpreted as a

criticism of Bdly Alajv's experiment. Their situation

was different from mine in that they had both SYMOL

4escriptors and the SYNTOL syntax around which they

could organize their experiment. They have iveloped

a most interesting approach to problems of discourse

structure (in particular, their use of various
types of contexts to establish some descriptors,

and their "raccordement" s B6ly et al. 1970, 30 and 117).

Bat their approach is based on the SYNTOL framework

which has so far not been applied to the field of

documentation.

(iv) My system has bce defined as one which works from

(object-language) surface structure to (metalanguage)

surface structure, and, more precisely, as ono which

reduces the longer strings of the object-language to the

shorter strings of the metalanguage, 'Ale essential

Suiciton of the system is therefore to reduce long string
to short ones. This means that the longer and often more

explicit expressions are (progresuively) replaced by

equivalent short and mostly less explicit, symbols.

Consequently, by analogy with TG theory,

the system can be described as one that transforms texts

into semantically relatable nounphrases. The reduction

process is parallel to various similar processes which

can or could be stated about the object-13nguago : for

instance, a long noun.phrase with a relative clause ouch
as "the. Centertj. which, was cstablip4Afor thg.parpose

2L931109tinsA1120gglaL22IsTAXELEIAA retElgIlng
scientific information" is relatable and reducible

to the nounv.phrase "the documontsVon ccnter" which,

being shorter, is closer than the other to the meta
language descriptor. The purpose of the system presented



below is to mechanise such ro4uctions an the basis

of conoatenation rules, and the purpose sf Part III of
this thesis is to throw some light on the semantics that
underline these reduction processes, and the converse

possibility of expressing in a sentence or in a text what

clan partly 40 exprcesod by a shorter string,
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2.3. SUBCATEtiORIZA ION AND DICTIONARY- LOOKUP.1%....92.........ELRY-LOO

2.3.1. IBIDANOlisa

138.

The diotilmoly presented in this chapter was set up in

order to enable the computer to replace over one thousand dif-

ferent word tokens ocourring in the experimental corpus by

codes consisting of no more than 15 oharaoters. Not all of

these thousand words were assigned a specific code in the

diotionaryn Thus, most of the capitalized words, which were

punched with an Asterisk following, were left unooded and

were replaced mechanically by the code NOT CODED (see the,

treatment of proper nouns below, in section 2,4.0. ), Similarly,

the words that were punohed with an asterisk preceding, that

is,numerals and words relatable to them, were auton.atioally

replaced by the code NUM. In this hapter, I shall not be

concerned with the words replaced by NO .CODED and by NUM.

I shall only deal with the others.

As pointed out in 1.3.2., the dictionary was set up on

the basis of proposals made by Solkof and Sager 1967 concerning

a restrictionless string Numar. This is a string grammar

whose rules state 4tgagle of subolreses or subcategories.

These dependencies are intended to be restrictionless, as

against the dependencies of more general classes like those

used by Harris in the first version of string theory (Harria

1965): for instance, A for adjective and N for noun. Thus,

one can resume that a sting formula AN is not restrictioniess

in the sense that any adjective cannot co-occur with any noun.

A restriotionless string grammar, then, can be defined ideally

as one whose rules or formulas have no exceptions.
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The purpose of this chapter is to explain how I set up

the subclasses or subontegories for my experiment, what kind

of subclasses were set up, and what are the consequences of

my approach.

The task of setting up A dictionary is by no means an

easy one. As far as the experiment under discussion is concerned,

there were snme additional difficulties. The number of words

to be examined was large (over P. thousand) and the time

available for doing this was short : since dictionary-lookup

comes first, it wes the first operation that had to be

programmed and tested, so that only a few months were available

for the setting up of the dictionary, and even some of this

time had to be devoted to the general design of the system and

planning of the experiment. The dictionary codes which were

eventually set up are therefore extremely tentative, as will

appear from the ensuing account. Moreover, I have made generous

use of ft convention (the period symbol, explained below) which

amounts to saying that for a given word I have been unable to

set up any kind of motivated subcategory. This, I suggest, was

the most reasonable thing to do considering the time that

could be devoted to the dictionary codes.

In addition, I must point out that I am unable to explain

how I arrived at my dictionary-codes in terms of any formal

procedure, or to present arguments for or against my codes.

Such a procedure does not exist, as far as I can see : Katz and

Postal, for instance, :could equally be unable to explain how

they establish relations between markers on the basis of the

category inclusion relation mentioned in the passage quoted

below, In my opinion, the method that would come closest to

a formal procedure for setting up lexical subcategories

would have to make use of Lyons's and Leech's work on implication
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(see below, section 3.3.4.) or of Harris's proposals about

the conoept of "vocabulary classifiers". "The vocabulary

classifiers are the last N in sentences of the form X is a

(member of, or : case of, etc.) N (...) E.g. (...) a salmon is

a flab" (Harris 1.968, 166-7). What is by no means clear in

Harris's suggestion is the nature of the predicate or relation,

in the logician's sense of the word : note the "etc.".

Moreover, it seems to me that Lyons's implication relation is

more general and interesting than Harris's N is Nol proposal,

because implication holds between sentences and can therefore

involve other grammatical classes than E.

What I have NOT attempted to do in my experimental

subcategorizations is best explained by referring to Katz

and Postal 1964. I have not attempted to set up dictionary

entries which are claimed to be valid in the whole of a

language or to reflect "linguistic universals":

The formulation of a dictionary for the semantic
component of a particular language can be greatly
economized by taking advantage of a relation between
certain pairs of semantic markers. The relation
that serves this purpose is the category inclusion
relation which holds between a pair of semantic
markers when the category represented by one is a
subcategory of that represented by the other. For
example, the semantic marker (Human) represents
a conceptual category that is included in the
categories represented by (Animate), (Higher Animal),
(Physical Object), etc., but the category that the
semantic marker (Physical Object) represents is not
included in any of these aforementioned categories.
These category inclusion relations will be specified
within the general theory of linguistic descriptions
as part of that theory's statement of the semantic
concepts that are linguistic universals when such
a statement is a true generalization about the
structure of the dictionary for every linguistic
description. (Katz nnd Postal 1964, 16).
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Following suggestions made by Harris 1968, and contrary

to Katz and Postal's emphasis on universal or language-

independent properties of the dictionary, I have attempted

to set up subcategories that capture what is specific or

distinctive about the English of abstracts in the field of

documentation, and about categories of abstracts as esta-

blished by indexing.

In short, then, the application made in this study of

the concept of restriotionless string grammar has two aspects.

One is the aspect envisaged by Harris, Salkof and Sager and

concerns the statement of dependencies between subclasses

of words by means of string formulas. This aspect is the one

which is most directly relevant to computer recognition : once

the dictionary-lookup programmes have replaced the text words

by codes standing for subcategories, the computer can scan

the strings of codes in order to recognize those strings

which match exactly a rule r string formula stored in its

memory, and the recognition can proceed without any restric-

tions.

The other aspect concerns the way in which the descriptors

(and some additions made to them, see below), and therefore

also the concatenation rules which serve to eventually reduce

the texts to descriptors: determine the nature of the

subclasses or subcategories which were adopted for the codes.

To take an example based on the above passage from Katz and

Postal, the word "psychologists" (J16) inethe corms under

investigation need not and should not be characterized by

markers such rs (Animate), (Higher Animal), (Physicll Object).

The marker (Physical Object), for instance, would presumably

be 'relevant' to nn analysis of say, "Es shologists who weigh

more than 200 pounds" which can be .ssumed to be impossible
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in abstracts on documentation, an such a marker is irrelevant

to the analysis of a sentence (and of the abstract) in which

the word actually occurs in the experimental corpus :

"psychologists should attend immediately to the problem of

enc elo edio or anization of their knowledge..." (J16).

I do not mean to suggest that the theoretical status of what

I have just called 'relevance' is clear. All I wish to do

here is to raise my problem on a sound empirical basis,

rather than on an obviously incorrect one. To me, at least,

such concepts Ps (Physical Object), (Higher Animal), etc.,

cannot be associated with "psychologists" in the above

sentence and cannot be automatically assigned by the theory

to the semantic representation of this sentence, and it is

important to go out from such facts.

Details about my attempt to let the dictionary codes

be determined by the indexing will be given in the next

section (2.3.2.). In particular, I shall explain my attempt

to let the degree- of .generality of the subcategories be

determined by the indexing, rather than have for a given

word an indeterminate number of, categories included in one

another, as Katz and Postal would propose : I assume that,

for instance, a machine or theory which computes "THE THING

IS ON THE THING" from the sentence "The cat is on the mat" is

too indiscriminate for the distinctive purposes of indexing.

With a few exceptions to be mentioned below, the codes

that were set up for the words occurring in the experimental

corpus consist of two parts. These two parts correspond to

the kind of notation proposed by Harris and mentioned in

1.3,2. for sentences such RS "The polypeptides were washed

in hydrochloric acid". The first part represents categories

"recognized in the whole language", such as the following in

150
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Harris's formula for the above sentence ! N is Ven in N.

The second peirt corresponds to the subscripts ( for instance,

mol and N
sol ) which Harris uses to "name particular sub-

classes" "recognized (...) only in the science sublanguage"

(Harris 1968, 153). Like Harris's notations, my dictionary

codes are abbreviations of ordinary words. Such abbreviations

were necessary to-stick to the 15-character coding format

just mentioned.

To simplify the presentation, I shall henceforth refer

to the first part of my codes as a category (op. Harris's

Ven) and to the second part as a subcategory (Harris's sub-

scripts). To make the codes used in the experiment more

readable, these two parts were separated by a bar (I). Thus

ACTIVITIES was coded NPL/ACT.; NPL stands for Noun Plural,

and the period (.) indicates that the notation is an abbre-

viation of the actual graphical form of the coded word.

The use of the period symbol in the experiment was not

always justified or consistent. I believe that it was,

however, in two types of situations. One can be exemplified

by the name. "Chemical Abstracts" (J43;. It is essential for

the system to identify and analyze this name correctly in

order to be able to index abstract J43 by means of the

descriptor STI INSTITUTIONS. The period symbol assigned to

the codes for CHEMICALx and for ABSTRACTSx serves to express

the fact that these codes stand for the words "Chemical" and

abstracts" and nothing else.

The other important use of the period symbol is the

following. Whenever I felt unable to ?.ssign a subcategory to

a word (and this turned out to be very frequently the case)

the graphical shape of the word was used (occasionally
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in abbreviation) as the code tnd marked by a period :

for instance, the code NSG/COR/E. for the word "go e.In

tbafollowing section, I shall not give A complete list of

the words coded in this fashion, Such a list would be of no

interest, since I am unable to say why I could not subcate-

gorize the words in question. I shall just mention a few other

examples here, because they will appear in an illustration

given below in 2.5.1. : "servioe(s)" was just assigned the

subcategory coded as SER/VIC.; "opera,tion(s)", the subcal:egory

OPE/RTN.; "science", the subcategory SCI,; and "information ",

the subcategory INF..
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2 03 a. 119.agtt.A4120:1VIELt22....1dValle

The categories assigned to nouns are given below
in (11 ), column 1; in column 2, I indicate and exemplify
what the code stands for. Note that those types of codes

are in agre-ment with the concept of restrictionless grammar
and that, thanks to such codes, it is possible to do without
a procedure for morphological analysis. All words which can
only be adjectives were labelled ADJ.

(11)
NAA proper noun or adjective : RUSSIANK (e.g. in RussiAD)
NAL Iname'li.e. proper noun; or adjectivexAFRICAm,SWISSN
NPL noun, plurals ACTIVITIES
NSG nounleingulars EFFORT
NSP noun, singular or plural: DATA (only example)
MEX noun, or some other category: SUBJECT
N2G in -forms BEGINNING
112P noun plultl, or verb in 3rd person: WORKS
N2S noun singular, or verb in ;Another person of

the present tense : WORK

The grammatical status of homographs such as N2P was
establLehed by rewriting rules : for instance, the concate-

nation of "this" with the following "revigwe" serves to
establish that nazawe is a verb in J2 (see G.2., below).

Homographs which were coded under the genaral heading
Adjqctive, are of the following types :

(12)

A2N adjective or noun: FUTURE, INDIVIDUAL, etc.
A2V adjective or verb: DIRECT, COULETE, PR SENT

(which could tvore been coded A3)10tc.
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Dxamples.of the effect of indexing on the lubollsalle
chosen for the expariment are the codes GEO/NAT, standing

for 'geographical, national', and GEO/INT, 'standing for

'geographical, international'. GEO/INT was assigned to
words ouch as the 'following nartuy (ADJ/GEO/INT),
"international" (ADJ/GEO/INT.), "gam", "Africa", "Nato"
(NAM/GEO/INT) , "abroad" (t4P/GEO/INTO4P stands for prepo-
sition+Noun), etc. GEO /NAT was assigned to such words as
"not tonal" (ADJ/GEO/NAT.), "countce' (NSG/GEO/NAT), "Swiss",

"SwitzerlAnd" (NAM/GEO/NAT), etc. Now, ac appears from
2.2.1., heading 5 of Gardin-Levy ("Ge.nerpl oamanization of
STI") is the best represented descriptor in the experiment :

14 abstracts out of 50 are represented by means of this

descriptor, and prrtof its definition, which is quoted in
Appendix 1, reads : "Ensemble des organisms qui foment
l'appareil Ondral de 1'IST, dans. ougusipurs.22/1,
un ou plusiours domaines d'application".The Igaq;raphical:

codes given above and their le3ree of generality were

adopted to match the underlined portion of this definition.

Several codes set up for the final reduction of the abstracts

to a single coda (in G.8) consist of two ports : one

symbolizing Gordin-lAvy's heading and the other some addi-

tional information. In the ces© of the abstracts described

by "gpncral umanizatiqn..91.1II", the final code consisted

of the indication NBTWRX (standing for the above heading:

'network of :VII institutions') and, if necesoqry, of the

indications NATION (1n3tionall) or INT (' intcrnationall)

next to other additional indications, Thus, J25 which is

subtitled "Guide to SWiS9 documentation" war.. ev,Jntually

reduced to the cal() NETWRKNATION, and J29 4hich concerns

"a proposal for the ostabliohment of an international

technical information system" was reduced to liETRaFUTINT

(when: PUT stands for 'futuret).
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Also in connection with the descriptor NETWRK, I
wish to mention the subcategory INS standing for institu-
tion'. When a noun thus subcategorized is plural, it

directly matches the plural in Gardin-Levy's definition of
'Network of STI institutions ". Consider the following
examples : "oraniz" (J14, J42), 'bureaus" (J30)
(both coded NPL/INS), "Anaiktutions" (J2, J25, J38, J47 $
NPUIES.), "111.2.0490" (J25, J38, J40, J45, J46), "archives"
(J25) (both coded NPL/INS/DOC, i.e. 'documentation institu-

tions'), "hyonches" (J46; NPL/INS/PAT, i.e. 'part').

Another example of the way in which the indexing

determined the nature of the dictionary codes is the abstracts
described by she heading "LIctioruriins.if STI notes ",

which is also a frequently used descriptor in the experi-

mental corpus (Gardin-Levy's heading N° 7 : eight abstracts).

In the fine]. rewriting for the abstracts, this heading was

symbolized as FLO, standing for 'flow of information'.

Part of the definition for this heading reads : "Circula-
tion de l'IST (.) appreciations sur to fonctionnomont

des reccaux d'information consideres au troupe 5". Now,

the reference to the field of application in the definition
of Group 5 just quoted ("un ou plusieurs domaines d'applica-

tion") turned out to be one of the characteristics of

abstracts described by FLO. Examples are the titles of
J4 and J13 : "Searching medicinal chemical literature" (J4),

"Searching the chemical literature" (J13) . When applicable ,

this reference to the field was added to FLO in the final

rewriting of the abstracts in the form of the code DIS,

standin for "in a particular discipline. This was done

for J4, J10 ("Storage and retrieval of bi912skal informa-
tion"), J13, J16 ("Technical communication in vaahRipze)
and for J43 ("Growth of chemical litoraturc"). This symbol
LIS served to subcategorize adjectives such as "chomical:',

modipal", ec. (ADJ/DIS), "industrial" (ADJ/DIS/BUS, i.c.

Ibusinesr31), nouns sach as "chemicals" (i;PL/DISPeOP,

1i
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i.o. 'topic of a discipline:' as in "p manufacturer of fine

chemicals"; J4), "lusUoIge (coded liko "chomicals";

"storpso and,retrieyal f biological Apecimens" in J10) ,

"csugunds" (coded like "chemicals"; J22), "nsxchologists"
(NPL/DIS=AGT, i.e. 'agent'; J16), "pjuckapay", "gbamlatse
(NSG/DIS), etc.

Th- topic FLO can aloo be expressed by rcferences

to the documents whose 'flow' or 'circulation' is considered,

as In "patent documentation" (J11) , "scientific 1.it.:rature

use" (J40), and in "acquisition and handlin7 of house

samaa and other trade publications" (J41). The code ITM

('item'), with occasionally an additional code such as

TYP ( 'typc1) and PAT ('pert1), was used to subcategorize

words for various sorts of documents; the code ITM was used

in order to avoid the coda DOC which is used for other

purposes explained below. Examples of words subcategorized

by the code ITT, are : 'paper,' and 'article' (ITM); 'it n_'

(ITM.); 'zaps, faunal's!, 'chapter' (ITM/PAT);

IdisclogurcEls 'patntsl, 'memoranda', 'drawing',

'journals, 'proscription' (ITL/TYP); 'holdings'

(ITE/VAG, i.e. 'vague', standing for 'mass noun') and

'litureturel (ITY./VAGLIT.).

Onc: last way in which indexing determinos the nature

of the dictionary codes is worth mentioning :lark) in con-

nection with certain nouns and adjectives. It has to do

with vcrious loscos of information which trAce place in

Thus, c:;rt.An words er©, or soul to bc, irrelevant

to incl.:.xinc. Howevur poorly unchrstood this loss of infor-

mation .ay tic, nd hoviver dangerous it moy bu to cfiuct

this lots of information in the dicticmlry cothJs, it was

decided to do so for a numb..ub of words. Thus, adj:.ctivcs

like "nA", "f inc", "brold", "basic", "::to I.rn" , m,re

15i;
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assigned tho subcategory QAL standing for 'some qualitative

indication', and adjectives such as "finite, "entire",
oulane, "linear" , "countless", "low-ult", the code QAT

standind for 'some quantitative indication'. Occasionally,
a coda was added to these goncral subcategorioe, but those

additionol codes are in general too arbitrary to be worth

mentioning hero. Similarly QAL was used to code nouns like

"advant.p.gps" nnd "ilasects", and QAT for nouns like "algae,
"rates", "fe:A". No QAL or CAT codes onpoar in the final

rewritings for the abstracts established in G.8 and explained

in the rclovant section of the n.:xt chapter. Nouns like
"behavior" , "efforts" "tasks" woro indiscriminately sub-

categorized as ACT, a code also use for "activities" (ACT.),

and nouns like "considorat ion ", "summation", "croa.tion",

"Ealpsation", as DEV, the subcategory used for "dcmlallusr
(DEV.). Like QAL and QAT, the codes ACT and DEV do not

appear in the final rewritings of the abstracts.

A particularly important subcategory, which was used

for qulto a number of verbs and cognate nouns, is the code

DOC. It nerved to subcategorize words for various activities
in the field of documentation : "acquisition" (DOC/COL),

"docurvntation" (DOC.), "classification" (DOC/CLA.),

"dissominati9n" (DOC/DIS.), "retrieval" (DOC/RTR.), "storma'
(DOC/STO.), code (N2S/DOC/COD.), "searcl," (142EVDOC/SCH.),

"file" (N2S/DOC/STO) , "abstrAOJAA" (V_G/DOC/ABS.),

"cstoloaille (VNG/DOC/CAT.), "doll actin" (VNG/DOC/COL.),

"whorl" (DOC/COL). As will be noted, the above codes make

generous use of the period symbol. This rIcans that I did

not wish to commit myself to any systematic subcategorize-

tion of the words in quastion during thc mechanized indexing

exporir.lent. I felt that the problems involved could be more

usefully examined in the semantic pert of cv inv-stigation
(Port III) .
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Finally, I wish to mention the subcatecory STU, which

was used to code various words which servo to =Wall the
topic. of the abstract° but of which I assumed that they
do not selive to zipxosi these topics. Thcso words, which

arc, also discussed in Part III of this study (chapter 3.2.)

includo the following : "deliberation." (STU), "obporve-

tions" (STU/OBS.), "discuss on" (STU), "invcryqation,"

(STU), "dezcr.islion" (STU/DES. in which: the spccification

DES. is intA7dod to predict the special use of "describe"
as in the rord "evaluation" (STU/QAL),

"ptudics" (.2P/STU.), "measupos" (N2P/STU/QAT), "Arocod"

"outlined" (VED/STU). Another subcategory which was assumed

to be related to STU is SAY, which was assigned to such verbs

os ilmumtu, "conclude ", and "state".

Y shall not present any further subcetogory sot up

for the experimunt, either becauso I fet.1 that they are too

tentative and arbitrary to be of int,rost, or bccouoo

they are not deolt with in Part III. All the subcatogorios

that are worth mentioning for verbs hove boon montioned

above in connection with cognate nouns.

The grlmmatical cat.gories used for vcrba are listed

below:

(13)

VED For instance, UrDEATAKEN, ACELNED
VNG for instanco, DEVELOPING, PREPAAMG
VPL For instance, REQUIRE, LAKE
VSG For instance, FEELS, SHO4
VXX V, VED, VFL or l'oun : CUT (only rAcample)

The cale3 for forms of 'to 13,11 and few other verbs

are. .-resented in the next s.ction.
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2.300 ahu.011E2E129.20 codtt

Special codas were sot up for cate,pries other than

Nouns, Adjectives and Verbs, and for words which have spooial

properties. These special codes are listed below in (14).

The codes consisting of X plus the graphical shape of the

coded word (sec below) were sot up for the same masons as

those which dictated the use of the period symbol : either

they occur in phrases or rhrase-liko constructions (cp.

"as well 2E" and "Chemical Abstracts"), or no category

con be safely assigned to thorn ("as" is a good example),

or both ("Au1s2

(14)

A For A and AN
THE For THE
ALL For ALL
ANY For ANY
ADV For adverbs ouch as ALAZADY, ALSO
ADX For adverbs such as U:LY, PARTICULARLY
CC For semi-colon
CR For OR
Cl For comma
C2 For AND
KL For colon
S For poriod
P... Prepositions, For instanco PBY, for the

pr4osition BY.
PS For 'S, the mark of the gLnitive
X... So:. below.

A difference was de among adverbs between ADV,

ADX, and adverbs that are subcategorized because of their

assumed importance for indexing. The lattor includo

"nutowticalle, "mechanically", and "lo_,,,

Some adw:rbc wore coded ADX becquso obrvations showod

that they could bo followod, or prec,ded (or both) by punc-

tuation wrIm such es comma. Those adverbs wero delotod by

concatenation rules in G.0 (see below). They include :

"22rticully", "howev:.r", and The

adverbs coded ADV were deletod by n speci!ll subroutine
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which will be discussed later. The purpose of the codes

CC, CR, Cl, C2, KL, and S is also explained below in
Cheptcr 2.4.

The viordo whose code consists . of X followed by the

word in qucetion are listed below (IS), without the X and

in alyhabeticol ardor. They often belong to noro than one

category. The categorios they belong to include subordinate

conjunction, adv.rb, verb (to be, to hove, modals in their
various forms), possessive and demonstrative pronoun and

ad,jcctivo, personal and relative pronoun, and negation.
(15)

ABOUT NOT
AFTER OFF
AHEAD ONE
AL..HOUGH ON.2]8

ARE OTHER
AS OUR
BE OUT
T:ZCAUBE OVER
BEEN SHOULD
BEFORE SINCZ
BEING SO
CAN SOME
EACH SUCH
ETC THAN
2AIR THAT
HAD THEIR
HAS THE;
HAVE THEN
HAVING THERE
EE THESE
hI3 THEY
LOW THIS
IF THOSE
IS UNLES3
IT US
ITS VEI:Y
LEAST WAS
LESS WELL
LAY WEILE

:,ELY WHAT
EIGHT WHATEVER
LOilE WHEU
EOST MI CH
,UGH WHO
i.UST WILL

WOULD
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2444DE3CRIPTION OP THE SYSTEM.

2.4.0. The procossinz.ar_proms. n un ,

Dy proper noun is meant hero not only nouns but, by

extension, any capitalized word. Tho procedure sot up for

the processing of proper nouns ie based on the following

considerations :

(1) there exists to my knowledge no zrammar of proper nouns.

(ii) tho list of proper nouns is open-ended.

(JAI: n distinction needs to bo made among proper nouns

between those that are required for the purpose of

Indexing and those that are not, howev.r difficult such

a distinction may be.

On the basis of those considerations, I act up a

procedure for the treatw.nt of proper nouns which I thihk

is the .o.ast gcnaral and most fully automatic procedure in

the syste:a. It vdorks as follows. Capitalized raids, which

have boon punched with an asterisk followingoc-n bo Given

two types of codes in the dictionary-lookup operation.

Some are assigned a code standing for a specific semantic

class : for instance, IlJulan is coded NAL/Ga/NAT standing

for Proper noun, geographical, national. Others aro replaced

by NOT CODED, which means that the dictionary does not

contain a cJdc for them : for instance, "pon" is replaced

by NOT COD2D.
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7,11011 a capitalized ward occurring with no other capital-

ized word hco been replaced by NOT CODED, THE+NOT CODED

is in turn replaced in the proper noun reduction procedure

by the code IIPT standing for proper noun : for instance,

in "the BSA" (J 16) BSA, isreplacod by POT CODED, and

THE NOT CODED by PPP. Otherwise, if the crmitalized word

has been repllcod by a semantic code, this code is not

processed by the proper noun procedure : for instance,

"U.S." occurring in "particularly among scientists and

cngin L:rs" (J 5) .

Compound proper nouns, that is, those consisting of more

than one capitalized word, are handled Ds follows. If of

least one IkOT CODED appears in the corresponding string of

codas obtarned by dictionary-lookup, all this string,

includin3 the definite article that precedes, is replaced

by NPP : for instance, "the National Science Foundation"

(J 2). If ell the constituents of a compound proper noun

have laerJn replaced by semantic codes, thcec codes arc handled

by the v.st of the system; this is the viay I have treated

"American Documentation" (.1 33), "Chemical Abstracts" (J 43),

"the Federal Government" (J 5) and various mimes of countries

such is "tin'. German Democratic Republic" (J 7), because

I assived Ghat they were important for indenG.

A iuxther distinction needed to be mode niong compound

proper nounr between those that consist of only capitalized

viords folloing 9rticle ("the 1:otio;lal Scit,nce Foundation")

,end tho:% in r,hich axle P.in-capit.ilizA word or nj.bol occurs
b the ccmitalized words : for Lns-;,onc:J, "the Jinan

Infor:ction Ccntcr pf Science and Ti.chnolow" (J 1).

In order to A.so r_duco the lattY:r type to 1112F, th,_ nropramme

wps nj that t'o machine would dhlIrlrd the occurrence

of th_ non-citalized'words'by lookinl up o Ilst of th_:so

'words'. Th. list for th uxp,Iri71:;nt:1 e.)rpus is 3.iv,n 1.);_dow

in (16). A suix:aury of th propk,r noun 7rocAuri, is tabulatr.d

in (17',
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and
t

for
fur (J47)
in
Df

the

(17)

tat .111 . . Alb +IMAM.

Type

string with at
least one

NO1 C
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AID

Yes :
replaced by

-am -. -/ 4 01410 SY,. . . alo-sea ..

Oneword

rainy-
ward

, NPP
("the BSA" , J16 )

AP .1 . aft

with a
'var.!) of
lint (16)

r... 6-..

NPP
("the Board
of Scientific
Ina ire , J16)

No :
reple!ced by

semantic
code
( " IB1--650"

J9)I
semantic
c odes

without NPP ("Chemical
("thc National ;Abstracts ",
Sc icn cc J43)
Foundation, J2)L * .4. ..11111.111.4 0 . 0 4. A a Ann. 40.M

.1 63
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It raceme to mo that the advantages of the procedure

outweigh its disadvantages. Its main advantage is that it
makes it possible to process strings that arc unpredictable.

Besides, it results in important reductions of the abstracts

under analysis, because of the great number of proper nouns
in those ;Axts. The inclusion of certain itcme in list (16 )

- in particular, comma, semi-colon, AT and THE - results
in drastic reductions which are worth mentioning hore. Thus,

the inclusion of AT and THE permits the reduction to NPP
of the whole string "the Operations Research Group at the
Case Institute of Technology" (J2). The C3NMO has been

included in the list because it can have a v-lue similar

to AT; for instance, each of the folloiAng strings was also

reduced to IJID thanks to the inclusion of the comma in list
(16) : "the tibrary and Information Services, Paint Divisions,

Imperiel Chemical Industries Licaited" (J27), "the University
of Chicagos, Graduate Library School" (J33). The inclusion

of AND may result in the lumping together (the reduction to
a ainglo i.:PP) of two or more proper nouns, but I have found

that the amount of reduction achieved juctificd this lack
of delicacy : "the U.S. Patent OTfice and the National

Bureau of Standards" (J22). Similarly, the addition of

semi-colon to the list results in important reductions at

the er:Denso of delicacy; thus, the following tvio strings

could both be reduced to a single NPP : "the International

Federation for Documentationi the Joint Engineering Council:

the German Documentation Sociatyi and the Gmclin Institute

of Inorganic Chesr.istry and Related Sciences in the Lax-Planck

Society for the Advancement of SciLnce" (J34), "Bibliographic-

iteference and Doctmentationi International Exchange of
Publictions Central and Technical Printik; Division" (J39).
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Only in one text has the procedure resulted in a clearly

wrong analysis, namely a wrong segmentation, The undorlinod

portion of the string "the Na InE0t4,4e of licalth

Balkan scientific: translation program" (J3) was reduced to

NPP because "National", "Institutes", and "ncalth" were

replaced by NUI CODED in tho dictionary lookup pracoduro.

Still, as ".11ussion" is replaced by a semantic code and

3PPears in the title ("Problems in communicating ailLeaa

science") the information contained in %Woolen" could be

pr000rved.
sr

Lots of information is the price which n,eds to ho paid

or thc important reductions and simplifications achieved

by the procedure. I have found, however, thetthis price

is worth paying end that thc reduction of most proper nouns

and capitvlizod oxprossiona to NPP did not c.riously affect

the indo:ing, (yen though it raims a twoblem. The problem

can be explainQd by returning to the example ;;iven above,

Aftur plication of the proper noun reduction procedure,

the buglnning of nbatract J3 has a cxled form u.quivnlont

to (18) I

(18)

Problems in communicating Rucsimn science,
An outline of NPP scientific translation
program (.) (J3).

For such strings, T h. assumed th?t, when this is required

for indexing, thc semantic status of IIPP can be inferred from

the context, thlt is, ustablishud by some later rul:, in thu

system, Thu in thu above exlmplo, I hive aLmumcd that the

stitus of rPP as some institution (rather th?.1. SDM., r,-raon

or nync of a machine or systum)ean be cst!,blishud on

thc basis .ff concnt,:,n9tion of the string "of NIT

seiontife translation program" (in G.2 : ocetiAl 2.4.3.)

9nd can c)nfirmA by th rs:et of th,: This is just

an assutdption or viorking hypoth,:sis. C.-).. :pare tha tr:.otwint
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the string "tae Rapid Selector proLvam of the Bureau of

Ships" (J48) in hich "Rapid Selector" %Jae replaced by

ocmantic c:.,dost while "the Bureau of Ships" vas reduced to

NPP.

I do not wich to claim that all the ocoumptions I havo

made arc cor::oct. are other thinkoble stratosioe than

thu one. I IIJIN adopted hero s for inataace, one could leave

the ambicuity of NPP unresolved. For lock of rclicible knowledge

about the inference processes involved in excurloo liko the

above, I prefer to 1,tivc. the question open.

1 61;
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0.0 refers to the first set of concatenation rules
operating ilmedistely after the proper noun reduction procedure.
As already pointed out G.0 viorks schematically as follows.
It concatenates only pairs of codes, but can operate in
several passes, one pass treating the rewriting obtained in
the preceding pass or passes as a single symbol. For instance,
B is concatenated with C, yielding the rewriting B+9, which
can than be concatenated with A to yield the rewriting
AtSp+.91. Pr= now on, I shall ad4t the convention used in
this abst:!ect example : I shall icpreeent the result of a
first concatenation as in B+C and give the result of one or
more preceding concatenations between 13:,aoc:ceta, as in Dita.
As far porisible I shall represent the op:rations of G.0
and o the following 'gra:moral by quotin3 the actual words
rather than the cor2esponding codes that vere actually
proceeced or obtained by the machine in the experiment; these
codes would obscure rattrr than clarify my presentation,
which is c:-.ntred on the ordering of sets of concatenation
rules, ratli,r than on the codes on vitach the r,i7chine operat.a.
Unleac otherwise specified, the rcwritinso resulting from the
concatannt ions preserve the inf =mat Lon convoyed by the
concr,t,..i.:tod symbols. When this is not the case, the word
corresponding to the information that has been prosorvod is
und'.rlincd in the lists given below. In thir., ocction, the
conc:.itenitions portormod by G.0 in the exporliaLntal corpus
:Ire 1 I.:A.A. c;:haustIvoly.
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The purpose of G.0 is to prepare the operation of the

follot,ing 1,s-rs,rimarsl by reducing certain strIngs of codes

to a single code. The corresponding natural language strings

are assumed to have the following characteristics :

(i) Sonentically, they can be regarded as wholes, evca

though they appear graphically os multiple-symbol

strings : far instance, 'more + Adjc.ctivel as compared

to "better".

(ii) V3 material is insertable between their constituent

nymbols. Thus, "in at:ler...to" is concatenated at this

stage, whereas "fa thcmapso.X" is Irocessed in G.2

because some adjectives such as "c4.-ker can be inserted

between ":the" and "parsze".

(iii) As is .vrhaps more frequently the c. so, it is assumed

that if insertions are possible, thoir occurrence could

be tested, and the longer string could be radessed by

means of the some procedure and conipute,: ogrammo, or

another such as that of G.2 :.for instance, it is assumed

that it is possible to add a rule to G.0 if ono wishes

to allow for the occurrence of "at Alic least", next to

%.ft Liar. As already pointed out, G.0 ,:ad the following

Igrmmarsl were sot up just for the exvriraental corpus

of 50 abstracts, and there is no doubt that various rules

would have had to be changed of the exp:r1;Jent had been

ext,.ndea to other texts.

Th: oth..r main assumptions underlying G.0 (and in fact

also the ot,x. 'Irammarsl)arc the; following :

(i) It lc assuA that conLxt-free concatentions of

1..m6dinto constituentare justificblc in s corpus of

abr.:tracts like Janaske; far instance, it is assulA that

col-gnus like Janoske does not prose.lt typc of

aNbiL:ulty occurring in a suntonco like "Iti.rzlen vlhp

st2Ethu flalltipkroahere at least
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two possible segmentations depend on whether "gage
is onolyzed as the main verb of the sentence, or whether

one rends "An order to"in the relative clause "mtlat.i.".

The scomaption proved to be correct in the experimental

corpus,

(ii) Should asriumption (i) turn out to be incorrect, the

approach adopted will have the merit of showing to what

extent and in what specific ways assumption (i) is not

valid in s corpus of abstracts.

(iii) It is furthr assumed that unhappy consequences of

eissui4tion (i) can be remedied by Zu2thor rewritings

and co(le monipulationa. A possible candidate for perform

ing this task is an errorcorrecting nubroutine or

gr:imillax". The existence of such a subroutine has bran

alentined %11 a recent paper (Shapiro 1967),

Tile types of stringe processed by G.0 are listed under

the h:.adik;s given below. The treat:lent of comma and semi

colon is scat :..rod under the various headings; I do not

know of LI:ly satisfactory treatment of this difficult problem

in the litertture of computational linguistics, Except in a

few coces, the concatenations made in G.0 aro not directly

relat:Ible to rules of Harris's string theory. Ratner, they

st.rvo to revrritc as a sinzle code materiel vllich later

be concoten:,ted according; to rules partly bes.d an string

theory,

(i)

Various proper nouns )ru concatenated of stage

because th.-iy are cquatablu with oncsymbol e:cpressions :

m;pari:, for instance, "Unit ,d S,k3L.cs" and "U.3.". The

p:Dp....1 nouns processed by G.0 arc. listed below in (19):
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(19)

Poderol+Govornmont; the4(Pedcral+Govornmont)(J5)
- Unitcd+Statos; tho+(Unitod+3tatcs)(116, J30)

Democratic+Republio; Gorman+(Domocratic+Ropublic);
tho+(German+Domocratic+Ropublic)(J7)

- the+Americas(J29)
Ncer+Bast; tho+(Ncar+Bast)(J29)
Pcderal+Rcpublic; (Podcral+Rcnublic)+of;
(Foderal+Ropublic+of)+Gcrmsny(J31)

- Amorican+Documentation(J33)
- Sovict+Union(J42, J47)
- Rapid+Scloctor(J48)

(ii) Ana.ppric or catjul...m'icslareppionds.a.na,,kronouns.

Tho list of the strings brought under thin heading is

given below in (n). Note tho difference in meaning

between thc occurrences of "the ccntcr" in Jl and J7.

Also note that, by mistake, various anaphoric expressions

have not bon processed at this stage : "the classifica-

tion" (J19) "this system" (J26), "the Instituto"(J39),

ctc. P...rhaps the most consistent and systematic treatment

of such the+N anaphoric strings would be at thc stage of

G2.
(N))

(a) - thc+ccntcr(J1)
- thc+c,ntor (J7)
- the+burcau(J48)

(b) ho+ftels(J12)
- viowing+it(J12)
- making+it;(making +it).1.possiblo(J19)
- he+oxplains(J20)
- skre+us(J38)
- Th4+discues(J38)

hc+b,liovcs; (h,+bcliultc.o)+ol,.ould(J40).

(iii)

The 3cnitivcs Droccssod in G.0 arc: b.:low in

(21)
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(21)

(thc+Podcral+GovcrnmentWo(n)
country +'a(J6)
machinof's(J9)
11114's (J15, J33)
examincr00(J22)

- Hungary09(J45)
(tho+burcau)00(J48)

(iv) Waydopsvpiated with T.rbq.

The "ad" introducing a clauco after certain vorbe has

been concatenated with this verb; "to..ben,"as" following

certain verb° or cognate nominals have also boon procossod
in this fashion :

(22)

(8) concludos+that(J5)
concludod+thet(J11)
rccognizes+that(J12)
fcels+thet(J22)
appcars+that(J22)

- indicat_s+that(J26, J42)
(stoted+cmphatically)+that(J47;swe.below)

(b) rccognizod+as(J5)
(vicwing+it)+as(J12)
(for +uae) +as(J36, seo below)
sorva+as(J32)

(c) us.4.:(J38)

(d) to+be(J16, J22, J26, J35, J44)

(v)

Under this heading are grouped various expressions

vilich cal be associated with, or rciceitten as, relative

pronouns :

(23)

who+is(J8)
in+which(J9)

- that+which; of+(that+which)(J12)
of+vihat(4116)

- in+0..ich(J35)
- in+vihich; (thc:+ways)+(in+VAlch); on+(th(A-ways+

in+which)(J40, soy below).
- thDou +vtho; by+(thos:J+..-ho) (J40)
- ,T.Alich.(J46)

,*(in+v/hich)(J4C)
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(vi) Conjunctione. end.mmaitivt.

Tho list is given below, in (2WI) :

(24)

(a) - only+4,(rewritton as a conjunctiontJ7)
Go+that(J16)
as+well;(as+ivell)+08(rewritten as a conjuncw
tion : J26, J46)
013ing1(J26)
not+m,rely=+(not*merk.ly)(rcwritten as a
conjunction : J24 see below)
;+snd(scveral occurrences : rewritten as a
conjunction)

- , +and(sevoral occurrences : rewritten as a
conjunction, C2 standing for "and")

(b) in+ordor;(tn+order)+to(J2, J45)
additiwi+to; in+(addition+to)(J5)
with+rospect;(with+r-svct)+to(J11, J16)
,+as;(,+as)+far; (,+aa+far)+30 (311, soo
"are concerned'; below)
according+to(J12, J30)
out+of(J16)

- cach+.to(J22)
with+ruforence; (withtr,fcrence)+to(J33)
as +to(J40)
such+as; ,+(such+as) (J45, J50)
ss+in (J47)
bccausc+of(J49)

(c) - .into+as; (into+as) +many(J21)
184.C3 a A(M)

J34

(vii) Aglf.ctivcs.

The t ;pcs of strings concatenated and rewritten as

adjcctives erw given below in (25) :

(25)

(a) como+3f(J6, J49)
uocht3f(J7)
a11+f(J1, J19, J21)
ccrtain+3f(J13)
mast+of(J13)
ono+of(J19)
mony+of(J21)
NI.4.4-3f(J24, J25, J32)

17'2
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(b) such+a (J21, J28, J29)

(c) largc+scalo; no.+(large+scalc)(J20)
- long+rango(rcwritten as adjactiva : J29)

high+capacity(rQwrittcn as Pdjectivo : J50)

(viii) AP/9AR'
Various types of adverbs are concatenated with other

-,ord-cinr;es. Here, my rules correlate rother closely

with soiae of Harois,s rules concerning the D (adverbs)

category. Thus, Har:As treats the type ;Avon in (26) (a)
as left adjunct of E (preposit ion), the type of D given
in (26) (b) can be ref;orded as loft adjulct 01- A

(adjective), the type given in (c) is analyzed by Harris

as riL,ht adjunct of V (verb), and the type given in (d)

in one of rar_isle adjuncte of c (center string) (Harris

1966, 35-39) .

(26)

(a) - particularly+amonq 0.(particularly+amaa)
(J5; rewritten se ALM:0)

- especially+in; ,f(especially+in)(J38, J46;
rewritten as PIN)

(b) - the+most;(the+most)+ecnnoic(J11)
- in+as; (in+es).tneat; (in +as +neat) +a (J12)
- the+most; (the+most)+criti-ll(J16)
- more+accurate(J22)

the+most; (the+most)+'.:-etant(J25)
well+aheadJ32)

- manually+operated(J35)
- more+precise(J36)
more+efacient(J42)
great+that; so+(grLat+that)(J43)
most+frequently(J48)

(c) change+over(J1)
carried+out(J2)

- points +out(J9, J38)
carried+nn(J23, J39)
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(d) however+,;,+(however*,)(rewritten Be NUL);
NUL+thet(4112). See above : (he+feels)+that

- addiTnii4,:in+(addition+,),.+(in+addition+
,)(J18, J22, J29 s the code for IL+ d it
22mmft is amalgamated with that for per 0
and- -only the code for period is retained)
hawever+,w(however+0(J32 : reduction to
the code for period, as above)

(e) ut+least(J12)

(ix) i4pcollApeous.

Under thin heading, I have brought togs they various

concatenations wnich are mainly intended to bring about

preliminary simplifications for later stages in the process-

ing. Some of the concatenations performed at this stage

could hove been more consistently performed at later

sta:;es, as vas later realized. One clear example of

inconsistency is the concatenation "AApetpedia"(J41)

where "mass" is a left adjunct of "media" which should

have bi.nn processed in G.2 (see section 2.4.3., below).

Anothe: inconsistency is the reduction at this stage

(see v, above) of "on the ways in WIlch" (J40) to a

single code equivalent to "on hoyl", while a similar

string "the way in which" (J35) is only reduced to a

single code (XIiOW) in 0.3

At this stage, I also amalgamated "pre: with "concerned"

and with a comma following in J11 in order to reduce the

string of codes corresponding to "the most economic, as

far 9s x are concerned," to th.eoe codes.(ignoring x;

see above). The NUL code obtained after some of these

concatenations of G.0 was dilated by a special subroutine

operot int; immediately after G.0; this subroutine is

used wglin Inter, qftur G.1 (sue next section) to delete

the ADV code for adverbs in cases ;ihelie it has not ben

deleted by concatenation rules. The tuo lists of

1riscollmeoun, strings concatenated in G.0 are given

below in (27) )nd 08 ) :
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( 27)

- p+otc. (rewritten es NUL) ;NUL+, (rew:Atten as NUL;325)
for+use ( J26 s see "fortuse+es" above)
tho+way( 335)

- t+etc. (rowri tten as NUL; nC)
in+mind ; kepti( in+mind) ( J40)
the+ways ( J40)

- per +yoar(.143)
- af+view; paint+ ( of +view) ( J47)

( 28)
- FATi.+t a ; (iitE.+t ) +1U1V.4 fr arm- ( a ( J13 )

at.tach+NUL, ( J15)
NUI:+haure ( two occurrences a J22)
cluAreter. + N ( J33 )

- of +bctween; ( of+bctwaen)+11)11, (44-be tween+NIT..)+and (rewritten as POP a J37)
1.1/4+aecands ( J37)
Ul:+to; alEtto)+one (rewritten as 14111 a 2accurrences I J37)

about 0.11411 (about+NUi.)+ (per+y ar) (J43; see above)

).
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Ae already noted, G.1 concatenates pairs of codes

between which th.:re is a code for conjunction. Schematically:

A+B. iioroover, in enumerations the rowritinem*

roeulting from(s)precoding concatenatior4)can be concatenated

w&th a conjoined code that follows : (AAjcC--4 A+B+C. The

follJwing (29) Is an exhaustive list of the concatenations

nerfarAed in G.1; they are given in the order of their first

occurrence in thc oxperiliental corpus. Note that the treat-

ment of cos junction in G.1 differs from that outlined by

Harris who proposed to treat, say, cajunction+B as right

adjunct of A (Harris 1961; 39-40). The treatment of A and B

on thc SSW. footing (on either sides of the conjunction)

which has bowl adopted here can be preferred an the groands

that : (i) in enwierations it is o bit odd to soy that the

second and rollowing conjuncts are adjoined (added as some-

thing non - essential) to the first; (ii) various conjuncts are

reversible without changing the meaning or affecting gram-

maticality (see, for instance, J25; on this, section 3.1.4).

i.y treatment of conjunction is a ;pod example of the

superficial nature of the processing performed by the system

presented here. Consider the following sentence : "Lists

service bureaus in Canada and the United Status by province

or state, and by city within province o;.' state" (J30).

Undcr one hypothesis of TG linguistics (see l'rt III and

Stockwell ;A al, 1960, such a sentence would presumably

b.a from a deep structure paraph:Aesable as : "(The

author ?) lists service bureaus in C-inodn by province and

he lists service bureaus in Canda by city within province,

and he lists service bur :sus in the Unitcd Stot:s by state

and he lists corvice bur;:aus in thc Uniod Staton by city

veithin state". Th sentence it o Talio in J30 walld be

1 7 1;
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derived by so-called conjunction reduction. In the present
system, what can bo regarded as already the result of a

transformational reduction is further reduced to codes
parephrsosble as : lists service bureaus in pa intvnatimg
Arca by 1:25)pn, and by city within zulan,

(29)

pciAngs+and+t:chnology(J1)
- CAETcfinv,+processing+,+storing+(t+and)

+retrieving (rewritten as a code for '.......mdacualtiLe
Jl)
storoge+ond+retrieval (rewritten as a code for

a_, -titi s Jl; J10, 2 occurrences; J11; J13;
J15; J5(1)

- r,ssoning+and+thinktm(J2)
- dosign+and+conetricalb-n(J2)
seloetipn+,+form+,+distribution+,+acceptability
(J3)
medical+and+chemical(J4)

- interprcting+ond+determining(J4)
- trocLng+and+identifying(J4)
- ruloarch+snd+development(J5, 2 ocurrences)
- scienttsts+and+ongineers(J5)
- scientific+lnd+tcchnical(J61 4 occurrences; J29)
- microfilm+snd+photocopying(J7)

probloms+snd+questions(J11)
necess+,+durability(J11)

- time+,+capacity+(,+and)+ofricioncy(J11)
- thooroms+,+systems(J12)
- revised+snd+onlarged(J13)
- recearch+,+development+(l+md)+tecting(J14)
- documentation+snd+librarienship(J14)
- individuals+ar+organizstions(J14)
rctricval+snd+roproduction(J14)
inducing+,+catsloging+(,+snO)+c13ssification(J14)
p...aauction+and+disseminotion(J14)

- eificiont+and+elfective(J16)
(of+vhat)+and+how(J16)

- discussion+and+comparison(J10
idens+and+findings(J16)

- oduquate*and+efficient(J16)
cALods+,+m asures+and+rt-isults(J1G)

- storoge+or+r,,tricwil(J1(,)
crit ria+Ind+proccdures(J17)

- rcquimments+,+criteria+(,+and)osurcs(J17)
cv3luate+ond+compare(J17)

- oxicting+ond+proposcd(J17)
ntoti3ticol+0.cyntacticol+-n4int,rroltionnl(J10
c:mcepts+nd+intc:rr(Aptionships(J19)
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concepts+and+intorrolations(J19)
(1 UM+haurs)+or+lese(J22)
input+and+output(J23)

- erchivoefolibreries(J25)
- librariostsfarchivos(J25)
- Gcrman+040rench+,+Italian(4125)
inotitutimwri+oubj6cts+(t+and)+Nremns1025)
c3dc+and+card(J26)
od3o-punchod+0.hand-s3rtd6126)
reprts+end+momoranda(J20)
Europo+,+(the+Near+East)+end+Africa(J29)
Asia+end+Austr9lasia(J29)
scientific+or+technic91(J29)
Canada+and+(tho+United+Stntes)(J30)
provinco+3r+stato(J30 i 2 occJrroncos)
Conada+,+France+,+H311)nd+,+(Pcdcral+Romblic+
3f+G..rmany)fo.U.S.A.4-(0.end)+Italy(J31)
fast+,+largo(J32)
riuds+and+possibilitiGs(J34)
eoloctim+ond+roproduction(J35) .

- microflimineoTunchLd-cards+(ernd)+xorography
(J35)
manually+or+mochanically(J35)

- filing+and+rcproducti3n(J35)
liocorded+end+filed(J35)

- small+,+(manuelly+3Nratcd)+,+portable(J35)
- ddsign+Ald+constructi3n(J37)
- display+and+roproduco(J 37)
FUL+9nd+NUM(J37)(J43)
role+and+significanco(J30)

- 31-13ins+and+devc13pmcnt(738)
- scluncc.vmd+tochnical(J30)
- cord-ind6xes+,+libraries(JX.)
- c3urci.,+contcnt+and+voluc(J3[0
- 3rophical+o-pictorial+o-auditory+,+vinual(J38)

c311T.cting+end+invc,stigotinn(J3)
- s3urcus+1nd+us(1(J30)
- Rummian+0.Hungarian+,+Polish+,+f,rbo-croatian+

ond+Sponish(J38)
.vactict.s+and+attitudcs(J40)
ocquisition+end+hondling(J41)

- dc.c:.ntr3lizcd+9nd+incfficicnt(J42)
ilc.ans+and+pc,rsonnk:1(J42)
post+,+pre3ent+(,+ond)+future(J43)

- U.5.+qnd+U.S.S.R.(J43)
- :ibstructing+ond+indcxinrr(J44)
- librarianship+3nd+d3cuncntati n(J45)
- documentati3n+ond+6conomy(J47)
- profcacional +and+orrr-izat

1 78
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%dholo-pagoitor+totol-documont(J4S)
linee+and+paragraphs(J46)

- rcquiremonts+and+odvantages(J49)
- timely+and+accurato(J50)
- illuntrntions+nd+pricos(J50)
wnufactured+or+sold(J50)
obaolotoand+diacontinuod(J50)

- classified+lnd+indexed(350)

In the above examp1u4 I have found only oak) clear cape

of unresolvlble ambiguity. It is quoted below in (30) (a) as
it app. are in itecontext;. the bracketingsin (b) represent

the interpretntion I have arbitrarily chosen, end those in
(c) represent another possible interpretation, The ambiguity,
howevtr, (13(.c not effect the indexing by mums of the headings
of Unrdin-Lvy. In (31), I give what I belicvo to be the
only wronc; nnalyeis (b) which his crept into the experiment
wAh G.O. Thc mistake, however, does not aUuct the indexing
either, end .;:hat I believe to be the cx:ruct nanlysis(e) could
hove been obtoined by layer rules in the ryctom : only
"aourcee USO should be concAensted at thin stage,
and thr. other conjunction reducA in G.6.

(50)

(a) interpr...ting and determining this cant nt
of foreign pvscriptions (J4)

(b) (interpreting and dutmining) thou content
of foreign prosceptions.

(c) int...rprcting and (dctc.rminIng the cant nt of)
foreign vescriptions,

(31)

(e) collccting and inv,,stigottng sourcca
and use of documents (J3V)

(b) (collecting end investig-tin( ;) thu(sourccs
rind use) of docum..,nts.

(c) collecting and (inv6stigatiag th sources and
use of) documents,
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Pin 111y, lot us noto ',tot oft,r G.1 somo codes for
advcrbs nrc. dcle.tod by a apcoinl subr-)titin6. Spy .fically,
tho uubroutim &Autos ADV (as for "th;.4r.sby." In J9, and
"attlic.p.s...t" in J12), cnd P,DX not clelvtod by 11111 soma carlior

na wr's naply" (J9). liovicvur, thc, thaantic codoe
rLplacing adverbs .arc; not di_lotcd : for instance,

(312) "oitht.r ( =ADV : del. to d) (annalkt+
orivk..cpp.nica.1141 ( J35) Thc odvcrbs "Akcp" ones "yc..z" haw
(portr.ine nac(;lkooly) bun given cpcico (XTIIEN, XVERY),
Which o d.;1..tLd by th.. subroutint,,

1 R
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2.4.3. G.2

G.2 concatGnatos in succossim strings of six, five,

four, three, end two codes into a sinsie code. The strings
of si codec hod to be proccased by a epecial programme,

b,,cnune the 105 choract.re m.cussary for six codes plus a

code for t':c revrittng (15x7) exceLded the 80 charIctero

irovided fox in the, progriAmes sot up for the procoacing of

short ..y sL...tngs, and available on the nunched-cards aorving

as input. Tho special progrimme had ben writ;:en to process

strings of up to 7 codes, but this appeorod to be unnecessary,

since no rule of that length was necded in the exporimental

corpus.

There is an obvious rdoson for bc3inning by rocosnizing

and rGducinr, the longer strip ;n and for ending with the

shorter 3=0. Ihus, foliwing ,trim; of : codes given in

(32) (n) neAs ta be processed first, oincG the othr.r strings

given LI (30 con bk regirdcd op subsets of (n) :

(32)

(a) 6podus : of on international technical
information system (J29)

(b) ;Z codes : of a technical information sys ton
- of in internattonol information

system

(c) A.codeg. - of an information system
- of in inti.rnationol systom

(d) 1.codos : of a system.

th strings proccac d by G.2 fill into

th- typ,s are given blow. In this !:,.ction, I shell

just list lad briefly illustrate thL tyv.5; if strings In

qu,stioo, b,c:.;unc 3 compltc. list of -;11 Lha Gtringo procunsed

in G.2 Yould am3unt to quoti_ng wholc

rinc.ntol corpL.. such 1 11.:A is unn6cLssory since

many cx;N:11)1cc of strilws p,:occt's(A in .2 x.1.1 hnv,: to he

1 8 1
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given in nny case in ardor to oxplain tho following

igrammorsl. Only the examplcs of six-codc ntringe arc

listed cxhoustivoly. Thc concatonation of propositions with

material following has boon performod at this stage (cp.

Bcily 1970, 99 : "group° prdposition.loly). By Noun

in (ii) arc ., },,ant not only nouns in the strict sense but

also rump thvt ore relatable to Ivrbs but have a grammatical

behaviour siAlor to nouns, in particulor :is far as thcir co-

occurencc with articles and with prepositions is conccrnod.

Thc only grammatically incorrect consequcncc of the

treatment of prepositions adopted concerns what Harris would

p:csumobly ancilyzo is Nof left ndjunctn of :'owns (Harris

1966, 36) . In 61y cxps,rimcnt, the strings of (33) (n) hvvo

bcon sczmontcd us shown in (b), whereas thcy Mhould hnvo

bo,an lamented as in (c) whore both the genitivoa and whet

is und.rlined in (n) arc analyzod as left adjuncts of ti

(33)

(p) n gonral review of the scone S the Fcdoral
Governmcnt's role in . rcview of the
chnractor of the Federal Gowrnmcntla acinrific

ir
=W inn 'ntivitioo (J5)

4f
(b) (n gen .ral rovisw) (of the scope) (of the

Federal Gavornmont's and (n review)
(of the charictcr)(of the FerIcral Govornmk.nt's
scientific information octivitic3)

(c) goneral reviow)of((the scope of) (tho
Pi.deral Governmunt's)rolc) (in... )Ind (a review)
of ((the charact,r of) (thc Pcdervl Oovcrnmentls)
scientific information 'ctivitics).

Thc oily justification for th treatment adopted h,:ro

(comprre 64ome+of", Ltc., in G.0) in th-t, by lumping

tog .thcr graphically similar strings lik scopc"

and ".pf Vv. P:_ders1 GolA.rnm..nt's on.: pois in tho

!loccsaing can be raved. Similarly, whot riorAs trLots 33

center strings is h,re b.eolccn clown into two

strings. That , about thk.. string the

cx_arkAcIltn, 11:7rris cloys in cr:unc, "iicylotion" is
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a nominolization of "dcscribc", that lof t psozzjimont"

functions:. ns Object, ond thot tho wholo string can function

as ilubjcct or Object of ri center string 1966: 29-31);

hero, it would bo broker down into "his.Aossr)Atkon" and

"of th:,..c.Aacick.4st".

Lastly, note that sumo concntonations.performod in

G.0 (I A) such oe "hoilcole" (J12) could h..-vo boon more

consistt.ntly trouped togcthor with some cxc.7;lifiod below

in (I) (c), such as "thisfrcviows" (J2) (ccc ly discussion

in Choptcr 3,R,).

a) (a) Au: 01=g rb and bar.
liar.: ie (196C 37 and 32) treats auniliarles as left

adjuncts if V, be as a Verb and various items following

be (what is here represented as x) as types of Objects :

Alpo note thnt I have treated 'coripAltuAl like 'be'.
IXA1.PLii

4.cpcips - can+be+ateuccess(J20)
is+an+o.ganlzing+system(J21'
will+be+(more+accurate)+thm(J22)
constituters+a+major+chanze(J26)
are+NUL+otner+arr.vs(J32)

- being+a+(small+0.manually+onerated+,+
portable)+unit(J35)
are+the+rrIrievet+wittn(J48)

must+be+(reaognized+an)(J5)
is+magneAo+tlpe(J11)

- will+be+lost(J21)
can+bei-punched(J2G)
willmAke+possible(J32)

- ia+(to+be)+reproelucA(J35)
- -19+then+printed(J35)
- hos+been+designod(J37)
- should+be+reploced(J42)

constitute*othcr+centers(J46)
- are+being+intenc1.ried(J49)
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2.codet was+plennim1:01)
is+variable(J19)

- are+fixed(J19)
- is+dev,loped(J21)

are+gratifying(J22)
will+require(J24)

- is+ +beginning(J24 : the blank
indicates the position of an adverb
deleted after G.1)
will+(serve+se)(4132)
will+make(J32)

- is+ +(well+sheod) (.732)
- is+ +suited(J35)

re+aveilable(J35)
- (are+:)+(graphical+,+pictorial+,+

auditory+,+visual) ( J30)
- ix+ ( oarried+on) ( J39)

would+permit (J42)
were+NUM(:T43)

- is+(so+gveat+th,r3t)(J43)
continue+unchanged(J43)

+being+unclertakon(t145)- is+ +poasible( J47)

(b) ( cp. Harris, c.if.,. vih-.
arc treated ae a part of right adjuncts of also

whiz deletion in TG linguistics : for instv,.;

Lanisend3on 1970)
4 codes J5)

whichiagy+be+orcrcrod (J12)
oft.tha tionhich) +may+be+wri tt on( J12)
thichilv3uld+be+baned( J29 )

- which+(herbellevoa+Lhp.u).A)+bot(kopt+
in+mind)( J40)
which+is+not+r pa: ted( J41)
whi ch+vies +es tablisActd(J1)

- that +a r e+r e ( J 2 )( J2)
- that vailL,determine 012)

which+would+pormit J26)
- ( +which)+in +aug. Icnt ed( J16)

d .11) )_(c)

EX.L.PLES

Acage.s - (wh3443)+
- it+con+be+

(JO)
+ Aoti ial( J267.

) c3des. : - it+is+ +nr.colirary(J0)
- it+if3+(colcluna+flot)(J11)
- hao+br.w,d+applicntions(J13)
- (to+bOt +(t:le+moott.critical)+

probLAI(J16)

181
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- it+can+handle(J20)
it+io+proving(J22)
there+would+be(J29)

- had+its+origin(J33)
vas+co+present(J34)

- is+(to+b0)+reprcducod(J35)
- it +ia +not(J36)
- is+purported+(to+be)044)
- it+is+(stated+thst)(J47)
- it+ia+(classified+and+indexed)(J50)

kcodes s this+roviews(J2 s 'reviews' was coded
as a SEBTigph; in thc rewriting of
Mg it is roprosented as a verb)

- which+uncs(J9)(J46)
- it+ +possesoos(J11)

this +is(J13)(Jl8)(J23)(J26)(J44)
- NPP+considers(J1G)

io+that(J19)
- there+are(J21)

+it+(appcars+thot)022)
- (to+bo)+held(J35)
- lt+workn(J36)

it +io(J36)
which+etores(97)

- ono+stores(J37
- lays+struoa(J38)
- thcre+is(J38)
- (by+those+who)+Glanagc(J40)
- who+obecrved(J44)

(ii) (a) Lc ft dun iilliamla (cp. Harris 1966, 36)

Votc that the concatenations illustrated below ignore

structurs1 differences in the relations bctwoen the

conotituents of the otrings s the working,- of the computer

programme aro based only on' the number of cactus to

bo racogni%ed ao forming a string. Alco note the procesming

of S3MC seal-colons at this stage.

laAl..PLES

!icoldqp(only example) :

(the+bureaWs)+well-established+NIT+
informotion+retrieval+proram(J4C)

5. 1;m9s. : this+(country00+(ccicntific+Ind+
tcchnical)+inf3rmlti3m-ille(J6)

- tho+Automitici4Acrofilm+Information'
Systcm(J36)

- the+NUL+ +centrA.Ized+informItion
+service(J44)

8T:
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t - the+botanical+drug+litcratur0(J4)
improved+irformation+(storage+and+
retrieval)+aystcma(J15)

- acierstific+informatian+gctrieval+
ortoms(J17)
(noftlarge+scale)+inforumtion+ratrioval
+cyst= (a0)

- NUI:+eatablishcd+tcchniques+:(J35)
a+very+uscrul+aupplemont(J38)

- the+Yuvalav+Bibliobraphicol+Instituto
(J39)
tho+tochnical+intluctrial+11braricol
046)
(timelyrand+accuz3to)43ctual+comporable
+data(J50)

isad.111 s afgeneral+doacription(J1)
the+initial+(rcaoming+and+thinking)(J2)

- partial+contonta+:015)
- One+of)+ita+fepturos(J19)

tho+(examiner+10)+tine(J22)
- a+fost+oratem(J36)
- ita+prcsont*orgonlvati3n(J38)
othor+trado+pub1icatims(J41)
the+ +1rscreaaing+nc6d(J42)
tho+snme+year(J43)
tho+(11opidl.Scioctor)+program(J481

2pakt 1 !ta+activitiea(J1)
uscr+requirementn(J14)
theoreticalfutud1:8(J14)

- docune.ntati3n+oc.ntc.i:ri(J25)
- uaer+informoti3:1(J25)
- (such+as)+those(J20)
- :auch+Drk(J32)
- (fest+t+large)+mcmorice(J32)

the+aimpleat(J35)
(tho+way)+(in+atich)035; rewritten
OS XEOW)
a+eystem(J36)

- thefsecond(J37)
th..÷(sJurccc+awl+ucc.)(J311
scicnce+libraric3(J40)
existing+tools(J43)
its+corc(J45)
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(b) Proppaitioritkal (noo also oxomplos with acmi colon).

Thic icludoa simplo Ili adjuncts of ccntor etringa

(Harris 1965, 39) such as "in tho occond chapter" (J30).

EXA.121.11:3

6cqApe (oxhsustivu list)

in+tho+following+1 L+aispi(J14)
to+somo+othtr+aocrc:1+filt+uystcm(J21)
often+intornotionel+tLchnical+information
+cystom(J29)

- (with+rcfurcnce+to)+(1T+,0)+NUM+beoic
+buildiw;frulc.s(J33)

- of+tho+AutomaticLicrofilm+Information
+Systom(J36)
on+a+cathodo+ray+tubc+pcmcn(J37)
of+tho+cL,ntrolizod+ccionoc+information+
aervicu3(J44)

Ls?Auo to+a+mcchani,,wdeacc+and+rotrieval)
clystcm(J1)
of+NPNociontific+tronclation+progran
(J3)

- intAttho+Lollowing+portatW6)
- from+(crtain+of)+thuir+bncic+charoc-
toriatics(J12)
of+sciontifIc+information+retrieval+
cystems(J17)

- of+tho+NUk+olcmont+,(J24)
to+OUB4of)+(tho+moct+important)4.
SwinWlibrarios+1+nrchkgyea)(J25)
in+tho+p6rtinenti.scagro!incol+region(J25)
(for+uso+os)+a+dotailGd+ocarch+codo(J26)

- of+a+now+subjLet+indox(J27)
- in+a+ntandard+oighty-calumniTunchod-

card(J35)
- inttho+troditional+(mcoa+mk.dio)+offort

- (4:1hc+largo+produntl3atcentora(J46)
for+all+known+micr3repeaductian+equipmunt
(J50)

cedes : - in+tim+(m_dical+and+chemicol) literature
(J4)
at+(1.PP+104.NUM+111T(j15)

- ihto+A4+clasneo+s(J16)
in+this+aystemf,(J19)
b,:twc:Altthu4-(input+:Ind+ouOut)+
longuar,;cs(J23)
:+a+prognctic+Ippv3ch(J27)

- 3f+thu+varIous+ty..(3(J27)
- : + ow. +fori. (t o ) )

ti
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piOUL+apponaiacia+t(J33)
over+a+spoaial+eporturo(.135)

- havinplincer+reductianatio0(J37)
- in+the+UUM+chaptc1J3C)
byt+NUM+divisianst) J39)

- res+to)+cortsin+ganerel+(practicos+
and+attitudee)(J40)

- far+a+(more+efficient)+arganization(J41)
of+ecientific-tochnical+infarmation+
acnters(J46)
fram+the+(profosoional+and+orgenizational)
+(paint+of+viow) (J47)
whatovor+tho+financial+clat(J47)
by+thc+prapoeed+FPP(J47)
onfa+(wholo-pagc+ar+tatal-dacumiont)4.
bonis(J48)

- tofmany+now+arcae(J50)

) °aka s - for+tho+purposo(J1)
for+thL+disseminati3n(J2)

- af+thooscope(J5)(J42)
(in+as+ncat+a)ilashinn+as(J12)

- (withfreepLet+ta)+tho+later(J16
rewritten as NUL, and deleted after 0.2) .

ns+a+bacis(J20)
- (into+aa+mtiny).wectiana+ea(J21)

- in+tho+paat(J27)
- :+(13nerange)+plenning(.129)
- aff+the+re',1(J35)
- lyfore+being+installod(J37)
- an+the+(ro1o+ond+si3nificanco)(J38)
- PIWaeicNce+and+oc:Ilical)+subjects

(J36)
- (accarding+to)+thu+0;.lurcos+0.cantont

+and+value)(J3C)
- of+.ho+Instituto(J39)

:+a+survey(J40)
- inOUL+journals (J43 a wrong nru
- in+the+world(J44)
- af.t.(Eunury+'s)+nork(J45)
- of+scientific-trichncnl+infarmatian(J46)

by4a+NPP (J46)
- by+ +qu9lificd+vvIonft1(J47)
- 3n+oLd+3non(J49)
- (1)(.causo+of)+ thcAr+orplicotiono(J49)
- (such+Hc').(hill+cop,:icity)+(utorage+

;md+r:Arloval)(J50)
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iLeAdos of+NPP(J1)
(in+order+to)+achiuvc(J2)

- of+(solection+,+form+,+dietribution+,
+acccptebility)(413)
(es+fer+es)+coste(J11)

- ae+ +approprietc(J12 : this las'
should have boon coucatonatod like
of hors in 0.0)
l+NUM(=11957-1958 : J14)
:+(statieticel+,+oyntoctical+end+
interrelotionel)010)

- in+thet(J22)
(to+bc)+poesiblL(J22)

- to+ +handlo(J22)
(ooch+toWNUM+hguroPor+loao)(J22)

- :+(4orman+.+Pronch+,+Italien)(J25)
(t00:40)+usi.d(J26)
aminuto(J35)

- in+Rumonia(J30)
in+NUM(J38)
:+(punt+,+presont+,+ond+future)(J43)

- for+devoloping(J43)
(14-suc11 +ne)+decontrelization(J45)

- (in+order+to)+build(J45)
- PIN+Czeohoslovvkia(J46)
- (ae+in)+(tho+Sovict+Union)(J47)

nor(=X1dOR)+dcsirablc(J47)

I . -p
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2.4.4. la

Like G.1, G.3 concatenates conjoined strings, and it

uses the came computer TogrammAses G.1. Since the strings

processed at this stage are by far fewer in number than those

processed in G.2, I shall give a complete list of these

conjoined strings below in (34). As will be noted, many

concatenetions performed at this stage operate on the

results of concatenations performed in G.2 : for instance

"itsfactivities"(J1).

When some point deserves to be made ibout the rewriting,

the quotation ie followed by a paraphrase of, and a comment

on, this rewriting. The paraphrase is given between single

quotation marks 0---1). No current theory, as far as I can

see, is able to provide a basis for my rewritings. Eypara-

phrases 'nd my commentanuttharefore be rearded as statements

of oemuntic apblems raised by my experLment. Many of these

problems have to do with whet I hove referred to earlier as

the inference-makinp process involved in indexing, and in

the resulting loss of information. Because of these problems,

I shall henceforth give up the convention which consisted

of underlining the string whose Information is preserved

in the rewriting.

G.3 procesnes strings of the following types :

(i) Conj:dned nouns with or without left odjuacte : for

instance, "NPP+ond+(itsfactivitice)" (Jl)

(ii) Conjoined strings consisting of TrE.)3:4j.watlata

diunsL()+Noun preceding, and lefkaAjulptSplitioun

following the conjunction; these strings ore trnnsformn-

tionolly relatable to type (iii) : for instance,

"(Alk+aP)-1-and+(information+system0'(J15).

IU
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(iii) Conjunctions of preopitionfleft pdjunot(layoun

"of drawing-office supplies -end of reproduction drawings"

(J35).

(iv) Conjunctions of verbs.

(v) Strings relntable to the former by Virtue of preceding

concatenations.

(vi) Various strings separated by a comma s awe J26.

(34)

NPP+sincWits+activities)(J1); rewritten as a code
paraphrasable as noun singular, definite, insti-
tution; I have assumed that "its activities"
im;,oses this interpretation on the NPP that
procedes.

(of+selection+,+form+,+diatribution+1+accepta-
bility)+(,+and)+(trnnslation+rihts)(J2);
rewritten as a code paraphrramable as 'of the
devolopment of translations'; the discussion on
asymmetric conjunction in Port III is devoted
to what happens in this type of coAjunction.

- (the+Federal+Govornment)+nnd+(U.S.+sciuntific+
information)(J5); rewritten as the code already
obtlined for the second conjunct, namely
'national documentation', which-cOliresponds to
heading 5 of tho Gnrdin-1,6vy concordance (seo
Appendices 1 and 2).

(af+microfilm+and+photocopying+sorvices)+or+
(photocopying+servico)(J7); rewritten as 'of
photocopying services'.

(of+a+scientific+information+officaitnnd+
(a+libririan)(48); rowritten os 'of a documenta.
list'.

(among+mignotic+drums)+,+(mignetic+tope)+,
+(magnetic+wire)+,+(ferrombenetic+cores)+,+
pu.,chod-wirds+,+(punchod+topos)+(,+and)+(photo-
graphic+t7.pos)(J11); rowritton as lomong, plural,
storage equipment'.

- (with+ruapect+toitheirfnccuse+14-duliability)+,
+(ctorage+and+rt.trievalftime)+1+(c:pucity+,+
and+efficlency)(J11): rewiLten ro.s 'with respect
to qualiti-.0.

(in+EDP)+and+(information+systemn)(J15); rewritten
os 'in thito processing end (.3cu.KLItatian nyntems'.

Ifs
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- (in+information+retrieval)fand+(data+acquisition)
(J15); rewritten as 'in documentation'.

(oftinforuation+retrieval+systems)+Wimproved+
information+storage+and+retrieval+aystems)(J15);

.
rewritten as 'of documentation systems'.

(are+many)+,+(including)(J21); rewritten as
'include'.

steroid+compounds).p3nd+NPP(J22); rewritten as
'topics in a particular discipline', on the basis
of "steroid corn here, ;'PP is actually
given a wrong interpretation; the text reads
'LEAS' which stands for "Interrelated 'do c

n e a ITFuziahe -car mac ins"
mentioned in J322.

(archives+,+libraries)+and+(documentation+
centers)(J25); rewritten as 'documentation
institutions',

(to+NUM+of+thetmost+impartant+Swisa+libraries+,
+arehives)+1+(documentation+centers)(J25);
rewritten as 'to national documentation institu-
tions', a rewriting already chocen for the first
conjunct in G.2.

(historical+development)+,+holdings+,+(special+
collections)(J25); rewritten as 'history and
holding'.

(311+functional+units)4(,+and+not+merely)+(the+
filing+categories)+,+(can+be+punched)(J26);
rewritten os 'units and classification entries
can be punchedt; I have founC no better way of
treating the comma preceding the verb; I have not
been able to figure out whet is meant by "func-
tional units".

(a+search+code)+(os+well+as)+(a+filing+order+
code)(J26); rewritten as 'search nnd storage
code'.

(one+for+the+Americas)+;+(one+for+Europe+,+the
+Ncor+East+andfAfrica)+;+(one+for+Asia+and+
Auctralasio)(J29); rewritten 39 'for name of
international arca',

(by+province+orfstatc)+(,+rInd)+(byecity)(J30);
rewritten 3$ 'by geographicol reg130.
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(of+drawing-office+supplies)+end+(of+reproduction
+drawings)(J3); rewritten as lof equipment and
reproductions'.

(NUM+chepters)+end+(a+subject+index)(4138);
rewritten as 'parts of document'.

- abroad+and+(in+Rumenia)(J38); rewritten as 'in
an international area'.

(research+work)+and+planning(J3C); rewritten as
'research'.

(house+orgens)+end+(trade+publications)(J41);
rewritten as 'special documents'.

- (0f+house+orgens)+end+(other+trade+publications)
(J41); rewritten as 'of special documents'.

- history+and+(further+development)(J46); rewritten
as 'history'.

NPP+snd+(the+documentation+bronches)(J46);
rewritten as 'the parts of documentation institu-
tions'.

- (of+the+research+institutes)+or+(of+the+large+
production+centers)(J46); rewritten as 'of the
institutions'.
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2.4.5. Gti

G.4 uses the same computer programmes as G.O. It

concatenates only two codes at a time, but it can concatenate

a code obtained by one rewriting with a code following, and

it can also operate in several passes : see the examples of

J18, J19 and J22 given below in (35) . Since the strings

processed in G.4 are relatively few in number, I give a

conpleto list of these strings below in (35). G.4 concatenates

the following types of strings

(i) Nouns ;:hich can be partly analyzed as left adjuncts of

Nouns, together with what has been concatenated with

these loft adjuncts (including prepositions) in G.2,

are concatenated with the 7oun they are adjoined to and

what has been concatenated with this Noun. Consider,

for example, the string "of the character of the Federal

Government's scientific information .pctivities" (J5).

I assume that according to Harris's string theory, this

string would be represented by a string formula pare-

phrasable as "P(preposition of)+1eft adjuncts ofN+N

(=activities)" (Harris 196C 36 on loft adjuncts of N :

"iftsol.33) effort", "wild plan", "a port of investigator").

As pointed out in section 2.4.3., however, the segmenta-

tion on which G.2 is based is aLmewhot different, and can

be represented as "of the character" and "of the Federal

Government's scientific information activities",

respectively. G.4, then, concatenates the codes for

those two typos of strings : (of the choracter)+(of the

Federal Government's scientific information activities).

In the rewriting, the information corresponding to what

Harxls would analyze as an Yof left adjunct of N ("a sort

of investigator", "the character of...activities") is

done away with. When this Nof adjunct is preceded by a

preposition ("of the character") this proposition is
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preserved in the rewriting : thus, the rewriting assigned

to the above example from J5 is paraphrosable as faL

national governmental documentation'. It is the

omissibility of uttolhaEackm.or which served me as a

basis for deciding that a given Noun can be analyzed as

loft adjunct of a Noun. Thus, Harris would say that the

exciaion of "a sort of" preserves sontencehood in "He

is a sort of investigator" (Harris, loc. cit.). Similarly,

the excision of "the character of" in "a review of the

character of the Federal Government's scientific informa-

tion act ivities" (J5) results in a zrammntical string

(Note, however, that the excision of "investigltor" in

Harris's example, and of "activities" in the extract from

J5 have different effects; so.ue of the special properties

of the vorda "information" and "activities" in the above

example will be discussed in Part III).

(ii) The theoretical status of the second typo of string

processed at this stage is unclear in string theory and

is disputed in other theories, as far as I can see. An

example is nfautu.ganzal of" (J1). In G.4, a string

such as "for the purpose" is concetunated with the

"of Ving" that follows : (for the purpose)+(of contribut-

ing)(J1). The rewriting is paraphrneable 08 "f ode contri-

buting". My justification for this typo of concatenation

lies precisely in this parophrasability, and in the

analogy between what happens here and what happens when

an Nof adjunct of N is left out.

(iii) Like that just mentioned, the third type of concatena-

tion performed in G.4 is based on a paraphrase relation,

since its theoretical status is unclear or disputed. For

example, "presents" is concatenated vith the following

"a review" (J5) and the rewriting is prirophr.99.71blo ns

"verb, yoviews.".
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(iv) Some special cases : see examples below in J6, J7, J8,

J19, and similar examples in other abstracts. ?'less

include the rewriting of "articulnte" sentences ("LIM&

alV) as "semi-articulate" ( "Thank vein ") or "inarticulate"

sontoneos ( "Than s; ") (Jcsporsen 1965, 308; see Chapter

3.2). Also note the treatment of codes corresponding to

strings with semi-colon, as in JG. An GI:ample of a drastic

simplification witheut grammatical motivation is the

deletion by rewriting of the codes for "Ono of its

features is that" in J19. Comparo tht. treatment of "The

results ire gratifying in that" (J22).

Like in the preceding s9ctIoni the pornphrases of the

rewritings given below in (35) aftor the cxnmplcs are intonded

to point to various problems which I have experionoed in

setting up the codes for rey expe.Amont, pnrti larly in

connection with the lose of information which -takes place'

during the process of indoxing,

05 )
- (for+tho+purposo)+(ofy.contributing)(J1);
rewritten as 'for contributing'; more pFecisely,
for the purpose of" was rewrittea as at-code
standing for 'Prepoeition of purpose',

(in+order+to+lchiove)+(a+net+improvcmont)(412);
rewritten as 'for improving'; more precisely,
the code for the rewriting adoptod in the experi-
alent is paraphrasible as 'Proposition of purpose,
Verb with some qualitative sense'; this loss of
information carrcsnands to the fact that th9
specific moaning of 'for improving' need not be
xetainod to index the abstract in which the
string in question occurs. Note a similar loss
of information in connection with "not",

- (in+oddition+to+prosenting)+(o+gencral+reviow)
(J5); rewritten as 'in addition to reviowing'.

- (of+tho+seope)+(af+the+Pedern1+GovernmenWs+
rolo)(J5); rewritten as 'of governmental role'.

4
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(of+the+chernoter) +(of+the+Pederal+Government+
ts+scientific.information+activitios)(J5);
rewritten as 'of national governmental documen-
tation',

- prosento+(a+review)(115); rewritten as 'Verb,
reviews'.

(on4-integral+part)+(of+research+and+development)
(J5); rewritten as 'research'.

(into+the+followLng+parts+0+(tho+prosont+situs-
tion)(416); rewritten as 'into the situation'.

(the+address)+(is+given)(J7).; rewritten os 'Gives
the address' (see 3.2 on the relations between
passive and semi - articulate sentences).

- (additional+information)+concerns (J7); rewritten
as 'verb, studies (or : discusses)' (sec 3.2.).

covcrage+provlded (J7); rewritten as 'coverage'.

(n+syllabus) +(is+prosented)(J8); rewritten as
'presents a syllabus'; compere ',the address is
given" in J7.

(for+a+student)+(who+is+n+subject+specialist)
(J8); rewritten as 'fora student'.

(a+comparison) +(is+wde)(4111); rewritten as
'a comparison'; this rewriting has the effect
of converting an articulate sentence into a semi
articulate one (sec 3.2.).

(NUM+suggestions)+(ore+odv9nced)(J11); rewritten
as 'suggestions' (Cp. preceding exempla).

- (of+the+entire+body)+(of+written+knowledge)(J12).
rewritter. as 'of information'.

- (a+finite+series)+(of+conjoined+propositions)(J12);
rewritten as 'topics of a science releted to
documentation' (Group 4 of Gardin-Divy : see
Appendix 1).

(binary -octal+designations) +(are+established)(J12);
rewritten as 'Develops codes' (see 3.2,).

- (fram+the+field)+(of+lot3ic) (J12); rewritten as
'from a science related to docualentation, (see
elc:)njoined propositions" in J12 above).

(substantial+proportion)+(of+that+vihich+may+
be+written) (J12); rewritten as 'what may be
written'.

- (this+is)+(e+revised+and+enlrirg,d+edition)(J13);
rewritten as 'edition' (see 3.2. on inarticulate
sentences).

19?
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(moet+of+the+material)+(hos+broad+applications)
(J13); rewritten as 'can be usedoo rewriting
already assigned to "has brood applications"
in 0.2.

- (in+the+followingrNUM+arees+0+ooding (J14);
rewritten as 'in coding',

- (partial+contents+0+advances (J15); rewritten
as 'includes advances'.

(over+a+span)+(of+NUM+years) (J16); rewritten
as 'over years',

(into+NUM+closses+0+need (J16) ; 13written as
'into need'.

- advantages+(of+the+new+techniques)(J16)* rewritten
se 'the techniques', a rewriting already assigned
to "(of) the new techniques" in G.2.

recommendations+(were+made) (J17) ; rewritten as
'recommendations',

(this+is)+(a+description)(J18); rewritten as
'a study' (see 3.2.).

(of+the+following+types)+(of+information+retrieval
+systeas)(J18); rewritten as 'of documentation
systems+colon' this rewriting in turn is conca-
Genated with the following code for (:+statistical
+,+cyntecticel+nnd+Interrelationalland the
rewriting of the pair is paraphreeable as 'of
documentary languages'.

- (1UY.+types)+(of+punched-cards)(J19); rewritten
es 'punched-cards.,

(one+of+its+features)+(is+that)(J19); the
rewritillg obtained is itself concatenated with
a code for period that precedes, rhich is preserved
es the final rewriting; in other words, the string
Iperiod+one of its features is that' is reduced
to the code for period. Compare the deletion of
the code for various adverbs : a discourse
connective like "In _particular" would also have
been deleted if it had occurred instead of "One
of its features is that".

- (it+can+handlesearching(J20); rcwritten as
'it can 8e3rch'.

(thcre+ore)+(different+codes)(J21); rewritten as
Ir:on, codes'.

(the+advantages)+(of+tMs+invcrt:d+scsrch+ftle)
(J21); rewritten os linvcrt:-(1 file'.
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(e+systematic+procedure)+(is+developed)(J21);
rewritten as 'develops procedure'.

(the+results)+(are gratifying)(J22); the
rewriting of the two codes is itself concatenated
with the code for the following (in+that); the
second rewriting is then concatenated with the
code for a poriod that precedes, which is
preserved as the final rewriting; these succes-
s-1*i3 rewritings, then, have the effect of replacing
the codes for ".The results aremaliallinsja
that" by the c6M71511557r5577

(from+an+avcrage)+(of+NUYI+hours)(J22); rewritten
as 'from hours'.

(this+is)+(an+explanation) (J23); rewritten as
'a study'.

(one+lossic+p3rt)+(of+their+progrom)(J23);
rewritten ss 'their program',

work+(is+ +beginning)(J24); =written as
'work'.

(of+the+NUM+element+,)+(machine+langusges)(J24);
rewritten as 'of machine Languages',

(descriptive+data)+indlude (J25); rewritten as
'Verb, studies',

(this+is)4(e+modification)(.326); rewritten as
le modificattonl,

(tnformation+retrieval)+(s +a+progmatic+approach)
(J27); rewritten as la documentation method'.

- includes+(a +sh!...rt+account)(J27); rewritten as
'Verb+study's

(of+the+various+typesi+(of+subject+indexes)(J27);
rewritten as 'of documentary longLagosl, a
zcwriting already cosigned to "of subject indexes"
in G.2.

includes+discussion(J29); rcwrittoil as 'verb+
study'.

including+description (J31); i7written as 'Vine
study'.

- provide+(iutowtic+rGforence)(J32); rewritten
as IlIcrb+mcchanical documentotianl.

(higher+donsities)+(of+storage)(J32), rewritten
ns 'storage'.

(to+the+dcluge)+(of+technic:?1+literature)(J32);
rewritten as 'to the literturel.
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- (of+the+principal+featurcs)+(or+the+cloesifica-
tion)(J33); rewritten as 'of the documentary
language°.

(by+NU6+appCndices+0+(clossified+guide)(J33);
rewritten as 'by a guide'.

(by.,-:)+DIPP(J34); rewritten as 'by EPP'.

(NUN+established+techniques+0+(microfilming+4
+punched-cardsto+endfxerogrephy)(J35); rewritten
ns imicrofilming+puachcd-cnrds+xerogrephy's

- (at+a+speed)+(of+NUM+feet)(J35); rewritten as
'at quantitative information', a rewriting already
assigned to 1(of) NUM feet' in G.2.

- (in+a+spece)(of+NUM-square+feet)(05); rewritten
os 'in quantitative information°, a rewriting
already assigned to '(of) YUM square feet' in G.2.

- details+(are+given) t J35); rewritten as 'study'.

(with+figures)+(of+savinGS)(J35); rewritten as
'with quantitative information', a rewriting
already assigned to '(of) sovings/in 0.2.

(it+is)+(a+fast+system)(J36); rewritten as
la system'.

- (it+is+not)+(a+system)(J36); rewritten as 'not
n system'.

- (of+elements)+(offamechmized+library+system)
(J37); revirit ten as 'of a mechanized documentation
system'.

- (on+feasibility+models)+(of+a+memory) (J37);
rewritten ea 'on future star age equipment'.

- (in+the+form)+(of+microphotographs)(4737);
rewritten as 'as microphotographs'.

(sre+ande:going)+(finalote8ts)(J37); rewritten
as 'are being test9d'.

- (an+attempt)+(is+made)(J38); rewritten as
'an attempt'.

- (the+different+types)+(of+documentation)(J38);
.17ewritten as 'documentation, comparison'; this
rewriting is concatenated with the code for
(points+out) that precedes, and the pair of codes
io rewritten as 'empares+documentation'.

(there+is)+(a+very+useful+supplement)(J36);
rewritten as 'a supplement'.

200
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(by+NUM+diliellons+t)+NPP(J39); rewritten as
lby NPPI.

- (scientific+litersture+use)+(s +e+survey)(J40);
rewritten. as 'literature use study'.

- (for+the+expension)+(of+medical+information)
(J42); rewritten as 'for documentation in a
particular discipline'.

- (through+improvement) +(in+methods)(J42); rewritten
as 'through methods',

(of+the+scope)+(of+medical+documentation)(J42);
rewritten as 'of documentation in a particular

- growth+(of+chemical+literature)(J43); rewritten
as 'literature in a particular disciplinel; this
rewriting is concatenated with the code for (:+
past+,+present+,+and+future)that follows, and is
preserved as the final rewriting.

- support +(is +needed)(J43); rewritten as 'Verb,
need+support'.

(this+is)+(a+repart)(J44); rewritten as 'a study'.

- (an+account)+(is+given)(J45); rewritten as
'a study', the rewriting already assigned to
'an account' in G.2.

- (greater+variety)+(in+collections)(4145); rewritten
as 'collections

(is+ +possible)+(nor+desirable)047);-
rewritten as 'verb, negation, possible+desirablel;
this string could have been more consistently
processed as a c,njunction, but this was not
possible because the dictionary code which was
,Asigned to 'nor' (XNOR) does not represent
this word as a conjunction (C),

(countless+efforts)+(hav6+been+made)(J49);
rewritten as 'efforts'.

- (some+of+the+requirements+and+adventages)+
(01:+classificetiontsystems)049); rewritten as
'documentary languages'.

(to+many+new+arees)+(uch+co+high+capacity+
storage+and+retrieval+and+data+managcment)(J50);
rewritten as 'to documentation+related science',
a rewriting already assigned to "(such as) high
canacity storage and .I7etrieval and data mane-
gement" in G.2.
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2.4.6. CU

0.5 uses the same computer programmes as 0.2. It

concatenates in succession strings of six, five, four, three,

and two oodee and rewrites them as a single code. Like in

the presentation of 0.2, I shall just give a few examples of

the rules of 0.5, because a complete list would amount to

quoting practically the whole of the experimental corpus.

Only the strings of 6 codes will all be quoted below in

total, 8 examples. Some of the examples not given in this

section will be presented in later sections to explain the

workings of other 'grammars'.

I shall present the examples by quoting first the object-

language string, then the paraphrase of the corresponding codes,

and lastly the paraphrase of the rewriting of the codes as a

single code. Here again, I wish to stress the fact that the

paraphrases of the codes are presented as problems generated

by my experiment.

One general point which needs to be made about 0.5 is

the following. Whenever a conjunction or a comma stands

in the way of a concatenation which could be performed in 0.5,

this concatenation is not performed and is left over to a

later 'grammar' (0.7) operating after the neeessary'conjunctiori

reduction (in 0.6). This is best explained by means of a few

examples. Consider the following quotation from J12 : "binary-

octal designations are established for theorems, systems of

logic and for statements in propositional calouius". Before

the operation of 0.5, this string is concatenated as follows:

(binary-octal+designations+are+established)(for+theorems+,

+systems)+(of+logic)and(for+statements)+(in+propositional+

calculus). The "and" stops the concatenation in 0.5,

2 0.9
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which merges to ether the codes as shown by the following

braoketings t (binery-octal+designations+are+established+for

+theoreme+,+systems+of+logic )and(for+statements+ivrproposi-

tional+ calculus). The string "for statements in proposi-

tional calculus" is conjoined with what precedes in 0.6.

Similarly, in J32, the processing of a when-clause is delayed

until 07 because of the occurrence of a conjunction : "when

the problems of input and of the automatic generation of

classification information are solved". A comma also stops the

processing of "(the author) draws, from reports by NPP on..."

(J40) in 0.5. With the qualification just made, the strings

processed in 0.5 fall under the grammatical types listed below

in (1) co (iv).

I must also point out that some inconsistencies have

crept into th- experiment. One of these may be mentioned here;

it concerns the treatment of subordinate and relative clauses.

Some of these are treated as illustrated under heading (iii).

Others are treated as right gdjunots of nouns : for instance,

the 6-code example of J9 given below under heading (1). On

Vie basis of the experience gained during the experiment, I

am unable to say which of these two solutions is to be

preferred.

(1) Verbs, adjectives, cogute nominals and nouns+strings

following.

The strings brought under this heading are partly equi-

valent to Harris's "object of the verb" category(written

as omega : Harris 1965, 30 -33), and partly to his PN

(preposition+noun) right adjuncts of N 37).

Thus, for Harris "his description of the experiment" is the

Object of "reviewed" and "of the experiment" the Object of

"description" in "I reviewed his description of the

experiment" (Harris, 1 aaa cit.), and what is underlined in
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Harris's example (i.e. everything except the subject) would

be concatenated in 00. The right adjunct "in the naintine

in "the colors in the naintIng" would also be concatenated

with the preceding string "the colors" at this stage

(Harris, 191L.9110. The strings following verbs and

cognate nominals, however, may also consist of what Harris

would presumably analyze as subjects : for instance, s

by phrase after a verb or a noun.

This is the place to mention a difficulty which I

have experienced with strings consisting of Nouni-PN right

adjunct, which are processed at this stage. The

difficulty can be explained in 43tookwell et al.'s terms.

It has to do win a distinctior made by Chomsky 196,

between an NP4Prep+N construction, "such as e house, in

the woods", and "a reduced relative,such as that book

on the table" (Stockwell et al. 1968, 489). I have

attempted to incorporate this distinction into the order

of processing in the experiment. Thus, the concatenation

of "problem" or "problems" with "in communicating Russian

science" (J3) and with "of preparing en inverted file"

(J21) has been delayed until 0.7, because parallel

expressions such as "problems confronted in,.." (J21) and

"problems which would be encountered in..." (J29) are

processed in 0.7. Compare the treatment of the string

"(the annotations) are written in the language used in

the pc.rtinent geographical region :..." (J25) :

the concatenations (are+written+in+the+language)and(used

+in+the+pertinant+geographicel+region+:...) are performed

in 0.5 and the resulting ,odes. (Written in the language)

and (of the reGlod) !Ira later concatenated in 0.7.

Occasioaally, however, I have failed to make the appro-

priate decisions in this respect, for lack of reliable
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detailed knowledge about the lexical items and the

transformations involved. For instance, "alphabetical

indexes" has been concatenated in 4.5 with the following

"of institutions, subjects, and personnel" (J25). This

may be a mistake, since paraphrases such as "indexes

giving/that give..." are possible. Moreover, the conca-

tenation in d.5 of "some problems and questions" with

"of patent documentation in industry" (J11) is not

consistent with the treatment of the strings with "problem"

just quoted. The same is true of the concatenations (three

representative problems)+(of a manufacturer of fine

chemicals)(J4) and "(should attend)+(to the problem)+

(of encyclopedic organization)+(of their I lowledge)"(J16)

in G.5.

EXAMPLES

6 codes contains+(all+of+the+dooument+codes)+
(for+all+of+the+documents)+(in+which)
+(the+term)+appears (J9); contains+
(document codes)+(for documents)+(in
which)+(the term)+appears; 'contains
documents codes'.

- (making+it+possible)+(to+search)+(for+
all+of+the+information)+(in+the+file)+
(of+interest)+(to+the+searcher)(J19);
(making possible)+(to search)+(for the
inf. nation )+ the store)+(of interest)
+(to the searcher); 'making possible
to search'.

- representing+(all+of+the+subunits)+
(of+information) +(in+all+of+the+documents)
+(in+the+memory)+(of+the+machine)(J21);
representing+(the units)+(of information)
+(in the documents)+(in the store)+
(of the machine); 'for the stored
information units'.
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- (will+make+possible)+(low-oost+memories)
(of+billiolas.of+words)+(with+access)+
(to+any+part)+(in+a+few+seconds)(02);
(will make possible)+(stores+quantitative,
eoonomio speoifications)+(with possible
use)+(to a part)+(in time units);
'will make searching possible'.

- (a+description)+(of+Hungary+ts+network)+
(of+technical+libraries)+(with+NPP)+
as+(its+core)(J45);(a study)+(of national
organization)+(of documentary institu-
tions)+(with NPP)+as+(its core);
'a study of national documentation'.

5 codes : Lists +(servioe+bureaus) +(in +Canada +and+
the+United+States)+(by+province+or+
state+s+and+by+city)+(within+provinoe+
or+state)(J30); lists+institutions+
(in international area)+(by region);
'verb, lists international institutions'.

4 codes : - report+(on+a+study)+(of+soientifio+
communications)+(for+NPP)(J2); report
+(on a study)+(of documentation)+(for
NPP); 'study of a study of documenta-
tion for NPP'.

(this+reviews)+(the+initial+reasoningt
and+thinking)+(behind+the+design+and+
construction)+(of+a+projeot)(J2);
studies+(the thinking)+(behind the
develepment)+(of a project); 'studies
the thinking behind the development
of a project'.

3 codes, - ( was +planning)+(to +ohange+over)+

(to+a+meohanized+storage+and+retrieval+
system)(J1); (planned)+(to change over)+
(to a mechanized documentation syster.);
'planned to use a mechanical system'.

(NUM+representalve+problems)+(of+a+
manufacturer)+(of+fine+chemicals) (J4);
problemsi(of n seientist)+(of topic of
a science) ;'problems of a scientist'.
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- (house+organs+and+trade+publioations)
+as+(information+souroes)(J41);
(special documents)+as+(information
sources); 'special document sources'.
Note the treatment of 'as' at this
late stage, because of its possible
status as subordinate conjunction ,

and because it could not safely be
concatenated with what precedes until
G65.

2 codes : - (a+general+description)+(of+NPP)(J1);
(a study)+(of NPP); 'a study of NPI".

similar+(to +that)(Jl); similar+(to
that); 'similar to that'.

- uded+(by+NPP)(J1); used+(by N'P);
'used by NPr.

- available+(from+the+center)(J1);
available+(from the center ?;

'available from the center'.

- (the+oharges)+(for+eaoh)(J1);
(the charges)+(for each); 'the
charges for each'.

- (traoing+and+identifying)+(NPP
rsferences)(J4); finding+doouments;
'documenting special documents'.

- (the+dissemination)+(pf+soientifio+
information)(J5); (the dissemination)+
(of information); 'documentation'.

(ii) Premosition+VerWObJect's

'Objeot' may include a relative clause (see iii), as

in the first example given below. 'Verb' inoludes cognate
nouns.

EXAMPLES

6 oodes : (from +reports) +(by+NPP) +(PON /HOW)+

(scientific+personnel)+gather+
information(J40); (from studies)+
(by NPP)+(on how)+scientists+gather+
information; 'from study of user'.
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5.podes (to+develop)+(automatic+classifications)
+(of+ohemical+concepts+and+interrela-
tions)+(in+the+disolosures)+(of+the+
patent+literature)(J19); (to develop)+
(mechanical olassifioations)+(of
information in a particular discipline)
+(in documents)+(of type of literature);
'to develop mechanically documentary
language in a particular discipline'.

4 codes : - (for+improving)+(the+dissemination)+
(of+soientific+information)+(PAMON0+
U.S.+soientists+and+engineers)(J5);
(for Verb,Qualitative) +(the dissemina-
tion)+(of information)+(among national
scientists); 'for national documentation'.

codes : - (to+affect)+(the+behavior)+(of+
scientific +institutions)(J2); (to affect)
+(the behavior)+(of institutions);
'to affect institutions'.

(with+a+discussion)+(of+the+problems)+
(of+seleotion+o+form+,+distribution+,
+acoeptability+a+and+translation+
rights)(0);(with a study)+(of the
problems)+(of the development of trans-
lations);'with a study of the develop-
ment of translations'.

- (in+searching)+(for+information)+(in+
the+medical+and+chemical+literature)
(J4); (in searching)+(for information)+
(in the literature of a particular
discipline); 'in documenting in a
particular discipline'.

(in+addition+to+presentlng+a+general+
review)+(of+the+scope+of+the+Federal+
OovernmenWs+role)+(in+researoh+and+
development)(J5);(in addition to a study)
+(of governmental role)+(in science);
'in addition to a study of governmental
role in science'.
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2 codes : - (to+determine)+ways(J2); (to determine)
+ways; fto develop ways'.

(in+communioating) +(Russian +soienoe)
(J3); (in communicating)+(national
science); 'in document ing national
information'.

(iii) Subordinate and relative clauses not rocessed in

recedin "Agrammars' and the ronoun the relative

clauses are adjoined to, if any.

This includes SOME expressions of the type given in (ii).

In the experiment, there have been some inconsistencies

and hesitations about these expressions, particularly

expressions of purpose. Compare,for instance, the examples

of J1 and J5 given below; in the example of J1 (6 codes)

an expression of purpose ("for the purpose of...") is

concatenated with what precedes ( "4. established");

in the example of J5 (2 codes), an expression of purpose

("for improving... ") has not been concatenated with what

precedes ("which has been developed by NPP"). There have

been similar hesitations with for-to expressions, as in

"necessary for the machine to search the pertinent terms

in the machine's memory" (J9). In the experiment, I have

adopted the transformationally wrong segmentation

(necessary for the machine) (to search...). I also

wish to point out that that-clauses after verbs like

"conclude" have not been concatenated at this stage with

the preceding verb. Lastly, note that what Harris analyzes

as PN adjuncts of center strings (e.g. 'at this time':

Harris 1965, 39), is processed at this stage : in fact,

the example given below from Jl ("at the time of this

report") is paraphrrsable as a subordinate clause :

"(at the time)(when)this report was written:

20;1
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EXAMPLES

6 nodes : (whioh +was +eetablished)+(for+the+
purpose+of+contributing)+0+the+
development)+(of+soience+and+teohnology)
+(by+co3leoting+,+processing+.+storing+0
and+retrieving)+(solentific+information)
(J1); (which was established)+(for
contributing)+(to the development)+(of
soienoe) +(by documenting); 'which
documents'.

- The following example constitutes an
inconsistency in the experiment.
Other concatenations of relative clauses
with what precedes have been performed
in 0.7 : (the+bureau+'s+well-established
+NPP+information+retrieval+program)+(s+
in +whioh) +(the +individual +lines+and+

paragraphs)+(are+the+ratrieval+units)+
employed(J48); (the institution's
retrieval program)+(in whioh)+(the text
parts)+(are documentation units)+used;
'institutional retrieval program'.

Loodes : - (that+are+responsible)+(for+the+
dissemination)+(of+reoorded+information)

+
lin+order+to+achieve+a+net+improvement)
in+scientific+productivity)(J2);

(that are responsible)+(for the dissemi-
nation)+(of information)+(to verb,
qualitative)+(in science); 'which
document'.

(so+that)+(advantages+of+the+new+
techniques)+(for+automatic+storage+
or+retrieval)+(of+information)+(mpy+be+
cocploited)(J16); (so that)+(the
methods) +(tor mechanized documentation)
+(of information)+(may be used); 'to
use mechanized documentation methods'.

- so+(the+information)+(is+divided)+
(into+as+many+sections+as)+(there+are+
different+codes)01); so +( the informa-
tion)+(is divided)+(into as many parts
as) +(oodes); 'so that the information
quantitatively compared to codes'.
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4 codes : - unless+(a +syste' 'c +pruoedure)+
(ie +developed) +i +preparing)+(the+
file)(J21); unle1.4(a method)+(is
developed)+(forNieveloping)+(the store);
%aeon a method is developed for deve-
loping the store!

2.220es (as+far+as+costs)+(per+information+unit)
+(are+concerned)(JII)flas far as costs)
+ (per information+unit)+(are+concerned);
're costs'.

- although+(the+classification) +(ie+
variable)(J19); although+(the olassifi-
cation)+(is variable); 'although the
documentary language is variable'.

- (which+40believes+should+be+kept+in
+mind)+(by+those+who+manage)+(soience+
libraries)(J40); (which must be known)+
(by those who manage)+(documentary
institutions); 'which documentary
institutions must know '.

- (that+will+determine)+(the+appropriate+
placement)+(in+a+catalog)(J12); (that
will determine)+(placement)+(in a cata-
log); 'that determines cataloging'.

- when the+problemslof+input)(J32);
when+(the roblems)+ of input); 'whenn
the problems of input'.

2 codes : - (at+that+time)+(of+this+report)(J1);
(at the time)+(of this study); 'at
time of study'.

- (s+whichfis+augmented)+(by+a+NPP)(J46);
(which is augmented)+(by NPP); 'which
NPP',

- (whioh+has+been+developed)+(by+NPP)(J5);
(which has been developed)+(by NPP);
'which NPP develop'.

+substantial+proportion+of+
that+which+may+be+written)+(in+a+
naturill+language)(J12);(what may
be written)+(in a natural language);
natural language'.

2 1
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"a'

- ( 'IA3200 )+ ( all+funot ional+units+ 8+
and+not+merely+theffiling+categories+,
+can+be+punched)(J26); since+(documen-
tars, language units can be punched);
since documentary language units can

be punched'.

(12 1 p
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2.4.7. 11:1

205.

0,6 uses the same computer programmes as 0.1 and 0.3.

It processes codes corresponding to two types of strings :

conjoined strings, and strings separated by a punctuation

mark that are not conjoined, but are treated as such by the

programmes. Since an account of the type of strings processed

at this stage requires fairly long quotations, I shall only

give a few examples.

To present the examples, I shall represent as a single

concatenation what may in fact be the result of several

passes in the machine (due to the workings of the computer

programmes : see, sections 2.4.2. and 2.4.4.). Thus when

several passes ere involved, as is typically the case in

enumerations, I shall only give the paraphrase of the final

code and not of the intermediary codes.

In (I) I present the examples of conjoined strings,

and in (ii) the examples of strings separated by a punctua-

tion mark. In this fashion, I shall also provide examples

of the workings of 0.5 which were not given in the preceding

section. In fact, most of the codes on which a.6 operates

result from concatenations performed in 0.5.

Note that the following type of string is treated as a

conjunction : "an outline of..., with a discussion of..."

(J3). For reasons which are unclear to me, there is indeed

a paraphrase relation between the above construction and the

superficial conjunction "an outline of... AND a discussion

of..." (cp. Jespersen on the relations between conjunctions

and prepositions : Jespersen 1965, 89-90). Also note the

following type of string, which is also treated as a

f'213
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conjunction s "concerned primarily with...4 most of the

material has broad applications in..." (J13). This is para-

phrasable as "Most of the material is concerned with... and

has broad applications...". A similar treatment has been

adopted for "...£(thereby) making "(J19,not exemplified

below), and for "summary of,..4including desortption of ..."

(J31, not exemplified below).

A weak point of this 'grammar' is undoubtedly the great

variety in the structures of the conjuncts it concatenates.

In some rules, the conjuncts have much the same structures

for instance, "supported by NPP, carried out by NPP" (J2).

But this is far from always the case. Next to the examples

given in the preceding paragraph, consider the following

example, which is repeated below : "(when the problems or

input) and (of the automatic generation of classification

information)" (J32). I am afraid that such clearly unnatural

segmentations are the price which needs to be paid if one

wishes to analyze language data with a fairly simple system

such as that presented here. Perhaps the shortcomings under

discussion could have been remedied within this system, by

increasing the number of 'grammars' and by specializing their

tasks. For instance, one could contemplate the setting Op

of special 'grammars' to deal with subordinate And relative

clauses. However, it has not been possible to explore such

possibilities within the time available for our experiment.

(i) Conjoined strings.

EXAMPLES

(supported+by+NPP)+,+(carried+out+by+NPP)(J2);
(supported by NPP)+(developed by NPP); 'developed
by NPP',
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- (an+outline+of+NPP+ocientific+translation+
program)o.,+(witheta+disoussion+of+the+problems+
of+selection+,+form+,+distribution+,+acceptabi-
lity+,+6nd+transletion+rights)(0); (a study
of institutional translation program)+(with a
study of the development of translations);
'a study of institutional translation program'.

- (searohing+the+botanical+drug+literature+for+
folk+remedies)+;+(interpreting+and+determining+
the content+of+foreign+prescriptions)+(; +and)
+(tracing+and+identifying+NPP+references)(J4);
(documenting in a particular discipline)+(docu-
menting translations)+(documenting special
documents); 'documenting special documents in
a particular discipline'.

- (in+addition+to+presenting+a+general+review+
of+the+scope+of+the+Federal+OovernmenWs+
role+in+research+and+development)+(,+and)+(a+
review+of+the+character+of+the+Federal+
GovernmentOs+soientifio+information+aotivities)
(J5); (in addition to a study of governmental
soientifio aotivity)+(a study of national
governmental documentation); 'a study of
national governmental documentation'.

- (is+divided+into+the+following+parts+:+the+
present+situation+in+the+United+States)+;+
(some+of+the+reasnns+behind+the+ourrent+
problems)+;+(the+principal+scientific+and+
technical+information+activities+of+the+
Federal+Oovernment)(316); (includes national
situation)+problems+(national governmental
documentation); 'includes national governmental
documentation',

- (additional+information+concerns+availability+
of+microfilm+and+photocopyineservices+or+
photocopying+service)+(only+O(the+subject+
of+primary+interestito+the+oenter )+(,+and)+
(coverage+provided+over+pertinent+Soviet+
periodical+literature)(4.17);(studies photocopying
services)+(the discipline of the institution)+
(the documents); 'studies institution, disci-
pline, photocopying'.

1
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- (a+general+disoussion+of+the+present+state+
of+biological+literature)+,+(uith+emphasis+
on+soientific+nomenclature)+,+(the+life+span+
of+biological+literature)+(,+and)+(the+storage+
and+retrieval+of+biological+specimens)(J10);
(a study of the situation of literature in a
particular disoipline)+(with a study of the
language of a particular discipline)+(the
life of the literature in a particular disci-
pline)+(documentation in a particular disci-
pline); 'a study of the literature in a
particular discipline'.

- (binary-ootal+designations+are+established+for+
theorems+s+systems+of+logio)and(for+statements
+in +propositional +caloulus)(J12); (develops
codes for science related to documentation)
and(for science related to documentation);
'develops codes for science related to doou-
mentRtionl.

- (concerned+ +with+chemical+informationf
storage+and+retrieval)+,+(most+of+the+material+
has+broad+applications+in+other+disciplines)
(J13); (studying documentation in a particular
discipline)+(can be used in other disciplines);
'studies documentation in a particular
discipline'.

- (working+in+the+following+NUM+Breas+:+coding+
for+meobauical+searching+systems)+;+(retrieval+
and+reproduotion)+;+(equipment+for+information+
storage)+;+(indexing+,+cataloging+,+and+
classification)+;+(translation+byftechanical+
means )+; +( produotion+and+dlssemination+of+infor-

mation)+;+(use+of+information)+and+(user+
requirements)+;+(theoretioal+studies)(J14);
(studying ooding)+(retrieval and reproduction)+
equipment+(documentation languages and cata-
loging)+(mechanical translation)+documentation+
(information use)+(user needs)+(theoretical
studies); 'studying documentation, equipment
and mechanical translation'.
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(based+on+the+results+of+this+study+,+recom-
mendations+were+made+for+application+of+
these+findingsto+exiSting+and+proposed+
systems)+(,+and)+(for+further+research+efforts+
in+the+evaluation+offscientiflo+information+
retrieval+systems)(J17); (suggestions for
study of systems)see(ii)below]+(for study
of study of documentation systems); 'suggests
study of study of documentation systems'.

- (the+universal+code+of+soience)+ and+(maohine+
language)(J2l); (the universal documentary
language)and(machine language); 'universal
documentary language and machine language'.

(when+the+problems+of+input)+and+(of+the+
automatic+generation+of+classification+informa-
tion)(02); (when problems of input)+(of
mechanical indexing); 'when problems of input
and of mechanical indexing'.

- (a+description+of+the+Automatic+Miorofilm+
Information+System)+andf(how+it+works)(06);
(study of the Microfilm System)+(its workings);
'study of the Microfilm System'.

- (desoription+of+the+Institute+,+founded in NUM)
+(s+and)+(its+servioes)(J39); (study of a
specific institution)(see(ii)below]+(its
services); 'study of a specific institution'.

(ii) Non-con oined strin s s..arated b a unctuation mark.

EXAMPLES

- (at+the+time+of+this+report)+,+(the+center)
(J1); (at time of study)+(the institution);
'the institution'.

(binary-ootal+designations+are+established+
for+theorems+,+systems+of+logic+and+for+
statements+in+propositional+calculus)+,
+(derived+from+certain+of+their+basic+
characteristics)(J).2); (develops codes for
science related to documentation)[see(i)
abovel+(from qualitative information);
'develop codes for science related to
documentation'.

2 1 7
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(presented+at+NPP+'s+NUM+NPP)+ ,+(held+in+
Maroh+NUM)(J15); (presented at NPP)+(held in a
certain year); 'presented at NPP1,

- (based+on+the+results+of+this+study)+,+(recom-
mendations+were+made+for+application+of+theee+
findings+to+existing+and+proposed+systems)(4717);
(using the results of the study)+(suggestions
for systems); 'suggestions for study of systems'.

- (desoription+of+the+In3titute)+,+(founded in
NUM09); (study of El specific institution)+
(developed in NUM); 'study of a specific
institution'.

- draws+,+(from+reports+by+NPP+on+the mays+
in+which+scientift..-epersonnel+gather+informa-
tion)+,+(some+observations+as+to+certain+
general+practices+andtitudes+among+scientists)
(J40); draws+(from user study)+(studies of
scientists); 'studies user'.

- (if+U.S.+and+U.S.S.R.+rates+of+growth+continue+
unchanged)+,+(the+U.S.S,R.)(J43); (if interna-
tional action does not ohange)+(the specific
country); 'the speoifia country'.
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2.4.8.

0,7 works with the same computer programmes as 0.2

and 0.5 and concatenates suocessively strings of six, five,

four, three and two codes. Its main objective is to arrive

at a single code for each sentence, whether articulate, semi-

articulate, or inarticulate. When it fails to do so, this is

due to the presence of a code for conjunction, and the

9 ultimate reduction is performed in 0.8.

Grammatically, the reduction or concatenation in each

sentence of all the codes obtained in the preceding grammars

to a single code involves various types of strings. These

types are given below in (36), with a few examples. In (37),

I give additional examples, presenting in succession

strings of six, five, four, three, and two codes. No complte

lists will be given for the strings of 5, 4, 3 and 2 cedes.

The only example of a string of six codes is given below.

To present the examples of (37), I shall adopt the same

conventions as those used in the preceding two sections.

Most of the examples cannot be listed under the various

grammatical types of strings given below, because many of the

concatenations of 0.7 involve more than one of these types.

For instance, all the codes corresponding to the following

bracketed strings are concatenated at this stage : (although

this system was designed to be used with edge-punched, hand-

sorted cards) (the author) (indicates that) (it can be

modified for center-punched card) (which would permit machine

sorting)(J26).
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Here again, a more systematic (i.e. grammatically more

motivated) approach is conceivable, but only at the cost of

increasing the number of 'grammars' and specializing their

function.*

Lastly, note the rewriting as X, equivalent to 'null',

when the information of a string is found unnecessary for the

purpose of indexing : in the example of J5 given below, and in

"(based on papers)+(presented by NPP at national meetings

from NUM to NUM)"(J13).

(36)

GRAMMATICAL TYPES OF STRINGS CONCATENATED IN 0.7

(i) Subject+Predicate(in the traditional sense).

The only subjects not processed at this stage are tnose

which, rightly or not, were processed in 0.0 (e.g.

"he+feels",J12) and in 0.4 (e.g. "the address+is given",

J7). An example of a subject concatenated with the

predicate at this stage is "(the charges for each)+(are

listed)" (J'1).

(ii) Relative clauses not alreqdx.processed+the code that

precedes.

This inc]udes strings of the type "problems+(in+commu-

nicating)"(0), under the assumption that "in communicat-

ing" is relatable to a relative clause such as "problems

(that mere) encountered in...". For instance : "(A+

general+description+of+NPP)+(which+was+established+for+

the+purpose+of+contributing+to+the+development+of+

science+and+technology+by+colleotirg+,+processing+,+

storinefs+and+retrieving+scientific+information)"(J1).
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(iii) Strings equivalent to (ii).

The equivalence is a matter of what can be referred to

in TO terms as "whiz" deletion (e.g. Langendoen 1970),

that is, the transformational deletion of relative

pronounth. For instance, "servioes+(available+from+

the+oenter)"(J1) is relatable to a construction with a

relative clause such as 'services that are available

from the center'. Similarly, constructions like "problem+

in..." : see the point made about these in connection with

0.5 (section 2. 4. 6. ).

(iv) Subordinate and 'that' clauses with what _precedes.

For instance : (concludes that)+(...)(J5), (...)+(so

that...)(J16).

(v) VALLALA124jr1,osotherstisleenotconciatenatedbefore

+ what precedes or follows.

First, "adjuncts of center strings'', when no comma

follows ("in this file" in sentence- initial position

in J9) or when the comma has already been concatenated

with what precedes ("in+this+system+," in J19). Second,

strings mentioned under heading (ii) in section 2.4.6.

(Preposition+Verb+'Objeot', concatenated in 0.5) :

in particular, bz-expressions ("Dx viewing it as...",J12),

and purpose ("to determine ways", J2) or relatable

expressions ("(procedure)for...",J12). Compare, for

instance, "...criteria and procedures FOR evaluating..."

and "criteria, and measures of performance which might

be used TO evaluate..." (J17). Third, strings separated

by a somi-colon that have not yet been concatenated : see

example of J29, below.
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07)
EXAMPLES

6 codes, s - (in+NUM)+(the+NUM+artiolos)+abstraoted
+came+(from+NUM+countries)+(in+NUM+
languages)(J43); (in NUM)+(the
documents)+abstraoted+came+(from
countries)+(in languages); 'abstracting
of international documents'.

5 nodes (this+reviews+the+initial+reasoning+
and+thinking+behind+the+design+and+
oonstruotion+of +a +projeot) +(supported
+by+NPP+o+carried+out+by+NPP)+(to+
determine+ways)+to+affeot+the+behavior+
of+soientifio+institutions)+(that+are+
responsible+for+the+dissemination+of+
recorded+information+in+order+to+
aohieve+ a +net+improvement +in +soientifio+
productivity)(J2); (studies the thinking
behind the development of a projeot)+
(developed by NPP)+(to develop ways)+
(to affect institutiona)+(whioh document);
'studies thinking behind development
of a study of documentation institu-
tions'.

(the+writer)+(feels+that)+(no+large+
scale+information+retrieval+system)+
(can+be+a+sucoess)+(unless+it+can+handle
+searohing+for+oomplex+relationships)
(J20); (the writer)+(feels that)+(no
documentation system)+(oan+qualitative
information)+(unless it can search for
syntactic relations); 'need to search
for syntax'.

4 codes (at+the+time+of+this+report+o+the+
omter)+(was+planning+to+change+over+
to+a+meohanized+storage+and+retrieval+
system)+(similar+to+that)+(used+by+NPP)
(J1); (the oenter)+(planned to use a
mechanical system)+(similar to that)
+(used by NPP); 'institution plans use
of mechanical system'.

2 2
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(the+author)+(oonoludes+that)+(the+
dissemination+of+soientific+informa-
tion)+(must+be+reoognized+as+an+
integral+part+of+research+and+develop-
ment)(J5); (the author)+(says that)+
(dooumentation)+(must be viewed as
researoh); X.

codes s - in+this+file)+(eaoh+term+reoord)+
containsfall+of+the+dooument+oodes+

+for+all+of+the+documents+in+whioh+
the +term+appears)(J9); (in this
store)+(each term reoord)+(inoludes
document codes); 'term store includes
document codes', Note that here the
relative clause had been rightly or
wrongly - processed in 0.5.

- (suggests+an+approach+to+the+oataloging+
of+the+entire+body+of+written+knowledge)
+(by+viewing+it+as+a+finite+series+of+
conjoined+propositions)+(whioh+may+be+
ordered+aocording+to+their+logioal+
struoture)(J12); (suggests theory of
indexing)+(by viewing it as topic of
science related to dooumentation)+
(which may be organized a000rding to
science related to documentation);
'theory of indexing based on science
related to documentation'.

- (psychologists)+(should+attend+
to+ttm+problem+of+encyolopedic+organiza-
tion+of+their+knowledge+and+oodifioation
+of+the+methods+s+measures+and+results
+of+psychology)+(so+that+advantages+of
+the+new+teohniques+for+automatio+
storage+or+retrieval+of+information
+may+be+exploited)(J16); scientists+
(must study indexing in a particular
discipline)+(to use meohanizdd documen-
tation methods); 'indexing in a
particular discipline',

2 codes s - problems+(in+communioating+Russian+
soience)(0); problems+(in documenting
national information); 'problems in
documenting'.
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- (this+disoussion+of+United+States+
solentifio+and+technioal+informstion+
services)+(is+divided+into+the+following
+parts+:+the+present+situation+in+the+
United+States+;+some+of+the+reasons+
behind+the+ourrent+problemsfl+ths+
prinoipal+soientieb+and+teohnical+
information+activities+of+the+Pederal+
Government)(J6); (study of national
documentatidn)+(includeb nationpl
governmental documentation); 'study
of national documentation'.

(a+suggested+program)+(to+remedy+this+
country+'s+soientifio+and+technical+
information+ills)(J6); (a suggested
program)+(to solve problems of national
documentation); 'suggests program for
national documentation'.

- (toward+a+procedure)4(ror+logioally+
oataloging+knowledge)(J12); (toward
a method)(for indexing by means of a
soienoe related to documentation);
'theory of indexing by means of a
science related to documehtations.

- (lists+ +NUM+individuals+or+
organizations)+[rest of J14]; (lists
men and institutions)+(studying documen-
tation, equipment. and mechanical
translation)see paraphrase of code
given in the preceding section, 2,1011);
'lists scientists studying documentation'.

(the+computer+research+program+of+NPP)+
(is+described)(J18); (the computer
program of NPP)+(is studied); 'computer
program of an institution'.

- (classification+systems)+used (J25);
(documentary languages)+used; 'documen-
tary languages'.

- (systems+of+soientific+and+technical+
information+services)+(:+long+range+
planning)(J29); (systems of documenta-
tion services)+planning; 'future
development of documentation systems'.
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- (the+simplest)+(beinva+small+,+
manually+operated+eoportable+unit)
(J35); (the qualitative+-estgbeing
manually operated maohine)j 'being
manually operated machine'.
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2.4.9. gji

Like 0.6, this last 'grammar' uses the same computer

programmes as 0.1 and 0.3, and it processes codes correspond-

ing to conjoined strings. The only difference with 0.6 is that

a slight modification of the programmes makes it possible

to treat the codes for period (S) and for colon (XL) as

conjunctions, in the same way as are the codes for conjunc-

tions (such as 'and'), semi-colon, comma, and for the result

of oonoatenations performed in 0.0 (e.g. semi-oolon+'1111).

Consequently, sentences in texts are treated as though they

were conjoined; the theoretical foundations of this approach

are examined in Part

This final stage of the processing raises the problem

of coding in all its magnitude. The codes adopted present

various deficiencies which are due to the lack of reliable

knowledge on discourse structure and to additional diffi-

culties inherent to the present experiment : the problem or

the loss of information in the indexing process, and the

need inherent to computation for the codes not to exceed

a limited number of characters specified in advance in the

computer programmes.

Contrary to what has been done in the presentation of

0.6, I shl give a paraphrase of the intermediary codes,

because this is necessary to present a crucial aspect of

the problem of discourse struKure. As will be remembered,

the computer programmes used0.8 work as follows : in

conjunction AcB, A is first concatenated with B, then

Ma is concatenated with C. In 0.8, A is usually the code for

a title, B the code for the first sentence of :An abstract,

C the code for the second sentence, etc. The intermediary

22f1

1.
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codes - namely A+B, A+B+C, cto. - raise the problem of

discourse structure in terms of how to state the relmtions

between the title and the first sentence, between these and

the second sentence, etc.

About the final codes - that is, the codes that serve

to represent each Abstract as a whole, I must point out

that some of them consist of two parts. One part, which is

capitalized in the paraphrases presented below, is a label

standing for one of the main headings of Oardin-Lelvy (Appendix

2). The other part, which is written in small letters in the

paraphrases, consists of some additional information which

would ideally have to be expressed by means of more specific

descriptors. This, however, has not been attempted here,

since I only make use of the ma/ n headings, of Gardin-Lby

in the experiment, The additional information is therefore

just extracted from the texts, and juxtaposed to the Gardin-

Levy headings used as descriptors. An example is the code

assigned to J1 in the experiment : CENTREDOCPLNMEC. It can

be paraphrased as 'DOCUMENTATION CENTRE planning mechaniza-

tion'. The capitalized part of this paraphrase corresponds

to Gardin-Levy's heading 6. "scientific and technical

information institutions (studied individually)", while

"planning mechanization" is additional information drawn

from the abstract in question.

As far as discoursu structure is concerned, I suggest

that the abstracts of the experimental corpus present various

types of situations which can be tabulated es in (37 ) below.

Th' first column indicates which parts of an abstract I

believe to be 'informative' or not, that is, to correspond or

not (partially or completely) to the topic or topics of the

abstract in question : respectively, the title (T),

;22'i
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sentence 1, 2, etc. 01, 82, oto.). I shall try to explain

more preoisely what I mean by 'uninformative' below, by

presenting a few examples. The 'uninformative' strings are

given between brackets. In the second column I indicate

which sentence or sentences are relatable to the 'informative'

titles. In the third and fourth columns, I indicate the

topics and corresponding strings for abstracts which have

been assigned more than one descriptor. In the fifth column,

I have marked the abstracts which are discussed, or used

as examples of nonjoined strings in the rest of this

section.
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(37)

T/9"I'Informative'r
of
Abs

parts:
Informative'title
relatable to:

Abstract with
more than 1 topic

Abstract
discussed o
exemplified

below

1 T,S1,92,83 81,82,83 i X

2 (T),S1

3 (T),s1 X

4 T,S1 S1 FUNCT:T SOURCESda X

5 T,S1(S2) 81

S1

X

6 T,S1

7 T,S1,82 81,82

8 T,S1,92 S1 PRINZS1 I

1

ECI:S2

9 (T),S1,82
1

10 T,S1 S1

11 T,S1,S2,S3 33 PuVIAMEQUIPIWO X

12 T+whole
abstrnot

whole abstr.
except S3

CLASS: COD:S3
whole
except
S3

13 T8(S1),(82)853 S3 X

14 T,S1 1s1

15 IT8(S1),S2 132

16 T8(S1),
52,33,34

32,83,84

17 TA1,S2 81,82

18 T,SL,82 31,32

19 Tg1,32,(83), 81,32,84

20 IT,S1,S2 S1,32

21
rt1=1:t

whole nbstraot
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WWII
Ni'

of
Ab

'Informative
parts:

Informativeltitle
relatable to:

Abstract with
more than 1 topic:

Abstract
discussed or
exemplified

below

22 T +whole
abstract

whole abstract
1

(T),(81),S2
1

24 T,S1,(S2),S3 81, 83
I

2 iT,T,S1 S
IS,

S 3 1

.

X

-76 1 e

abstract
whole abstract I

1

0.-11
1 ,81,92 51,8

28 IT,81,82 81,82
i 1

29 T,S1,82,
(S3)

,81,82 $

30 T,S1 S1
I1

31 ,(T),S1
1 I

32
I (T)wii8ier. X

33 ,S1,S2 51 2 .1 i If' " :
S2 1 81,S2 X

34 1(T),(81),S2 I

Al

35 T"Nier.- l whole abstract HAND 'EQUIP
T+whole 'abstract

36
T"ggier. whole abstract HAND:14. 1 MINT

Isar I Si

37 ITIt8if whole abstract 1

3: T S1),
remaining
sentences

all sentences
except S1

'

I

,

X

39 T,S1,S2 S1,82
i

40 T,S1 1 S1

1

1

1 31,52,53 FUNCT:%1 SOURCES:
S1 1 T,Sl,S2,

I S,

42 IT,S1,S2 j 51,S2
1

..
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TYPE)"
Nr
of
Aba

'Informativel'InformativestitleAbstraot
parts: relatable to:

with
more than 1 topio

Abstraot
discussed or
exemplified

below

43 T,81,32,83, 82,86 FUNGT:LICENTER:S1
84,(35),86 32,86 ,83,84

44 TA S2 81,32 F '-: ICV----N. T

31,82 01,82

5 T ,S1,82 I

TALS2,53 82,83,84,S5 GEN:81 IGEN.ORG.:
84,85 iT,82,83,

184,85

S1,82,83,84----TA81,92,S3,
84 i

1: S1,82 31,S2
1

9 T,S1,82,83 51,32,83 SCI :T, HA1s:T,S1
$1,S2AD182,S3

50 T,S1,82, Sl,S2 057§77(111IP:T,
(33) 01,82 X
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Before giving a ftlw examples of concatenations of con-

joined strings in abstracts, I wish to exemplify the above

table by discussing briefly a few abstracts whose structure is

noteworthy. One of them is J11..In this abstract, the topic

of the title ("Some problems and questions of patent documen-

tation in industry": FUNCTIONING OF STI NETWORKS) is relatable

to that of the LAST sentence : "Five suggestions are advanced

for a practical solution of )atent documentation problems".

The other three sentences ("...ma netio drums ..ma netic

tape,..information oapa,ity ")have a topic (EQUIPMENT, storage

devices) not explicitly related in the text to the other

topic. J13 is an example of an abstract containing two

'uninformative' sentences in the sense that they convey

information irrelevant to indexing : "This is a revised and

enlarged edition of NPP. Based on papers presented by NPP at

national meetings from NUM to NUM". In a3, the 'uninformative'

character of the title and of the first sentence is a conse-

quence of the reduction of proper nouns to NPP : "Basic direc-

tions of work at the Experimental Laboratory of Machine Trans-

lations" (title). The topic (RELATED SCIENCES, machine trans-

lation) can, however, be inferred from the last sentence :

"One basic part of their program involves the use of an

intermediate lan:ua e between the input and out ut lan ua es 11

Let us also note the double title of J25. Both title and sub-

title are relatable to the topic of the abitract, "GENERAL

ORGANIZATION OF STI, national" : "Archives libraries and

documentation centers of Switzerland. Guide through Swiss

documentation". The last sentence of J29 is typically uninfor-

mative in that it is not relatable to any descriptor : "The

a er also includes discussion of roblems which would be

encountered in the development of such a system". The problems

arising ip J32 have already been referred to. It is difficult

to pin down all the reasons why this text, which is entitled

232
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"The role of large memories in scientific communication" needs

to be represented by the descriptor GENERALITIES. One of them

is the use of the future tense as in "These m mories will serve

as indexes to the delu e of technical literature", which makes

the abstract appear as a piece of science fiction rather than

as a truly scientific document. The whole of J33 has been

thought to be relatable to the topics INFORMATION SCIENCE

and CLASSIFICATION because the abstract concerns "a suggested

classification:for the literature of documentation" (title).

In J38, the topi3 (INFORMATION SCIENCE) is expressed in

general terms in the title ("Introduction to scientific docu-

mentation") and detailed in the abstract, except for the

'uninformative' first sentence : "The book comprises 4

chapters and a subject index". In J45, the title (IL"

librarianship and documentation") has been labelled 'uninfor-

mative' because it is not clearly relatable to the abstract,

which '.s about "Hungary's network of technical libraries".

In J501 :In 'uninformative' sentence of the type just quoted

from J38 occurs at the end :"It is classified and indexed".

In (58), I present and discuss a few examples of strings

which are treated as conjunctions, mostly whole texts consist-

ing of a title and of one or more sentences. To present the

examples, I shall simplify the conventions adopted in the

preceding sections. In particular, I shall only use the + sign

(standing for concatenation) between natural language strings and

between corresponding codes that are processed in 0.8.

In the examples given below, the natural language strings (with

only a few codes, such as NPP) are underlined, and the words

that are not underlined are paraphrases of the codes that get

concatenated in G.8.

'33
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01)

- J 1 (NPP apd it,,,aotivities)+(A general description of NPP

which WAS eseOblished f,or thepmmte of contributing

to the development of soience...tbr collecting, processing,

storing,and retrieving scientific information);

(the institution)+(the documentation institution);

'documentation centre'; (preceding string, coded as

'documentation centre')+(At the time of this report),

the center was planning to change over to a mechanized

stora e and retrieval s stern similar to that used b

NPP); (documentation centre)+(institution plans use of

mechanical system); 'documentation centre planning

mechanization'; (preceding string, coded as 'doou!nen-

tation centre planning mechanization')+(services

available from the center); (documentation centre

planning mechanization)+(aotivities of institution);

'documentation centre planning mechanization';

(preceding string, coded as 'center planning mechaniza-

tion1)+(the charges for each are listed); (documentation

center planning mechanization)+(lists charges for

each); 'DOCUMENTATION CENTRE planning mechanization'.

COMMFNTS. Note that the topic DOCUMENTATION CENTRE

is already assigned at the stage of the concatenation

of the code for the title with the code for the first

sentence. The second sentence adds the information

'planning mechanization'. The third and last sentence

("services... and charges...') gives information that

is included in the topic DOCUMENTATION CENTRE. Also

note that this last sentence has been wrongly segmented

:(services available from the center)and(the charges

for each are listed). The unfortunate consequence of

this segmentation, which was performed in order to be
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consistent with the system, is the following s the

code for "services available from the cepter" is Mint

concatenated with the code for all that precedes in

the abstract ('documentation centre planning mechaniza-

tion'), and the code obtained by this concatenation

('documentation centre planning mechanization') has

then to be concatenated with 'the charges for each

are listed'. This could have been avoided by perform-

ing the concatenation of subject (services available,

from the center and the charges for each) and predicate

(are listed) AFTER the operation of en additional

grammsr for concatenating conjunctions of the type
"
services available from the center AND the charges

for each".

J 3 : (Problems in communicating Russian soience)+(An

outline of NPI, scientific translation program, with

a discussion of the problems of selection, form,

distribution, acceptability, and translation rights);

(Problems of documenting national information)+(A

study of an institution's translation program);

'TRANSLATION CENTRE',

COMMENTS. In this abstract, as in 32, the meaning

of the title is vaguer than that of the abstract.

The topic can only be established by concatenating

the code for the title with the code for the abstract

which, in this case, consists of a single sentence.

J : (Searching medicinal chemical literature)+(Three

representative problems of a manufacturer of fine

chemicals in searching for information in the medical

and chemical literature); (documentation in a parti-

cular disoipline)+(documenting the user in a parti-

cular discipline); 'functioning of STI networks,
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in a particular discipline+userl; (preceding stthg,

coded as above)+(searohing the botanical drug

literature for folk remedies: interpreting and

determining the content of foreign Drew:lotions' and,

uliclentltraoingaziNPeter); (functioning

of STI networks in a particular discipline+user)t

(doovmenting particular documents in a particular

discipline); 'FUNCTIONING OF STI NETWORXS,+user,

SOURCES in a particular discipline'.

COMMENTS. Here, the title already expresses the

first topic (FUNCT) and the first (inarticulate)

sentence ("Three representative problems...") conveys

additional information concerning a user ("manufacturer").

The enumeration following ("parching the botanical

drug literature...") exp'eSSOS the second topic

(SOURCES) because it refers to special types of

documents : "botanical drug literature","foreign

presoriptims,","NPP references". Both the enumeration

and what precedes convey information concerning a

particular disoipline ("chemical", etc.) and, in the

final code for the whole abstract this information

has been added to the headings of Gardin-avy, (op.

'planning mechanization' in J1). Lastly, note that

the enumeration just mentioned is concatenated with

what precedes on the basis of the occurrence of a

colon; as already pointed out, colons are regarded as

a type of conjunction in 0.8,

- J 5 : (the Federal Government and U.S. scientific information)

+(in addition to presenting a general review of the

scope of the Federal Government's role in research and

development and a review of the character of the

Federal Government's scientific information activities);
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(national governmental documentation)+(a study of

national governmental documentation); 'General

organization of STI+national+governmentall; (preoeding

string,00ded as above)+(ttlis article presents a review

f the s x- nt o± am whio has b = en develo ed

NPP for imenamaldiggemlnatiqp of scientific,

information PAMONG U S scientists and en ineers);

(General organisation of STI+national+governmental)+

(studies a program for national documentation);

'General organization of STI+national+governmental';

(preceding string, coded as above)+(the author

concludes that the dissemination of scientific infor-

mation must be recogpized as an integral part of re-

search and development); (General organization of STI

+national+governmental)+X; 'GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF

ST/+national+governmental%

COMMENTS. The title of the abstract already

expresses the topic, which is also expredsed in the

first sentence. In this sentence, it was not possible

to concatenate at an earlier stage the string

"this article presents..." with the long preceding

string "In addition to presenting a general review...".

The concatenation is performed at this stage on the

basis of the occurrence of a comma between the two

strings. While such a concatenation is not justifi-

able grammatically, it may be semantically.

Semantioally, the comma between "In addition to

presenting..." fired "the article acts

very muoh like F conjunction : 'presents...and

presents...'. The last sentence ("The author concludes

that,..") was coded as X, that is, was regarded as

'uninformative' in the sense that the information
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conveyed was found too trite to be worth indexing.

Another possibility would have been to represent it

by means of the descriptor GENERALITIES.

- J25 : (partial example): after the concatenation of title,

subtitle, and first sentence, the resulting code

(GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF STI, national) is concate-

nated with that for "Descriptive data include

historical development, holdings, special collections"

(Studies history and holdings); two further concate-

nations are necessary to process the rest of the

sentence :(classifioation systems used)+(user informa-

tion).

COMMENTS. This grammatically unacceptable concate-

nation of conjoined sentence parts with sentences

could only have been avoided by having an additional

'grammar', which would also have taken care of the

string "services available from the center and the

charges for each" in J1.

- J35 : (partial example) concatenation of the code for

"When the document is to be reproduced" and what

precedes (HANDLING+ EQUIPMENT) with the code for the

following sentence "the appropriate card is selected..."

on the basis of the occurrence of an intervening

comma. The resulting rewriting is again HANDLING+

EQUIPMENT,

COMMENTS. Such a treatment of a when-clause as

though it were conjoined with what precedes and what

follows is the only way I have found of taking care

of the intervening comma : "When... voile% Another

solution would have consisted of setting up a speeial

'grammar' for such subordinate olauses. Note, however,
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that in this particular case, the sentence with a
when-clause is paraphrasable by means of a oonjunctiont

'the appropriate card is selected and theta) document

is reproduced'. X shall not further discuss this point

here, as conjunction is one of the main topics dealt

with in Part III,

;2:0
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2.5, SAMPLE ANALYSES, AND

2,5.1 Complete sample analysis of or, abstract.

In order to give a synthetic picture of the workings

of the system as explained in the preceding two chapters, I

now wish to present the complete analysis of one abstract -

namely J44 - as it was performed in the experiment and run
on the computer. I have selected J44 as an example for

various reasons. First, the coding used to analyze this

abstract is fairly readable and, although the text consists

of more that -ale sentence it is reasonably short. Besides,

it deals with two topics (GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF STI tr!

STI INSTITUTIONS) and one of these topios (GENERAL ORGANIZA-

TION) is by far the best represented in the experimental

corpus : 14 abstracts out of 50 have been represented by

means of the descriptor in question.

The presentation of the analysis of J44 will proceed

as follows. Let us note, first of all, that there are no

rules for this abstract in 0.3 and in 0.6. Besides, to

simplify matters, I shall not subdivide the operations of

G.2, 0.5 and G.7 into those involving 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2

codes, as is done in the computer programmes. Table (39)gives

a synthetic picture of the analysis of J44, omitting the

codes; the headings NPP and DIC stand respectively for proper-

noun reduction and dictionary-lookup. The codes are given

in tables (40) to (48). These tables serve to present the

dictionary-lookup operations, the reduction of proper nouns,

and the successive concatenations, from 0.0 to G.B. Each

table consists of three columns. In the first table (40, which

exemplifies dictionary-lookup for proper nouns, the first
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co'umn contains the natural language strings, the second, the

corresponding cedes (in oapitale)and the third, a paraphrasq

of these codes in small letters. In the second tale (41),

which exemplifies dictionary-lookup after the reductirn of

proper nouns to NPF, the first column gives the abstract

(with a blank at the point where a reduced proper noun oocurs),

the second, the corresponding codes in capitals, and the third,

a paraphrase of these codes in small letters. In the remaining

tables (42to413') which show the workings of 060, 0,1, 0.2, 0.4,

0,5, 0,7 and 0,8,the first column gives the codes to be

concatenated in ..lapitals, the second (whenever this is neces-

sary), a paraphrase of the codes in small letters, and the

third, the code for the rewriting in capitals.

As will be noted in the illustrations given below, the

codes can have up to 15 characters.
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Anklysis of J44 (codes om(3itted).
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TEXT
.......

NPP DIC 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

SOVIETx

liaIll

SCIENCE
INFORMATION
SERVICES

MIIIIIMIIII
THIS ---
IS

IIIII _
.

A
1REPORT

OF
K

U.S. 3(

x

ABSTRACTING
AND ---

--

INDEXING--
SPECIALISTS -

191111
.....

WHO
OBSERVEDTHE--
OPERATIONS

11111111OF
THE

11111111111CENTRALIZED
SCIENCE
INFORMATION 11111111111111
SERVICES--
OF
THE
ALL-UNIONx
INSTITUTEx
OF
SCIENTIFICx
AND
MOHNICALx
INFORMATIONx
OF

--

HE
U.S.S.R.x ....

VINITIx .....

xIS
PURPORTED -

TO- ----- --- x -- -

HE--
1ST

COMPLETELY-
CENTRALIZED
INFORMATION--
SERVICE

-

I iiE 0+11MPOM

0 R14) N.. ...IMMOMM/1. .61=0111WIP^.
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(40)

Diot

SOVIETx NAM /OEO /NAT Nnmedgeographioalmational

U,S,x NAM/GEO/NAT Name,geographioalonational

THE
ALL-UNIONx
INSTITUTE]
OF
SCIENTIFICx
AND

'I'ErtUmaP-ft
'7NFORMATIONx
C?
"HE
U,S.S.R.m

THE
NOT CODs,
NAM/I =
POF
i' CODED
C2
NOT CODED
NAM/INF.
POF
THE
NAM/OEO/NAT

Name, 'Institute'
Preposition of

Oanjunotion, and

Name, 'Information'

VINITIx NOT CODED

At
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( 44

Dictionary -lookup after the reduction of Proper nouns,

SOVIETx
SCIENCE
INFORMATION
SERVICES

THIS
IS
A
REPORT
OP
Mix
ABSTRACTING
AND
INDEXING
SPECIALISTS
WHO
OBSERVED 1

1THE
OPERATIONS
OF
THE
CENTRALIZED
SCIENCE
INFORMATION
SERVICES
OF

IS
PURPORTED
TO
BE
THE
x1ST
COMPLETELY
CENTRALIZED
INFORMATION
SERVICE
IN
THE
'WORLD

NAM/GEO/NAT
NSO/SCI.
NSG/INP.
N2P/SER/VIC.
S
XTHIS
XIS
A

N2S/STU/RPT.
POP
NAM/GEO/NAT
VNG/DOC /ABS.
C2
VNG/IND.
NPL/DIS=AGT
XWHO
VED/STU/OBS.
THE
NPL/OPEATN.
POF
THE
VED/ORG/NWK
NSO/SCI.
NSG/INF.
N2P/SER/VIC.
POP
NPP

1SNPP
'XIS
TED /SAY
PTO
}CBE

THE
NUM

IIIDV
VED/ORG/NWK
NSG/INF.
N2S/SER/VIC.
PIN
THE
NSG/GEO/INT/VAO
S

Name,geographical,national
Nountsingular,'science'
Noun,singular,'information'
N plural or Verb,'servioe'
Period
'this'
'is'
1 a 1

N singular or Verb,study,'report'
Preposition of
Nrme,geographical,national
Ving,documentation,'abstract'
Conjunction, and
Ving,'index'
N plural,agent of discipline
'who'

Ved,study,'observe'
Ithci
N plural, 'operation'
Preposition of
'the'

Ved,institutional organization
N singular, 'science'
N singular, 'information'
N plural or Verb, 'service'
Preposition of
Proper noun
Period
Proper noun
'is'

Ved, say
Preposition to
'bet

'the'

numerical information
Adverb
Ved, institutional organization
Noun, singular, 'informatiod
N singular or Verb, 'service'
Preposition in
'the'

Nounlgeogrinternational,vague
`Period
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(42 )

G. 0

PTO
XBE (see above) XTOBE

( 43 )

0.1

VNG/DOC/ABS.
C2
VNG/IND. (see above) VNG/DOC/ABS+IND

.
.
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0.2

238,

NAM /GEO/NAT
NSG/SCI.
NS0//NF.
N2P/SER/VIC.

(see above)

NPL/NAT/DOC/NWK

ATHIS
IS DXS/IS

A

N2S /STU /RPT. NSA/STU

POF
,NAM/GEO/NAT
VNG/DOC/ABS+IND
NPL/DIS=AGT

Preposition of
Name,geographicalonational
Ving,documentuabstract and index
N plural,agent of discipline POFNPLNATDOOAOT

XWHO
VED/STU/OBS. WHO/VED/STU

CHE
NPL/OPE/RTN. NPT /OPE /RTN

!POF

THE
VED/ORG/NWK
NSG/SCI.
NSG/INF.
1N2P /SER /VIC. POFTHENWKSERVIC

POF

I

NPP POF/NPP

XIS
VED/SAY
XTOBE VED/VEW=PAS+SO

THE
NUM
VED/ORG/NWK
NSG/INF.
N2S/SER/VIC. NSGNUMNWKSERVIC

PIN
THE
NSG/GEO/INT/VAG i PINNSTGEOINTVAG

2.1 1;
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(45)
0.4

Dcictic+is
N,singulardaostudy NSA/STU

(46)
G. 5

...

NSA/STU
POFNPLNATDOCAOT

N, singular, a, study
of national documentalists

6.-------
NSASTUPOFDOCAOT

.

WHO /VED /STU
'NPT /OPE /RTN

POFTHENWKSERVIC
POF/NPP

...
who studied
the operation
of the organized service
of Proper Noun WHOSTUNPPNWKACT

VED /VEW= PAS +SG

NSGNUMNWKSERVIC
PINNSTGEOINTVAG

is regarded(viewed)as
NUM organized service
in the world VEDVEWXASNWKSER

(47)
G.7

NSASTUPOFDOCAOT
WHOSTUNPPNWKACT

a study of documentalists
who study Proper Noun organized

activities
NAM/INS/NWK/ACT

NPP
VEDVEWXASNWKSER

Proper Noun
is regarded as organized service

,----......
NAM/INS/NWK/ACT

NPL/NAT/DOC/NWK

S

NAM/INS/NWK/ACT

Noplurallnational documeqeaR

Period
N-me,institution,organized

rctivities
NETWRKNAT+CEN

NETWRKNAT+CEN

S

NAM/INS/NWK/ACT

national documentation network+
center

NETWRKNAT+CEN
(final

rewriting2

Comments: Thu final rewriting is a label corresponding to the
headings "General organization of STI" and "STI institutions"
of Gardin-Levy (Appendix 2).

2
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For various reasons, I shall not present the complete

computer printout for the analysis of J44 or of any other

abstract. For one thing, the computer printout contains

various repetitions which are of no linguistic interest. The

computer was programmed to print over and over again the

strings of codes to be processed. The ndvantages of

doing this is that the workings of the programmes can be

checked at any point in the processing. On the other hand,

the resulting printouts for the analysis of each single

text are extremely long and repetitive, and their reproduc-

tion would be e fairly expensive matter. Besides, the

original computer printouts are filed at the Computing Centre

of the University of Victoria, and the carbon copies which

I have are not good enough for xeroxing.
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2.5.2. Comments on the step by step concatenations.

The system presented above is based on step by step

ionoatenations which eventually result in the reduction of

a text tolx single code. Here, I wish to say a few words of

the pros and cons of such a system as I see them. The discus-

sion will be fairly brief. A more elaborate discussion would

have to be based on more experience than could be gained in

the experiment reported here. In particular, it would have

been necessary (but it was not possible for lack of time)

to extend the experiment to a larger set of texts than the

50 abstracts of the experimental corpus, in order to see

what changes would have been needed in the rules to permit

such an extension.

I would regard the following as limitations or deficiencies

of my system. First of all, I have not come across situations

in which a conflict arises between two or more rules, and

it is difficult to say how the system could handle such

situations. Consider, for instance, the string "documentation

centers", A rule of 9.2 applied to this string in J25 has the

effect of analyzing "centers" as a noun. Suppose we have

another rule in 0.2 which analyzes "centers" as a noun in the

string "on documentation centers". The problem is how

the system would analyze a sentence "This paper on documentation

centers on problems of...", and how rules segmenting this

sentence correctly could be reconci:I.ed with the others. If

a conflict cannot be avoided between the rules, an obvious

solution would be to set up one or more additional subroutines

to re-process the codes and to replace them by other codes

if the rules have resulted in incorrect segmentations, The

existence of such an 'error correcting' subroutine in ACORN

("An Automated Coder of Report Narratives" in the field of

medicine) is reported by Shapiro (1967, 157-8). As Shapiro
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points out, conjunction is a frequent source of incorrect

segmentations or linkages in ACORN.

I am also unable to say how my experimental system would

handle lexical ambiguities of the type occurring in Kuno's

famous example s

(49)

TIME FLIES LIKE AN ARROW.
1. Time passes as quickly as an arrow.
2, A species of flies called "time flies" are

fond of an arrow.
3. You shall time the flies which are like an

arrow. (Or You shall, as quickly as an arrow,
time the flies.) (Kuno 1966, 88).

I have not found any comparable cases of ambiguity in the

Janaske corpus.

Thirdly, the system does not display syntactic ambiguities

and imposes one interpretation on ambiguous strings s the

example given above in section 2,4,2 was "interpreting and

determining the content of foreign prescriptions" (J4).

Fourthly, the system has no transformational component

that would display explicitly relations between sentence types

or sentence constituents - either in the fashion proposed by

Harris and his disciples, or in the fashion proposed by the

Chomskyan tradition.

Lastly, a grammarian who has examined my examples closely

and noted the various inconsistencies which I have pointed out

or which appear from the examples will undoubtedly realize

that I have taken various liberties with string theory. More

generally, a grammarian may feel that it is often difficult

to trace direct connections between my experimental system

of concatenation rules and rules of any recognized linguistic

theory. I realize that my experiment is partly open to this
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criticism. But I cannot accept it as a serious objection inso-

far as I feel that many of my rules which Pre not well

motivated linguistically involve problems that have been

left undiscussed or unsolved by current linguistic theories.

In partiOular, if one objects to the kind of 'text trees'

presented in the preceding section, I can only answer that I

am not familiar with any other attempt to set up text trees

and to mechanize the corresponding analyses for indexing

purposes.

Among what I would regard as advantages of my system, I

would point out the following. As a computational experiment,

the system has worked well from beginning to end. It has been

tested with a fairly large corpus. This corpus is certainly

not comparable in size to the 1016 abstracts used in the

B4ly et al. experiment (Bjly et al. 1970, 137), or perhaps

to the corpora processed in the SMART system (although I have

not seen figures published by Salton or co-workers concerning

the number of texts they have analyzed). But my corpus of 50

abstracts is a sizable one if compared to the mostly sentence-

bound experiments referred to. by Simmons in the state-of-the-

art review quoted above.

It is else important to realize the 'modular' Pspect

of my system. It consists of severP1 parts which could be re-

arr,nged in a different order pnd can thus serve as a tool

for exporimnting with problems of rule-ordering. Moreover,

other computer programmes can be idded to the system, should

this turn out to be necessary, In particular, it would be

possible to improvu on the system by providing for right-to-

1Gft oc-ns (such scans had been programmed for the experiments

reported in my M. thesis : J. Non 1968, 172-3), and for

error-correcting procedures of the type mentioned in

Shapiro 1967.
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I also wish to stress the importance of the multiple-

pass recognition system adopted in 0.2, 0.5 and 0,71 by which
strings of 4,6,5,4,3, and 2 codes are processed in succession.

Lastly, the existence of 'grammars' dealing with con-
junctions after each of the other 'grammars' (except 0.4)
is based on the assumption that the problem of conjunction
and the related problem of certain punctuation marks (such
as comma) constitute some of the most difficult problems
which mechanical analysis has to face. Various experts in
the field seem to agree with such an assumption : Sager
1967 (172), Coyaud (and Siot-DecaUville 1967, 39, referring
to work on a Russian corpus in geometry by Leontieva), and
Shapiro 1967. In fact, I suggest to regard my 'grammars'
dealing with conjunctions as basic, and to regard the other
'grown's' as attempts to state .conjoinebility conditions.

252
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2,50. Comments on the coding and on related problems of

'pragmatio competence'.

Throughout the presentation of my experiment, I have

insisted on the problematic aspect of the coding, and on the

difficulties I experienced in setting up the codes. These

difficulties have practical, theoretical, an&metatheoretical
espects.

The practical difficulties arise from two decisions

which were made in the course of the experiment. One was to

limit the number of characters available for the codes of

any 'grammar' to P. maximum of 15. Such a format provides for

many possibilities if arbitrary codes are used : for instance,

all the letters of the alphabet in all of the 15 positions

available would provide for the coding of 2615 different

situations. I found, however, that for the purposes of an

experimental system it was necessary to use codes in clear,

or at least codes consisting of mnemonic abbreviations of

plain language words. But this decision had the effect

of limiting severely the possibilities of the 15- character

coding format. Particularly in the last 'grammars', some of

the 15- character mnemonic codes which were used had the effect

of imposing undue losses of infcrmntion on the coding, or the

mnemonic function of the codes had to be partly given up in

order to avoid such losses of information. This is the reason

why I have mostly presented code paraphrases rather than the

actual codes in chapter 2.4.

Or
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The decision to use mnemonic codesis, I believe, fully
justified by theoretical and metatheoretioal considerations.
First of P11, this decision gives recognition to the fact
that little or no reliable and detailed knowledge is available
about lexical items in general, and about those occurring
in a corpus of documentation English like Janaske in particular.
I believe that the extent of our ignorance is such that it
cannot be remedied by a single author or even by teams of
linguists working for many years on a long-term project.
A computer count has revealed that the Janaske corpus
contains 6766 different word tokens (including capitalized
words) and about EA thousand of these occur in the first
fifty abstracts which served as the experimental corpus.
In Part III, I have only been able to examine a small
portion of the words occurring in Janaske. This is only
natural considering that, for instance, s linguist like
Fillmore finds it necessary to devote a whole paper (actually,
two papers on the same topic : Fillmore 1969a and 1969b) to a
dozen of 'verbs of judging'.

The difficulties which I have experienced with the coding
have an additional, metetheoretioal dimension if one considers
a few examples in the light of the concept of pragmatic

competence presented in Past I, or of Gardin's similar
concept of "double competence"

:

l'analyise semantique d'un texte scientifique, ftt-il
deft resume, est une operation eminemment intelli-
gente, qui exige une double competence, sur le plan
de in longue tout d'abord, ma's n.ussi sur le plan
de la pensee scientifique puisqu'enfic
l' on attend plus aujourd'hui d'un documentaliste
omniscient qu'il soit capable de degager indifferem-
ment le sens d'un article de physique theorique
ou de sociologie. Lt machine dolt 8tre instruite
de la mime mnni6re dans ces deux ordres de compe-
tence (J.G. Gardin's preface to Hely et nl. 1970,
xlv).
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As examples of the problems I have 4.n mind, I shall examine

a few passages from J12, J35 and J11 (see Appendix 3). For

convenience, these abstracts are again quoted below:

60)

Toward a procedure for logically
cataloging knowledge.
Suggests an approach to the cataloging of the entire
body of written knowledge by viewing it as a finite
series of conjoined propositions which may be ordered
according to their logical structure. An application
of this method to cataloging theorems of modern
logic is selected as particularly appropriate for il-
lustrative purposes. Binary-octal designations are
established for theorems, systems of logic and for
statements in propositional calculus, derived from
certain of their basin characteristics. The author
recognizes that not all statements can be expressed
in PS neat a fashion Ps his examples from the field
of logic. He feels, however, that at least sub-
stantial proportion of that which may be written in
a natural language can be reduced to a standard
form that will determine the appropriate placement
in a catalog. (J12)

61 )

Automatic selection and reproduction
of inc4.4-trial documents.
The system described anploys three establined
techniques : microfilming, punched-cards, and
xerography. Documents to be held on file are
microfilmed. &lot: individual picture is out off the
reel of microfilm and mounted over a special aper-
ture out in m standard eighty-column punched-card.
Data identifying the microfilm Pre punched in
columns available on the card. When the document
is to be reproduced, the appropriate card is
selected either manually or mechanically from the
file of cards and placed in a special projector
mounted on a xerographic printer. The required
number of full-size documents is then printed auto-
matically at a speed of twenty feet a minute. The
system is particularly suited to the filing and
reproduction of engineering drawings-600,00C
drawings can be recorded and filed in a spat' : of
fifty square feet. Machines of varying complexity
are available for mounting microfilm on the card's,
the simplest being a small, manually operated,
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portable unit. Details are given of the Copyflo high-
speed printer, and the way In which the system is
operated by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation
is descriLaC, with figures of saving3aohieved in
storage space and in costs of drawing-office supplies
and of reproduction drawings. (J35)

(512)

Some problems and questions of patent
documentation in industry.
A comparison is made among magnetic drums,
magnetic tape, magnetic wire, ferromagnetic
cores, punched-cards, punched tapes, and photo-
graphia tapes with respect to their access,
durability, storage and retrieval time, capacity,
and efficiency. It is concluded that the most
economic, as far as costs per information unit are
concerned, is magnetic tape. It also possesses the
greatest information capacity. Five suggestions are
advanced for a practical solution of patent docu-
mentation problems. (J11)

To begin with, consider the problem of coding as has been

done in the experiment, that is, as a descriptive problem.

Let us first examine the passages from J12 which are listed

below in (0), and in particular the verbs or verbal expres-

sions underlined in these passages :

(.53 )

- logically cataloging knowledge

- the cataloging of the entire body of written knowledge

by viewing it as a finite series of conjoined propo-

sitions which may be ordered according to their logical

structure.

- not all statements can be expressed in as neat .s

fashion as his examples from the field of logic

- .t least substantial proportion of that which may be

written in A natural lrngumge can be reduced to a

standard form that will determine the 'Tproprinte

placement in A catalog.

2511
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It seems reasonable to regard these passages as semantically

equivalent, to capture this equivalence by assigning the

descriptor CLASSIFICATION AND INDEXING to J12 as has been

done in the experiment, and to regard the underlined expres-

sions as equivalent on the basis of this equivalence. But

even as a descriptive problem, I have found that the coding

of such equivalences could only be handled empirically and

left open to further research. One reason is that no linguistic

theory known to me would be able to display the semantic

Lquivalence (for ins tance, in terms of implication rules as

proposed by Leech 1969) that underlies the grammatical

diversity of the expressions under consideration.

Another reason is that the equivalence in question may

be a matter of pragmatic competence. Only an expert in

information science may be able to perceive the equivalencepand

it may hold only in the English of information science :

for instance, everyday English would equate "e,_ pressed in A

neat fashion" with "well written", etc., and not with

"cataloging", and only in the logician's or the linguist's

,jargon could the expression in question be equated with a

verb like "formalize ".

The problem of pragmatic competence n.rises most clearly

at the discourse level in J35, the first sentence of which

refers to rk system based on techniques of "microfilming,

.2unched-cards, and xerography". From the following sentences,

it appears thpt one Jf the main characteristics of the system

in question is nn extremely specific chronological sequence

in the application of the three techniques mentioned in the

first sentence. Here then, discourse structure appeals to be

determined by the very structure of the "system' described, as

set up by the system's designers. Hare nipin, my coding

25
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could only be empiric, since I do not have these experts'

expertise.

To anticipate a discussion presented in Part III, let us

now assume that "for all conjunction" (including "and", and

somccommas in written language) "a common topic is necessary"

(Robin Lakoff 1970, 55). If this assumption and that made

in the preceding paragraph are correct, then the semantic

equivalence or. vommon topic in "microfilming, unchad-cards,

and xerography" (J35) is a matter of pragmatic competence,

and the coding which needs to capture this common topic will

have to be based on the non-linguist's expertise just referred

to. This is also particularly clear in the following passage
f om J11 : "A comparison is made among magnetic drums,

rmaellatj0)a.r.s.....iirere..........ananetieviromaeticcores punched-

cards, punched tapes, and photosrflphic :apes with respecttn

their access, durability, storage and retrieval time, capacity

And efficiency". In order to capture the "common topic" in

the first enumeration, I have assigned the same code -

parsphrasable as "storage equipment" - to all the conjuncts

of this enumeration. My knowledge of the subject, however,

dici not enable me to find a satisfactory label for the common
topic in the second enumeration ("with respect to..."):

the only sensible code I could arrive at (in 0.3) is para.

phrasable as "with respect to some qualities". Moreover,

I would stress the following point. The type of expertise

involved here is one which concerns creative respects of language

use : whereas P word likessay, (human) limb is equatable to

"less and arms". it seems to me that n list of 'storage

devices' md of their properties in computer science is

open-ended, because P compater scientist can at any time

invent and name P new storage device, or discuss some new

property of such devices. In Part III, I shall not deal syste-

matically with problems of "symmetric" or reversible conjunctions

as illustrated above in J11, in order to concentrate on "asym-
metric" conjunction (R. Lakoff 1970).
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2,5.4. Conclusions.

251.

The mechanized indexing system under discussion was set

up with e limited objective in mind. The purpose was to show

that it is possible to mechanize the reduction of abstracts

in a particular field to a single code standing for a descriptor

in this field, and to do this by means of step by step conca-

tenation rules based on an adaptation of string theory end

its extension to discourse, This means that the system has

been designed as a system for reducing surface structures

(corresponding to abstracts) to surface structures (corresponding

to descriptors). I am not acqueinted with any similar attempt

to set up purposefully a mechanized 'surface-to-surface'

system. For this reason, it is difficult to compare my system

with any other system for automatic indexing of pbstracts. The

Hely et alt. experiment, in particular, which is the only one

known to me that has underlying metatheoretioel assumptions

similar to mine, makes use cf what might be referred to as

deep structure representations based on the SYNTOL relations.

To conclude, I submit that the interest of my experiment

lies in the gap between its full success Ps Pn experiment in

computationsend its shorpomings with respect to the ideal

metatheoreticel requirements put forward in Part I : in

particular, the ideal of p reversible procedure based on n

linguistic study of pragmatic (or doublb) competence.

One theoreticP1 deficiency of the system undoubtedly

in the lack of elaborntion of the rules, Pnd in vnrious

inconsistencies discussed in the preceding chapter or nppePring

from the illustrations. One of GArdin's recent comments is

applicable here : "les mPero-mcmismes de l'analyse documen-

taire (...) sent des sortes de "couris-circuits" dune analyse

plus fine du discours, n.0 sens ot l'entendent les
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transformationalistes (Z.S. Harris et ses epigones aux

Etats-Unis, Maurice Gross on France, etc.)" (preface to Bely

11412. 1970, xvii).

The most serious deficiency, however, has to do with

problems referred to in the preceding section in connection

with the codes used in my experiment at the dictionary-lookup

stage and in the vPrious successive 'grammars'. In the preced-

ing section, I have mentioned my difficulties with coding

conceived as a descriptive problem. But description is only

the crudest stage of theoretical investigation. To be

adequate, a mechanized indexing system needs to have predictive

power. The system under discussion, however crude it may be,

suggests the magnitude of the problem in the following terms :

to lend a mechanized indexing system predictive power one

would have to be able to enumerate, just for the recognition

of surface structures in texts, all the possible rules in at

least 9 'grammars' operating in succession. Moreover, if

what has been said in the preceding section is correct, the

setting up of such a. generative system would have to rely

on what I have referred to as 'pragmatic' or "double" competence.

One might be tempted to consider that the need to predict

and state a great number of detailed rules in the various

'grammars' imposes undue rigidity on the system I propose.

I feel, on the contrary, that this feature of my system raises

the real problem of linguistic theory and of automatic indexing,

namely that of stating it finite number of rules that will

account for what Chomsky calls the creative aspect of language

(Chomsky 1965, 6). I also believe that, from the point of

view of linguistic theory, it does not make sense to have a

machine establish wh-,t n theory cannot predict, or to have

the machine 'discover' rules which the system designer has

failed to state.
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The following* and last part of this thesis (Part III)

is based on the assumption that'at least some of the short-

comings of my mechanized indexing experiment can be remedied

on the basis of a particular conception of semantio deep

structure. I assume that this type of semantic investAgation

is a necessary addition to the theoretical study of the string

aspeots of language, that such an addition is necessary to

serve the predictive purposes of a, linguistic study of prag-

matic competence, and that a transformational apparatus can

eventually be sec up to relate the semantic representations

to the surface representations, In this sense then, Part III

as a whole can be regarded as r conclusion of Pert II.

261
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PART III : PROBLEMS OF SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION

3.1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND : CASE THEORY AND BEYOND.

3.1.1. Introduction and outline.

Although.I have intended this part of my thesis to be a

study of some aspects of English from a TO point of view,

there are obvious differences between my preoccupations and .

those of the TO studies with which I am acquainted. Superficial-

ly, the difference can be characterized as follows. The TC

linguists' exlmples consist by and large of sentences they

invent : they range, let us say, from almost moronic three-

word sentences about "John" or "Mary" to huge sentences by

means of which the TO linguist attempts to throw some light

on the grammatical or semantic possibilities of language.

My examples, as far as possible, are drawn from a corpus of

non-everyday English, ana my ultimate preoccupation is with

texts or discourses, rather than 'sentences' as the observable

objects with which TO linguists are usually concer Jd.

Furthermore, the TO linguists' selection of problems is entirely

determined by the state of TO research. A topic or problem is

judged PS interesting or, on the contrary, as trivial on just

this basis. My selection of problems is only partly made on such

A basis, and many of my problems are not yet in what current TO

linguists would describe as 1 'researchable' form. What I

do share with TO linguists - Pnd no doubt with many other

students of language - is a conception of 1Pnguege as somcIthing

vstemetic, the system of which is portly independent of the

examples chosen for study. I believe that there would bt: no

point in studying aocumentetion English (nor in fact my

vnrivty , including .Neryday language) unless one
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can throw light on some linguistic universals, that is, on

some points whioh can tell us whet languages in general are

like. I assume that my study of. English Abstracts in the

field of documentation can serve such t purpose, The examples

I have selected for this pRrt of my study are drawn from the

whole of the Janeske corpus, because I felt that my purpose

would be better served in this way than bj limiting myself

to the experimental corpus of 50 abstracts dealt frith in

Pfrt II.

More fundamentally, my preoccupations in these chapters

on semantic represenbation can be summed up as follows :

(i) I have tried to strike a balaLce between two approaches

to problem selection : the TO linguists' practice of

inventing their examples (includi unacceptable

sentences) on the sole basis of the state of TO theories,

and the pre-Chomskyan practice of basing one's inventige-

tion on :e selection of sentences which non-linguists

would urn: or have ?ctually used,

(ii) My ultimate concern is with .:xtending the observational

and theoretical tools net up by TO linguists (particularly

by and around Fillmore) to the study of texts.

(iii) My main preoccupation is how the linguist cPn arrive at

semantic representation by comparing and menipulating

a selection of observable data or 'word.; on the page'.

In this, I follow a practice which has becom, more and

more common among TG lingulst in recent years as a

result of "an inerea.singly pessimistic attitude toward

formalism" (LA:e 1971, ii), firther than Atempt to write

rules whose objective- are beyond the powL:r.; of current

theorie:;, I have concentrated on the qu..:stion of the

nature of the linguist's nrguments becaus.: I believe

this question to be fundament'l once Thr.: tree diagrrtms
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which I present should be regarded no a oonvenieut (and,

I think, revealing) wny of displaying the cr)z.sequenu3s of

I propose, rather amn rts statements of rules.

(iv) As my title suggests, I am concerned with semantic

representation as such. This means that I only deal with

what belongs the base of a generative linguistic theory

and that I do not attempt to set up transformations. My

claim is that the nature of the major problems I am

concerned with does not yct lend itsclf to a

transformational treatment. One of the consequences is that

the way in which this part of my thesis is organized does

not take account of current hypotheses about a transforma-

tional cycle (see, for instance Mc Cawley 1970).

(v) I have chosen to work within n theoretical framework set

up by Charles Fillmore and to attempt an extension of this

framework, chiefly on the basis of some recent work on

conjunction by Zellig Harris (1968) and Robin Lakoff

(1970). I believe, however, that some parts of my investiga-

tion could serve es a starting point for n comparative

study of what Fillmore's proposals and completing

or diverging frameworks (for instance, generative semantics)

could achieve when dealing with the same: problems. In

particular, I go out from Fillmore's conception of a

methodological separation between phrase-structure rules

and lexical entries in the base of r' gener^tive theory of

language, a hypothe:is inherited from Chomsky 1965.

To me, one of the primary task:3 of case theory - PS well rs

one of its unique fcturez, - is that of correlating gram-

matical (and observable) facts such ns that .int.Jnce

constituents can be chosen as subject, r; object or Rs

prepositionrl phras,;) with c,emrntic facts concerning the

nature of these constituent:;. Indeed, this bringing together

of grmmaticfq and semantic predictions constitutes one
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of the major concerns of this part of my thesis - one

which parallels my concentration on linguistic erguments-

tion (11.1).

(vi) My selection of problems is determined by o combination

of three oonsiderations : the theoretical framework which
A

I have chosen; the nature of my data (o corpus of abstracts

and a corresponding metalanguage); and what I believe to

be the major shortoomings of the experiment presented in

Part II. Though I have not been able to present e detailed

eementie analysis of any abstract of the Jrnoske corpus or

of any entry of the Gardin-Levy concordance, I believe that

the problems I have selected are relevant to a description

of both the metalanguage and object-language under investiga-

tion, in accordance with the metatheoreticel assumptions

of Part I.

(vii) I realeze that all the problems I have selected for

discussion could have been treeted more thoroughly, and

must admit that some important problems have not been

dealt with at all. Oor instance,I have no original proposal

to make about the question of nominalization', which is

an obvious problem in a.corpus of abstracts. My concentra-

tion on 1 few"cpsesuleaves little room for discussion of

other "cnse4' which P thorough semantic analysis of the

conceptual field of documentation would require. For one

thing, this thesis is long enough PS it is. M.)reover, I

have chosen to take the responsibility of dealing lees

thoroughly than could have been done with P limit. d range

of problems, nt the expense of others, rattle r than concen-

trate on a Jingle point and ignore vriou.Fi others which I

believe to be related, ._tren though current theories fail

to capture the relation.

(viii) Since my intention in to go beyond Fillmore's cxplorp-

tion of "the 1:lementnry :,tucture of the "propositiorml"

core of mple :)::ntenct.:c" (Fillmor, 19681,, 28-29),
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it was to be expected that the linguistic literature

available to me proved, on the whole, to be of little

direct help for my descriptive purposes; the only notable

exceptions are some fundamental points made by authors

mentioned in this section. For this reason, and also because

there is no point,in duplicating various reviews and

discussions of TO linguistics mentioned in my bibliography

(including ^ paper of mine : J. Noel 1971), I do not

attempt to explain various well-known features or techni-

c&lities of TO linguistic theories in the present chapter

(3.1.). Nor do I attempt to give .4 complete account of

Fillmore's case theory and related frameworkf-4 P. critical

review of the literature on case would in itself require

p monograph (see the long bibliography given in Fillmore

1970c), The few technicalities about TO theory that are

directly relevant to my problems will be presented in due

time in the course of th..3 discussion.

My discussion of problems of semantic representa(ion falls

into five main chapters. The present chapter (3.1.) is entitled:

"Theoretical background : °nix; theory and beyond", It consists

.)f three sections, in addition to the present introduction

(3.1.1.). The second ...action (3.1.2.) presents a brief account

of the phrase-structure, er ccnstituent-structure .ubcomponent

of the bast; as set up by and nround Fillmoro. The third

section (3.1.3.) Lummprizcs :iome of the most recent proposals

m ^.& by Fillmore -bout Thk, sLotion

is intendc,d to tra.ce connectionsbetwccn two typ.m of :froposnls

- tP.sk which, to my knowledge, has fnr not been nttemptA :

on the one nand, hypothesis most thoroughly %.xplored by

Annear Thompson ,Iccording to which n :ientence with n r,:strictive

or non-rt,:strictive relative clnusc, :.hould be derived from A

imir of conjoimd :.;,antence::; on the ether hnrul, rocent work

by Zellig H,rris (3968) and FicApin Lnkoff (1970) )n
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conjunction ^.nd discourses, as well PS P few other relatable

rroposrls. The discussion is centred on problems of identity :

the pnrtitl identity which, recording to Zellig Harris and

Robin L'koff, is required between conjoined sentences, the

identity between nnun phrases which needs to lx; stipulated

in known accounts of relative clause formation, end the

broader problem of discourse cohesion. The major interest of

Robin Lnkoff's treatment of conjunction, rs far as the purposes
of this study are concerned, is the distinction she explores
between Eiymmetrie or reversible sentence conjunction (as in

'John is a ter.cher nnd Mnry is A chemist'), and ?.symmetric

conjunction (as in 'Vcni, vidi, vici').

The chP.pter (3.20, which is %;ntitled discus-

ao sion of ..1 is the one which comes closest to the usual preoc-

cuV.tions of Fillmore and his followers. It denls with problems

concerning expressions such as 'A discussion of 'the Author
disew:cel-I, which are used in many abstracts to introduce

tS
P description of what the rbstrnoted document is about. The

am four ,caz of concentration in this chapter are :

(i) arguments in favour of a locative analysis of, say,

"this pfsper in sentences of the type 'In this paper, the

-uthr.r direuss__','This paper discusses--', etc.

(ii) arguments in favour of an analysis of x in sentences

like 'The author discusses x' as the realization of a case

which I propose to label the Topic case ,

(iii) an nttempt to account for the :semantic relatedness

between sentences such as 'This r'p "r

'In thi. thf; uthor discussv---' IA brier

'Inclu-u in this PPPer

P discussion of--', 'This article is on 10 etc.

21;8
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(iv) the theoretical status of what Jespersen (1965, 308) calls

"inarticulate" sentences (cp. "Thanks" and 'The Problems

of.-') and "semi-articulate" sentences (op. "Thank ma"

and 'Discusses the.2t219.2.1.blen...:'), and the relations

between such sentences and "articulate" sentences ("I

thank you"), both native ('The Author discusses..') and

passive ('x is discussed'), Jespemen's distinction

provides the main subdivisions of the chapter : "Articulate
sentences : active" (3.2.10, "Artioqlate sentences :

mulls: (3.2.2.), "Semi-articulate and inarticulate

sentences" (3.2.3.).

The third chapter is .entitled "Conjunction, relative

clauses, and presupposition" (3.3.). The first section is an

attempt to explore Nome marks And factors of identity which

are partly common to sentunce conjunction and to constructions

with rGlativ',. clauses. The second section (3.2.) carries the

discussion a step further ^,nd brings in the additional problem

of the relntedness between certain noun- phrases with relative

clauses and certain lexical : for instance between

"whnt's known" and "knowl,:e- (J 407) (cp. Bach's hypothesis
about noun-phrases ; Bach 1968). I argue that the lmervations

made in these two sections contrndict souw of the rules of

relative clause formation ;;,:t up by Langendoen (1970, 141-3)

after the Anne'r Thompt;on hypothesi:3, and that they LAiggst

the need for an account of relative formation based on

Langundot_;n's concept of `projection" (In 'Th.; wirde 3wallowed

Jonah', then, would :my that the F,rgument the whale

receiver, the ,TQcification ,'WALLOWED JONAH rb_ncl Jonnho SWALLOWED

BY THE WHALE" : L-ngendoen 1967, 105). In the third 2Qction

un "Ls mmetric ecinlunction and doourm:ntation", I

Argue that -tsymmetric conjunction P e(Altral r,..aturu )f the

conceptual field of documentPtion Pppearr fiN)rn the equiv-

lence bi:tween the won) adJcumcntation" and such ,xpression6
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".............AIL.......trotzinforw,tionstortiivn3.". Various attested examples
.art: presented in order to show that, in the conceptual field
of documentntion, asymmetric oonjunction can be defined in
terma of P set, of other, parallel, rnd plrtly equivalent,
constructions : for instance, the possibility of having
:.:Lrrching FOR information retrievnl" (J 998), next to
"litLrature t;orrching AND retrievnl" (J 1025). The last section
of the chapter (3.3.4.) exnmines the relations between asym-
metric -injunction and lexical umannunan F discussod
by Fillmore. It also discusses the problem of asymmetric
conjunction in the field of docum:mtation in re1.tion to Lyons`
concept (:f implication, which hinges on sentence conjunction
(Lyons 1968, 455 : 'I bought vom flowrs' "implying" I b-u7ht,

111

t!aino AD roocla', etc.), rnd to th ;:roblm of
ynec::oche: iThr instanck:, "rotrievnl" stn.nding for the more

IF usual .xprusLion "information ::torage and t,:trieval" in "On41c

rutricvnl system theory" (J 1044).AL.

CY

444
CO) On the basis of observations w%.de in thJ precedinggoa

chaptL:r, Ch. 3.4. propos..:-3 an rnalysis of nnymmetric conjunctio
in terms of nn cxtc:nsion of cr'riu theory (3.4.14), nnd returns
to thy: quustion of L.neundoen's projection -nd relative clauau
f-)rm,tin (3.4.2. ). Th.: last two sections prcsent nmalyses
of v,,rir)u;; nttestA examples in terms of the representations
I propos,: for rymmctric conjunction and cocnntkl constructions
(3.4.3. rInd 3.4.4.).

Thu 1-.A chapter ,)f my zLmantic 13 .ntitlod
"!.:cm. C. mnl,x InrtruTfmt:1 H (3.5.). Aftcr :11(0aing that noun
err --cs with :,uch wnrd3 r-chin:." .1:1 ":yrt.1" Gisp1P.y
crnri_rtic3 typical

In3trumcnt'.4 (3.5.1.),
I ,i1cw.:; ',/r1ouJ other lawn tht:: carpurl uncit.r

pr;;.nt flifficult1c3 fcr theory r'3 it
..2urrcntly :;tand:i : for in%tr,nce, "A:; m-^hin,r
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(J 1096) (I5du3412a1212MaLLIENnati) In a third
section (3.5.30, I exemine USE and other instrumental predicates,

in order to define some eentence types which, to my knowledge,

have never been disaussed in the litereture : consider, for

instence, the relation between 's stem' and 'techniques,' in

the sentence "The axalm (. .) EMPLOYS three established

techniques (J 35). The next two sections are devoted respectively

to the instrumental (3.5.4.) and locative roles of NP's with

'system' nnd related words, in connection with Fillmore's

proposals to sot up multiple else representations (Fillmore

1969a) : compere, for instance, "L:astern WHEREBY...," and

"a system IN WHICH". The last section is entitled "Anaphoric

and cetaphoric uses of 'system' ". In this section, I am chiefly

concerned with the role of the word ',system' in discourse

structure. In particular, I examine deictic NP's like'this

(the) eystem', which cen occur either in the first sentence of

an nbstraet to refer to .entences that follow, or in the nth

sentence of a text without eny previous occurrence of the word

in the preceding eentences.

The emount of attention I devote to words like 'astern'

is justified not only by their intuitively obvious importance

as probable Instruments in case theory, but Flee by their role

in the conceptual field r:f documentation, both in the meta-

langurtge (the 01.rdin-LIvy 'concordance') r.nd in the object-

language, ns is suggested by the following title ; "Documentation,

information retrieval, P.nd other new t.chnigues" (J 966).
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3.1.2. constitiaent-struoturs, rulek.

This brief presentation of Fillmore's proposals about

constituent-structure rules is based on two mein sources, in

addition to Fillmore's publications : Goldin's Spanish case

grammar, and the so-called U.C.L.A. grammar (Stockwell et al.

1968).These, as well as Fillmore's early versions of ease

theory pre p'rtly outdated, since Fillmore has modified his

thinking on several points (particularly Fillmore 1970b). These

modifications, however, pre mostly irrelevant to the main

points of my semantic discussion, with one notable exception :

in the ensuing discussions, I shall follow Fillmore 1970b end

others (cp. Stockwell et Al. 1968, Langendoen 1970, 188-190)

in assuming that modality And terse cpn be represented as

predicates in a 'higher' sentence (which I shall ignore) And

I sh?ll write S for what Fillmore, used to symbolize as P.

Fillmore's first version of the constituent-structure

component can beodescribed as follows :

8..alt,.c:1, structure (S) consists of a Modality (M)

and n Proposition (P). The Modility constituent includes

the auxiliary and other sentence modifiers. The Proposition

contains the mhjor lexical categories. Specifically, the

Proposition consists of n Verb (V) and one or more case

categories, each of which is divided in turn into r Case Marker

(K) and a Noun PhrPse (NP) (...) The exact nature rind number

of the case categories remains open to a greet den1 of investiga-

tion. Fillmore lists eight rind says that there are certainly

others. The four cases which Pre of immediate importFnce to the

ensuing discussion are the i:gentive (0, Dative (D), Instru-

mental (I), and Objective (0)" (Goldin, 5).
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Note, in particular, that Fillmore's list of cases is

open-ended. This lack of explicitness is undoubtedly one of

the week pointsin Fillmore's proposals. Furthermore, his

theory can be said to rest on four mein assumptions.

Assumption 1.

The cases reflect "certein types of judgments human beings

nre capable of making about the events that are going on around

them, judgments about such matters as who did it, who it happened

to, and what got changed." (Fillmore 1968a, 24). The case

analysis of a given sentence appeals pertly to such conceptual

judgments, and partly to criteria of the type discussed under

Assumption 2. On the basis of thesecanmeptual judgments,

"it is tensible to show that some syntactically different

words are in filet semantically identical ", PS for instance

like end please (op. cit., 30).

To explain more systematicelly what the conceptual

judgments involved in case Analyses are about, Fillmore has

provided verbal definitions for the cases. The definitions he

gives in the two main published versions of case grammar

with which I am acquainted are tabulated below in (1): I have

changed the order of presentation adopted by Fillmore in order

to display the correspondences that exist, were it only partial-

ly, between the tw,) versions.

(1)

Agentive (h), the case of the
typically nnimate perceived
instigator of the Potion
identified by the verb.
Instrumental (I), the CRE; of
the inaniwte force or
object causally involved in
the action cr state identified
by the verb.

;.gert (A), the imAigptor of
the event.

Instrument (I), the stimulus
or immediate physicl cause of
pn event.



Dative (D), the case of the
animate being affected by the
state or action identified by
the verb.
Locative (L), the case which
identifies the location or
spatial orientation of the
state or action identified
by the verb.

Factitive (F), the case of
the object or being result-
ing from the action or state
identified by the verb, or
urlderstood ss part of the
meaning of the verb.

265.

Experiencers (E), the entity
which receives or accepts or
experiences or undergoes the
effect of en action
Goal (0) (op. cit., 117)
rno Verbal definition is given
but it is coarssted with Souroas
which suggests that it is equi-
valent to s former Dative with
p spatial sense,
Source (S), the place from [the
text says, mistakenly, to]
which something is directed.
Result (R), the entity that
comes into existence as
r?sult of the action.

Cuunter-Agent (C), the force
or resistance ageinst which the
action is carried out.

ObJective (0), the semantical- Obect (0), the entity that
ly most neutral ease, the case moves or changes or whose
of anything representable by position or existence is in
A noun whose role in the re- consideration. (Fillmore
tion or state identified by 1969a, 116).
the verb is identified by the
semantic interpretation of
the verb itself; conceivably
the concept should be limited
to things which Pre affected
by the action or state identi-
fied by the verb (,. )

Essive : proviuing for
sentences of the N be N
type.(Fillmore 1977724-25
end 84).

In addition to the new definitions tabulated above

inthe right-hrncl column, th,J ;:cconk; 1.-.L.a published version

of case theory (l969e) Pllows for the possibility )f r

given surface constituent hiving more then one ca: ; assigned

to it : for instance, :,gent nnd S(Aarce for the :Albject Jf nn

,ctive sentence with :sell..
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Moreover, in later unpublished work, Fillmore (1970 b)

proposed the following list of oPses : t, I, E (in the non -

spatial meaning of the former Dative), 0 (in the spetinl

meaning of the former Dative), S (in the directionnl meaning

of the former Locptive), Place (in the non-directionel meaning

of the former Locative), Path (es in " he trevelled yip. New York")

Time (re in "Summer pfternoons are wPrm"). He
. uggests that

Result can be merged with Oor.l by generalizing the definition

of the latter. He again insists that this list of cases is

only tentative nnd provisional. It seems to me, !Itiever, that

the most important change which has taken place in the latest

unpublished version of cr*e theory-is thet Fillmore seems to

adopt mom end more general or pbstract definitions for his

cr,ses. Ls P result, many of the original definitions hPve often

become inrpplicPble. This appears most clenrly in the trectment

of clauses. In the 1968 version of case theory, Fillmore

considered that 0 was the only case thet could be realized as

n clause (8) (1968P, 28). He now recognizes that this possibility

also exists with other cctsus, such es I PS in "I persuaded John

u:o leave by promising him a reward". Similrrly, Binkert

(unpublished) suggests that the following sentence contains

n sentential Dative (or Goal) : "John devotes a greet deal

of time lo_ltudyindrocks". The hypotheses which I sh'll

put forward in 3.4. crrry :Alch genernlizntions if I and Goal

P step further.

AssumEtior 2.

The CPSCS are also nssigned, rind doting.. Al the bpsis c,f

observations Pbout :;urf-ce grnmmrticn1 otructure. First,

Fillmore defines t.: nevtive conditions. One is thn.
II

"only

noun phrases representing the nrqm: cPse mny be e:init;ined"

(Fillmore 1968e, 22). The other is th-t prlthf)ugh there can

be compound instancen )1" P single cnse (thrtAigh noun phrnsi;

conjuncticn), ne1.1 relnti,,nship -)ccur3 ace in n
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simple sentence" (0:4 olt., 21). Next to noun - phrase conjunction,

Fillmore i';2iATIS to recognize other const-uctions corresponding

to compound instences of n single case, such as the compound

instruments 'The car's fender' snd 'The brevity of your speech'

in the following sentences and their paraphrases : 'The carts

fender broke the window' ('The,car broke the window with its
tendert), 'The brevity of your speech impressed us' ('Y our

speech impressed us with its brevity') (op. cit.,, 23).

In his later, unpublished, work (1970b), Fillmore recognizes

yet other possible consbructiona for compound or complex

realizations of n given case : for instance, the 'locative

in .'He slept in perk on n bench under A tree!,

The positive criterir for assigning A given case concern

certain regularities in - or correlations between - various

syntactic facts which Fillmore posits to be matters of surface

grammar : in particular: subject end object .election, prepo-

sitional phrases and the choice of certain prepositions which

appear to be typical of certain cases. For instanc,!, 'a hemmer'

and 'the key' *re analyzed Ps Instruments on the basis of such

evidence as provided by the following sentences : 'the keY

opened the door', 'L hammer broke the window', 'John opened

the door WITH the key', 'John broke the window WITH a hemmer'

(Fillmore l968a, 22 lnd 25). It is * matter offurther

research to show whether er not such criterin will remain

applicf.b1: under Fillmre's recent, and more abstract, defini-

tions -)f the cases. Not for instPnce, that like: 'with the kcy'

Pm: 'with a hmmer', 'by promising him reward' oPn bcome

subject when one of the alyve iAcamples is paraphrased Ps :

'The txTise of i reward persuaeo:d J NI t)
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*SI COM AVKAKE

Assumptions 2 and 4.

These assumptions have not been made explicit by Fillmore

himself, tat they can be inferred from his treatment of

personification in the sentence 'x A hammer broke the glass

with P chisel' : "under the personification interpretation ",

he points out, the sentence "becomes acceptable ", and he

adds : "what is important to realize is that the:-,e interpreta-

tions, too, Are explainable by reference to exactly the same

nssumptions appealed to in explaining their 'ft:ce value'

interpretations" (Fillmore 1968n, 22), that is, presumably to

the fact that 'r hammer' when personified is regarded as animate

and can therefore be analyzed P.; Agent. To me, such an analysis

rests on two implicit Assumptions. One is that 'predicates'

with their "ease: -frame features" (see 3.1.3.) are inserted

first, nu has been rrgueC by Stockwell ut al. 1968.

Secondly, considering that Fillmore regards the above sentence

PS acceptable "under the personification interpretation",

oonsidering Mc) that r word like 'hAmmr' would presumably be

assigned an inherent feature (-animate ) according to Chomsky

1965, and that such r feature is incompatible with the definition

of ;gent, one must conclude that (a) either Fillmore wishes to

give up Chomsky's syst:Al of unique inherent feltures, or (b)

that the verb selcted changes the: feature ( -Animete) of

'hammer' into ( ifTrIte]. To my knowledge, Fillmore has never

discussed either (a) cr. (b), That is clear, howoicr, is that

his treatment of specifications sulh Ps human as the "presup-

positions" associated with curtain verbs is vt.ry similpr to

Chomsky's !IsL1 of ss:lectionr1 rrellthet In bf)th cases

it in necescnry to t,,.1c;; r stand Pbout (r) snd (b). Moreover,

there is some overlap between "presitInL-.:" suclk rs human

(see 3.1.3.), and the role of specifications like animncc

in the de.initions of the crises.
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As far As the descriptive purposes of this study Are

concerned, case theory s it currently stands has serious

deficiencies. Fillmore's versions of the theory v.s well as the

various studies based on it (e.g. Stockwell et 1. 19684

Langendoen 1970) and the criticisms eedressed to it (in

particular, Dougherty 1970) are r11 based on very sImple

sentences of everyday language. There is so to spenk no overlap

between the verbs or predicates Oiscussed by Fillmore, his

followers end critics, and the verbs or prediortes that need

to be discussed 1ln this study. as they occur in documentation

abstracts and in a corresponding metalanguage.

Goldin's constituent-structure rules, which correspond

to the 1968 version of cso grammar pre given in (2) :

(2) (a) S --> M P

(b) P --> V (0) (D) (I) (to (.10

(e) 0, D, I, L --> K NP

(d) NP --> Det (NIS)

(Goldin, 77 and 63)

K in (2) (c) is P Case Mrrker (Fillmore 1968a, 44-5) : thus,

when K NP serves to rewrite In :gentive, it mostly realized

as by NP in passive sentences, while this K is rerlized by

the word order in active sentences. r.s shown in (2) (b),

one of the main functions of the constituent-structure component

is to define "case-frames" which can be rssocinted with words

represented as verbs or verb-like elements (see 3.1.).).

In (2) (d), "the link wirentheses mean thnt nt least one of

the two linkod clements must be chosen"; rule (2) (d)

"abbreviptes three possible com,titunt .tructurec for Noun

Phrn3es" :

(r) Det N

(b) Det S

(c) Det NS

(op, cit.., 63).

278
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FclloWing various ;kropuarilts made in the literature, Goldin

suggests that relotive olpuses pre introduced on the basis

of rule (2) (d).

Following the grrmmPr, two further rules could

be added to Goldin's rules given in (2). The rules in (3)

would state that a sentence 0) or a noun-phrase (NP) can

consist of a conjunction (C) of two or more sentences (Sx)

or noun-phrases (NPx), respectively. Rule 4 would represent

the hypothesis that nouns can have cases like verbs (Stockwell

ut al.'s version of a proposal made in Chemsky 1967) :

(3) (A) S --> C Sx

(b) NP --> C NPx

(4) N --> N (0) (D) (I) (...)

(cp. Stockwell et Pl., vol. I, II)

TAdin points eut following Fillmore, a grammar of the

type given in (2)"pllows us to provide identical deep

structures for certain sentences with the same mePning And

the same lexical items, but whose surface subjectn and objects

are different; for example, :sentences 4-6

4 John broke the window 44.th a hammer

5 ;. hammer broke the viitd(Jw

6 Thy: window broke

WhPt is common to r11 three :)f these sentences is the, verb

broke, end -)ne noun phrase, the window. ThL semantic rclntinn-

ship of brenk to window in ill three is presumably the sank:,

yet winduw is the object of break in 4 nnd 5, but the subject

in 6. The re1,7.tlon of bror( to hrmmer is the same: in 4 and 5,

but hammer is the subject %.)f 5 one' the flpject of r preposition

in 4. Cese grnmmnr !llowz us tr) ct,,te th-t windw4 is it the

Objective c-c.c in ll three ...;ntQnccs .,nd that hnmmcr lc in

the Instrumental cnsy in both 4 nnd 5. J.Ihr, in 4, is in th.;

;gcntive enc.; (Goldin, 6).

"27:1
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It is easy to think of iixamples of conjoined sentences

and noun-pnrsses. Here, I woull merely illustrate rule (4)

with examples from Stockwell et al. (1968, 34 and 25) given

in (5)

(5) (s) John's (= i.gentive) proposal (= Noun) of marriage

(= Objective) to Mary (= Dative),

(b) the bleating (= Noun) of the sheep (= ;.gentive).

(c) the frightening (= Noun) of the sheep (= Dative).

In the rest of thy: thesis, however, I shall generelly

represent structures such Ps those illustrated in (5) as

S's because, as already pointed out, I have no original

arguments to present for or again:eft the 'lexicalist' hypothesis

adopted by Stockwell _t al_ in connection with structure like

(5).

To sum up, the basic hypothesis underlying Fillmore's

constituent-otructure component are the following :

(a) The ,subject -of Pnd - abject -of relations are considered to

be surfce structure relations,

(b) The basic deep structure relations are case relations.

(c) Chomsky's Pnd others' proposed configurational definition

of deep structure relations is rejected in favour of a

system which directly labels the nrguments of predicates.

Iderlly, onse theory defines the corrolltions between

(n) nnd (b) by means A' tr^nsformAtionfl.
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() Until these transformations can be stated, the correla-

tions between observable semantic (statable by means

of cases) and grammatical facts (such as subject, object,

and preposition se/ection) provide the linguist with

arguments for upholding his analyses; this, I suggest,

is the most interesting aspect of Fillmore's proposals,

and throughout my semantic discussion I shall try to present

arguments based on such correlations, even when I attempt

to go BEYOND Fillmore's framework.

I
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3.1.3. Lexical entries.

The disagreements and uncertainties ebout the form and

place of the lexicon in TO theories of language Pre well-

known. I. full discussion of them would require An extremely

difficult study which - to my knowledge - has never been

attempted, and which will not be attempted here. Similar

disagreements exist Among linguists working within the

theoretical framework set up by Fillmore. For the present

purposes, I would simply mention a few proposals made by

Fillmore himself. '15 he does, I wish to mention them As merely

examples from which "some suggestions can be gleaned for the

design of canonical representations in r lexicon" (Fillmore

1969a, 133). 's long as such cAnonicAl representations are not

available, there ern be no question .)f defining fully explicit

lexical inscrtability conditions - in the sense of lexical

insertion PS inherited from Chomsky 1965. This qualificAtion

should be borne in mind when, following Fillmore, I speak

of "lexical entMes" in this section.

Before presenting nn example of Fillmore's 'lexical

entries', however, A few things need to be mentioned.

Fillmore PSSUMPS thPt "most of the 'content words' in ' language

can be characterized in the lexicon in terms of their use PS

predicattes", Pccordtng to the format Inherited from logic :

PREDICATE (Argument, :.rgument, ...) He Pdds : "I take this to

be true of nouns, verbs, ndjectives, most adverbs, 'nd also

greet mnny conjunctions" (4). cit. , 114). In the paper under

revi'w, however, he is vspeciPlly concernee with vurbs. The

following ere exPmpl;s givLn by Fillmore rther clteg-7)-

ries which he would trelt in predicates douz not

Attempt to incorperntk: thuse into hiJ erne the,)ry :xcept

in one inztPnce (which is in crmtrrldictinn with thc genur,1

statemt.nt just quoted : KNIFE)
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(6) ;on:lunation

BECLUIM (x, Y)

(loc. cit., only eXnmple)

(7) Nouns.

WCEELOR (x) (op. 123)

KNIFE

"use : I of (V 0 I L)

where V is 'cut', with the presupposition that 0 is A

physical object" (loco cit.)

(8) AJectives.

GOOD (x..) (01). 124)

;pother point which needs to be made is that Fillmore

deals with lexical entries in their 'everydry' meaning and

that he does not attempt to define other uses of the words

he analyzes : for instance, Although he has been much concerned

with 'verbs of judging', he has never discussed the legal

sense of i.CCUSE, Prod other related verbs. The following table

(9) mny serve to summarize his treatment of the predicate

:XCUSE. :s Already noted, the new case label (Goal) which he

introduces corresponds prrtly to his former Drtivc. Furthermore,

the predicate JULGE, which enters into the definition of others

is left unanalyzed both in the paper under review all in the

paper on "Verbs of Judging" (Fillmore 1969b ).

Lastly, let us note Fillmore's basic distinction between

meaning aid presupposition, both of which need to be included

in lexical entries :

Sentences in naturri lnngu-ge are usJd for "sking querticns,
giving commands, m-king rssertions, expressing feeling
mote. (...) We wy ie,ntify the presupposition: of a.

sentence as those conditions which must be :;-tisfied
before the sentence cvl be used in mny A the functions
just mentioned (Fillm,:re 1969n, 120). Fillmore (1969b,
96) regards some presuppositions PS "really precondi-
tions" for the use of sentences, thus suggesting a
logical primacy of presupposition.

283
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Cs Pn exPmple, Fillmore gives the sentence Please open

the door Pnd he proposes the following test to detect the

presuppositionel espect of its semantic structure :

The test thrt the existence end specificity cf r door
rt,nd its being in a closed stete make up the presumosi-
tions [of the sentence] rather then part of its =um
is that under negation the sentence is used to give quite
different instructions, yet the presuppositional conditions
Are unaffected (loci. cit.).

In the positive as well rs in the negstive version of the

sentence (Please don't open the door), the presuppositions

remain the sr.me :

The presuppositions bout the existent 2 lnd specificity
of the door Delete to the use of the indefinite rrticle
(...) The presupposition ebout the closed stste of the
door is a property of the verb OPEN (op. ei t. , 121).

(9) Lexinsl Jntry for :.CCUSE

W.SIC DISTINCTIONS
1

PYMBOL:CTION I COMMENTS AND EXAMPLES

Lumina X, Y, These correspond to
"specific roles" correspond-
ing to qccuser, person
Ficcused, snd -ffense,
respectively.

D
E
E
P

S tr.

CrSt:S

Sr,urce snd
Agent r. x
Gosl =
Object . z

CP.scs 7re ,Antrections
fmm these rolf:s (op.cit.,
115). Tiu. sube-tugorizntion
)f .,Nrbs in this fr.shiln
is Fillmore's mothod for
connecting the constituvnt-
structure -nd the
lexicon in hi.s theory. Tilt
-rrrw c-s-s -soliflted
with P. 'erb is c1.1(d
clsc-fr,mL f3r,ture.

8 .1
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S by with x 132 will show up in passive
U sentences, for instance.
R Pre positions 0 with y

F obligatory or of with z
A optional)
C
E

Normal subject x This holds for active sentences
stn Direct object. I

Zero for
x We spy, 'John was rccused'

indefinite id order to be non-committal
Z about the identity of the
E accuser" (cp. 'by someone':
R op. cit.,, 119).
0
I-
N Fillmore would say that
G Zero for z 'They accused John' "is usable

definite only in n context in which
the addressee is in a position
to know" what John was accused

MM

of (op. cit.).

Incorporation z In the sentence 'Its se
contentaient dtaccuser
(? 'They just nccusid) "the
nature of y is taken as part
of the predicate word" (221.
cit., 120).

Presuppositions x end y are Cp. I criticizeu John for
human ;murdering Jim, x I criticized

z is an activilyljohnl who has never left Ohio,
which need n&ifor taking part in the Berkeley
have token riots.
placo,and a
serious offense --,

x judges (z is
'bad')

Mea.nin x indicates This characteriznti.m
(y caused z) can be described ns a

"meaning rostulate" (cp.
G. Lakoff, 1970b).
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OWN K#41"t
I wish to and this brief presentation of Fillmore's

proposals for lexical entries with Fl few comments.

First, as ,:ppears from the above table, and as Fillmore (1970b)

has emphasized, his wly of talking of "presuppositions assoeiatvd

with individual lexical items' is to be regarded as an

abbreviation for "presupposed belief conditions for, the

riate use of sentences containin the i ems in suestion ". This

position, it seems to me, is very close to - if not identical

with - George Lakoff's conception of "relative grammaticality"

and of linguistic theory its n device that pairs sentence

representations with their "presuppositions about the nature

of the world" or "beliefs about the world" (George Lakoff

1969b, for discussion, see my paper : J. No61 1971). As far

as I can see, the concept of pragmatic competence developed

in Part I or this study, and the 'ssumed primacy

of presupposition nre in full ngreement with both Fillmore's

recent pronouncement and Lrkoff's conception. As will be

seen presently, the centrn.1 place granted in this part of

my thesis to rsymmetric conjunction and my proposal to redlce

presuppositim. to r linguistic representation of nsymmetric

conjunction (in Ch. 3.4.) are Also intended to meet preoccu-

pations similar to those of Fillmore And George Lakoff in their

recent thinking.

Second, there is some overlap in Filimorc's theory

between the constituent structure subcomponent ,rnd the presup-

positionn.1 aspects )f thy, lexicon. Thus, nnimnteness is both

part of the axioms tic definitions A' some onses (nnd crucial

in distinguishing between eertn.in cases, :;uch "s Agentivt;

and Instrumnt"1) rnd part of the presuppositic,nnl chnrneteriza-

Lion of some predicates : comp^r::, for instruct:, 'x -end / rre

human' in the rbove t"b1(.1, rnd the need to :."y thnt 'x is

nnim"tel ^bout x in, spy, 'x is 1Lepingl.
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Third, And most importantly, let us note that, in Fillmore's

theory, the many crucial tasks which a handful of constituent-

structure rules me unable to perform are left over to the

lexicon. In particulebr, let us mention : the task of stating

which cases Are pssocinted (obligatorily or optionally) with

which Vas or N's; the conditions under which certain items

can be zeroed; the statement of meaning-postulates and

presuppositions; perhaps even the setting up of a complete

inventory of cases. In fact, it is as though Fillmore felt

that the most urgent need in semantics is "for fresh empirical

evidence obtained by painstaking study of concrete lexical

data" (Weinreich 1966, 473). This is essentially the position

I shall hold in this thesis, with the important qualification

that I shall attempt to reduce what Fillmore would call lexical

presupposition to h form of deep structure representation of

asymmetric conjuncti.Jn inspired by case grammar, and that I

shall do this chiefly on the basis of lexical And grammatical

facts Attested in the Jannske corpus.
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3.1.4. lotionclI"IL.?oc28_...eJra._._._.....ontaturidrelativec:lauses

. problems of identity.

In this section, I wish to go beyond "the elementary

structure of the "propositional" core of simple sentences"

and to review some redent as well as earlier work on sentence

conjunction and relative clauses. I wish to argue that the

three phenomena under consideration raise a general problem

of identity. First, I shall briefly mention the earlier TO

treatments of sentence conjunction in order to show in what

way they have been deficient Paul unrevealing from the point

of view of semantic representation. I shall do this by first

referring to Stockwell et al, whose "Integration of TransfGrma-

tional Theories on English Syntax" can be regarued as reflect-

ing the state of the art in 1968. I shall also quote what I

believe to be characteristic passages from a paper by Kuroda

(1968) un relative clpuses, as well as interesting observations

made by Ross (1967) on conjunction and relative clause formation,

I shall then turn to more recent treatments of sentence

conjunction, namely those of Zellig Harris rtnd Robin Lakoff,

and to some relatable work by Langendoen and Lyons.

"We know nothing about conjunction". This recent pronounce-

ment by Fillmore (1970b) is, I think, fundamentally correct; this

will be apparent from the highly tentative nature of

Z. HTrisls and R. Lakoff's proposals as reviewed below,

however novel and interesting thee proposals may be. One

clear indication of our ignora4ce about conjunction is that,

to my knowledge, no one has over seriously discussed the

clvestlion of the insertabiliti conditions for and or other

conjunctions : Stockwell ut al., for Instance, just assign

the features + CONJ and + AND to "and" (Stockwell tA ,t1. 1968,

967) in their lexicon.

:28
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In spite of Katz and Fodorls hypothesis that "the

sentence break in discourse is simply and-conjunction" or

"the appropriate sentential connective" (Katz and Fodor 1964,

490-1), and in spite of the existence in various studies of a

phrase-structure rule S --> C S x for conjoining sentences

(PS rule 1 in Stockwell et al. 1968, 30; cp. Langendoen 1969,

33) the problems of discourse have until recently never been

recognized as a legitimate pursuit in TG research. Stockwell

et el., for instance, point out from the outset that they have

not attempted to deal with "discourse (sentence connecting)

adverbs such as however, for, so, then, consequently, etc."

(op. cit., 29).

Perhaps one of the reasons for this Attitude (next to

theoretical reasons of the tA3e mentioned below in Kuroda's

words) is the one which B3ver and Ross invoke in an unpublished

paper on discourse. I am quoting from a lecture by Labov

at the 1970 Linguistic Institute. B.ver and Ross are said to

argue that the problem of discourse analysis is linguistically,

insoluble. They argue, for instance, that an encyclopedia

would be required to establish the relation between 'the Bible'

and 'Deuteronomy' in the following pair of sentences :

"You should read the Bible. Deuteronomy is one of the ten

great books of the world". The concept of pragmatic competence

was developed in Part I of this thesis as nn alternative

to the kind of conception sdopted by Ross and Bever in their

paper.:. in pra.gmatic competence, the relation between the

Bible and Deuterne.)my is the same as that between, say, fruit

'pples ("lo6ical inclusion"; Leech 1969, 34-35).

289
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To return to Stockwell et al., they are mainly concerned

with certain aspects of and conjunction in fairly simple

sentences, and they do not attempt to explore any of the

semantic problems of conjunction, as the following "survey

of problems" suggests;

We are concerned here with what has traditionally
been called "coordinating"conjunction. Our primary
ooncern is with structures containing end, but we also
attempt to give an account of structures containing but
or 91... In particular, we shall investigate the structure
of sentences like the following, especially (1.a-g)
(which must, however, be regarded as a representative
sample rather than an exhaustive summary of types) :

(1) (a)
(b)

(d)
(0)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(2) (a)

(b)

(0)

John is in the house and Mary is at school.
John and Bill left.
I gave the boy both a nickel and a dime.
I gave the boy a nickel and the girl a dime.
Emily may be, and e'eryone agrees that
Millicent definitely looks, pregnant.
John and Mary sang and danced respectively.
Julian ate pears, Jill peaches, and Jake papayas.

(Either) John is playing basketball or his brcther
is jumping on the roof.
(Either) Jonathan or David played the harp.
I'll give (either) a nickel to the boy or a dime
to the girl.

(3) (a) Algernon went home but Nnthaniel stayed.
(b) I gave the boy a nickel but the girl a dime.

In recent treatments of conjunction by generative
grammarians, attention has been focused on two major
questions : (1) Is there a deep-structure relationship
between conjoined sentences (such as (1a))and other .

conjoined structures ? (2) If there is such a relation-
ship how many distinct devices (sets of rules or rule
schemata) .re required to derive these other conjoined
structures from conjoined sentences ?

Relevant to the first question is the choice between
two possible sources for sentences such as (1.b). First,
we might wish to generate the corjoined structure (John
and Bill) in this sentence by means of a phrase structure
rule like :

290
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(4) NP --> and NP NPx

where (4) represeuts an infinite schema generating, in the
first instance, structure like :

(5) NP

and' NI1* NP
n

This approach, known as "phrasal conjunction, would
provide for (Lb) a deep structure something like :

(6) S

,/'
MOD POP

Past V `NP
and/eir -'sNp

I

leave Jo
i

hn Bill

Alternatively, we might wish to say that the deep
structure underlying (1.b) comes from the rule generating
coordinate sentences in the base (PS Rule 1), and is,
roughly :

(7) A \
and

4
itleft Mil lei

Where a deep structure such as (7) is modified to produce
a surface form such as (1.b), we shall call this process
"derived conjunction". (The process has also been called
"conjunction reduction".)(Stockwell et el. 1968, 321-3).

Stockwell et ^.1. argue that rlerived conjunction"
underlies essentially all conjunctiams of non-seLtences
(ibid., 324).

2 9
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Another typical attitude in the earlier TO approaches

to conjunction can be seen in a pronouncement by T'aroda

(1968, 1969 reprint). Kuroda notes that there are "semantic

arguments" for relating discourses (such as 'something lacy

on the table. It was the tissue') to relative clauses (such as

'what lay on the table was the tissue'), but adds that "there

would be no room in the present theoretical scheme of generative

syntax of sentences tc say that certain sentences are derived

from certain discourses'' (Kuroda, op. cit., 280).

The only notable exception to this attitude Om the

literature available to me that was published before Stockwell

et al.) is to be found in Ross's thesis (1967). He defines

a "coordinate structure constraint" which blocks relativization

on a single conjunct in a cooreinate struct..-s : "In a coordinate F

structure, no conjunct may be moved, mor may my element

contained in a conjunct be moxed out of that conjunct" (op.cit.,,

4.84061). Thus, you cannot move madrigals out of lunaplamal

lute and stassimarUiLE to form the sentence with a relative

clause x The madrigalswhichHenanl-s
sound loin (op. cit., 160). Ross then makes the semantically

relevant observation that there are certain exceptions to his

coordinate structure constraint. He considers the sentence

'I want to the store and bought.sami_whikkit", and points out

that relativization of 'whisial is possible only if. 'bought

somcwhisky' has a purposive relationship to the preceding

clause as in 17 went to the store to buy some whisky' : cp.

'Here's the whisky which I went to the store and bought' and

'x Here's the whisky which I went to the stare and Mike bought'

(op. cit., 168-9). Ross's conjecture is that "such sentences

do not contain coordinate structures at the time when questions,

relative clauses etc. are formed, but only ore converted into

coordinate structures later, or that they never contain

coordinate structures at all". In fact, Ross concludes,
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"I know of no other test for coordinate structure than the one

provided by the coordinate structure constraint" (ova.

170-1).

In (10) (d), I give the only clear example vhich I have

found in the Janaske corpus of a sentence where Ross's test.

shows that what we have may be no true coordination. Since

the sentence in (d) is very complex, I .lso provide invented

examples (a-c) which are similar to (d). I believe that (b)

and (o) are acceptable sentences and instances of elements

relativized out of the conjuncts of (a) I believe that

the attested example given in (d) is parallel to (a)

(10)

(a) The farmer shot the deer with a gun and skinned
the animal with a knife.

(b) The gun and the knife with which the farmer shot the
deer and skinned it ,..

(c) Using a gun and a knife the farmer was able to shoot
the deer and skin it.

(d) Using the ;...) International System of Notation
of Organic Compounds a modified IBM 026 Card
Punch with document writing feature and an IBM 866
electric typewriter, it is now possible to assign
to each organic compound a single, mathematically
unique group of descriptors, and to punch these
into a card and retrieve the original cipher in
typewritten form at the rate of 600 characters per
minute (.1 273),

I am acquainted with only two major studies on conjunction

since Stockwell et al. and Ross's thesis appeared. One is to be

found in Harris 1968 and the other is Robin Lakoff 1969 (1970

version). There are interesting similarities as well RS

differences between these two, presumably independent, studies.

In the ensuing review, I wish to suggest that work nlong the

lines of these two studies could put an end to the ignorance

about conjunction which Fillmore deplores.

29:3
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The following points may serve to sum up Harris's

hypotheses on "conjunctional sequences", i.e. sequences of the

form S C S (Harris 1968, 131-134, except when specified

otherwise) :

(i) Harris shows that conjunctions (C's) impose "certain

restrictions on word sequence". These restrictions "come

after those due to sentenoehood and before those due to

discourse". Harris also regards these restrictions as

"intermediate also in character betwElel, the other two".

In brief, let us say that sentenoehcod is defined by

string theory and extensions of it such as the transforma-

tions, and that Harris regards these as operations on

sets of sentences which create other sets of sentences that

preserve the degree of acceptability of those of the first

set : thus, an ambiguous senuence of the type Frost reads

well will be trensformationelly related too distinct and

equally acceptable sentence types such as Frost tried to

read well And One can read Frost well (op. cit., 59 and 55).

While he grants that "each discourse can be rewritten as

one long sentence", Harris argues that the restrictions due

to discourse are "restrictions beyond those that are

imposed by its component sentences". He describes them

as "certain factors of modification whiph operate on

segments of the first sentence to produce segments of the

later sentences" (op. cit., 149); as far as I can understand

him, this happens typically when some segment in one

sentence gets repeated in a later sentence of a text, but -

co- occurs with material not equivalent to material present

in the earlier sentence or sentence. Harris contrasts th4s

"two-dimensional structure" of discourse with the one-

dimensional, linear siTucture SCS CS (loc. oit.)

under discussion here.
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This is how Harris further qualifies the possibility of

reducing discourses (texts) to a conjunction of their

sentences by and or by some other appropriate connective

(as Katz and Fodor would put it )

The fact that each discourse can be rewritten as one
long sentence, if in no other way than by inserting
the :.nd of logic between the successive sentences
(or, if necessary, between paraphrastic transforms of
them) might make one think that the restrictions due
to C suffice to account for the restrictions due to
discourse. However, this and introduces few if any
restrictions, and (...) tne restrictions due to
discourse are further ones (op. cit., 131).

(ii) In his treatment of conjunction Harris does not concentrate

on the differences between conjunctions (e.g. but, because,

and, unless), since he is primarily intArested in stating

general constraints which C imposes on the conjoined

sentences.

(iii) The first constraint ("minimal difference") is "that

certain conjunctions occur between two sentences only if

there is at least a particular minimal difference between

these" : op. x He will write it or he will write itt,

'He will write it or she will write it', 'He will write

it or he will type :3'.

(iv) The second restriction imposed by conjunction is called

"word repetition". He establishes this by showing that

adding one CS or more that introduce word repetitions

raises the acceptability of an SCS sequence : for instance,

the"acceptability"of 'The war will start unless he enters

the room' is raised in 'Since the invaders threaten war

unless the Prince of. Cambodia comes to their conference

room, the law will start unless he enters the room'.

(v) When a sequence having no word repetition is found acceptable

- for instance, The oppmjtion will go underground when

the war starts - and when adding a further segment that

brings in word repetition - for instance, because open

apcsition is impossible in wartime - just maintains the
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acceptability, Harris argues that the added segments

'have the speoial property of being known statements of

the dictionary or grammar, or of being common knowledge".

He further suggests that any ps. "which adds no information

is zeroable" : for instance, the non-repetitive segments

Bo undergroundlopen.". impossible in the above example.

Later in his book, Harris posits a category of metalinguist4A

sentences to cover all the sentences that "could be

reconstructed by the receiver who understands" a given

sen,:ence (pp. cit., 165-6),

Unlike Harris, Robin Lakoff 1969 is partly concerned with

certain differenoes between the conjunctions she deals with :

essentially and, or and but. Here, however, I shall discuss

the main points of her paper around what she has to say about

and. The main pOintsI wish to mention about her treatment are

the following :

(1) Like Harris, Robin Lakoff argues that conjoined sentences

can be ranked in a "hierarchy of acceptability" top. cit.,

2). Robin Lakoff uses the term 'presupposition' in the

broad sense of knowledge assumed or presupposed by a given

sentence (op. George Lakoff 1969b and others), and the term

'deduction' in thi informal sense of inferences based on

such presuppositions. Both her notions of presupposition

and deduction correspond to aarris's notion of "common

knowledge" (Harris 1968, l34), Robin Lakoff argues that

the degrees of acceptability of conjoined sentences are a

matter of presuppositions and deductions : 'certain ones,

she says, are universal, or at least assumed to be wide

spread within a culture; others are confined to a subclass,

or are idiosyncratic with the speaker" (op. cit., 55).

Thus, in the sentence 'Felix is a cat and he hes four paws'

the first part involves " presuppositions prising from

knowledge of the world" "that make the second part empty".

2 9 f;
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The oddity of 'John h s a Ph D in lin_IListics and he can

read and write' is presumably a matter of more specialized

knowledge: " to say of someone that he has a Ph. D. involves

a chain ox deduction, part of which contains the idea that

he has completed a oourae of study, therefore, presumably,

has been forced to do reeding and writing as a prerequisite

for eating the degree" (222.oit 15). Like in the preceding

sentence about ?Felix' , the second conjunct is part of

the presuppositions associated with the first. In other

words, the second conjunct is tautological like that

in x John is rich and he has 80 million dollars (op. oit.,5).

Among the sentences which require "even more specialized

knowledge" to be fully acceptable - knowledge of Chinese

cuisine, mg, for a non-American, of American life -

Robin Lakoff alco discusses 'John wants to make Peking

Duck, and I know that A end P is having a sale on hoisin

sauce'. In this connection, she makes the interesting

point that such a sentence is embiguclus in a sense so far

not discussed in the literature : its ambiguity is a matter

of what "the hearer" knows about the relationship between

Peking Duck and hoisin sauce. Robin Lakoff suggests to

describe thiJ ambiguity as "situational or contextual,

as oposed to structural ambiguity" (2p. cit,t., 9 and

footnote 2). Her concept of contextual ambiguity is the

only theoretical concept I have found in the linguistic

literature that corresponds to the mult!plicity of meta-

larguages as discussed in Part I of this thesis.

(ii) With respect to (i), the differences between Harris and

Robin Lakoff can be explained PS follows. Harris proposes

the single 'grammatical'and one-dimensional mechanism of

adding pS's that may or may not increase the acceptability

of a given string of conjoined sentences. To understand

better what Robin Lakoff propose', one needs to remember

the conception of 'grammar' (linguistic theory) put forward

29 /
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by George Lakoff s "a grammar characterizes the relation

between surface forms [surface structures], logical forms

[semantic representations], and classes of contexts

[essentially, presuppositions and deductions] by generating

an infinite class of pairs of derivations [relating semantic

representations and surface structures] and classes of

contexts" (George Lakoff 1971, 14). Corresponding to this

conception is Robin Lakoff'a suggestion that what belongs

to the presuppositions and deductions associated with a.

sentence should be separated from the actual ('structural')

semantic representation - as will appear from examples

given below in (iii). Moreover, Robin Lakoff recognizes

explicitly that there are LOGICAL mechanisms involved in

what makes conjoined sentences acceptable. This is partiou-

larly clear when she discusses the sentence georglaall

Peking Duck, but who wouldn't ? :"the.rbetorloal question

who wouldn't ? really means everyone does" and this, she

points out, suggests that ,212Efie of the first conjunct

must be "logically included" in everyone of the second

(op. cit., 39-40). Similarly, Robin Lakoff suggests that

the very odd sentence 'Six men can fit in the back seat of a

..ysj,..__y__..syPordandIwrt-Itemrardmieraletteresterd' may be

interpretable because "the generic comes first" and establish-

es "a true-for-all-time condition for the causation of the

second, punctual conjunct". It is then interpretable on the

basis of a set of assumptions or presuppositions, like the

Following : "I made a bet sometime previous to yesterday

that, if six men could fit in the back of a Ford, I would

write my grandmother a letter. It was duly proved that six

man can do this, so yesterday I did what I promised ".

(op. cit., 21). Harris, as far as I can see, does not

recognize, or allow for the possibility of recognizing,

the logical nature of such facts.
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(iii) "Per all conjunetion, a common topic is necessary. This

may be overtly present in the superficial structure of the

sentence, or may be derivable by more or less complex

combinations of presuppositions 4- deductions. In any

event, to account for the kinds of superficial structures

that are amenable to conjunction, we need to incorporate

the concepts of presuppositions in our grammar" (op. cit.

55). Here, the ,logioo-semantic notion of "common topic"

corresponds to Harris's word-repetition constraint and

CS's having the form of definitions representing "common

knowledge". What Robin Lakoff describes as common topic

is best explained by means of a few examples. Robin Lakoff

begins by noting that "usually" the common topic is NOT

"oertly present and identifiable in the sentences"; in fact,

when this is the case "conjunction reduction or gapping"

usually 000urs, deleting the identical constituents and

reducing m sentence John eats apples and, John eats pears

to John eats apples and pears (op. oit., 6, 5 and 2).

In most oases, "the hearer must supply, from his experience

or knowledge of the world, or from prior discourse he has

participated in, additional facts that link something in one

conjunct to something in the second" (op. cite, 6-7),And

this is done by making presuppositions and performing

deductions. Consider the sentence already quoted above :

'John wants to make Pekin Duck, and I know that the A and

P is having A sale on hoisin sauce'. At another place, she

insiats that the common topic is "based on semantic rather

than on purely lexical similarity" (op. oit., 28) - a view

which is apparently in oppositirn with Harris's account

in terms of "word repetition". One of the set of presup-

positions given by Robin Lakoff for the right-hand oonjunct

of the sentence about Peking Duck is :
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1. (presupposition :) Hoisin sauce is the usual
accompaniment to Peking Duck.

2, If there is a sale, it is a good oppoirtunity to buy
what is on sale.

3. Therefore, now would be a. good time to make Peking
Duck.

4. To make Peking Duck : to make Peking Duck.

In connection with this - in particular 1 - she speaks

of "deduced identity" as the basis for the identity of

topic in the conjuncts. The difference with Harris may

net be as clear-out as may teem at first - except for the

appeal to login in R. Lakoff's discussion. Note that the

above analysis could be covert...El into an SCS sequence

creating word repetition, as Harris would suggest. For

instance :

John wants to make 13eking and I know that the A
and P isasto:e and is having '3 sale on hoisin sauce
and, since Hoisin sauce is the usual accompaniment to
ggisimuougs and since a sale is a good opportunity to
buy what is on sale, now would be P. good opportunity for
John to buy hoisin sauce and to make Peking Duck, etc.

Irrespective of the validity of the detrils of both

analyses, however, it seems to me that Robin Lakoff's

insistence on the 126101 character of presuppositions

and deductions (for instance, some inclusion relation

holding between John's situation send whet is 'usually'

done) is a necessary ingredient of the analysis of con-

junction, and one which Harris fails to capture.

(iv) Unlike Harris, R. Lakoff makes no difference between

sentences and discourses. At oae place she calls the follow-

ing n "discourse" (a, ait., 22) and it other places

a sentence"

(11)

Well, the st.ry is as follows : The police came in,
and everyone swallowed their cigarettes, and Bill choked
on his, and they had to take him to the hospital, and his
mother just about went frantic when she herrd, and I had
to placate her by lending her my copy of annal2
Complaint.
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(v) At various places, Robin Lakoff traces a very tentative

but moat interesting oonneotion between some uses of

conjunction and Ross's hypothesis about implbit performatives

(Ross 1970). For instance, she notes that the sentence with

but given in (a) can be paraphrased as in (b) - under the

assumption that 'George is a lingual' and that 'Peking Duck

is Chinese food' :

(a) George likes Peking Duck, but all linguists are fond
of Chinese food.

(b) IssiLloyoutial George likes Peking Duck, but
I really doethave to say this, because all
linguists are fond of Chinese food. (op. cit., 39 and
42),

(vi) The logical nature of the common topic constraint appears

most clearly in the distinction which - unlike Harris - R.

Lakoff makes between symmetric and asymmetric conjunction.

Symmetric conjunction can be characterized by the fact

that it is reversible without any change in meaning :

'Fred is chssin the aardvark and Mar is eatin: toast'.

But like in the asymmetric type, "a common topic is

necessary if the conjunction is to be acceptable" (op. cit.,

24). For 'John Ls a yacht and Bill has a lovely home in

Scarsdale', for insta-ne, a possible presupposition one

might regard as the common topic is "Owning a yacht is an

example of conspicuous consumption, and having a lovely

home in Scarsdale is too" (214 cit., 25).

Asymmetric 'and' is %quivalent to and then, in either

a temporal or a causal sense" while symmetric and simply

links two or more sentences without imposing an order of

priority on the sentences it links. The discourse of (11)

is an example of the asymmetric type. With this type of nd,

R. Lakoff argues, "the first member of the pair is presup-

posed for the second to be meaningful" (op. cit., 22).
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If one attempts to object to (10) by saying 'But the

police never came_inl, "the result is bizarre, and renders

the whole discourse somehow nonsensical" (op. cit., 22).

Moreover, the sentence 'Everyone swallowed their cigarettes

and the police came into the room' is either a "symmetric

conjunction, or it makes very different assumptions about

causality than does" 1The_police came into the room

and everyone swallowed their cigarettes' (op. cit., 20).

In asymmetric conjunction, "the whole is, in a sense,

greater than the sum of its parts besides the stringing

together of e number of facts (the sum of its parts);

the whole also includes the idea that each one led up to

the next, and that one would not have occurred, or would

not be true, except that the ones that preceded it were

true, Taken out of context, the conjuncts would not retain

this causal or implicational link so that part of the

meaning of the sentence would be lost". (op, cit., 23).

Robin Lakoff conjectures that with asymmetric conjunction

"it is the two conjoined sentences as wholes that participate

in the relationship" marked by and, and that the common

topic is "the causality or temporal priority" (op. cit.,

26).

Obviously, Robin Lakoff's pronouncement that "taken

out of context" part of the meaning of the conjoined

sentences would be lost needs some qualifications as I shall

try to show later. This can already be seen if we extmine

one of R. Lakoff's examples just quoted : I had to placate

her, for instance, necessarily presupposes that the female

person in question is excited, frantic, or the like, this

holds irrespective of the context and can be regarded as

something that has to do with placate, need placating ,etc.

This is a lexical presupposition, of the type discussed

by Fillmore. To quote one of Fillmore's clearest
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examples (Fillmore 1968c, 52) the fact of stating in isola-

tion a sentence with borrow does not affect its presuppo-

sitional meaning. Compare (12) (a) rad (b) :

(12)

(a) John had a bobk and Bill borrowed it from him.
(b) Bill borrowed a book from John.

(12)(b) carries the presupposition that John had a book

(before the time of borrowing) whether or not this sentence

is uttered before (b) and conjoined with it. Or, to Wm

another example, if somebody concludes that such and

such is the case, we need not be told that something

cam before 'and that the one who draws the conclusion

tames it ou that previous event. Similarly,

when somebody answers somebody else something must neces-

sarily have been said before the answering. In fact,

with verbs such as borrow, conclude, bay/sell, agree

(not to mention adverbs like again) it is particularly

obvious that the very notion of a simple sentence in

isolation just collapses. Lexicographers Show awareness

of this in their examples: for instance, I asked him to

help me and he agreed (Hornby's entry for agree : Hornby

1963). What this goes to show is that statements of

identity will have to incorporate facts of the type

discussed by Fillmore around the concept of presupposition.

My arguments here are similar to (unfortunately still

informal) proposals put forward by some logicians. Thus,

in an attempt to reconcile the atomistic position of

the semantic approaches based on Chomsky with the holistic

positions of structural semanticists, Gochet 1970aputs

forward a notion of "double context", after a suggestion

made by Rivetti Barbo to distinguish between the context

provided by the sentence, he context provided by the

lexicon. Reference would be based on the former and sense

on the latter. As Gc)chet points out, 'sentence context' can

be responsible for semantic redundancy (as in The bird flies)
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or selection (as in He drank the stuff) but never for a

Qualitative change in meaning. Goohet also quotes Rivetti

Barbo who writes : "if meaning were to depend on the

context provided by the sentence, it would be impossible

to understand new sentences that have never been heard

before" (Goohet 19700,229-230).

(vi) As a tentative conclusion to her discussion on and

R. Lakoff advances the following hypothesis. She notes

that 'A and B are both examples of conspicuous consumption'

allows the further deduction, IA and B are similar' (i.e.

a sentence with a symmetric predicate, which can take

any number of conjuncts, as in Bill, John and Harry are

similar) whereas Asymmetric conjunction can be reduced

to a sentence with an asymmetric predioate such AS A follows

B (pi B follows A, x A follows B follows C). "Then, perhaps,

what -ne means by symmetric conjunction, and common topic

in connection with it, islpossibility of reduction by

presupposition and deduction to an underlying symmetric

predicate', opposed by asymmetric conjunction involving

reduction to An asymmetric predicate" (op,cit.,, 27).

Neither Harris nor Robin Lakoff include the question

of relative clauses in their discussions of conjunction. I

believe this to be regrettable and will try to fill the gap

' here on the basis of some of Langendoen's work. The reasons

for discussing conjunction and relative clauses together are,

I think, fairly obvious. For one thing, there exist paraphrase

relations between many conjoined sentences and sentences with

relative clauses. These have been mentioned above in connection

with a paper by Kuroda and have led Annear Thompson and

Langendoen (among others) to posit that sentences with relative

clauses are transformationally derived from conjoined sentences.
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But an even more important reason for linking the two

problems is that for both types of structures it is necessary

to state that some identitht holds between constituents in two

or more sentences. Thus, in all the traditional accounts of

relative clause formation based on Chomsky's formulations

an identity condition needs to be stated between an NP in the

matrix sentence and an NP in the embedded sentence in order to

transform the phrase-marker into a sentence with q relative

clause : for instance, the identity involving the man in "the

ma, n (the man had been fired) returned to work" (op. Chomsky

1965, 137 and 145). The same is true of the Annear Thompson

proposals to derive sentences with a relative clause by means

of optional transformations from pairs of conjoined sentences

(Annear Thompson 1970a and b. Langendoen 1970, 141-5).

Now, as Langendoen has shown, the identity problem appears

in a new light in conjoined sentences or in discourses as soon

as one considers the effect of what he calls proJection.

Thus, in The whale swallowed Jonah "the argument the whale

receives the speciflcation SWALLOWED JONAH and Jonah,

SWALLOWED BY THE WHALE", and, in a discourse, the following

sentence is incompatible with the first : However, Jonah manna

to escape being swallowed (Lengendoen 1967, 105). If this is

correct, as I believe it is, at least part of the identities

in discourses will have to be stated in a form closely related

to that of relative clauses, as in The whale swallowed Jonah

but Jonah (who had been) SWALLOWED BY THE WHALE escaped.

The problem is also related to that of pronouns (he instead of

Jonah) and deictics (for instance, the man for Jonah).

Thus, it seems to me that projection would have to be taken

into account in rules of relative clause formation - including

Langendoenls own formulation of these rules.
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To close this review of what I believe to be important

contributions to the study of conjunctions, it is necessary

to refer again briefly to Lyons's work on implication and

hyponymy (Lyons 1968, 453..5). Lyons suggests that a sentence

bought some flowers' implies EITHER a 'disjunction'

'Lloguas some tulips OR I bought some roses OR I bought some

violets...1 OR conjunctionslI bought some roses ANT) some tulips',

OR 'I bought some violets AND some tulips', eta. This could no

doubt be extended to other parts-of-speech categories than

nouns, as appears from many dictionary definitions : for

instance mean 'low, bad, unkind, OR dishonest in small ways',

fetch 'go to another place AND bring a thing from it' (West .

1965). I shall return to these questions later. Here I would

merely say this : no matter how problematic Lyons's account

of implication may be, it suggests that his concept of implica-

tion is part of the broader problem of conjunction between

sentences, and of the identity which Harris and Robin Lakoff

posit to hold between conjoined sentences.

To conolude,the following points may be made; the underly-

ing assumptions and claims will be examined in chapter 3.3.

(i) Harris and Robin Lakoff have suggested that sentence

conjunction imposes some kind of identity constraint on

the conjoined sentences : "word repetition" or zeroable

Cds expressing "common knowledge", according to Harris,

and a "common topic" based on "presupposition" and

"deduction" according to R. Lakoff.

(ii) If we follow R. Lakoff's suggestion, presupposition and

deduction have certain logical properties which need to be

formulated in a linguistic theory.

(iii) R. Lakoff's distinction between symmetric and asymmetric

conjunction is an important one. In particular, it raises

the problem of whether asymmetric AND is basic or derived,

a 0 1;
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and of how to state its ftlationi with superficially

distinct items - for instanoe, :..unotions of purpose

(Ross 1967, 168-9), asymmetric verbs such as ea e, follow,

etc.

(iv) The following point is implicit in (iii) as well as in

Harris's contention that intersentenee and in discourse

ielogicarand. It seems that one essential value of

asymmetric and: as compared to other predicates, is that

it blurs, obscures or neutralizes relations which are

made explicit by other predicates or by various other

linguistic means (such as time adverbials). This can be

shown in various ways Jespersen, for instance, made

similar observations in his discussions of nexus-

substantives and rank-shifting ;compare the following :

(13)

Sentences with
nexus-substantives

Sentences connected with
and, etc.

(a) The Doctor's

extremely quick ARRIVAL

AND uncommonly careful

EXAMINATION of the

patient BROUGHT ABOUT

her very speedy

RECOVERY.

(b) Close upon

his RESIGNATION

FOLLOWED his

last illnesb and

death

(a') The Doctor ARRIVED

extremely quickly AND EXAMINED

the patient very carefullyi

she RECOVERED very speedily.

(b') He RESIGNED AND

shortly after he BECAME ILL

AND DIED [my paraphrase]

(Jespersen 1965, 137-8)
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A similar situation has .been illustrated as follows in a

recent study of "interolausal relations" in a Philippine

language (Inibaloi)

299.

Suppose, for example, a situation in which John leaves
the apartment and goes downtown exactly seven minutes
by the clock before Mary, his wife, comes home. John
may report this event the next day in the words, went
downtown and Mary came home'. if he chooses this wording,
he disavows interest in temporal considerations. On the
other hand, John may find himself in a situation where
it is of crucial importance to establish the succession
of events. He may therefore say, 'I went downtown
and then Mary came home'. In still other circumstanees
John may want to emphasize that the two events were not
far apart and that succession between them is of no
importance. In this case he may say 'About the time I
went downtown Mary came home'(...) This analysis of Jchn's
three ways of reporting the same situation does not
reduce the distinctive conjunctions to synonyms, but
preserves their essentially different thrust, while at
the same time it recognizes the option of the speaker
to conceptualize the same situation differently.
(Ballard et al., 1971, 72).

(v) A further question which arises from the studies reviewed above

concerns the relations between lecj....ilkeL...conoirtences, texts or

discourses and relative clauses. In particular it is necessary

to test the hypotheses about the possibility of reducing

all discourses or texts to a conjunction of their sentences

by and or some other appropriate connective, and to compare

these hypotheses with the Annear-Langendoen proposals about

relative clause formation, and Langendoen's notion of projection.

(vi) It may be necessary to examine facts of the type discussed

by Fillmore around his notion of presupposition and of the

type discussed by Lyons around implicaticn and hyponymy to

capture some aspects of the identity problem in sentence

conjunction and relatable constructions.

(vii) It seems that R. Lakoff accepts the derived conjunction

hypothesis about noun-phrase conjunction (and presumably verb-

phrase conjunction) for instances of symmetric conjunction.
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It remains to be seen whether the hypothesis can apply

to asymmetric conjunction.

(viii) Lastly, let us mention the problem of relating the

inplioit performative hypothesis with the Harris/Lakoff

hypotheses about conjunction.
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3,2.1.1. Articulate sentences :

In this chapter, I wish to examine sentences of the

type 'Me author discusses -1, and relatable constructions,

such as tit discussion of-1 as they stand, for instance, at the

beginning of an abstract. Following Jespereen (1965, 308), I

shall distinguish between "articulate sentences" ("I thaal

yol"), "semi-articulate sentences" ("Thank You") and "inartic-

ulate sentences" ("Thanks"). Among the articulate sentences,

I shall discuss successively active constructions (in this sec-

tion, and the next : 3.2.1.2.) and passive constructions

(in 3.2.2.). Semi-articulate and inarticulate sentences will

be dealt with in section 3.2.3, My inventory of the expressions

examined in this chapter is based on the assumption that they

convey no information about the subject or topic of the

abstract in which they appear but rather serve to introduce

this topic. The purpose of what follows is to examine on what

theoretical foundations such a working hypothesis could be based

The following points will not be discussed, in spite of

their possible interest :

(i) The problem of tenses. The most frequent tense is the

present, as in 'The author discusses -'. Following Zandvoort,

it may be called a "neutral present", "used when no

particular time is thought of" (Zandvoort 1966, 59).

Occurrencee of the present perfect are far less frequent :

"The authors have included -* (J 975). So is the preterit,

as in "On the basis of these experiments we concluded that-"

(J 150).

(ii) Various problems which could perhaps be dealt with by

means of transformations. Compare : "A world-wide survey..."

(J 103) and "A survey of the world - wide... "(J 992).
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(iii) References to the reader of the abstracts I found only

a few examples, as in "...may guide the interested reader"

(J 705), "In the second chapter the authors give us-"(J 38).

(iv) 1.211hstlall2B.21.1132111111.07102Aline Following
Harris (1968, 79 f) and Ross (1570), all declarative

sentences can be analyzed as object clauses depending on a

declarative main verb : e.g. deo are to you that

In the abstracts under investigation, the I would stand

for the abstraotor, or for the author in the case of an

author's abstract. In the Janaske corpus, I have found

a small number of sentences which may require reference

to the implicit performative hypothesis - although I have

no idea of how to explain them. Some are passive sentences,

which are discussed below (3.2.2.). The others are essential-

ly expressions which reflect the abstractor's opinion about

what he reports. Consider the underlined words in the

following sentences, in particular some adjectives and

adverbs :

(a) Of special interest is chapter 6 (...) which is
concerned with - (J 524).

(b) Of particular interest is the lucid description
of :737E17).

(c) The presentation is in tabular form which offers
Q_ ay comparison of - (J 499).

(d) The engineer has been joined in the search by
physicists, biologists, neurologists, psychologists,
and linguists, not to mention mathematicians.
(J 258).

(a) The interesting observation is made that - (J 507);

(f) Included are extensive tables (...) and a generous
list of references vital to seemingly every nspect
of this field (J 715).

(g) Contends that... To make n comment on these comments,
(J 1104).
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(v) Upressions for 1AUTHORI,J21.1.11/2'. I shall also ignore

the problems concerning what can stand in the place of

'author' and 'paper' in sentences of the type 'In this

paper(the author)disousses -/. In the Janaske corpus,

I have found that what may be referred to as the 'AUTHOR'

role can be played not only by words like ',author' or

'writer', but also by the name of the person in question

(e.g. 'Dr. So- and -So') or by noun-phrases referring to the

person's function : for instance, "The president of Stanford

Research Institute discusses- " 149). The 'TEXT' role

can be played by various words as are listed in (2).

The words of the (a) list have as a determiner either the

demonstrative this,or the &present) with a demonstrative

value. Very often, this role is played by just the

demonstrative pronoun this (c) as in "This reviews-"(J 2).

303.

(a) 'WHOLE'

article
bibliography
book
compilation
dictionary
discussion
edition
glossary
issue
letter
manual
material
narrative
note
(these pages)
publication
report
review
study
survey
volume

(2) 'TEXT'

(b) (c) DEICTIC ONLY

appendix this
bibliography
chapter
clossnry
;art
phrV:ographs
vapplesniiat
tat K
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Here I shall not discuss these various points in order

to concentrate on two questions : I shall delineate a case

analysis of sentences of the type 'The author discusses - 1;

and examine the possibility of relating some of the sentence

types under discussion to each other by means of rules of

implication.

Following.Fillmore, I shall argue that "the subject

relation is a result of neutralization of other deeper

grammatical relations" (Hofmann 1969, 12) and I shall attempt

to determine what these deeper grammatical relations could

be in the active sentences under discussion in this section.

'The ideal technique" for doing this "is to find a systematic

pairing of sentences which are paraphrases and which contain

the same lexical items, in such a way that one of each pair

has one nominal (or "NP") as subject while the other has

another nominal subject" (loc. cit.). Applying this technique,

we observe that in active sentences, the verb 'discuss'

can have two clearly distinct types of subjects, which can

be called 'AUTHOR' and 'TEXT' respectively. Moreover, when

'AUTHOR' is the subject, 'TEXT' can be used in prepositional

phrases introduced by in. Compare (3) (a), (b), and (c)

(3)

(a) The author discusses ----

(b) This paper discusses

(c) In this_DaPer, the author discusses

It would be worth investigating to what extent various

words other than those listed in (3) behave like 'paper'

in (3) : 'grammar', 'novel', 'rule', 'signpost', t,:mh-stones
etc.
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Extending the observations made in (3) to the whole of

the Janask* corpus /came up with a fairly large list of verbs

all appearing in active sentences; this list is given in (4).

Whatever the semantic as well as syntactic differences between

these verbs may be, I suggest that thsy all accept the three

types of constructions just illustrated above in (3) with

'discuss'. The verbs which were actually found as accepting

both 'AUTHOR' and 'TEXT' as subject are underlined in list (4)

(4)

'AUTHOR' or 'TEXT' or 'THIS' S SUBJECT

adds that
admits that
advocates
argues that
analyzes,
asserts that
assumes that
begins with
cautions against
cites
characterizes -as-
chronicles
claim
compares
is concerned with
concludes that/with
conclusion is that
considers NP /that
contends that
covers
criticizes
deals with
defines
demonstrates
details
describes
develops (X)
devises (x)
discusses
(re)emphasizes
ends with
estimates that
evaluates
explains

mentions
names
notes
offers
out] Ines
points out that/NP
points up
predicts

provides
=poses that/Ving
recognizes that
recommends
recounts NP
refers the reader to
refers to
reflects
reports
reports on
reviews
sees.,,as
shows
states that/-to + V
stresses (the fact) that
suggests,
summarizes
surveys
tells of
touches (up)on
traces (history)
treats
turns to
unearth
urges that/-to + V
views
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explores
favors
forecasts
gives (us)
illustrates
includes
InUM7470 that AP
insis s that
lists

warns against/that
writes that

306.

O() "The author develops a communication system..." (J 606).
GO "The paper devises a method for ..." (J 908).

The verbs of the above list can now be opposed to other

attested verbs (or cognate expressions) that have a different

syntactic behaviour : some seem to accept ONLY 'AUTHOR' AS

SUBJECT (5), and others ONLY'TEXIOR 'THIS' (6). In addition,

I have found one expression with'TEXT as prepositional phrase:

"._ is the subject of this paper" (J 622) (op. 'The subject

of this caper is --': not attested).

(5)

ONLY 'AUTHOR' AS SUBJECT

(a) believes
is convinced of/that
feels that
is hopeful that
lives with
is of opinion that
is pleased with
is satisfied with

(b) it became clear to that

(c) 's belief is that
s concern is with

(6)

ONLY 'TEXT' or 'THIS' AS SUBJECT

(a) amounts to
is concentrated on
contains
is designed to
is devoted to
is divided into (-parts:)
is in (-parts)
is like nothing so much as

a I ti
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is limited to
occupies (pp...)
is on
relates to

(b) is an account of
is an analysis of
is an appeal to (-to V)
is an attempt to
is a bibliography
is a (reference) book for
is a description of
is a dictionary of
is a discussion of
is an evaluation of
is an examination of
is an explanation of
is an exploration of
is a guide to
is an illustration of
is a list of
is a note on
is an outline of
is a plea for/to (-to V)
is a report on/of
is a review of
is a study of
is a summary of
is a survey of

In what follovis I shall concentrate on just a few verbs

around the following points :

(i) A locative analysis of 'TEXT';

(ii) An Experienowanalysis of 'AUTHOR';

(iii) Arguments for a topic case;

(iv) Prepositions as predicates versus 'essive' analyses.

(i) A Locative analysis of 'TEXT'.

The strongest argument for a IpLative analysis of 'TEXT'

in sentences with verbs such as 'discuss' (list 4) is the

following. If Fillmore is correct in assigning the locative

case to the expressions underlined in (7) (a), then those

underlined in (7) (b) must also be analyzed as locative :



(7)
(a) (b)

"IT is windy in Chicago".

"Chicago is windy".

(Fillmore 1968a, 25)
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"IT says in the Bible (that). :."
(Jespersen 1966, 238; Zandvoort
1966, 59; not in Janaske).

This paper discusses

In this paper, the author discusses..

Besides, I have no attested examples of passives like

the following : 'x is discussed ht this paper', 'x has been

included tz the paper'. In addition, an examination of the

Janaske corpus shows that both in the active sentences

discussed here and in the passive sentences to be discussed

in section 3.2.2., only the preposition fin' shows up,

next to clearly locative adverbs in the passive constructions:

" is HERE presented" 486) , "_ are reported HEREIN" ( J 298).

The only exception which I have found may be attributed to

special properties of the verb guide : "The description is

rather short, but the reader is guided to more detailed

information on the subject through the bibliography provided

with the article" 928 : the 'with' is presumably to be

regarded as a .ccmitative rather than an instrumental 'with').

The only other case that could serve to analyze 'TEXT'

is presumably the Instrumental case. This hypothesis, however,

must be rejected for two reasons. First, the possibly instru-

mental expressions which are associated in the Janaske corpus

with verbs such as 'discuss' are di:ferent from 'paper', etc.:

"On the premise thp.t.-- the writer discusses (J 289),

"In addition to defining by using a simple illustration of.,

the author shows -." (J 82), "The concept of quantity is used

to describe the statistical correlation ..." (J 76; op. 'x The

article is used to describe').
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Second, there is one range of examples in which the

Instrumental analysis contrasts with the Locative one.

These are sentences with verb such as 'prove', 'show',

'indicate', ',suggest', etc. to which Fillmore 1970) would

assign an Instrumental case. Thus Fillmore would, I think

rightly, analyze the first that - clause as an Instrumental

in "That Harry is still living with his mother PROVES that he

is a bad marriage risk" (Fillmore 196% 121), which could

be simplified into "This PROVES that.", Now, note that

"This PROVES that ", has a different meaning if 'this'

refers to some 'TEXT' as in 'This paper proves that '.

The following, similar examples are drawn from the Janaske

corpus; I suggest to interpret 'this' as a Locative in (a),

and 'they' as an Instrument in (b); and that a similar

contrast is present in (9) :

(8)

(a) A discussion and evaluation of the suggestion by
for "A Concise Form for Scientific Literature
Citations". The suggestion centers around the use
of four letters for the title of each journal.
This suggests that the confusion resulting from the
use of these abbreviations may exceed any possible
benefits from the space saved. (J 372).

(b) While many of the findings are still of a preliminary
nature, they show the need for further development...
(J 690).

(9)

(a) Neither method TELLS much about scientists' use of
current literature (J 1051).

(b) The authors TELL how the procedures and crrds (...)
would be changed if they were to start again (J 671).

(c) The article TELLS of the techniques and devices under
investigation (J 1063).
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I can only think of verbs suoh es 'illustrate,' and

'exemplify' with which the contrast between the Instrumental

and the Locative analysis is not clear, as in the following

sentences :

(10)

(a) A chart illustrates this problem.

(b) The author uses a chart to illustrate this problem.

(a) The author illustrates this problem with a chart.

(d) The problem is illustrated in a chart.

I am unable to provide evidence for or against a locative

analysis of 'TEXT' with verbs of list (5) : 'believe', etc.

I found no such evidence in the Janaske corpus and I had no

chance of checking my intuitione about these verbs with native

speakers. To take just 'believe' end 'belief', it seems to

me that 'In this article, the author believes that.' is

possible, that 'This article believes that.' might be found

acceptable by some speakers, but that 'The paper's belief

is that--' is impossible.

(11) AnbElperiaposornsis o 'ATAMORt

In sentences with the verbs or cognate expressions of list

(5) - suoh as 'believe' or 'belief' - Fillmore would assign

'AUTHOR' the Dative case (1968 24), which he now calls

Experiencer(1969a, 116). The first basis for distinguishing

between Agent end Experienoer is conceptual : it is expressed.

in Fillmore's definition of these cases. However, I can see

two other reasons for an Experiencer analysis of the subject

'believe', etc. One is that, irrespective of details

which I have been unable to establish, the verbs of list (5)

do not seem to accept Locatives as subjects as easily as do

those of list (4). Another difference is that verbs like

'believe' do not accept manner edvertials such as 'briefly'

19



'concisely,', 'carefully', 'verbally', 'in detail', etc. :

'x The author believes briefly that '

(iii) Arguments for a Topic case.

The following sentences suggest that the notion of

topic must somehow be associated with at least some of the

verbs under discussion. Indeed, some way must be found to

predict the occurrence of the words underlined in the

following sentences

(11)

(a) covers such areas as ... (J 587)
b) covers the following topics (J 584)
o) emphasizing matters ... such as ... (J 715)
d) the subieot a''... '''is described (J 829)
(e) guides to subiect fields such as (J 912)
(f) information on the galla (J 928)

The question is whether a new case is the appropriate

wey of capturing such facts. An alternative solution would

be to regard the topic label as a presupposition, which could

be attached to the argument of the verbs in the fashion

proposed by Fillmore 1969a : for instance, 'x discusses y'

for 'y is a topic'. Another solution, of the type suggested

in Langendoen 1970 C78lowould be to subcategorize another

case such as the Object case ("the most neutral case") by

means of the topic case : "Object : Topic ". I would object

to both solutions on the following grounds. Such a suboategor-

ization as well as presuppositions always serve to state

restrictions : for instance, the fact that x must be 'human'

in a sentence with ACCUSE. But, with verbs like 'discuss'

what is needed is on the contrary something very neutral and

general, since there is no conceivable limit to be imposed

on the type of things which can be 'described', 'discussed',

etc.
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Furthermore, I can think of no better oharaoterizatios

than a Topic case for the x in the following sentences s

(12)

a) x is the subjeot of this paper.
b) The subjeot of this paper is x.
(1) This paper is on x.
d) This paper is about x.
e) This paper concerns x.

I would agree with George Lakoff in regarding 'be about' and

'concern' as "two -plane relations, whose arguments are a

description of P proposition or discourse and the item which

is the topic of that proposition or discourse" (0. Lakoff

1969o, 30) and, within case theory, I see no better way of

capturing this fact than by labelling the x of sentences such

as those of (12) as a Topic case.

If this is oorreot, the question arises whether such an

analysis can be extended to at least some verbs with

sentential objects : particularly, verbs of list (4) like

1 explain,1, 'Ine, 'state', '12111. An argument in favour of

such an extension is the following : sentences of the type

'He discusses x' (or 'His paper is about x') and of the type

'He says that are BOTH equally appropriate answers

to such questions as 'What is the subject of his paper', or

'What does he telk (write) about ?', or 'What is his paper

about ?'. Furthermore, 'He says something', etc. is an

uninformative answer to such questions. In section 3.2.3., I

shall return to this point and elaborate upon this argument

on the basis of evidence found in the Janaske corpus.

321
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The same extension of the Topic analysis to predicates of

list(5) is, I think, to be rejected on the following grounds:

in answer to the above questions it is always possible to

say, 'He sews that he believes that--1, but hardly, 'He believes

that he says that--1. In other words, I would say that like

1A112211' and other similar verbs, verbs like 'gal introduce

a Topic, whereas verbs like 'believe' are part of the Topic.

The same kind of test could serve to establish whether verbs

of list (4) are of the same type ns 'discuss' or not

question : 'What does he talk about ?' Answer : 'x He says that

he discusses--', 'x He says that he states that--', etc. versus

'He says that he warns against '.

(iv) Prepositions as predicates versus 'essivel analyses.

There is currently much hesitation in TO studies on how

to treat prepositions. To take just one example, Langendoen

hesitates between Adopting Fillmore's essive proposal (for

Nis N sentences : Fillmore 1968) and the representation of

prepositions as predicates, and he mentions sentences such as

'A is in B' = 'B contains Al, 'A is about B': 'A concerns B',

'A is by B = 'B wrote (copposed) A' among the "problems and

suggestions for further study" (Langendoen 1970, 99). Also

consider the following asymmetries

(13)

(a) The text is on x
(a') The text discusses x
(b) x The author is on x
(b') The author discusses x
(c) In the text, the ecthor discusses x
(c') ? In the text, (14 is on (or: concerns) x
(cr) ? In this story, it's about x.
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A further problem is the existence of 'there 4e,' and

'there 'e,' next to %W. Compare the following s

(14)

a) This paper is an account of--
o) In this paper there is an account of--
b? book is in three chapters.
byyThis book contains three chapters.
(b") There are three chapters in this book.

Note that (14) (WI) is different from 'There are many toys

in the box' which was analyzed in Fillmore 1968a (456): it

seems to me that 'three chapters' are part of"this book'

in a way in which the'toys' are not part of the 'box'. Note

moreover that 'is on'does not behave like'is in': correspond-

ing to '18 on' there is no sentence with 'there is /are' like

(14) (b"). This in fact may be regarded as an argument in

favour of the analysis of 'is on' as a predicate like 'concern'.

In the absence of more reliable knowledge about the

questions deelt with in this paragraph, I shall not attempt

to propose an analysis for sentences of the type illustrated

above in (14). I would merely suggest that I see no objection

to analyzing 'an account of.' and similar nominals in

sentences like (14) (a) and (a') as N + Topic (op. Stockwell

et al.'s PS rule 7).

To sum up, I would propose that the verbs under discus-

sion fall into the following broad types; in (c), I write

S for what Stockwell et al. 1968 represent as N.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(15)

s

Agent

DISJUSS Author

315.

........,

Locative Topic

1
1

Text NP

V Locative? Topio

is ON Text Ni

This paper is

N Topic

I

an account of NP

S

,----- ''"7°-1--------,
Topic

f

1

P

V '''.- Agent

STATE Author Text S



(a)

(b)

(16)

V Age t Looative

WARN Author Telt

V Exp. 0

I *P

BELIEVE Author A
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Ob eat

P

or

-Locative (?)

On the basis of such repredentations, I suggest that rules

could be written that make use of the jmolloation relation

(Lyons and Leech) or of Katz's and others' similar entailment,

relation. First of all, such rules would state that a bilateral

implication relation holds between sentences with 'discuss,'

(etc.), 'is on' (etc.) and is an account of , irrespective

of whether TEXT or AUTHOR is selected as the subject of

'discuss' and similar verbs. Secondly, implication rules could

also be set up to state, for instance, that a sentence such as

'The author explains that a system has be designed....' imply

'The author discusses a s stem which has bee desil-qed...1 .

I shall not go into the detailed formulation of such rules,

because it seems to me that they present a serious problem

for case theory. Indeed, I would hypothesize that such rules

would have to say that, for instance, 'x explains that S'

implies that 'x discusses a', where z is what is selected as

subject of S, no matter what case it is. Lastly, if following
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Leech we can say that 'John is madly in love with Susan' implies

deductively 'John is in love with Susan' (Leech 1969, 36) we

can say similarly that sentences like the following imply

that, for instance, 'The Author discusses x' 'The paper

describes x in some detail', 'The writer describes x in terms

of Boolean algebra', etc.
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3.2.1.2. Articulate santenogq : active.

So far I have dealt Stith expressions which are fairly

simple in their surface form. However, the Janaske corpus

contains many expressions, the complexity of which is even

more beyond the powers of any theoretical framework known

to me than those discussed in 3.2.1.1. Andyet, these

expressions are intuitively relatable to those of the type

'the author/the paper discusses --'. Three of these expressions

are quoted below, in (17) s

(17)

(a) This book fills the need for a. text in the way of a
general introduction to the subject of (J 575).

(b) The purpose of this paper is to remove some of the
mysteries surrounding-- end to show (J 696).

(o) The inclusion of.. represents an attempt to fill at
least in part the existing gap (J 281).

Less complex expressions attested in the Janaske corpus

can be mentioned here, in the form of the following table

(18). Needless to say that not all the combinations generated

by this table are attested or even possible. To take just one

examples, "Sixteen authors contributed their views on" is

attested (J 449), whereas "the paper Attempts to contribute

a plea for" is not and may perhaps be found unacceptable by

some speakers. Still, I have to resort tc a tabular presenta-

tion in order to avoid having to quote the hundreds of

examples on which my tabiesiisbased.

:32
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Besides I have left out various attested or possible

expressions which would need to be characterized by even more

specific co-occurrence requirements than those which I have

ignored in the following table : for instance, "hold goals/

ideas for", lay /place emphasis/stress on", "report a sampling

of", 'develop the thesis that", "cell attention to", "take

pains to", "take issue with", "discuss tho general picture of",

"express belief /confidence that", "reach/point to the conclusion

that", "set forth considerations involved in","draw/bring out

conclusions", etc.

(18)

SUBJECT POSITION OR
RELATABLE POSITION

Subjects Corresponding
Predic tes

VERBS OR COGNATE NOMINALS IN
OBJECT POSITION OR IN A
RELATABLE POSITION.

Only
'AUTHOR'
as subject

appends
elaborates with (?)

is
is

Only is
'TEXT' is
or 'THIS' is
as subject is

is
is

'AUTHOR'
or

'TEXT'
(or 'THIS'

as
subject

or
as genitive

of
nominals

followed by
refaced b
addressed to Ving
an attempt to
designed to
devoted to
an effort to
intended to/as

;consists of
contains
covers (?)
is included

!begins with
concludes with
tends with
acp.terminate text)
'aims et
Rim is to
attempts to
goal is to
purpose is to
seeks to

ifitItides

account of
analys-
appeal-
compar-
defin-
demonstrat-
desori-(ption/bing)
determ-
discern-
discuss-
evalust-
examin-
exampl-
expla-(nation/ining)
expior-
facts about
idea(s)
illustrat-
list-
notes on
mention of
observ-
outlin-

a paradigm for
a plea for
(the following) points :

report-

8



contribut-
furnish-

mak-
offer-
present-
provid-
show-

review-
sampl-
show-
stat-
study-
summer-
supplement-
survey-
views on
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It seems to me that within the limits of current theories

- ixrticularly case theory - the following points can be

made here in connection with the above table. I shall ignore

various details, some of which are rather mysterious :

compare, for instance, "The text is prefaced by a discussion

of--", and "?x The text is appended by a discussion of.--".

First, the same grammatical alternatives as those noted

above in connection with 'discuss', 'believe', 'iis on', etc.,

exi4t for the superficially more complex expressions just

tabulated - namely just AUTHOR or just TEXT or both as posiible

subjects. Besides there is a certain amount of semantic paral-

lelism cuttin74, across the various grammatical alternatives :

'succession in text' (appendsfi is followed by, begins with),

'purpose' (is addressed to, aims at), 'inclusion' (contains,

includes). Second, it seems reasonable to posit that expres-

alone like 'make an attempt/an effort' and 'contribute/

furnish/give/present an analysis/etc.' have the same case

representation which is of the form V (Agent, Goal) - where

attempt, analysis, etc. are exponerts of the Goal case.

Third, it also seems reasonable to extend the Agentive

analysis of 'author' in 'The author discusses--' to all

the expressions which require such an extension : 'The

author begins with a discussion of--', 'The author attempts

to discuss--', 'The author presents a discussion of--', and

'The author attempts to present s discussion of Similarly,
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the locative analysis of 12121E' in 'The paper discusses '

and in lInthisnet...22ithordsl could be
extended L:o the following types of expressions :

(19)

(a) In this paper, the author begins with a discussion of--
(a') This paper begins with a discussion of
(b? In this paper, the author attempts to discuss--
(b) This paper attempts to discuss--
(a) In this paper, the author presents a discussion of..
(d) This paper presents a discussion of--
(d) In this paper, the author attempts to present a

discussion of.
(d ) This elm attempts to present a discussion of.

Sschematically then, I would tentatively propose the

following analyses :

(20)

(a) Only AUTHOR as subleot.

Agent Lda. Goal

Iy Topic

Text ACCOUNT ofAPPEND Author

(b) Only TEXT as sub eat

S

Loo
Topic

is FOLLOWED by Text /ACCOUNT of



$

Looative

Loo
e"b"m""%SO

V

Topic

Text ACC4UNT of

1

jCONSIST of
INCLUDE

322.

Locative

1 1

is an ATTEMPT to Text DISCUSS

(o) AUTHOR or TEXT as subieot

ig

INCLUDE Author

coal
SO

s'oropic

mm----Locative

Loo Loo

SO

\Topic

Text diLoussion

-.-8

Locative

Agent Loo-a- "%°*14%.`Loo

1

SO

BEGINS Author Text dieoussion
with

33 I
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Agent Lo ative Goal

SO

v
1

Topio

ATTEMPTS to
AIMS at Author Text DISCUSS-

1pRESENT
PROVIDE

92

Agent Locative Goal
I

SO

N/ opic

Text DISCUSSIONAuthor

S3

V Agent Locative " Goal

S2

(as above)

fAIMS at uthor
ATTEMPTS

Tiext

Here again, I suggest that implication rules could state,

for instance, that 83 implies Si, S1 implies 83, and presumably

that S1 and 83 imply 82. Similarly, all the sentences diagrammed

in (20) can be said to imply SO, that is, "DISCUSS + Topic",

or the like, but not vine versa.

I wish to end this section by making two further points.

The first one concerns the transformation known as equi-NP

deletion by which a sentence of the type 'John tries to read'

is derived from a deep structure of the form 'John tries (John

rug. I have omitted various problematic details in the diagrams

given in (20). Consider, for instance, a sentence of the type
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I have called S3 : 'In this paper, the author attempts to

provide a disoussion of.1. Suppose, furthermore, that we

wish to say that 'account' or 'discussion' in this sentenoe

is actually a verb in deep structure. Under such an assumption

S3 would have to be diagrammed as in (21), since the three

verbs of this sentence accept both Author or Text as subjects

83

Agen/

(21)

Loa 'Goal

82

V A t:

_,,00;,.
Lo Goal

JO

Vs".<2Or146"-Topio
1 1 ,

ATTEMPT Author Text PROVIDE Author Text DISCUSS Author Text

But note that such a representation would require four

noun-phrases eligible as subject to be deleted, namely the

two Authors and Texts associated with DISCUSS and PROVIDE

respectively. I am not acquainted with any solution proposed

for this problem in the literature. Whatever the solution may

be, I shell return to some aspects of this problem in 3.2.3. :

in particular, I shall argue that it is difficult to represent

semi-articulate sentences such as 'Discusses .' and 'A discus-

sion of--' (standing at the beginning of an abstract) as I

have represented SO in the above diagram. In other words, I

shall argue against deriving these semi- articulate sentences

from corresponding articulate sentences such as 'In this paper

the author discusses '
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My second point is perhaps relatable to the problem of

ATTEMPT (to) in the above diagram. It has to do with various

purposive sentences. Compare the purposive sentences of the

type tabulated above in (18) (for instance, "The 'specific

aim of the study is to discuss." J 1051) with those listed

in the following table :

(22)

'DISCUSSION OF Si PURPOSE S2

- Report of a(premilinary)
study

to obtain some
empirical
data on--
(J 842)

- Report of a study by(...) for the
purpose of

determining
(J 852)

- 0 A study of(...) for the
main purpose
of

analyzing--
(J 879)

- A report of a three weeks' The three 1)to examine.
trip. aims of

the trip
were

2) to study
3)to control.
(J 887)

- 0 This article
is WRITTEN

to help--
(J 916)

- Report of a study for the pur- examining- -
CONDUCTED
at.

pose of (J 919)

0
DESIGNED to acquaint.

(J 920)

- A chart
is GIVEN

to illustrate--
(J 983)

- --were
examined

to determine--
(J 938)

- Explores with R
view to

discovering--
(J 522)
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I shall leave the maim raised by.the first column un-

discussed in the presentaanwif we consider column S1 in

the table, the nouns in this column are relatable to sentences.

which seem:to be of the type Verb + Goal : "make a trip",

"write an article", "design/conduct a study", "give a chart".

Others could be analyzed as Verb + Topic : "examine ",

"explore ". Such data, it seems to me, raise the following

question. Consider sentences of the type 'the author's purpose,

is to discuss' (or 'The purpose of the paper is to discuss.'),

and, say, 'This paper/The author attempts to disouss--'. The

question which arises is whether the deep structure of such

sentences should not be a two-clause sentence roughly of the

form'S1 for the purpose of 82'.

I can think of two arguments in favour of such an alterna-

tive analysis. First, while it is possible to say "The study

analyzes.", "The purpose of the trip/study is to analyze.",

it is not possible to say "x The trip analyzes--". On the
other hand, purposive expressions impose various other

restrictions on the predicates depending on them : e.g.

'x The author's objective is to feel that '. Second, nouns

like 'paper', 'aulthor's and the like are by no means

the only grammatical category that can enter into the frame

'The purpose of--is to' : for instance, "The essential purpose

of literature searching is to locate..." (J 773). In chapter

3.4., I shall propose a (two-clause analysis for such sentences

which may also be applicable to some of the examples given above

in (22).

33°,i
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Applying this two- clause analysis to sentences like 'The

purpose of the paper/author is to--' would of course require

that ligart and 'author' in such sentenoen would be represented

in deep structure as sentences or as cognate nominalste.g.(1the)

writing this Paper' While I have v idea of how this could

be done, I feel that examples like the following make suoh a

proposal plausible : compare "At the time of this report" (J 1)

and "At the time this report was written" (J 121). The dif-

ficulty with positing deep structure sentences for surface

nouns like '4Apprt is that there is no known way of deciding

which (set of) "appropriate" verbs would have to be posited in

such sentences s 'write', 'prepare', 'publish' (this paper.

etc. (see f,rris 1968, 164 f. on "appropriate words").

;33
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2.2. Articulate sentences DaSeiVe.

I only wish to mention briefly the following points :

(1) There are various expressions which I believe to be

superfioiallj as well as semantically too complex to be

tractable nd I shall not attempt to analyze them. One

example is : "In addition to referenoes dealth with--

entries have been included covering the subject of--"(J 1000).

(ii) There tre a number of expressions of which it is difficult

to say with lertainty whether they are passive. Some

examples are listed in (23). Both (23) (a) and (b) have been

treated as aotives in the preceding section. If the active

counterpart is regarded as unacceptable ('x A brief account

prefaces--', (a) cannot b regarded as a passive. Similarly,

(b) sounds more natural to me than its active counterparts

? 'hotline for follows discusaion of..' ; I would

say that the intransitive aotive use of 'follows' is more

acceptable, as in : 'AD.putline for follows, emAhasiaing

'. have no explanation for such foots. Similarly,the

active counterpart of (o) sounds a bit funny to me :

these pages the author compresses/has compressio a general

review of'.

(23)

(a) -- is_prefaced bar e brief account of-- (J 122)
(b) A discussion of is followed by an outline for- -

(J 136).
(r) In these pages Is compleJsed a general review of--

(J 1007).
(d) the authors have included .-- are included

( J 975).
(e) Also inoluded are tables which indicate-- (J 654).
(f) Inc uded in the paper are : n, detailed discussion

and mention 77:: kJ 116).
(g) In it is outlined-- (J 891)
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A similar problem about deciding whether a sentence is

active or passive arises with expressions such as 110.0,16021

to', '11.kupted tot, lis intended to/amt which were treated

as actives in the preceding section. As Fillmore one put it,

"Stative adiectives can be derived from (...) change of state

verbs" such as break s'The window is br9ken1 can be understood

eit:ver as a passive or as a description of a state. Similar

sentences with other verbs, such as 'ha! ('The wix.dow was hit1),

can only be understood as passives. With reference to 'La

ggglialgtes etc.. I would say that such sentences are ambig-

uous like the sentence with 'ima' but I can think of no

explanation for this fact (Fillmore 1967, 18-19).

(iii) Next to those exemplified in (23), I have found various

constructions which I shall not attempt to analyze. Compare

the constructions superficially similar to passives in (24)

and (25) with those given in (2i) and (27) respectively.

(24)

(a) Listed And annotated are (J 826).
(b) Announced in this paper are-- (J 985).
(o) Appendixed are-- (J 1004).
(d) Also reported is. (J 1115).

(25)

(a) Arising from this stile.' is (J .919).
(b) x Mentioned is that--
c) Mention is made of the fact that--
(d) The fact is mentioned that

(26)

(;) Finally, there is _presented en explanation of (J 421).
(b) There is thus achieved the general description of--

776517

(n) There is a very useful supplement of-- (J 38).
(b) With nsgGrd to., there was n plea for-- (J 525).
(c) There is a general examination of r..nd r detailed

de3cription of (J 664).
(d) However, there are just es many wernings on-- (J 923).
(e) There is e discussion of ;.1 993)
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(t) There I also a general estimate of(J 1020).
(g) er are numerous illustrations and a two-page

ography (J 1063).
(h) There is agreement with the general belief that

(.1 1069).

(iv) According to Langendoen (1970, 142) "The girl (whom my

cousin married) became pregnant" is derived from "My cousin

married a girl. She became pregnant", Thus, a sentence such

as (28) (a) would be derived from a deep structure having

the form illustrated in (28) (b) - namely discourse

consisting of two sentences";

(28)

(a) The system described employs (J 35).
(b) A system is described. It employs--

Lengendoen (lee. cit.,) claims that in the sentences quoted

in (29) (a) and (b) "the temporal order" of the sentences

"suggests a corresponding temporal order to the events

described" : (e) "describes a situation in which a girl

becomes pregnant sifter marriage", and (b) "a situation

in which she becomes pregnant before marriage". Besides,

he clrtims that "this semantic difference between the

discourses carries over into the sentences with relative

clauses" (29) (c) and (d) respectively :

(29)

(e) My cousin married a girl. She became pregnant.
(b) A girl became pregnant. My cousin married her.
(c) The girl whom my cousin married became pregnant.
(d) My cousin married n girl who becmc pregnant.

330.

Irrespective of whet one may think about Langcndoen's

lingua tic intuittnms here, the fact is that no temporal

order is present either in the sentences with relative

clauses or in the corresponding sentences given in (30).
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When such an order is present, as may be the case in some

examples of (31), it seems to be entirely due to the meaning

of the sentences or clauses involved; and not to the gram-

matical construction.

(30)

(a) A system which employs (...) is described.
(b) The system which is described employs.
(o) The system described employs-- (J 35).
(d) A system is described. The system (It) employs.
(c) The system employs-- This system is described here.

(31)

(a) The classification scheme presented here had its
origin in... (J 33).

(b) Documentary activity will be coordinated at national
level by the proposed Institut far Dokumentations-
wesen 47).

(c) Arising from the study is a suggested standard for
abstract journals which is also reported in this
paver (J 919).

(d) are reported in this paper (J 1028).

(v) I shall assume that what has been said in the preceding

sections rbout implication rules can hold for passive

constructions, provided the suitable case analyses are

aval'Able. Thus, a presumably bilateral implication

relation can be said to hold between the following sentences:

(32)

(a) Efforts nre devoted to exploring x (J 120),
(r!) x is/are explored.
(b) An attempt is made to give r genern1 picture of

x (J 590).
(V) x is depicted/described.

1 n
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(vi) Most of the undoubtedly passive constructions in the

Janaske corpus are of the form mentioned' or of

slightly more complex form such as 'Mention is made of--'.

The forms which I have found will be listed below. What is

important to note here is that the greet majority of these

sentences contain no mention of 'AUTHOR' or 'TEXT'. I have

found only one sentence in which both nre mentioned (33a).

one ciii.ar instance of a passive sentence containing n

presumably Instrumental expression has been found (33 b),

and only about twenty sentences with R locative preposi-

tional phrase at the beginning (as in 33 c), or at the end

(as in 33 d) , or an adverb (as in 33 e) :

(33)

(a) -- is explained by G. Mver in an article entitled--
(J 798).

(b) -- are listed -.nd assessed in the light of (J 599).
(c) In this paper, -- are described (J 680).
(d) -- is dealt with in this Prticle (J 789).
(e) aril reported herein (.1 298).
(0) -- is hare prese,707J 486).

The verbs and verbal expressions which I have found in

passive constructions in the Janaske corpus are listed below

in (34) and (35). 7n the latter table I omit the statement

of various co-occurrence restrictions which would specify,

for instance, that 'emphasis' is 'given to', 'put on',

plaood on', thnt IsuestiorlEt are 'raised', 'asked',

'answered', that 'note' is 'made', that 'comvarisons' are

'made' or 'drawn' (J 1077), that IR belief' is 'expressed',

etc.



advanced
advocated
analyzed
appended
appraised
arranged
assessed
attributed to
believed(to be)
claimed
compared to
computed
considered
covered
criticized (as)
dealt with
decried
defined as
delineated
depicted
described
detailed
determined
diagrammed
discussed
displayed
distinguished from
elaborated
emphasized
enumerated
enunciated
estimated
evaluated
examined
expected to
explained
fourd
given

(3l) is/has :

groped for
grouped
identified
illustrated
included
indicated
investigated
justified
listed
mentioned
noted
outlined
pointed out
presented
presumed
proposed
purported to
quoted
recommended
regarded
rejected
reported
reviewed
shown (to)
sketched
stated
stressed
studied
suggested
summarized
tabulated
touched upon
traced
treated

333



(a)
account
analysis
annotations
appeal
attempt
a catalogue
charts
comments
comparison
conclusions
lonsiderations
data
details
description
distinction
dream
examples
estimate
evaluation
explanation
generalizations
glossary
guide lines
illustrations
indication(s)
indexes
information
list
observation
plans
proposals
recommandations
(general) remarks
report
resume
review
samples
statistics
suggestions
survey
synopsis
table(s)

(35)
(b) IS/ARE :

added
advanced
appended
drawn
given
included
made
offered
presented
provide.:
outlined
submitted
summarized
supplied

334.
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I suggest that the subject of passive sentences with at least

some of the verbs listed in (34) mPy be analyzed as the Topic.

For the expressions listed in (35:. what I propose to describe

as a possible Topic has the grammatical form of a prepositional

phrase depending on the subject head noun : for instance, x

in lan account of x is giventsar in' an account is given of xl

In the rest of this section, I shall be concerned with

a problem which cpn be stated in the form of the following

paradox. As will be remembered, 'AUTHOR' and 'TEXT' are mostly

not mentioned in the passive constructions under discussion;

on the other hand, it seems that 'AUTHOR' and 'TEXT' are

conceptually present under the influence of the context, but

that it would be a mistake to posit them in deep structure.

This suggests that passive constructions such as 'x is

discussed' would be relatable not to the corresponding active

sentences ('In this paper, the author aiscusses x') but rather

to semiarticulate sentences of the type dealt with in the

next section (3.2.3.) : 'A discussion of x', and 'Discusses x'.

They would have a deep structure of the form Predicate

Topic. Now, Fillmore suggests that sentences like 'The arrow

hit' are instances of "definite" pronominalization. He argues

that 'The arrow hit,' and 'The arrow hit IT' arc paraphrases

and that in both, "the speaker expects the identity of the

'target' (Goal) to be already known by the addressee". More-

over, he proposes that such facts should be represented Tn the

entries, as idiosyncratic properties of predicates

such an 'hit'. The following is, I think, a strong argument

against such e conception pc far rs the passive f;entences

under discussion are ooncerned. When 'AUTHOR' and 'TEXT'

are not mentiched.1:;;;1 cannot refer back to them by means

of IT or HE (SHE) :
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(36)

(a) x x is described. It also describes x.
(b) x x is described. He (She) also describes x.

Moreover, such a fact'cannot be regarded as an idiosyncratic

property of the predicates in question, considering that

'AUTHOR' or 'TEXT' are so to speak always omitted from the

passive sentences under discussion, and that this is the

case with all the predicates attested. This suggests that

conceptually incomplete structures of the type Predicate +

Tonic should be generated by the base of the theory (as should

be Jespersen's "Thank you"), and that our ability to relate

the corresponding sentences to their 'complete' active counter-

parts should be accounted for not by transformations, but by

a device of an unknown nature : presumably one of the type

envisaged by George Lakoff (1971), which would PAIR representa-

tions of contexts with representations of sentences. Such

a device would give recognition to Jespersen's observation

that

Only bores want to express everything, but even bores
find it impossible to express everything in the
most everyday remarks we suppress a great many things
(...) "Two third Brighton return" stands for something
like : "Would you please sell me two third-class tickets
from London to Brighton and back again, and I will pay
you the usual fare for such tickets". (Jespers%m 1965,
310).

The usual absence of an Agent in the passive sentences under

consideration may result in ambiguities which can often not

be resolved linguistically. Moreover, the same kind of am-

biguity arises with nominals ( Jespersen's nexus-substantives).

This happens when it is not clear whether the understood

Agent of a predicate is what Jespersen calls "the generic

person" or some de-finite person, for instance, the author

of the abstracted publication (Jespersen 1966, 317). Thus,

expressions such as 'It is ssumed thet--' and 'the assumption

that ' can have two readings - -nd pconsionally three -
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in the passages quoted below, These readings can be paraphrased

respectively as 'The author, assumes that ', and 'It is

Aonerally/U9usllY assumed that ' or 'The abstractor assumes--1.

To show how this ambiguity arises, it is necessary to quote

more than one sentence, Compare the passives in (37) (a) and

(c) with the nominals in (b) and (d); in both (a) and (b),

it is impossible to know for certain who "assumes". In (c),

the abstractor, the author and the "generic person" all seem

to be eligible Ps implicit Experienoer of 'believe'.

In (d), we may regard "the Library Association in London" as

an additional possibility, presumably ruling out the abstractor
(because of 'The belief').

(37)

(a) (First sentence of the abstract; 'Author' is the
implicit Agent of 'outline's) Plans are outlined for
organization of institutes for medical statistics
and documentation (...). It is assumed that all
clinical hospital departments (....) will initiate...
(J 545)

(b) (First sentence of the abstract; 'Author' is the
implicit Agent of 'discussion', but not necessarily
of 'assumption's) riffiaiiinn of computers based on
the assumption that they are, could, or should be
considered the ultimate in information processing
devices (J 619).

(a) This is a dictionary of the special meanings given to
over 400 words and phrases ss used by documentalists.
Designed to assist those just entering the field,
it is believed that it will also give some stability
to the word usage by documentalists already in the
field, (J 1058).

(d) Approach to the training of scientific information
specialists ps seen by th:: Library Association in
London. The belief is that librarian and information
officer use basically the srme materials and
techniques... (J 747),
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Other examples of ambiguous passives are given in (38).

In all these examples, the first sentence of the abstracts is

quoted and is unambiguous in that 'AUTHOR' is the Agent

understood from the context. For reasons which I am unable

to explain, some sentences that follow the sentence with the

ambiguous passive may be unambiguous, PS seems to be the case

in (b) and (0). Let us say that what I mean by 'context' here

is the format adopted in the Janaske bibliography to present

the abstracts : the name of the author, followed by the title

of the abstracted publication, itself followed by the abstract

(Appendix 4),
(38)

(a) A coat comparison is made between manual and mechanical
selection operations in a small company (...) Costs
for mechanical selection are found to be double those
for manual methods, but are justified on the basis
of (J 382).

(b) Discusses potentialities of n retrieval system (...)
Capacity of system in present form is estimated at
(...) Details of system are not described, last
sentence : J 238).

(0) The Delta punched card is of the Batten-Cordonier
type. It is recommended in cases where (J 594).

(d) The first Soviet tests of machine translation were
conducted in 1955 (...) It is expected that by 1961...
(J 624).

(e) Reports on a technique for literature indexing (...)
This "probabilistic indexing" method is said to
allow (...) Finally, the results of n small-scale
experiment ere given and analyzed (J 640),

(f) This is a third interim report on (...) Bemuse
it is possible to describe one concept by utilizing
several different verbal expressions, it was found
necessary to develop one metalinzuistie'common
denominator (J 707).

When there exist adverbs corresponding to the verbs

under investigation, it seems that they are potentially

ambiguous like the verbs in the passive. Thus, 'admittedly'

can be ambiguous between 'the author admits that--', 'It is
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generally admitted that--I and perhaps 'the abstractor

admits that--/ in (39) (a); something similar seems to happen

with 'consequently' in (b) because there is not clue as to

who draws the consequence, and in (e) with 'deplorably' -

perhaps because of special properties of believe (Langendoen

1970 on opacity : 114); in (d) and (e), however, there is

no doubt as to the author been conceptually involved in

'critically' and in 'emphatically' for reasons that are unclear

to me.

(39)

(a) States that when (...) it is time for librarians
and documentalists to stop questioning the value of
thesis literature and its control. The practices
with respect to this body of scientific literature
(...) are discussed. Admitted'', progress has occurred
through... (J 92).

(b) The financial success of documentation activities
is difficult to assess. Consequently, it is useful to
calculate the costs... (J

(c) The author believes that the standards are deplorably
low (J 293).

(d) Discusses the question of who should prepare abstracts
and indexes and examines critically (J 399).

(e) Fundamental problems of (...) are discussed (...)
It is stated emphatically, that (J 47).
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3.2.3. Semi-articulate and inarticulate sentences.

This section is concerned with semi-articulate sentences

of the type 'Discusses-1 and 'A discussion or-- -' (I ignore

the type 'Presents a discussion of--', which also exist) and

with inarticulate sentences, that is, sentences consisting

of just a noun-phrase ('Three representative)roblems of...'

J 4), and, more broadly, sentences which are not introduced

by 'Discussesa/ and the like. I shall just mention briefly

the following points :

(1) Constructions which have no status - or an unclear status

- in case theory :

(40)

1. Instrumental expressions (?)

(a) A discussion, from actual ractice, of-- (J 385).
(b) A detailed discussion using specific examples)

of (J 937).
(c) A discussion of based on the assumption that

(J 619).

2, Point of view

(a) Lists -- 1322EalalLItitaLura 30).
(b) Discusses from the point of view of (J 1046).
(c) --a view from the reference desk. A view of

from the standpoint of-- (J 312).
(d) A comparison of with respect to-- (J 630).

3. In the form of

(a) communications in the form of comments. . (J 987)
(b) Cp. : Data are presented in summary form J 945).

4, Goal (?)

(a) An introduction for those new to. (J 717).
(b) Cp. The report written for la men as well as for,

scientific specialists J 99
(c) Cp. Directed to the librarian, this article

(J 1059).
(d) A plea to all developing an information retrieval

system (J 663).
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5. Experienoer (?)

The author's concept of... (J 242).

6. Souroe (Fillmore 1969a)

comments from individuals concerning... (J 987).

7. Agent (op. Stockwell ot. al., 1968)

(a) A statement by Senator H. lipmnhreY (J 1009).
01) Confessions of Cleveland-dooumentalist...

(J 497).

(ii) Some verbal forms have no cognate nominal with the same

meaning and vioe versa. In other oases, the grammatical

constructions required by the cognate forms are different.

Besides, some cognate forms can be unacceptable as such in

semi-artioulate sentences :

(41

Verbs I Nominals

L

Lists (A) List of
Reports on (A) Report on

Fully
Equivalent

Semantically
equivalent

0
Advocates
Conoerned with
Deals with

0
g

Gives
0

Shows
Tells of/how
Traces (the history)
Urges

(An) Account of
0

x Concern with
0

(A) directory of
An essay on
x Gift
(A) plea for
x Show

0
x Traces of
x Urges

grammatically
not
equivalent

Explains that
Notes that

An explanation of
A note on

Difference

in

semi-articulate

sentences

Concludes that

Conceives of

Observes that

Points out that

Remarks that

x(A)conolusion that
(cp.:the- is that)

kThe concept of(cp.
The author's concept of)
mAn observation that
(cp. The-is made that)

xA point that(cp.The-
is made that)

xA remark that(cp.The-
is made tha ).

5 (I
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The following nouns and verbs that function as main

predioates in the semi-articulatk sentences under investi-

gation are given in (42) and (43), Contrary to what might

be expected, those that were found in titles are the

minority.

(42)

An account of
An analysis of
An appeal for
Bibliography on/at
A Collection of
Comments on
A comparison of
A compilation of
The author's concept of
A consideration of
Considerations/on/for/of/

in/relating to
Confessions of
Contents :

Critique on
Desoription(s) of
Dictionary of
Directory of
A discussion of
A discourse a la ...on
A dissertation on
The distinction between
Documentation on
--encyclopedia
An essay on
An estimate of
An explanation of
Facts and rigures on

Guide through/to
Guide lines for
Glossary of
Introduction to
Index tc/of
An investigation of/into/for
List of
A listing of
A manual of
A memorandum
Material on
Notes on
Observations on
Outline of
Papers on
Flea for
A presentation of
A projection of
Proposals of
A proposal for/to
Recommendations for
Refutation
Remarks on
Report of/on
Review of
Research on
Sketch of
Study of/on
Suggestions for
Summary of/on
Survey of
3ome thoughts on
A view of



(0)
Advocates
Analyzes
Annotates
Assumes
Chronicles
Comments that
Concerned with (the idea that
Conoerne
Contends that
Concludes that
Contains (chapters treating)
Covers among others such

topics as
Deals with
Defines
Describes
Discusses(matters of)
Envisions
Examines
Explains
Explores
Feels that
dives
In(four sections):
Introduoes
Lists

310,

On
Outlines
Points out
Predicts
Presents
Proposes

) Provides
Recommends
Regards
Reports on
Reviews
Says
Shows
States
Stresses
Suggests
Summarizes
Surveys
Tells of/how
Urges
Views

In order to understand the purposes of the present

discussion, it is necessary to remember that under the

standard methodology inherited from TO approaches to syntax,

surface sentenues are usually derived from their most complete

or explicit representations, In other words, deep structures

generally represent various entities which can be left un-

expressed or implicit in the surface realizations of sentences.

Jespersen - who, incidentally, doer not "recognize as

sentences" such expressions as "book-titles", on the ground

that they "occur in writing only and thus fall outside language

proper" - grants that "spoken language may indulge in many

suppressions" (Jespersen 1965, 311), and points out the

difficulty of reconstructing some semi-erticulate and inarticu-

late sentences "an old-fashioned grammarian", he says,

3 52
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will be inclined to explain incomplete sentences "by his

panacea, ellipsis". But as Jespersen notes, it is sometimes

difficult to do this : "what is understood in ("0 "special

edition 1" ? "I offer you..." or "Will you buy... ?" or

"This is... "?" (on. cit., 307).

In the rest of this section, I wish to examine to what

extent it is possible and justifiable to reconstruct the

semi-articulate and inarticulate sentences under discussion.

I shall first consider the semi-articulate type, and assume

that what can be said about them is also true of the passive

constructions in which 'AUTHOR' and 'TEXT' are not mentioned.

Indeed, it seems to me that the expressions underlined in (44)

are equivalent. Moreover, the question arises whether the

titles - which I regard as inarticulate sentences - are rot

equivalent to the semi-articulate sentences that follow (the

first sentence of the abstract)

(44)

(a) New kinds of indexes (title)
Discusses new chemical indexes which (J 83).

(b) New role of machines in document retrieval...(title)
A discussion of the role of machines in .4. (J 100).

(c) the case for centralized internal communications (title)
Discussion of the need for (J 125).

(d) Effictent use of the IBM file of A3TM powder x-ray
diffraction data (title)
The use of the IBM file of powder x-ray diffraction
data is discussed.

The technical notion of TO linguistics which is relevant

here is that of (nor)recoverable deletion (Katz and Postal

1964; Chomsky 1965, 144-5, 177-82). Formulated in terms of

this notion, Jespersen's problem is whether or not it is

possible to analyze (i.e. reconstruct) the sentences under

discussion in such a wny that the reconstructions meet

specified conditions Allowing for the derivation of these

sentences by deletion rules of the so-enlimd recoverable type.

:3 53
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The following passage from Levin 1971 can serve to sum-

marize the question of recoverable deletion; note, in

particular, the statement of three types of conditions

under which a given deep-structure representation lends

itself to deletion transformations :

In Katz and Podal (1964, pp. 79-01) the principle was
stated that only those deletion transformations should
bo pemmitted in a grammar which result in unique
distortions of a Phrase Marker - in other words, only
such deletions as are recoverable given the resulting
P-marker and a description of the transformation involved.
Katz and Postal then &tined three typos of formal
condition:, under which recovoribility of deleted elements
is possible and hence where deletion is permissible :
(a) if the deleted element is one actually mentioned
in the structure index of the transformation; (b) if
the deleted element is strongly identical with another
element in the same P-marker; end (c) if the deleted
element is dominated in its underlying P- marker by
the constituent Pro. Omitting details and simplifying,
(a) is instanced in the imperative transformation,
whore you Is mentioned in the structure index, (1)1
is instanced in reflexive and relative clause transforms-
tione, and (e) is instanced in sentences like John is
clan , whoro in the underlying P-marker the AP-

fo ow ng the verb is expended as Pro, this in turn
is realized as so e hin [orja], and (...) subeoquontly
deleted (...) C As c,;z and Postal point outd.some
such underlyin form must be posited in order to explain
the fact that John is reading] is not infinitely
ambiguous; it ooe not mean 'John is rending books
or magazines or a tombstone, otc.' (Levin 1971,
41 and 40).

Conditions (a), (b) and (c) as formulated in the above

quotation ire rorticulnrly relevant here. As my additions

indicate, (c) can refer either to definite pronominalization

- the situation which is relevant hero ('John is reading

IT') - or to indefinite pronominalization ('Jahn is rending

SOLLWHING1) (c'p. Fillmore 1969a, 119).
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I shall first consider Levin's first condition. It

parallels JoepLrsents point about the difficulty of

reconstructing some semi-articulate or inarticulate sentences

and concerns the possibility of "actually mentioning"

cortain ontitioo in a structure index. Tking just the

example IA climuosion of--I, it is oney to realize that

there is en indefinite number of elements that could be

reconstructed in a otrUcture index for IA discussion of I,

and that there is no way of establishing that one reconstruc-

tion is 'bettor! than another. This i© illustrated below in

(45) :

(45)

1. Aallxl.

(1) There is A DISCUSSION OF-- (cp. Thore is a
genera examination of-- a J 664) .

(b) This is A DISCUSSION OF--

(0) iIn this er art otc,
gieeson s nc u es a ere c1.04.''

(d) ByipaaasaiLiIaLigaixasLas A plum-

(e) usi=...erThisahozialiasiyis etc. A DISCUSSION

(f) The ma or artion ofthlwaerisonajetc.
is dove e41 K DISCUS

(g) Daludedithissacil A DISCUSSION OF--

2. Plosive.

(a) A DISCUSSION OF is given /presented /etc.

(b) In 11143292201s, + (a)

(c) In this plarals. on + (a)

(d) (a) + by the nuthor/the

(o) A DISCUSSION 011.1s brief). ilpsoLIIILLIEkan
1p the npages of ginar c
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Surely, thero are lees poseibilitios of roconstruction

in the ottestod sontences quoted below in (46) (a), (b),

'and (0), as is suggostod in (d) to (g). But the very poasibili

ty of having conjunctions of semantivnlly difforent nominale

such ns those undcrlinod in (b) and (c) suggosts that

a linguistic theory should genorote such nominal° directly

in the base astlinthosurfaco.canstructionk,
rather than derive them from more complete or explicit

deep-structure representations.

(46)

(a) Introduction to mcchlnical documentation methods
Brief description and a licntionsA peek-

a-boo and edge- poncho car J

(b) Exporiences with edge notched cords in a neurologic-
al clinic (title)
poser/ tion and use of a simplified two-edged
note e car or recording case histories... (J 327).

(c) Tho authors prooent c dosi n nnd discussion of
bibliographic punch() cor ,n1SITT=""

(d) Tho author presents/gives descrialmand the

(e) A doscript ioa2ILLse of: . is givon/
proson c .

(f) m This io n doscri tion and use of ,
(g) m The outhor/the pnpor includes/offers s discussion

and use of ,s.

Note, moreover, that the folloAtng sentences are

dubious if not completely unacceptable, which to me is n

further :Irgumcnt for the approach I propose ;
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?

(d
0 ?

(c) ?
?

x
(f) ? x s scusse and
(g) ? x rinariEr---Ieso and

(47)

so sos x and
x and
on of x ana

x end
and t

348.

boo y.
Y
boa y.

Y

Lastly note that the need for 'incomplete' deep-

structures is also suggested by the use of pronouns in the

following, orticulato, sontencos s

(48)

(a) Tho author describes ktp. as yot incomplete work on
IT755IBM and justinie his method... and
oxprosses baig, confiddnap (J 126).

(b) The describes incomplete work on It
bkiadififs-and justifies the method... and expresses
0 confidence that

(c) Tho paper
work on
is explains
oxproosos

doecribes (b14) as yet incamploto

and justifies his method... and
s confidence th--

In connection with LevinIs third point, it also seems

impoesible to posit definite pronouns for Agont (IAUTHOR1)

and Locative ('TEXT') in the semi-articulito sentences

under discussion. This, of least, is the case with verbal

constructi..ms, ns is shown in (49). On the other hand, ne

far ns prowAlinalizntion is (=corned, nominal constructions

liko IA discussion of-1 act as synonyms of nouns like

'tout', no is shown in (50).

(49)

(a) m Discusses HE describe©..
(b) m DT cussos IT describes...
(c) m 777-171nscussed. HE/IT describes.
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(50)

(a) An evaluntion recommends that (J 55).
(a') An annual review of--. In addition, it includes

lists of (J 230).
(b) Describes-1w includes both roviow of-- and

(J 267).
(0) A general description of--. Thossmvismaa is

rather short-- (J 928).
(d) Summary of--, including description of-- (J 31).
(d9 An appendix follows, listing-- (J 135).

Lot us now turn to inarticulate sentences. Met titles

of the Janasko corpus aro of the inarticulate type. But

occasionally, as in tho folloving oxamplos, the first (as

well as other sentences of the abstracts are inarticulate

and consist of just n noun-phrase (cp. Jeopersen's "Thanks"):

(51)

(a) Searching medicinal chemical litornture (title).
IcThzopL:t:tatiiLepLLobleirtoso:' a manufacturor5-f-fizitfloalergoonror information

in the medical and chemical liternutro : (J 3).

(b) Lochanizod indexing of information on chemical
compounds in plants (titlo).
A s atom dovised for (. 168).

(c) Card-form publications in medicine and related
fiolds (title).
Advanta es and disadvantages of cnrd-f5rm publics-
Mfrs:

(d) Symbolic shorthand system for modicino and physiolo-
gy (title).
Loptom for classifying and indexing medical
Iliirature using (J 084).

Hero rigain, it seems impossible to decide which

nrticul-Ito sentence could be said to correspond to the

'best' docp structure representation of the inarticulate

sentences in question (Levin's first point and Josporsen's

observction about "bucial editLon I", etc.) , even though

some roconetructi3ns are definitely rukld out. This is

sh:wn in (52) :

3 fi



( 52)

Tho author discussos
- The author presents a
thorough discussion of

- The author outlines
Tho author presents

- Tho author analyzes
Thc nuthor evaluatos
(a mothod/systom)(?)

- The author defines
Tho author introduces(?)

- Tho author stresses
(advantagos)

- Thc author states
(problemsladvanteges)

- TM; author explorbs(?)
otc.

- m Tho author advocates
- n Tho author predicts
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su three roprosonbativo problems
of

- a system devised for...
- odvantagos and dioadventagos

of
- a svatom for 1 0 0

Tho following examplos (53), however, suggest that what has

just boon acid noods to be qualified. In (a), we have

I3UALA1 introducing la method for1-1 in the title, but

only the noun-phrase introducod by 'Study of,' is repeated

in the firt sentence of the abstract. The converse situation,

which is not oxemplified, is more frequent : sr-, (44).

(b) :end (c) nro oven more intriguing. In (b) L--are ALSO

Alscuspodl appears in the fifth sentence of the abstract

WITHOUT any provious occurrence of 'discuss' or the like,

and in (c) tthcospualtakt also occurs without provious

occurrenco of 'propose,' or the like in a procading sentence.

Eximplo (d) suggests n furthcr problem, namely how innrticul-

°to sontencoe like 'A method for ,..1 in (n) roInto to

ARTICULAT2 tiontoncos with NO vorb such as 'discuss' or

cognnto nominal.
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(53)

(a) (Anclytical and experimental) tu of a method
for literature search in abetrac g ournale
(= title).
A method for literature search using abstracting
journals developed by (= first sentence s J 156).

(b) The book-form index requires no searching michine,
and the coordinate searching can be done by a cler-
icIL person. Each document is %%tared in one place,
and the documents can be almostany order. A
document entry consists of a single (or multi-)
character abbreviation for each term the document
possesses, and a document identification. The docu-
ment identification may be anything from a serial
number to a brief abstract; micro-reduced document
identifications are also discussed. ( J 721).

(c) The author has developed a set of elements which
should appear in all agreements or contracts between
organizations supporting research and organizations
receiving the support. Thettemamtik are based
on 25 ones studies (J 39e

(d) A system has been deeigneu far preparing biblio-
graphic reports (first sentence of J 362).

Considering the nbove examples I would propose the

following :

(i) Contrary to what I hove argued about 'AUTHOR' and 'TEXT',

I feel that it is both possible and necessary to posit

a predicate such ns 'Study of or 1Dicueeion of' for

the inarticulate sentences (such as that in 53a), andibr

most titles, and articulite sentences that do not contain

such a predicate in their surface form.

(ii) Such eentences could then be treated no instances of

recoverable deletion, provided the Ammultt predicate

can be "actually montioned" in their structure index.

While this no doubt presents problems in exnmpl3s

like (53) (c) (71.102.1)1222191e.1), I sugzeet that

obvious candidates as appropriate predlcotes are the

most general predicitos such !Is DISCUSS, CONCERN, and

STATE (that). By 'most ge.nerall, I mein those that cnn
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always serve to replace others on the basis of unilateral

implication rules s thus 'gsallas&V, or 'ImaglaX, or

'list xl Ill imply DIi, but not vice versa.

(iii) If (i) and (ii) ore corroct, both inarticulate

sentences ouch as (53) (a) (111matholusp and

articulate sentences such as (53) (d) (1.gx2I2LAILIsaa

bullsodiars441) cnn be represented in deep structure

as having the form graikutet Topic s respectively

'Discusses Lorlidiscussioso.p.ic = mdhgd

and 'state11.1114.-±-29102...W.W.S.1100 begMAMUNIPA
for......" On this basis, such sentencoo can bo related by

implication rules to orticulqte sentences of the type

'The ^Lithor discusses 20cp. implioit performatives).

(iv) VIhilb I realize that the notion of topic in linguistic

theory is far from clear, I suggest that my proposal

to give the same semantic :analysis olvalsolAL±Isaiso

to syntactically different verbs like 'discuss.' and

'este pat' is not unronsonable consickring the possi-

bility of prrlphrases illustrated below in (54); (d)

is based on a suggestion made by leikoff (George Lnkoff

1969c, 30-31).

(54)

(a) Cori nil (sentence 1 of J 404).
Before any lufTnio system for storing, searching,
and retrieval of information can be effective, it
is necessary to develop nn efiicient and economic
method of placing Ind locating the information in
the system.

(b) nodifiod version 1.
1 WT23YR/771777= Topic

(c) 1:edified version 2.
DIRMIUVMT1r= the need to develop in efficient
and economic method Or5r3Flag :end locnting (the)
infornntion (in the system) befolac any iutomntic
system for storing, senrching, retrieval of
inform-tion can be effective.

(d) nodified verokm_l.
trraITIVT7-TOPI-C = nut ov'tic systems for
IT IS STATED that + Topic = it is necesenry to
dev2lop an efficient Ind econonrac mothod of pl:.ctng
nd loclting the information in TIM.,
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(v) If (iv) is correct, it suggests that sentences like

(54) (o) 12.124has can be considered as n Topic. This,

I suGgest, is not unreasonable and onn be regarded no

a fornulntion of the 'implicit performative hypothesis'

in terms of a case theory framework. Under such a view,

then, there would be no difference bctweon (54) (a)

and (b) as far as their Topic is concerned, the topic

of (54) (c) would be a noun-phrse with 'need' se a

head-noun, and (54) (d) would hive two Topics :

Inglaticuilystoms fore_u11, and o that-clause which is

equivalent to (54) (a) and (b). Similarly, the only

difference no fnr no Topic is concerned, between

"(STATES that) a s stem his been deniza;pedf"(J 362)

and, say, "(DISCUSSES) layetomdoximd forte" (J 168)

would be captured in the grimmnr, in terms of the

difference between n sentence and the corresponding noun-

phrase with T relntive clause. In the next chapter, I

shall frgue that the above proposnla nro rob vent to some

problems of identity in discourse and of discourse

structurc.
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p.3. CONJUNOTIONL RELATIVE CLAUSES AND PRESUPPOSITION.

3,3.1. Some marks and faotors of identity.

Ignoring various details and problems, the review of

recent studies on conjunction presented in 3.1.11. leaves us

with the general assumption that and- conjunction imposes

identity constraints on what it conjoins, and with the

following, moms specific, assumptions :

(i) sentences in a text or discourse are relatable by and

or some other conjunction, so the.t some identities must

be statable between them (Katz and Fodor, and Harris);

(ii) identities must be statable between conjoined sentence

constituents, such as noun-phrases or verb-phrases (partic-

ularly under the hypothesis that the source is a conjunction

of sentences);

(iii) it is necessary to distinguish between symmetric and

asymmetric 'and' and these two types of 'and' may require

different semantic representations.

In this section, I shall briefly discuss and illustrate

tdroe factors of identity :

(i) case structure;

(is.) marks of time sequence;

(iii) deixis.

Later in this chapter, I shall examine some of these points

(neAt to a few others) in more detail. To begin with, I shall

suggest briefly how case representations can throw light on

the problem of identity in oonjoined sentences. 21 (1), (2),

and (3), I wish to suggest the following. On the basis of

the hypotheses put forward in the preceding chapter, the

sentences of the illustrative abstracts quoted in (a) can be

represented in terms of the general format Predicate + Topic

given in (b).The representations of (b) 'normalize' the texts,

on the basis of an application relation between various

sentences and DISCUSS (or STATE) + Topic.
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in auoh a way that each sentence has the same representation;

andson the basis of both the Harris- Lakoff hypothesis about

identity between conjoined sentences and the Katz-Postal

hypothesis about texts being reducible to a oonjunotion of

their constituent sentences, we can represent all the illus-

trative abstracts as Predicate + Topic AND Predicate + Topic,

AHLLLE.

355.

(1)

(a) Points out the value of abstracts (particularly
infonnetive abstracts), sets orth standards for a
good abstract and examines orit Dally a number of
abstract services and shows why they do not meet
the standards!
Discusses the question of who should prepare abstracts
and indexes and e am nes critically Australian
abstracting and index ng service 399).

(b) DISCUSS Topic ("the value..."), DISCUSS + Topic
("standards...1f) and DISCUSS + Topic (Ira number...")
and DISCUSS + Topic (the reason wwhy ...").
DISCUSS + Topic ("the question...") and DISCUSS +,
Topic (wAustralian...").

2 )

(a) Methods used by the Thermophysioal Properties
Research Center for handling collected bibliographi-
cal information on thermophysioal properties are de-
scribed. Details are given regarding the method of
coding abstracts for reproduction on IBM cards, par-
tictihrly the coding of substances and the system of
substancelclassification and notation used. Proce-
dures used to store the punched card information on
magnetic tape are dascribed. Systems of retrieval of
this stored information are delineated including a de-
scription of the organizution of the retrieved bibliog-
raphy and of the machine techniquesinvolved. The
system described is claimed to be extensible to some
other portionsct scientific literature. Announced in
this paper are the Center's plans to make available
an annual index to the literature of thermophysical
properties, expected to start publication in 1959
This book-form index--essentially the output of the
Center's retrieval equipment--is described in pros-
pect as a definitive, cross-indexed bibliography of
every paper, book, report, or patent containing ther-
mal property information. ( J 985).



(b) ("methods used..."). D
e method of coding... "). DI

procedures used.,, )e

retrieval...") and (?) DI
tion of ..."). SAY 01
system described is claims
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aye ems of
( the organiza-
io ("the
1 return below000 I S

to the problem arising with "system described").
DISCUSS + Topic ("this book-form index.., as ...":
I do not go into the problem raised by "dAsoribe x
as y').

(3)

(a) Information retrieval teohniques to make the vast
store of knowledge conveniently accessible are still
far short of what's needed. .0 difficult problem is
not devices and technology, it's the intellectual
job of matching what 's known and what's wanted (J 4C7).

(c) STAp + Tonic (that "information retrieval techniques...
. STATE + Topic (that "the difficult problem ...").

Another way in which case representations can serve to

state identities is the following. As will be remembered,

Fillmore's first definition of the "Objective" case was :

"the semantically most neutral oases the case of anything

representable by a noun whose role in the action or state

identified by the verb is identified by the semantic interpreta-

tion of the verb itself" (7, 1. .143 1968a, 25). Later, he defined

the "Object," as "the entiui gnat moves or changes or whose

position or existence is in consideration" (1969a, 77). Both

definitions can serve as a basis for regarding the NP's with

'information' in (4) (a) as exponents of the Objective case

so that part of the sentence given in (b) can be represented

by a conjunction of N + 0 = information as in (c) (following

Stockwell et al. 1968, PS rule 7, 34). Without going into the

problem of 'nominalization', it is clear that the conjunction

of gerunds in (4) is equivalent to a conjunction of sentences.
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(4)

(a) Most information retrieval systems depend upon
extracting information from documents, processing such
information in some manner and finally placing this
information in a file so that the information can be
retrieved by machine (47 321).

(b) Extracting information, processing such information,
and placing this information.

(0) N + 0 information AND N + 0 information AND
k + 0 information.

I sugges that such an analysis can serve to explain why

the Lby concordance is entitled "Etude de concordance

interlexioale d= e domaine as 1' or gat oi nti e =t

technique'" (in the field of scientific and teohnioal informa-

tion) Under my assumption, it seems natural that the authors

should have thought of soientifio and technical information

as the 'topic' (in R. Lakoff's sense) common to all their

classification entries. This may also serve to explain why

soientifio information often serves as a synonym of '4ocumenta-

tionl.

A lass obvious way in which case representations an

throw light on problems of identity in conjunction has to do

with the Result or Goal case. Fillmore defines Result as

"the entity that comes into existence as a result of the

action". Now, compare the conjunction given in (5) (a) and the

near-synonymous expression in (b), and note the oddity of

(0) :

(5)

(a) develop and apply. automatic techniques (J 819).
(b) the system was developed for use... (J 115).
(c) ? apply (use) and develop a system.
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(b) suggests that (a) is an instance of asymmetric conjunction,

(more on this in 3.3.3.). Now, develop can be analyzed as

requiring a Result, whose exponents are ttechniQuee in (a)

and system in (b), while, the same words in relation to '1221E1

and 'al must be regarded as exponents of another case -

presumably Instrumental. It is therefore reasonable to assume

that part of the meaninb of asymmetAo conjunctions could

be represented in terms of a shift in which the same entity

is a Result or Goal in the first conjoined sentence and

another case in the second. The same turns out to be true

of an example given by Langendoen (1969, 45) :

(6)

(a) The bartender made the martini,
and then drank it.

(a') MAKE + Goal = martini and then DRINK + Object u
martini.

(b) x The bartender drank the martini, and then he made it.

One 2ast point may be made here about the relations between

case structure and conjunction. It is clear that for somebody

to be able to draw some 'conclusion', there must be some

'basis' for the conclusion. Now, the Janaske corpus provides

ample evidence for considering that some constituent, which

I would represent as an Tnstrumentocan be posited to be

present in all sentences with 'conclude' and a few other

verbs : 'Conclude + Instrument = on this basis'. The instru-

mental analysis of these constituents is justifiable on the

basis of Fillmore's definition of the Instrumental as "the case

of the inanimate force or object causally involved in the

action or state identified by the verb" (1968, 24) or of the

Instrument as "the stimulus or immediate physical cause of an

event" (19694 77). In (7) (a), I give an example in which no

Instrumental constituent is present, Such a constituent, however

can be assumed to be implicit, on the basis of the other

examples given in (7). The constituents which I assume to be
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Instrumentals are underlined, and the relevant predicates are

capitalized; the question whether the underlined expression

in (e) is a constituent of the sentence with 'reviews' is of

course debatable, and current research (to my knowledge)

provides no undisputed answer to the question (Fillmore 1969a

does not discuss examples like those given below; nor does

he posit Instrument in the lexical entry of 'verbs of

Judging' such as CRITICIZE).

(7)

(a) In addition to presenting a general review of,
and a review of, this article presents a review
of. The author CONCLUDES that-- (J 5).

(b) Testimony before the Moss Committee. It is CLEAR
from the testimony that. All the testimony POINTS
to the CONCLUSION that (J 784).

(0) The author's belief is that. Upon this foundation,
he CRITICIZES-- (J 54).

(d) On the premise that, the writer DISCUSSES-- (J 289).

(e) Based on--, this paper REVIEWS-- ( J 336).

I suggest, then, that such sentences can be represented as

'Predicate Instrument', where Instrument is a sentence

or refers to the preceding sentences in the text, as does

"Upon this foundation". If I am correct, Instrumental

NP's like "Upon this foundation" serve to introduoe identity

into a text, and we can represent texts like (7) (c) as

follows : S1 and S2 (= CRITICIZES + I e NP = "On the basis

of SY).

Marks of time sequence are the second factor of identity

I wish to examine here. I shall not further discuss the

problem in this thesis, but I think that it is worth mention-

ing, even though no linguistic theory known to me has any-

thing to say about the expressions exemplified belcw.

First, there are various expressions which serve to refer

to aspects of the linearity of discourse (generally the

abstracted document). Sitpertioially they can belong to
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various parts of speech categories but they have comparable

meanings. Consider the following attested expression and

their acceptable and unacceptable paraphrases in (8) :

(8)

(a) A brief review of. is tabulated, The article
ends with a plea for. (J 487).

(a') ... Finally, there is a plea for--
(a"1... mgrs a final plea for--
(a'")...x There is a last plea for
(b) On the premise that---, the writer discusses

In the latest, he oautions against-- (J 284).
(b') ... The article ends with. the warning that-- (?)
ib'') ... There is a final warning that-- (?)
b'''),..x There is aliiI warning that-- (?)
c) This report deals wit are given; ...

A final, chapter is devoted to (J 872).
(0) ... Finally, there is a chapter-- (this can, but

need not be equivalent to o)
(0') ,..A/The last chapter is devoted to--
(c"')... The report ends with a chapter...
(0"")... In the lairsThere is a chapter...
(d) In addition to describing--, the author describes,

/W. also includes ---.
Finall there is presented an explanation of--

4 .

(d1) x There is a final explanation of-- (?)
(di') x There is a last explanation of--
(d"') In the last, here is an explanation of
(d"")75;7453R/artiole/ete. ends with an explanation

of...
(e) ...some questions are raised, among them : ( I

be...

ow,
And finally, will ... be ... ? (J 374).

Os ) Or-777=1/111st question is whether will...

(e") The author/The paper (?) ends by asking the
question whether...

(e'") In the last, the question is asked whether...

On the basis of (e), we can assume that an 'and' is implicit

in all the other sentences given in (8). ;al argument for

regarding this 'and' as asymmetric is that the above sentences

would be very odd indeed at the beginning of a text.

36!
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The other expressions which refer to the linearity

of discourse nnd which seem to be naturally linked by (or

equivalent with) asymmetric and are enumerations and

expressions with gam, arla or equivalent verbs as

illustrated below in (9). Note that the last point of the

enumerations could be introduced by 20.1112111E, or vnrious

synonyms. Also note the equivalence between law standing

at the beginning of a sentence in (0, and the sentences

with 'follow' and 'is followed'. The only expressions which

are not clearly asymmetric are 'in additionWin addition tot

/'Additional'... in (g), (k), and (1)

(9)

(a) --is divided into the following ports
(1)--1 (2)-1 (3)--1 rind (4)---.

(b) First, this is a discussion of--. Second, the
consequences of are drawn. MO, this describes--
(J 853).

(c) A description of is followed by two appendices
(J 33).

(d) This annotated bibliography of-- presents.
An appendix follows, listing, with a brief
description off`-- indexes follow appondix.(J 135).

(3) A review of. The author coder= that.
Alsq,, As n final comment the author ndd that- -

(f)
(g) The authors describe--. PreceAna discussion of,

o brief description is grvar. A short discus-
sion of terminates the piper. (J 638).

(h) A biblnER773f-- is 2222nded. (J 265).
(i) is traced. A brief elFtli-011on is then

given of (J 880).
(j) In asiditi n, it appears that ...(J22)
(k) Ina i ion to presenting a general review of,

717a -h revrUin of--, this article presents a review
of (J 5).

(1) AddIkkma information concerns-- (J 7).

I have no idea how linguistic theory could reconcile the

superficial diversity of these expres.lio.is with their

semantic similarities. The problem is even worse if one

considers that the function of many if not most of the

expressions given above is by no means restricted to that

of marking discourse linearity. This is why the term,
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0Iimmunge has been used above in connection with

such expressions. Consider the attested occurrence of

ond finally, in (10) (0), together with s ome possible para-

phrases.

(10)

(a) float mechcnizcd information retrieval systems
depend upon extracting informnti.n from documents,
processing ouch information in tune manner and
in 1 placing this information in r file so that

the in ornation can be retrieved by machine. (J 321).
(b) depend upon the following sequenle of operations

After being processed, the inf^.mation is
placiara a file...

(c) The processing of the information is followed
Dz its placement in n file

(d) The information is extracted (and) then
(e) The ).nst operation is the placement... irThat...

The paraphrases of land fy inally' in (10) suggest that

this 'and' is of the asymmetric type, and that Robin Lakoff's

hypothiais is correct when she advances that what one means

by asymmetric conjunction, and common topic in connection

with it, is 'possibility of reduction' to an asymmetric

predicate (such as 'follow' R. Lakoff 1970, 27). On the

other hand, Robin Lokoff's conjecture ceptures only part of

the problems of asymmetric 'and', as I now wish to show by

examining one last mark of identity, namely deixis.I shall

do this by again returning to the 'entente quoted in (4)

(a) and (10) (a). The points I wish to make in connection

with deixis are illustrated in (11). In (11) (a) the

sentence given in (10) (a) is repeated with the deictic

expressions underlined. It seems to me that (11) (b) which

preserves these deictic expressions but which has the

form of a discierse is an acceptable paraphrase of (a).

(c) shows that the discourse of (b) can be converted into

a single sentence withirelative clauses. (d) shove that (b)

can be paraphrased by a discourse in which the deictic

expressions are replaced by rpls with relJtive clauses or

relatable constructions, The problem is of course why and when
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such con

process.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

versions are possible, and how to represent the

I shall return to this question below.

(11)

Most information retrieval systems depend upon
extracting information from documents, processing
suc nformation in some manner and finally placing

Qa in a file so that Ih11nfamallan
can e retr eyed by machine (II 321).
Most information retrieval systems depend upon
three main operations.(The) information is extracted

fron(:eVgm nte'r:Vbflt
e

ts-"PisiroseTiem Aiy
the informational is placed in a file. As a result/
ITITITTarniii4-imLatumallan can be retrieved
by machine.
Most information retrieval systems depend upon
extracting from the documents some in o at on w ich
is then processed in some manner an _wg_ s -

finally placed in a file and Ehigh caiirihikefore/
then be retrieved by machine.
Mutt information retrieval systems depend upon
three operations. (The) information is extra °tad
from documents. Then he f ati
extracted frolulocumen o l sincractect imorma ion
1.6 protease nsom. manner.--Yibilly the !ormat io
(which has been extracted pply Aga
vocal:119=qm e roceasea nrormatAh-ls p ace in a

e. orma on w c nas peen e tracted
rocesee '' _Less=1:a=. je s ore

An.plimettm is y madrifEW7--

The following examples given in (12) suggest further

complexities in the problem of deixia a (a) and (b) suggest

that some reference to tine sequence may be necescary

("211x1puse), in addition to somereference to tense

("which hEltbsten.previouslz.slapsified") tend to other

abetrnct notions such as 'regult' ( "resin "); (c)

illustrates the problem, which is a wenattested one in

the eorpus under investigation, of deietic NP's with no

surface antecedent; (d) illustrates the converse situation

in which an NP is relatable to a fallowing sentence :
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(a) Encoding of information 201Listii classified.
(J 65/op. J 511).

(LO) Cp. s encoding of Ihgthill information (11a).
(b) certain document4tiiiiiirvicos... invclve

a ropier scrutiny of over one than sand current
periodicals with con e ent indexing and distribu-
tion of the reaul n iniormation. (J 466).

(b') Cp. : and in ex ng and distribution of thk(this)
information.

(c) Describes a new experimental attempt to develop
automatic classifications of chemical concepts
and interrelations in the disclosures of the
patent literature. In this syslm, the classifica-
tion ayetem is made.. (J 19).

(d) The system described employs three established
ieshni UE4 : i o Dad , punched-cards, and
xerograp y. Documen s e held on file are .

microfilmed. ( 35).
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302* LIASIMaglu.mallarjugaimiguaLLUWALJAmli

As appeared most clearly in the quotation made from

Kuroaa in 3.1.4., the question of discourse has long been

a neglected aaea in TO linguistics, and, with the notable

exception of Harris, this is also true of other trends of

linguistics. Things have changed, however, at least if

Robin Lakoff's approach to sentence conjunction may be

regarded as typical of an evolution in TG studies. There is

further evidence for such an evolution in the fact that

in recent years several TG linguists independently arrived

at the conclusion that the theory should account for the

paraphrase relations between discourses and sentences contain-

ing a noun modified by a relAtive.clause (restrictive or not).

These relations have been most systematically examined by

Annear Thompson in an unpublished dissertation and in two

papers (1970 a and b), and, on the basis of her work, Langen-

doen has proposed rules which =long& derive a sentence

containing a noun modified by a reletive clause from "a

discourse consisting of two sehtences" (Langendoen 1970,

141-150). Thula, the application of Langendoen's rules has

the effect of replacing optionally a pair of sentences such

as 'My cousin married a girl. She became pregnant' by 'The

girl whom my uousin married became pregnant'. Note that

in Lengenioen'a account: (a) only weirs of coordinate

sentences are considered as a discourse source; (b)

the problem of identity which must hold between them is

reduced to the (equaly unsolved) problem of 'pronominaliza-

tion' Oa girl. She...1); (c) the natur.: of the relation

between the two coordinate sentences is not specified (it

is just represented as a period); (d) the (optional) applica-

tion of the rules for relltivization has the effect of

deleting the discourse source. points (a) and (c) are also

true of Annear's account; (d) is irrelevant, since Annear
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does not propose any traneformations. In particular, Annear

loaves open the question of determiners (b). She argues

that this has to do with presumably non-syntactic questions

concerning "certain presuppositions which the speaker makes

about the extent of his listener's knowledge ", and she

proposes discourse sources for relative clauses of the type

(I met arl) 44121 epeaka Basque), For Annear, then, the

identity (b) which must hold between the pair of sentences

serving as the source of a sentence with relative clause

seems to be a matter of lexical identity (Annear 1970b, 43).

In spite of their lack of elaboration, the Annear-

Langendoen proposals represent* a revolution in TG linguistics,

S ince there now exist basically two types of hypotheses

about relative clause formation, and there is (as far as I

can see) no sign that a reconciliation between them will

eventually emerge. Next to the Annear-Longendoen hypothesis,

which regards discourse as basic and relative clauses as

derived by optional transformations, there are the various

hypotheses initiated by Chomaky according to which relative

clause formation is ibligatpm, given a deep structuze

configuration consisting of a noun - phrase with one or more

embedded sentences or clauses. As Annear p.ints out (1970b,

42), there is "virtually no agreement" among those who propose

this typo of analysis as to its detailed formulation (see

in particular th., review of these hypotheses in Annear on.cilt,

and in Stockwell et. al. 1968, Ch, VIII).

In this section, I shall argue that it may not be

neceosary to reconcile the Annear-Langeadoen uroposals with

the others, because there are reasons for bellieving that

BOTH discourse and relative clauses are basic. I shall

do this around the five points (e-e) which I h.1fe just

mentioned concerning the lack of elaboration of the Annear-

LIngendoen hypothesis.
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shall go out from %exts, that is, abstracts rather

than from discourses consisting of no more than two sen-

tences (a). I shlil examine the nature of the identity

which can be posited to hold between sentences of an abstract.

As I wish to show, this identity does not always manifest

itself by superficial marks such as deixis (qtzLE1... 22da

girl!) and/or matching lexical items (cp. Harris's "word

repetition" t latk...g111!) (b). I shall also discuss the

problem of what can be said to underlie the Lida of

liseourse (e.g. 'and', or-some other conjunction : c), and

I shall present arguments against the deletion of the

discourse source - one of the effects of the rules of relativt.

zation in Langendoen's formulation (d). 1 shall present

successively evidence FOR and AGAINST the Annear-Longendoen

hypothesis.

A moot typical feature of the abstracts under inveeviga-.

tion is the occurrence in the second or following sentences

of deictic noun-phrases (for instance, thali or this N,

next to various other possible constructions) where N

already occurred in a preceding sentence. When this is

the case, it is often possible to convert .the abstract into

a single sentence with relative clauses, changing the

deictic noun-phrase into a relative pronoun. The deictic

noun - phrase, then, appears as one of the possible superfi-

cial marks in discourse of the identity required for

(optional) relative clause formation. Au the following

examples suz; est (13-15), the conversion into a single

sentence vith relative clauses requires only a few grammatical

and o:.casionolly lexical changes (I ihall not discuss th000

here, as I wish to discuss similar problems later in this

section). The converse cllnge from a single Jentenco to a

discourse is exemplified in ao. Also no:;e that (13'

cuccocts the need for relative clause foraition to he

flotional : while a :tingle sentence containing, say, ten
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thousand relative clauses is conceivable, people usually

prefer to express themselves by me -A; of the corresponding

discourse - e fact which still awaits explanation, within

a theory of pe:formance, in psycholincuietics, or otherwise.

(13)

(a) A system hoe been designed for preparing bibliograph-
ic reports using an automatic typewriter, the
"Plexowriter", which prepares a punched paper
tape simultaneously with the original typing of
the reference cards during the progress of the
literature search. These teem, made on a prefolded
8 1/211 fold tape, may be cut apart, filed, and
rearranged in any desired order for the final
report... The use of t is a atom has resulted in
a saving of 60 % over e time required for manual
typing of a bibliogrs hic report. (J 362).

(b) s stem the use of which hie resulted in a
say ng of b0 o as peon designed for preparing
bibliographic treports using en automatic typewritcr,
the "Plexowriter", which, simultaneously with (is.),
prepares a unched a ertsccli is made on a
profolded 8 1

(14)

(e) The ever increasing need for a more efficient
organization of medical information in the Soviet
Union indicates that the present decentralized and
inoffici3nt system of medical documentation should
be replaced with 9 _centralized a stem. The central-
izeticn of medicarEENata io woad FiErrr'''
Tarer ufTaRT76737711W arirpersonnel already
available to various org-nizations engaged in med-
ical documentation and better diseeclination of in-
formation through impro.ument in A.thods of pres-
entation and enlargement of the scope of medical
documuntation. (J 42).

(b) ... with a centulludexacawhi..9h. would permit...

(15)

(a) The author attempts to demustrote the existence of
a theory more basic than that now published in the
literature of the field, and to show how 3 more
fundamental theory might lead to concluniSiirrfther-
to nori7razed. Thin basic theory is based on the
author13 definItiT5777"WIT77777nd "information"
rhich v'ere written to meet the n:eds of the pro-
f(Jssional bibliographic organizer. (J 673).

(b) how a more fundamental theory which is 1)i-iced
on... rrigi '.:ad77w
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(16)

(a) rroposes tye creation of national AgglemillIlga
ccnteps which would cooperate with thi-addthek
in the lisaemination and indexing of scientific
literature (J 200).

(b) Proposes the creation of at a VATIALVAI
enters. he these such cantos o would...

When the sentences of an abstract have a verb of the

type discussed in 3.2. as main verb, as in (17) (a),

the sentences can be conjoined by 'and' as in (b) and this

conjunction can in turn be converted into a single sentence

with a relative clause, as in (o)

(17)

(a) Describes the Uniterm system of indexing being used
by the divil Engineering Department of Case Insti-
tute of Technology. The advantages and the limi-
tations to this index in s stemma Alvan. 0 674).

m(b) Describes tne n arm eye G-004 andTrimqi the
advantages and limitations to ( ?is indexing
system.

(c) Describes the Unit_.J.Isaktuierr.." the advantages...
att.thit h 816giWn

My diacuosion in 3.2.3. offers a basis for predicting some

changes required by such cohversions : e.g. "are given"/

"gives".

Langcndoon himself provides an argument (which is

based on Ross 1967) for his treatment of discourse as

basic. One of the situations defined by Ross in which

reletivization is ruled out is tnat in which the relative

pronoun would have to originate in a relative clause which

is itself inside a relative clause. This is exemplified

below in (18); compare the unacceptable p-xaphrase in (b)

with tY.e acceptable one in (c) :
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(18)

(a) A general description of the Japan Information
Ce ter o =pie oe and Technolo which was es-
ta is ed for t e purpose o oontr ing to the
development of science and technology by collect-
ing, procesSing, storing, and retrieving scientific
information. At the time of this report, papula
was planning to change over to a mechaniza-itorage
and retrieval system similar to that used by the U.S.
Patent Office. Services available from the er
and the charges for each are listed. (J 1

(b) A general description of the J IC So T which was
established for the purpose of contributing to the
development of science and technology by so.. (and)
which at the time of this report was planning to
change over to..., and x whioh the services THAT
ARE AVAILABLE FROM are listed.

(o) A general description of the J IC So T which was
established..., which at the time... anarge7 services
of which are listed.

A further argument for ne tnnear-Langendoen hypothesis

is the following; Some abstracts cannot be converted into a

single sentence with relative clauses WITHOUT A CHANGE IN

MEANING. The reason seems to be that the period of written

text cannot be paraphrased by 'andl without changing the

meaning. The meaning - preserving paraphrases are with

some other coordinating conjunction, or some equivalent

subordinating construction. Thus, in (19), I would say that

paraphrases (b) and (b') do not preserve the meaning of (a)

as do (o) and (d).

(19)

(a) Cl Uniterm system is used by Humble It has
proven to be most satisfactory for their purposes.
The system cut indexing time, increased retrieval
speed,

(b) The Uniterm system uaRld by H.O. has proven to I most
satisfactory for their purposes and it cut indexing
time,...

(b') The Uniterm system used by H.O. which cut indexing
time, increased retrieval speed, 7777) hAs proven
to be most satisfactory for their purposes.
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(c) The Uniterm system used by H.O. has proven to be
most satisfactory for their purposes in that it

(d) The Uniterm system used by H.O. has proven to be
most satisfactory for their purposes. TblzulaaL1

anait

Occasionally, in some abstracts, there is no surface

mark of identity - such as deiotio noun-phrases - of the

type required for relative clause formation. Another, similar;

situation is that in which deiotio noun-phrases 000ur without

any previous occurrence of a lexically identical antecedent.

This could at first be regarded as an argument for the Annear-

Langendoen conception of discourse as basic. On the other

hand, it seems that it is always possible to reconstruct the

texts in such a way that relative clause formation is possible.

Unfortunately, no theory is currently able to explain such

reconstructions; I shall return to some of them later in this

thesis. The texts, together with the corresponding reconstruo-

tions.and relative clause constructions, are given below

in (20) to (25) :

(20)

(a) Proposal for the creation of a permanent international
organization which would have charge of the accumula-
tion of medical data in the world literature, and of
an analysis and synthesis of these data. By means
of card3 and leaflets, physicians could have informa-
tion on new developments in all subjects and fields
of meiical science (J 432),

(b) Proposal for the creation of a permanent international
organization which would haves charge of the accumula-
tion of medical data in the world literature, of An
analysis and synthesis of these data, and of the
distribution of cards andbaflets. By means of these,

(c) (as in b except :) by means of which...

(21)

(a) this is becoming more and more difficult. The
keyc to thil.problem are... (J 889).

(b) this is becoming more and more of a problem/
...this raises more and more problems. The keys to

thestproblemsallis problem...
(e) the keys to which

h
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(22)

(a) t. report of a three weeks' trip to 22 teohnical_infor
malignanlal on the continent of Europe. The
thiii-iiMiathe trip were : 1) to examine methods
of operating information services; 2) to study the
attitude of industrial management and research to-
ward technical information, and 3) to contact some
of the leading people in the technical information
field in Western Europe. Each center visited is fully
described, and its available information and library
services is given. (J 887)(s10).

(b) trip Tr the purpose of visiting... centers...
Each center visited...

(o) A report of a three weeks' trip (the three aims of
wh were : ...) for the purpose of visiting 22
technical information centers on the continent of
Europe, which are fully described and whose available
information and library services are given.

(23)

(a) This paper analyzes. It also analyzes On these
bases, the paper presents (J 963).

(b) This, paper analyzes and --, upon which bases it
presents

(c) This paper analyzes end --, on the basis of which
analyses it presents

(24)

(a) The author's belief is "that P. clear understanding of
the distinction between Information retrieval systems,
the function of which is to make detailed, factual
information available, quickly, cheaply, and re.
liably, and literature search systems, the function of
which is to provide a bibliography of documents for
the use of the investigator of a specific problem, and
of the related distinction between the information-
condensing function of tne abstract and the clue-
providing function an index, is necessary for
progress in information searching". Upon this founda-
tion, he criticises six theories upon which ex-
perimental information retrieval systems have been
based. These six theories are found in the writing
of such well known groups and individuals as Perry
and tssociates and Dr. Mortimer Taube. (J 54).

(b) -- upon which foundation he...
(c) The authcr1s belief, which serves him as a foundation

for criticizing six theories upon which... and which
are found in ..., is that

118
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(25)

(a) Describes a new experimental attempt to develop
automatic classifications of chemical concepts and
interrelations in the disclosures of the patent
literature. In this system, the classification system
is made from the disclosures in the patent literature,
thereby making it possible to... (J 19).

(b) Describes in which the classification system is
made from the disclosures...

On the basis of the arguments given so far, there are

good reasons for believing that discourse is basin and that

relative clauses are optionally derived from discourses. I shall

now turn to counter-arguments, which go to show that construc-

tions with or relatable to relative clauses are also basic.

Let us first consider definitions where the definiendum is

a construction usually regarded as relatable to relative clauses,

such as "inverted file" in the following example (26). Ih such

definitions, it seems that both the discourse paraphrase (b)

and the corresponding relative clause construction are unaccept-

able (Postal has given most stiking examples which show that

noun-phraseb with relative clauses and nouns synonymous with

them have different syntactic behaviours. Compare, for Instance,

'People who smoke really shouldn't do so' and '11 Smokers really

shouldn't do so', 'People who study Iroquoian sometimes deny

they do so' and 'x Iroquoianists sometimes deny they do so' :

Postal 1969, 217) :

(26)

(a) inverted file is an orgnnizing system for the
* stored information in a machine memory so the informa-

tion is divided into as many sections as there are
different codes representing all of the subunits of
information in all of the documents in the memory
of the machine.

(b) x Some files are inverted. These files constitute n
system. This system organizes information. The informa-
tion is stored in a memory. The memory is in a mpchir.e.
The information is organized so that

(c) x i, tile which is inverted is a system which serves
to organize...
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Second, relative clauses with In/and tame meaning 'in this,

fashion' cannot be derived from a discourse source already

containing '121 or 'lbw. These adverbials would have to be

introduced traneformationally, and, as far as I can see,

there is no justification for doing this. What is true of

NP's with 'ylgt and 'so' or is even more obviously

true of NP's with words like "(the) above - mentioned ", and

synonyms, as is shown in (27): for instance, you cannot derive

the sentence 'I am interested in the above-mentioned NP" from

"x I mention NP above and I am interested in NP". A similar

example with 'so' is given in (28). In (27), note the 000urrenoe

of "each publication (which is) thus uncovered" and of "the

above-mentioned properties" with NO previous occurrence of
1 veuncor/or 'mentionl; I shall discuss what I believe to be a

similar situation below in connection with example (30).

374.

27 )

t method for literature search using abstracting journals
developed by Lykoudis, Liley and Touloukian. Consists
of searching an abstracting journal for a certain period
of time and then obtaining new information by going
through the bibliography section of the pepers located
by the direct search of the abstracting jcurnal. This
procedure can be repeated in cycles. ..000rding to the model
of this method a direct search of Chemical Lbstracts is
made to locate publications on seven thermophysioal
properties (thermal conductivity, specific heat, viscosity,
diffusion coefficient emissivity, thermal diffusivity, and
Prandtl number) for all metter for the period between
January 1954 and December 1967. The references cited by
each publication thus uncovered, are searohed to obtain
further new information on the above-mentioned properties.
(J 156).

(28)

The essential purpose of litlrature searching is to
locate those documents within P collection which
have a bearing on a question asked of it. In con-
sidering the design of a system for selecting and
correlating information in :suspense to questions, it
is important to recall that, in the particular appli-
cation cf selecting systems, the retrieval of needed
information from a file is usually in two steps :

(1) the selection system is operated to identify those
documents of pertinent interest; and (2) the
documents so selected nre subjected tl personnl review
to locate 177)70TRU information. (J 773).

V. 8
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Third, contrary to the rules formulated by Laniondoen

on the basis of the hnnear hypothesis, I have found many

examples in the abstracts of the Janaske corpus in which

the occurrence of a relative clause does not go together

with a deletion of its discourse source. Let me give just one

of these examples. Compare the underlined portions of the

following quotation (29)

(29)

Ls an improvement on the cad reference information
file commonly used by engineers, a modified system,
using marginal punched cards is described. Tits
punched card system enables 1:1737,7717170 be
retrieved from a file on the basis of several classi-
fications. Specif..cally, the system described
(J 440) .

This suggests that either the deletion of the source conjunct

of relative clauses should be made optional, in the tainear-

Langendoen rule, OR that the deletion of the relative clause

should be made optional, with both this relative clause and

its discourse sources being generated in the base.

Moreover, it is often the case that the superficial

'discourse source' and the relative clause construction do not

match lexically. The situ'tion with which I am concerned

here (30) is, I believe, different from that of (22) ("1E12".

visited"). Here, a reconstruction by adding some materiel is

neither necessary nor possible. If the sentences with 'deals

with' and 'is concerned with' in (30) Are rightly regarded

As the source of '(systems described)' - as I think they

should be - the abstract quoted belrr suggests that lexioel

insertion should be made sensitive to the kind of implication

rules I have proposed in 3.2. : 'TEXT' deals with TOPIC as

well as 'TEXT is concerned with TOPIC'imply TOPIC 1.;_

described, and by virtue of this Implication "Systems described

are.,." are the systems which .re described) can
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used just as if a sentence such as, say,tpunched-card

systems are described' actually occurred in what precedes :

(30)

This article is divided into five parts. "The first
deals with edge-notched punched cards and related
equipment; the second with tabulating type punched
cards; the third is concerned with supplements to
punched cards; the fourth with other types of equip-
ment related to information processing; and the fifth
with ancillary equipment for punched-card systems."
Systems described are Keysort, E-Z Sort, Unisort,
?index, Flexisort, Needlesort, Zat000ding, Micro-
tape, Uniterm, and Filmorex. (J 822),

A similar absence of lexical match is exemplified below in

01). Compare "which (= and it) is permanently filed in a

central repository" and "on deposit"(= 'which is filed') in

the following abstract :

(31)

A letter to the editor proposing the following system
of communication research results : The contributor
prepares a full account of his research, sparing no
detail, which is permanently filed in a central re-
Pository77.701 a two-page abridgment, which is
published in journal form and numbered for identifi-
cation, and a conventional abstract, which is repro-
duced on cards (border-punched preferably). A sub-
scriber may receive the journal and the cards or, if
he prefers, just the cards and may order by postcard
photocopies or facsimile reproductionscfthe full
papers on, deposit. (J783).

38
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Similarly, note the underlined constructions in the

following abstract. Note that "are described", which can

be regarded as the 'source' of "(system) described", is not

deletable. This is also true of "MEELLL information"

which precedes"this stored information" and of "retrieval"

preceding "the retrieved bibliography". Note especially three

very puzzling NP's : "the punched card information", which is

relatable to the preceding sentence about 'abstracts being

coded for reproduction on IBM cards'; "an annual index to..."and

"This book-form index-essentiall the out t of the Center's

retrieval equipment" are equivalent to "The retrieved

bibliography" ana the NP with "cross-indexed bibliography"

to something like 'cross-indexed information'.

(32)

Methods used by the Thermophysioal Properties
Research Center for handling collected bibliographi-
cal information on thermophysioal properties are de-
scribed. Details are given regarding the method of
coding abstracts for reproduction on IBM cards, par-
ticularly the coding of substances and the system of
substance classification and notation used. Proce-
dures used to store the punched card information on
magnetic tape are described. Systems of retrieval of
this stored information are delineated including a de-
scription of the organization of the retrieved bibliog-
Eura and cf the machine techniques involved. The
system described is claimed to be extensible to some
other portions of scientific literature. Announced in
this paper are the Center's plans to make available
an annual index to the literature of thermophysical
properties, expected to start publication in 1959.
This book-form-index -essentiall the out ut of the
Center s retrieval equipment-- is described in pros-
pect as a definitive, cross-indexed bibliography of
every paper, book, report, or patent containing ther-
mal property information. (J 985).

Also note that the above abstract displays the kind of

relations between deixis and relative clauses discussed

in the preceding section.

3 81;
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One last argument for regarding relative clauses as

basic is related to what has been said about definitions,

and about the occasional absence of lexical match between

a relative clause and its discourse source as posited in the

Annear-Langendoen hypothesis. The argument has to do with

the relations between surface nouns and NP's with relative

clauses (on this : Bach 1968). That a theory must somehow

state the relatedness is clear from examples like the following:

(33)

(a) a machine that passively classifies its inputs (J 483).
(a..) machines are only able to retrieve what has

been DUL, into them (3 364).

(all) the machine is neither able to think about the
information put into it nor able to forget obsolete
information (J 364).

(b) the stored information or file of information (J 68).

Langendoen, who follows Bach 1968, attempts to go a. step

further by extending Bach's proposals in terms of hiscwn

proposals about relative clauses. Bach, let us say, had

claimed that (34) (b) was the deep structure of 04) (a).

Going a step further, Langendoen claims that this deep

structure is actually (c) :

(34)

(a) An expert will speak.
(b) Someone who is an expert will speak
(0) Someone is an expert. He will speak.

(Langendoen 1970, 148)

My first objection to such a proposal is that it sounds

absolutely ludicrous to posit a discourse source for various

noun-phrases with adjectives and participles (which the

transformational tradition equally oddly relates to relative

clauses). Consider, for instance, expressions like "human

htlae, "clerical person", "living object", and names of

institutions like "Lmerican Council of Learned Societies".

387
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My second objection is that I see no way of generating

definienda or expressions similar to definitions like "the

stored information OR file of information" (J 68) on the basis

of Langendoen's proposal.

My third objection is a more general one which, however,

is relatable to the firrt two. Following George Lakoff.

(particularly 196S0, 3 and 29), I would say that language

offers the possibility of expressing the same information in

two mutually incompatible but equally basic ways, namely

by asserting this information (that is, presenting it as

something new) or, on the contrary, by presupposing that

it is known by the listener or reader; and that relative

clauses and lexical items are precisely the most important

means by which presupposed information is conv-ved. For

instance, George Lakoff would say that the sen ace, 'John's.

murderer reads dirty booksl"preertpposedithat John has been

murdered and that some books are dirty, and that all the

sentence asserts as something new is the 'reading' relation

between these two presuppositions (loc. cit.).

If the arguments presented in this section are cmirect,

BOTH discourses and relative clauses are basic (i.e. should be

generated in the base), and the question is then how relative

clauses are to be generated. In answer to this question, I can

only put forward the general suggestion that the geneiiation

of relative clauses should be based on Langendoen's concept

of projection (1967). I shall not attempt to go beyond this

general suggestion, however, because of complications arising

with asymmetric conjunction. These are dealt with in the

next section, and I shall return to the problem in chapter 3.4.
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3.3.3. ism1,.................etricconunotionanddocumentation.

380.

This section is devoted to a preliminary exploration of

what underlies asymmetric 'andlin various expressions having

to do with the concept of documentation. I feel that this

concentration on examples from this conceptual field is

necessary to serve the requirements of distinctiveness of

semantic analysis as defined in Part I of this thesis. On

the other hand, I wish suggest that R. Lakoff's asymmetric

conjunction is an important mechanism in language and that

it is by no means an idiosyncracy of the conceptual field of

documentation.

I believe that some of the following sentences are

instances of asymmetric and, the written version of which may

be a comma or a comma + and I shall not further discuss these

examples but wish to present them here in order to suggest

the relevance of the ensuing discussion to conceptual fields

other than documentation. With some qualifications to be

discussed below, one fairly clear criterion for regarding a

conjunction as asymmetric is that the order of the conjuncts

cannot be reversed without producing some oddity, or some

change in meaning. Compare the symmetric example in (35) (a)

with the asymmetric examples in (b), (c), and (d) and the same

examples with the order reversed:

(35)

(a) Summary of symposium on aeronautical documentation
in the several NI.TO countries, including description
of efforts in Canada4 Frantle4 Holland). Federal
Republic of Germany). U.S.C..4 and Italy. (J 31)

(at) efforts in ItalyL U Federal Republic of
Germany)._ Holland). France)._ and Canada.

(b) Selection)._ training.L. and relocation of personnel

(J 999).
(b') ? RelocatiorkL training md selection of personnel.
(c) Results of tests... are ... presented and analyzed

(J 1111).
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(o') ? Results are analyzed and presented .

(d) Experience in setting up installing and using the...
system (J 122).

(d') ? using and setting up the system.

Before turning to examples from the field of documentation,

let me further examine the effect of reversing the order of

conjoined sentences in asymmetric (36) and symmetric conjunc-

tion (37),(36) (a) is adapted from one of Jespersen's

examples to which I shall again return below: (36) (b) shows

that reversing the order of the conjuncts changes the meaning

of (a). This, however, is not the case with symmetric conjunc-

tion, as is shown in WID(a) and (b).

(36)

(a) The doctor arrived rapidly AND the patient soon
recovered.

(b) The patient soon recovered f,ND the doctor arrived
rapidly.

(37)

(a) John works for IBM AND he plays tennis very well.
(b) John plays tennis very well AND he works for IBM.

Now, reversing the order of the conjuncts is by no means

the only test for establishing the asymmetric nature of

conjunction.(38) (a) and (b) are borrowed from Jespersen

(1965, 137 and 1966, 316). The remaining sentences of (38)

are clearly related to the first two in meaning, and this,

I suggest must be regarded as evidence for the asymmetric

character of the conjunctions ('and' or semi-colon) in (a).

(38)

(a) The Doctor arrived extremely quickly !JD examined
the patient uncommonly carefully; she recovered
very speedily,

(b) The Doctor arrived extremely quickly AND examined
the patient uncommonly carefully; THE RESULT WAS THAT
she recovered very speedily.

(c) The doctor's extremely quick arrival AND uncommonly
careful examination of the patient BROUGHT ABOUT
her very speedy recovery.
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(d) BECAUSE the doctor arrived quickly AND (BECAUSE he)
examined the patient very carefully, she soon
recovered.

(e) THANKS TO the doctor's quick arrival and (THANKS TO
his) careful examination of the patient, she soon
recovered.

(f) The doctor arrived quickly AND examined the patient
very careffally IN ORDER THAT she might soon recover.

(g) The doctor arrived quickly AND examined the patient
.very carefully SO THAT she soon recovered.

(h) The patient WHO had been examined very carefully
by the dootor WHO had arrived very quickly recovered
very speedily.

(i) IF the dootor arrives very quickly AND examines
the patient carefully, she will soon recover.

(j) IF the patient is to recover soon, the doctor must
arrive very quickly and examine her very carefully.

(k) The patient will not recover UNLESS the doctor
arrives very quickly and examines her very carefully.

(1) The doctor's quick arrival AND careful examination
of the patient will ENABLE her /will MAKE IT POSSIBLE
for hir /IS NECESSARY for her to recover speedily.

(m) BY arriving very quickly t:ND (B1) examining the
patient very carefully, the doctor ENABLED her TO
recover speedily.

(n) The patient's speedy recovery DEPENDS ON the doctor's
quick arrival !.ND on his careful examination.

The examples given below in (39) can be regarded as

indirect evideace for the asymmetric analysis of (38) (a).

The sentences given in (39) (b)-(k) force us to interpret (39)

(a) as an asymmetric conjunction In that they force us to

interpret the 'and' as some "causal or lmplicational link"

(F.. Lakoff). The only type of construction that does not

seem to pmciuce a change of meaning is relative clause (391,m),

In other words, one may say that when the meanings of the

conjoined sentences do not impose an asymmetric interpretation,

a conjunction of sentences and the corresponding sentence with

a relative clause are equally ambiguous between the symmetric

and the asymmetric reading.
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(39)

(a) John works at IBM and he plays tennis very well.
(b) John's work at IBM RESULTS in his playing tennis

very well.
(0) BECAUSE John works at IBM, he plays tennis very well.
(d) THANKS TO his work at IBM, John plays tennis very

well.
(e) John works at IBM IN mum TO be good at tennis.
(f) John works at IBM SO THAT he plays tennis very well.
(g) IF John works at IBM, he will be good at tennis.
(h) IF John it to play tennis well, he will have to

work at IBM.
(i) John will not be good at tennis UNLESS ho works

at IBM.
(j) John's work at IBM ENABLED/IS NECESSARY FOR him to

play tennis well.
GO BY working at IBM, John is ABLE to be good at tennis.
(1) John, WHO works at IBM, is good at tennis.
(m) John, WHO is good at tennis, works at IBM.

.Let us now return to the field of documentation. The importance

of conjunction in this field already appears in Webster's

definition of 'documentation' :

(40)

Th9 assembling coding and dissemination of recorded
knowledge comprehensively treated as an integral
procedure utilizing semantics psychological and
mechanical aids4 and techniques of reproduction
including microcopy for giving documentary information
maximum accessibility and usability.

Applying the reversibility test we find that "the

assembling, coding and dissemination of recorded knowledge"

is an instance of asymmetric conjunction : for instance,

"dissemination, coding, and assembling of recorded knowledge"

in either unacceptable or different in meaning from the

passage of Webster's definition.
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However, the reversibility test doesn't always work.

In fact, there are cases in which conjunction seems to have

the effect of rorambling the expected order of words:

(41)

t. documentation system is defined as a complex pattern
af interacting and interdependent processes which
facilitates the use of recorded knowledge through its
presentation, reproduction, publication, dissemination,
ac uisition, characterization, storage, and retrieval
J 10 )

Because the reversibility test does not always work, it

seems that a better procedure for defining asymmetric

conjunction (as well as establishing that one has to do

with it in a particular sentence) is the one adopted above

with Jespersen's example : it consists of showing that

asymmetric conjunction is relatable to various other types

of constructions.

To illustrate the procedure with another brief example,

I suggest that an expression like 'history and development'

532) needs to be understood in terms of the following,

parallel or relatable expressions : historical development

25)4111t2EXfald further development 46), history of their

development (J 486). Similarly, one can examine the correlation

between "the desil4 o .eration and maintenance of the weapons

of World War II" (J 828) and, say, Ittlapalaaamilejttmlas

designed and operated in World War II. In what follows I shall

apply the same technique and present attested examples

which have to do with documentation.
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In the Janaske corpus, I have found a number of construc-

tions that are relatable to asymmetrlo conjunction. In (42)

(i)-(vi), I present the main types of these constructions

in a nutshell, as the constructions that are relatable to the

conjunction "the assembling (Vling), coding (V2ing), and

dissemination (yuns) of knowledge (NP)"(Stockwell et. a=

1968 would write N instead of VA but this is irrelevant to

my present purposes)

(42)

(i) The TASK of Vling AND V2ing AND V3ing NP.
(ii) NP is Vled (in order) TO be V2ed AND Vied.
(iii) The V2ing AND V3ing of NP BY Vling it.
(iv) The V3ing of NP (which has been previously) Vled

AND V2ed.
(v) The Vling of NP RESULTS IN the V2ing and V3ing of NP.
(vi) (The) Vling !ND (THEN) V2ing AND (THEN) Vling of

NP.

(i) The examples quoted below in (43) (a) and (b) show

that when there is a series of verbs such as that represented

above as V1, V2, and 3, these verbs or cognate nominals

can appear in an NP whose head is a noun such as task, or

operation, with thisnoun in the SINGULAR. The singular

appears to be one of the marks by means of which the

processes denoted by the verbs are conceived of as a whole,

as something global. Other marks having the same value as

the singular are adjectives such as 'total'. The singular

also appears with the word system as head, as is shown

in (43) (c), which can be compared with the part of

Webster's definition repeated in (d) and with the equally

complex example of (e).

(43)

(a) The task of processing and retrieving information
(J 63.7

(b) The total storage and retrieval operation (J 970).
(c) a storage-retrieval system (J 978).
(d) The assembling, coding and dissemination of recorded

knowledge comprehensivel treated as en inte ral
procedure....
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(e) Documentation : Complete cycle of information

MUM.
"Documentation is best differentiated from normal
library service by the extent to which it is
concerned with Ammalkezugajamazi providing
information. This cycle involves the identification,
recording, organization, storage, recall, conver-
sion into more useful form, synthesis, and dis-
semination of the intellectual content of print
and other recorded materials." (J 890).

(ii) The correlation between asymmetric and and expressions

of purpose is well-evidenced in the Janaske corpus.

Compare, for instance, "develop AND aulit automatic

techniques" (J 819) and "the system was developed FOR

use" (IT 115). The other examples, which are given in (44),

have to do with the concept of documentation. The example

with "so that... can" (b') is treated as an expression

of purpose (rather than result) because it can be para-

phrased ti 'in order to Ohat)'.

(44)

(a) Abstracting, coding, AND searching the metal-
lurgical literature (J 500.

(a') the index of Chemical Abstracts could be coded
mechanically on a computer FOR LATER searching
on a computer (J 239).

(b1 (= filing) AND retrieval
(b') Most mechanized information retrieval systems

depend upon extracting information from documents,
processing such information in some manner AND
F/NLLLY placLng this information in a file
SO THAT the information CAN BE retrieved by
machine (J 321).

(c) literature searching AND retrieval ,O 1025).
(e) multiple aspect searching FOR information

retrieval (J998).
(0") The essential PURPOSE of literature searching

is TO lo_ cate those documents... (J 773).
(d1 matter analysis AND coding (J 769).
(di) the analysis of this information FOR indexing

and cataloging ,(J 68).
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(iii) One further construction which is relatable to asymmetric

conjunction is given below in (45) (b)

(45)

(a) The essential PURPOSE of literature searching it
TO locate those documents... (J 773).

(b) paperapers loc t d BY the direct search of abstracting
Journals J 156).

(o) search AND locate

A comparison of (45) (a) and (b) suggesizthat asymmetric

conjunction of the type under investigation is relatable

to expressions 'of purpose as well as to converse

instrumental expressions. Further evidence for the cor-

relation between purpose and instrumental expressions can

be found in the followi!lg, more Jomplex, examples :

(46)

(a) The assembling, coding and dissemination of recorded
knowledge comprehensively treated as an integral
procedure (.1.) FOR giving documentary information
maximum accessibility and usability (from Webster's
definition of documentation).

(b) (a documentation system...) facilitates the use
of recorded specialized knowledge THROUGH its
(...) storage and retrieval (J 107),

(iv) Another type of construction related to asymmetric

conjunction is illustrated iii (47) (a) and (b), namely

constructions relatable to relative clauses with or

without indications of time sequence. (c) illustrates

the possibility of such constructions being replaced

by an NP with a head noun corresponding to the Ved

form ('stored information' /'information STORE').

(47)

(a` AND retrievr. of information (many examples)
(a')-methods for retrieving storED information (J 174)
(a") retrieving information WHICH is or has been

previmillystored,
(b) Semi-automatic indexing AND encoding (J 321).
(W) Encodipg of information PREVIOUSLY indexED (J 511).
(c) a storage AND search theory (J 250).
(0) search OF an information STORE (J 943).
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Also compare (48) (a) with the Ved,forms underlined

in (48) (b), an abstract already quoted in 3.3.2. :

(48)

(a) (Center established for the purpose-a...)
by collecting, rocessin 112Elm, and retrieving
scientific information J 1

(b) Systems and orocedures developed for the search,
coding ana mennennea processing of bibliographic
information on tnermophysicaI properties.;
Methods used by the Thermophysical Properties
Research Center for handling collected bibliogram
Phioal information on thermophysical properties
are described. Details are given regarding the
method of coding abstracts for reproduction on
IBM cards, particularly the coding of substances
and the system of substance classification and
notation used. Procedures used to store the
punched card information on magnetic tape are
described. Systems of retrieval of this stored
information are delineated including a descr ption
of he of the retrieved bibliosraphy,
and of the machine techniques involved. The
system described is claimed to be extensible to
some other portions of scientific literature.
Announced in this paper are the Center's plans to
make available an annual index to the literature
of thermophysical props ties, expected to start
publication in 1959. This book-form index --
essentially the output of the Center's retrieval
equipment -- is described in prospect as a
definitive, cross- indexed bibliography of every
paper, book, r'oort, or patent containing thermal
property inforh. (J 985).

(v) Yet another type of construction which is relatable to

asymmetric conjunction is illustrated in (49). Compare

(a) with (b), (o) and (d) :

(49)

(a) Proposes a system providing for a conjoint search
of separate but correlated record stores AND
an opcional printout... (J 473).

(b) Successful searches by this mechanized system
RESULT IN the printout... (J 517).

(c) The terminology and coding that RESULTED IN
selection of some abstracts not obviously
pertinent (J 821).

397
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(d) (services on the part of the library) involve
a rev' scrutiny of periodicals with [ig AND]
CONSEQUENT indexing and distribution orTrie
RESULTING information (J 440.

The following example illustrates an even more complex

situation, where the kapression relatable to result is

embedded in a manner NP ('in an organized manner'):

(50)

Storage of this information in an organized manner
that PERMITS 1.. RESULTS IN] rapid retrieval (J 494).

(vi) Next to instrumental, purpose, result and consequence

expressions another type of construction relatable to

asymmetric 'and' can be celled time sequence. It has

been examined by Robin Lakoff in the form 'and then',

but this form is by no means the only one. Besides, and-

conjunction, is not the only construction in which

indications of time sequence can occur, as already

appeared from some examples quoted above and repeated

below. The time factor can also be as it were factored

out and made into an NP, as is shown in (51) (f) and (g).

(51)

(a),Encoding of information PREVIOUSLY classified (J 651),
(b) Most mechanized information retrieval systems

depend upon extracting information from documents,
processing such information in some manner, AND
FINALLY placing this information in a file so
that the information can be retrieved by machine
(J 321),

(c) The index of Chemical Abstracts could be coded
mechanically on a computer FOR LATER searching
on a computer (J 239).

(d) (possible) for the abstracts THEN to be automatical-
ly encoded FOR SUBSEQUENT searching (J 656).

(e) (documentation is defined as) a technique for
communication with unicnown persons IN THE INDEFINITE
FUTURE (,..) the flow of information to the unkpown
user IN THE FUTURE 81).

tvi 9 a
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(f) the TIME gap between the eneratin of information
and its availability (J 350

(g) Shortening the TIME lag between originaldisoovem
engineering application (J 987).

In the next chapter (3.4.), I shall return do the problem of

asymmetric conjunction. Until then I shall stick to the

notation introduced above in (42).

a!):)
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3.3.4. Lexical presupposition and Lyons's implication.

About. her examples of asymmetric conjunction, Robin

Lakoff claims that

Taken out of context, the conjuncts would not retain
this causal or implicational link. so that part of the
meaning of the sentence would be lost - the idea that
each one led up to the next (Robin Lakoff 1969, 23).

f.s pointed out in 3.1.4., I suggest that this is only partly

true, and I wish to argue in this section that asymmetric

conjunction in the field of dnnumentation displays two

types of presuppositions. One is the type of lexical

presupposition which has been mostly discussed by Fillmore.

In this type, the presuppositions art; statable as part of

the properties of lexical items, suer As verbs, and the

presuppositions continue to hold when a sentence with the

verb in question as main verb is used in isolation. Fillmore's

analysis of 'borrowlis a good example : with or without

context, you cannot help associating the presupposition (C had

B before time T, with a sentence borrowed B from C t
time T1 (Fillmore 1968n, 52). Similarly, it is a property of a

predicate like 'retrieve' that you can only 'retrieve' s:.

which is lost, hidden, which you do not possess, etc.

Or take the pair 'input-output'. I believe that it is a property

of the WORD 'output' that it presupposes 'input'. I give this

example because a sentence of the Janaske corpus which is

relatable to 'input-output' happens to be the only place at

which the verb 'presuppose' occurs in the whole corpus :

"To Let relevant and valid information out of a machine

presupposes that it has been put in with a most exacting

pattern of forethought" (J 179) (cp. 'throughput' which, I

gather, has crept into the computer jargon).

110 0
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Robin Lakoff's point is only applicable to what can be

called non-lexical or situational presupposition, which

can be illustrated as follows. Imagine a situation in

which John usually performs the following actions one after

another : he gets up, then washes, dresses, has breakfast,

and goes to school. If John is in bed, his mother can call

him by saying "John, it's time to + ANY of the above

sentences and any of these can be said to presuppose all the

others. But such a presupposition cannot be regarded as a

property of the verbs in question : people can have breakfast

in bed, at school, at noon, etc.

In the present section, I shall represent the conceptual

field of documentation in a fashion similar to that adopted

in the preceding section when "the assembling, coding, and

dissemination of knowledge" was symbolized as "Vitae AND

y2ins AND Ding of NP". On this basis I propose to define

Vlast as tne last V in a given sequence of V's that are

relatable to each other by asymmetric conjunction. Thus

"dissemination" is Vlast in the above example. If 'use' is

added as Vk to the above ("the assembling, coding, dissemina-

tion and use of knowledge"), it becomes Vlast. Furthermore

a situation in which, say, a V1 presupposes a V2 will be

described as 'forward presupposition' and the converse situa-
tion as '122910AEARE1122221111(sy One everyday example of

forward presupposition is the use of GO OUT in the meaning

of "mix in society; attend social functions, etc. : She

still goes out a great deal, even at seventy-five" (Hornby).

In all this discussion, then, I shall go on speaking -- as

Fillmore has of done of 'presupposition of verbs' as a

convenient abbreviation for 'presupposed belief conditions

for an appropriate use of sentences containing these verbs as

main verbs - or cognate nominal constructions with the cognate

nominals acting like main verbs in a sentence' (cp. Fillmcre

1970b).

401
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My main purpose in proposing such concepts as Vlast

is that of explaining the use of single V's which, as far

as their meaning is concerned, appear as abbreviations of

string of conjoined V's. Compare, for instance, the frequent

phrase "information storage and retrieval" and the abbrevia-

tion to "retrieval" in "On retrieval system theory" (J 1044).
I shall discuss successively :

(i) preiuppositions associated with Vlast;
(ii) forward and backward presuppositions;
(iii) I shall then turn to problems associated With

Lyons's implication.

A more formal treatment of some of these questions till be

presented in the next chapter (3.4.).

(i) One example of Vlast is, I believe, the word 'documentation',

and the cognate verb 'document', one of the definitions of

which is "to supply with documents" (Webster's). From

the following abstract, for instance, I suggest that it is

possible to reconstruct an asymmetric conjunction which

would include among others "cover" ("literature"),

'process' (with "mechanical aids"), 'search' (on the basis

of "searcher"), and "document". Yet only documentation

(in the title) and'hoeument-" (in sentence one) are

mentioned at the beginning. What they presuppose, however,

is ;MEWED by the rest of the text. similar example

with 'dissemination' is given in (53).

(52)

(a) Problems of documentation of the literature of
atomic energy.
The problems of documenting the literature of
atomic energy are many. The volume of literature
to be covered is large, it draws on a wide range
of subjects, security difficulties place barriers
against the searcher and cause duplication of
effort. Mechanical aids are desirable. The status
of the documentalist should be improved, since
it is difficult to draw the line between his
responsibilities and that of the scientist (J 371).

40'
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(b) Proposed analysis. "Docume"115 the literature of
atomic energy" presupposes tt precedes in the
conjunction cover, processt .?arch and document
the literature of atomic energy", and it can be
regarded as an abbreviation of this conjunction.

(53)

(a) The disseTination of the knowledge of Soviet
scientific work in Western counbries.
Paper devoted to discussion of sources of Russian
scientific/ information as well as the means of ob4
taining sources specific to each. Attention is given
to available as well as needed areas of abstpottms
e eXind indng services. The "language barrier am
consequent role of translation of Soviet periodicals
together with current enterprise in this field is
discussed. Data are presented in summary form on
the proportion of the published scientific literature
from the Soviet Union currently available in England.
(J 945).

(b) Proposed analysis. "The dissemination_ of..."
presupposes what precedes in the conjunction
"abstracting, indexing, translation, and dissemina-
tion of..." (or possibly : "translation, abstracting,
...") and it can be regarded as an abbreviation of
this conjunction.

Di similar reasoning, I suggest that one can account

for an expression 'documentation center'. A documentation

center does not merely 'supply' people with documelts.

One is also tempted to account for expressiuns like

'information center' or 'information salmi in this

fashion (an alternavis explanation is presented below).

Evidence for this is the followirg attested (and, to me,

slightly odd) sentence in which 'communicate' seems to

function as V1 and 'inform' as V2 : "The objective

of scientific communication is to inform" (J 247; compare:

'communicate and inform', not attested).
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Other instances of Vlast are underlined in the following

sentences. Some are conceptually equivalent to 'documents-

tinnt and some are actually definitions of the concept;

(54)

(a) Finder what's known,Information retrieval techniques
to make the vast store of knowledge conveniently
accessible... the intellectual job of matching
what's known and what's wanted (J 407).

(b) Documentation is defined as a technique for
compication ( J 81).

(0) ScienWic documentation -- the operation of
bringing the facts elucidated by scientific
research from those who produce them to those who
can make use of them -- (J 97).

(d) The problem of bridging the gap between the
individual who wants the information and the
records containing the information (J 205).

(e) The basic problem is to increase themental contact
between the reader and the information stored (Y774)

(f) Keeping researoh in contact with the literature
(g) The man-document communication problem (J 1110).
(h) The problem of getting into the hands

of the scientist who needs it (J 418).

(ii) Let us now consider forward and backward presuppositions.

In order to understand the examples presented below, one

must bear in mind that punched-cards in documentation

are strictly speaking a storage medium. In other words,

in a conjunction such as "collect (V1), abstract (V2),

code (V3), store (V4), retrieve (V5) and disseminate (V6)".

punched-cards would normally be associated with V4 as in*

say, '210211012aleakaarged This, however, is not

necessarily so. In the following examples, 'pinched-

cards' are associated with 'coding' (V3), 'collectin '

(V1), and 'abstracting' (V3), which I would regard as

V's that are PRESUPPOSED by 'stored on punched-cards'.

Similarly, given the conjunction "collect (V1) and handle

(V2) information", note the shift in the same abstract from

V2 to V1 exemplified in (55) :
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(55)

(a) loling of HammetRHO-values on punched cards.
MaiiKeysort cards ere used to collect data con-
taining application of the quantitative relations
between the structure and the reactivity of organic
compounds by the Hammett equation. (J 469).

(b) The use of four-hole randomly punched cards
for Abstracting publications and reports
into IBM cards.
Coding of abstract information on IBM cards is limit-
ed by the 80-column capacity of the cards. A ran-
dom code of two, three, or four holes successively
increases the capacity to code categories of informa-
tion and still retains space on the card for coding
other identifying information on the referenced pub-
lication or report. The R2102, tore e, and retrieval
processes are described. GI '90 ).

(o) Information handling in a large information system.
Concerns research into the collection of information
on chemical compounds found in edible plants.
The study was conducted at the Low Temperature
Station for Research in Biochemistry and Biophysics,
University of Cambridge, England. This paper is
a description of the resulting system, and a report
of various problems encountered in its development
(J 167).

Lastly, forward and backward presupposition account for

the possibility of having expressions consisting of V's
that are non- contiguous, in the asymmetric conjunction

by means of which I propose to represent the concept of

documentation. The dxpressions have the same global

meaning as 'documentation' by virtue of forward and

backward presupposition. Thus, "organization and dissemina-

tion" in the following example is equivalent to 'documenta-

tion' and can be said to stand for something like

'collection, organization, storage, retrieval, and

dissemination'; I shall attempt to clarify what I mean

by 'something like' at the end of this section in the

light of what Lyons calls implication :

(56)

It is concluded that the organization and dissemination
of scientific information is a professional activity...
(J 967).
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acquainted, Lyons illustrates his proposals about implica-

tion rules with the sentence 'I Nought flowers'.

He suggests that this sentence implies a "disjunction"

or a conjunction (actually, he speaks of 'co-ordination'

- between inverted commas) of sentences with hyponyms

of 'some flowers'. This can be written as : 'I bought

some flowers' IMPLIES %.12201.1101.1H1124 AND/OR II

bought some roses', etc. (Lyons 1968, 455). Just a few

pages before the passage just referred to, he defines

implication in terms of "implicit assertion and denial"

(22"2111,, 445), This, it seems to me, is a more fortunate

characterization than the other formulation which I have

illustrated by means of AND/OR. I suggest that in the

above example the (ND can be equated with "(implicit)

Assertion", and the OR with "(implicit) de al ", and that

this OR can be replaced by AND NOT. Sticking to the kind

of informal representation adopted by Lyons (a more formal

symbolisation would require more knowledge of negation

than is, I think, currently available), the above example

can be written as in (57) :

(57)

I bought some flowers IMPLIES
AND L+ NOT (I bought some tulips)]

L+ NOT (I bought some roses)]
etc.

Obviously, at least one ± NOT in (57) must be -NOT.

Moreover, the implication is bilateral in the above example.

Lastly, note that the formulation of (57) captures the

indeterminacy of implication in the same way as does the

formulation with iND/OR. (on the reasons for positing

IND in the first conjunct and en and-deletion rule, see

Lakoff and Peters 1969, 114 fn. 2). On the basis of Leech

1969 (35-38), similar rules can be written for an implica-

tion relation between sentences in whioh the superordinete
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term and the oorrespontling hyponyms are predicates. This

is what we need here, for sentences belonging to the

conceptual field of documentation. Provisionally, I ignore

twqthe distinction - as does Lyons be en symmetric and

asymmetric 'gagl!. Now tionsider the foil ing translation of

the main headings of the aardin-Livy concordances (op. on

almost identical translation given in Appendix 2) :

(58)

1. Scientific and technical information : generalities.
2. Professional problems.
3. Information science.
4. Related sciences.
5. Networks of scientific and technical information.
6. Scientific and technical information institutions.
7. Functioning of scientific and technical information

networks.
8. Sources of information.
9. Techniques of reproduction.

11. Collection of information....
12.

14.
15,

16.
17,

18.
19.

20, Storing.
21. Sear° ng
22 D ss mination

Machines and equipment.
24. Terminology.
25. Standards.

Cataloguing.
Abstracting.
Synthesis.
Classiacation and indexing.
Extracting, tabulation and index production,
Translating.
Coding.

lOstifirEcrnall.

Note that the headings contained in the above boxes

can be conjoined. One can say, for instance :
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(59)

(a) information consists of collecting,
cataloging, aos rac ing, synthesizing, classifying,
and indexing, extracting, translating, coding,
storing, searching, and disseminating scientific
information.

(b) documentary analysis consists of cataloguing,
abstracting,7Fafgazing, classifying and
indexing, extracting, translating, coding and
storing scientific information.

(59) (a) and (b) can be rewritten as implication rules

as in (60) :

(60)

(a) handling information IMPLIES
+ NOT collecting information)]

AND + NOT cataloguing information)]
AND + NOT abstracting information)
AND + NOT synthesizing information))
AND + NOT indexing information)]
AND + NOT extracting information)]
AND + NOT translating information)]
AND + NOT coding information) ]
AND + NOT storing information)]
AND + NOT searching information)]
AND + NOT disseminating information)]

(b) anal zin info Rtion IMPLIES
341) ± OT cataloguing information)]
AND + NOT abstracting information)
AND + NOT synthesizing information)]
AND + NOT indexing information) ]
AND + NOT extracting information)]
AND + NOT (translating information)]
AND + NOT (coding information)]
AND + NOT (storing information)]

(c) = (a), with the replacement of the appropriate
items by 'analyzing information' (.b) :

handling information IMPLIES
AND 1+ NOT (collecting information )
AND + NOT (analyzing information)
AND + NOT searching information)
AND .... NOT disseminating information))

L
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The implication relation in (60) (a) and (b) can be

regarded as bilateral. Now, the ± NOT's in the above

rules are not quite correct. First, like in the'example

borrowed from Lyons, there is an obvious logical reason

for imposing that at least 221 NOT should be marked

minus. Second, and also for ,logical reasons, the 1st

sentence in (60) (a) must be -NOT: 'Collecting information'

must be -NOT (i.e. assertive), because you must 'colleot,

information'in order to be able to 'disseminate ialrmationl.

This would be statable in case theory by saying that some

institution must be the Goal of 'collecting information'

in order to be the Source of 'disseminating information'.

Third, there are pragmatic. reasons which only the expert

of the field could state for deciding that certain opera-

tions of documentation ere necessary, while others are not.

Since the Gardin-avy oonoordanoe is not specific about

this, I shall just assume in what follows that 'abstracting',

'ILanslatingl, and 'coding' are optional, and

that the other operations are necessary. t.lso for

pragmatio, reasons, an operation such as 'translating' may

be necessary : for instance, in the abstract quoted above

in (53), about "the dissemination of the knowledge of

Soviet scientific work in Western countries" (J 945).

I suggest that lexical presupposition (as in Fillmore's

'borrow' sentence ) corresponds to what I call logically

- based implication, while the other type of presupposition

(e.g. the relation between "the police arrived" and

"everybody swallowed their cigaettes" in Robin Lakoff's

example) would correspond to my pragmatically-based

implication. Ignoring the uncertainties just noted, implica-

tion rules of the type given in (60) for the metalanguage,

can be regarded as necessarily 'right' or 'correct'.
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But one cannot say that they are IEH1. On the basis of a

recent discussion by Blerwisch, we can say that implica-

tion rules for the metalanguage cannot be assigned a

truth-value because they are stipulative definitions :

A stipulative definition stipulate that, whatever
the word may mean in other communications or even in
earlier parts of this communication, it is for the
rest of this communication to be taken as having
namagasAllazze except the one now stipulated.Any
previous meanings are thereby abolished for the remainder
of this communication (Robison 1950 quoted in Bierwiach
1969, 77).

In the rest of this section, I wish to mention three

further points, which concern the relations between object-

language and metalanguage in this thesis. First, the headings

of the metalanguage are by definition NOT subject to presup-

position as are the corresponding verbs in the object-language.

This is also due to the stipulative character of the meta-

language. To take just one example, a heading like DISSEMINA-

TION (Nr. 22 in the Gardin-Levy concordance) is, by definition,

understood as 'dissemination' in the strict or narrow sense.

It is by virtue of this that the metalanguage can provide

the semantic PRIMES for the present investigation. As will be

suggested, by my third point below, I cannot think of another

way of defining semantic primes for this study.

My second point has to do with hesitations which I have

experienced on several occasions when indexing abstracts

of the Janaske bibliography, These hesitations can be explained

by returning to an everyday example with to 00 OUT. Suppose

a teenager tells his parents : 'I am going out', This is

ambiguous, depending on whether or not you add various

presuppositions (such as 'to attend a _party') to the meaning

of, say, 'leaving the house'. Similarly, in the conceptual

field of documentation, a Vlast such as, say, fdisseminattonl

always presupposes (at least some of) the other V's.

4 1 0
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Thus I would say that the first abstraot quoted below

(in 61a) presents such a problem. While it is clear that

its central topic is DISSEMINATING ("presenting", "disseminat-

ing") at least one presupposition shows up in the text,

namely in "classification number". In the abstract of (61)

(b), on the other hand, DISSEMINATING can be regarded as the

only topic. This is no doubt in part due to the fact that

no mention is made of prooesses that 'precede' dissemination,

and to the fact that the Vlpst is:fikt.'disseminatev but

"provide" : "disseminating ... literatUre to the researcher...
provide the user with "

'(61)

(a) New methods for presenting bibliographical
information in the U.S.S.R.
Two methods of disseminating scientific technical
articles are described as used by the State Public
Scientific and Technical Library attached to the
Siberian Department of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
The first method, which is suitable only for individ-
ually prepared bibliographies or other oases
requiring only a very few copies, involves the use
of pockets the size and shape of catalog cards into
which microfilm copies of articles are inserted. The
bibliographic description, classification numoer and
card number are printed on one side of the pocket,
and the serial and classification numbers are shown
on the first frame of microfilm. Production costs are
about two rubles a card. For current information on
a large scale, miorocards are used. Since the av-
erage article is only four pages in length, a modified
type of card is prepared which reduces the original
only five or six times. The cards can, therefore, be
read with very simple magnifying glasses. Biblio-
graphic information is photomechanically printed on
a catalog card, on the back of which is pasted the
photographic reprAuction of the original. At the
beginning of 1960 the Library opened a subscription
list and inaugurated a pilot service of this kind for
meohanioal engineering and plastics. (.7 551).

(b) Sassif (Self adjusting system of scientific
information flow).
Describes a system of disseminating newly published
scientific literature to the researcher. This system
will provide, the user with (1) originals of all

411
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articles clearly of interest to him, (2) summaries
of articles not in the scope of marginal interest
to him, (3) summaries of articles not in the scope
of the user's present range of interests to titillate
his interests and relieve him of the burden of scan-
ning a large body of literature of marginal interest.
(J 141) .

In the cases where, as in (61 a), 'dissemination' has or may

have a global meaning, I would suggest that it should be ge-

nerated by implication rules of the type illustrated in (60) from

en OBJECT-LANGUAGE sentence with a superordinate verb (e.g.

' information handling'). In the other case (61b), the under-

lying sentence would have as its verb 'disseminate' and rules

of presupposition would take over to state that, say, what

has the meaning of "dissemination" proper presupposes the

processes that precede in the field of documentation.

My third and last point is the following. One of the

major difficulties in dealing with the vocabulary of the

Janaske corpus (i.e. the object-language under investigation)

is that superficially different lexical items can correspond

to the same heading of the metalanguage. Different lexioal

items with the same meaning commonly occur in the same

abstract : for instance, "information filing and retrieval =

arranging and finding" (J 60), "presenting s disseminating

information" (J 551), "data banking = information storage and

retrieval" (J 334). A generative semanticist might argue that

lexical decomposition would be able to display, and thus

predict, such equivalences between superficially different

predicates. Until the point can be demonstrated, one reason

for doubting that such a solution is achiev'ble is that even

with such superordinate predicates as "handling", it may be

necessary to resort to a stipulative (i.e. linguistically

unmotivated) definition. An example is given below, in (62)

(a). In spite of the occurrence of "handling" in the abstract,

I believe that this text should be indexed by the terms
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ANALYSIS (Nr. 12) and SEARCHING (Ni'. 21) of the Cardin -Ldvy

concordance rather than by HANDLING (Nr. 10). In (62) (b),

I have tabulated the object-language expressions and the

corresponding headings of the classification. Implication rules

between the various sentences tabulated are :datable on the

basis of the fact (to be discussed in 3.5.) that in many

eases 'using a method (system, machine, etc.) to do something'

is equivalent to 'doing something with the method (system,eto.

in question)'.

(62)

(a) Methods used by the Thermophysical Properties
Research Center for handling collected bibliographical
information on thermophysical properties are de-
scribed. Details are given regarding the method of
coding abstracts for reproduction on IBM cards, par-
ticularly the coding of substances and the system of
substance classification and notation used. Proce-
dures used to store the punched card information on
magnetic tape are described. Systems of retrieval, of
this stored information are delineated including a de-
scription of the organization of the retriempid bibliog-
raphy and of the machine techniques involved. The
system described is claimed to be extensible to some
other portions of scientific literature. Announced in
this paper are the Center's plans to make available
an annual index to the literature of thermbphysical
properties, expected to start publication in 1959.
This book-form index -- essentially the output of the
Center's retrieval equipment -- is described in pros-
pect as a definitive, cross-indexed bibliography of
every paper, book, report, or patent containing ther-
mal property information. (J 985).

(b)

Object- language

IF

Metalanguage

a handling information LNALYSIS, which
which implies b - d implies b - c

b coding
classification
notation

CODING ?
CUSSIFIMTION
CODING

0 store L STORING

d retrieval (SEARCHING : see
tiTEMTT7 below)

413
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I now wish to end this section by presenting a table

which gives some of the verbs, verbal expressions and cognate

nominals found in the Janaske corpus that correspond to the

headings of the Oardin-Livy classification. Whenever it was

possible, the order in which they are listed is the same as

that adopted by Gardin-Levy for their main entries ("groups")

and these entries are given between brackets and capitalized.

Some co-constituents of the words listed are given when

necessary, for instance for some technical terms. A ± sign

is added before a V of the Gardin-Ltivy classification when

I assume that the process or operation in question is optional.

As will be noted, the same object-language word can appear

under various headings. Also note that various lists have

no corresponding descriptor in the "groups" of the Oardin-

Lby concordance which have been considered in this section.

The typioal Object of all the V's listed is information,

though it is by no means the only one. The typioal Agent

of V1 to V12 is some kind of institution, or some officer.

(63)

V1 (COLLECTION of information)
acquisition, assemble, collect, Lather.

V2 (CATALOGUING)
catalog.

± V3 (ABSTRACTING)
abstract (texts) condense, make abstracts, summarize.

± V4 (SYNTHESIS)
prepare (literature search) report5 anal tioal (and
critical) (research) review4 (literature surveys.

V5 (CLASSIFICATION and INDEXING)
analyze, cat-log, cr,!7.1gorize, classify, code, correlate,
cross-referenoel describr(aocuments), express... in
a neat fashion, index, order, organize, reduoe. to
a standard form, repres7NTcontent), produce
classification information.
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V6 (EXTRACTING)
a -e oo a to-i e (or 1111-), extract, ingla,

a (a gonogrOanoe, a WIC-index).

+ VT (TRANSLATING)
translatl.

+ V8 (CODING)
a strew (into punched- cards) (?) code, notation,
transla, (into punched-oards) (?)

V9 (STORING)
arrange in a file), bank, node (on punched - cards) (?),
file, 2111.132. (in a store or 71770, glam.

V10 (SEARCHING)
ex lore, interrogate, produce (a search), loan, search,
sor cp. "diminishing false drops and blaW7ort77--
TM).

V11
firms looate, retrieve, select.

V12 (a) (DISSEMINATING)
display, (selective) dissemination, resent.

(b) bring (information to scientists)
communicate, convex, dis 3a , distribute,
disseiTEM, doe ent, mp:rt, inform, get
(information) in o the hands of, keen informed,
present, provide,* sell, serve, service.

(a) (+ need for information, etc., as Object.)
fulfil, satisfy, serve.

(d) information as ObJect.)
make available, accessible, offer, provide.

V13 :(with scientist as Agent or Dative, and Goal.)
borrow, collect, gather,.

V14 : (with scientist as Agent or Dative.)
have access to, accessible, available, control, find,
ad, keep informed, keep IAD with, learn of,obtain.

V15 :(with scientist as /lent.)
use, 7707aRiument).

4i 5
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In view of what precedes, I would argue that the linguist

oan only resort to data collection and to a metalanguage if he

wishes to set up a canonical list of the predicates of fields

such as dooumentation. In other words, I have the feeling

that, considering the complexities of such a field, any

linguistic theory currently available is unable to predict

the wealth of lexical possibilities that would need to be

predicted. Instructive as they may be, monographs of the

type Fillmore has presented on small sets of verbs ('Hitting'

and 'Breaking', 1967; 'Verbs of Judging', 190A* do not

provide theoretical tools powerful enough for dealing with a

field like documentation. Besides, even if more sophisticated

theories were available, I believe that semantic primes that

are relevant to mamm1122malterale in a field like documenta-

tion would still have to be given by a metalanguage set up

priori by experts, in the form of ptinatiattve.

4 1 (;
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3o4. ASYMMETRIC CONJUNCTION AD CASE.

3. 4. 1, Towards a case representation of asymmetric conjunction.

In this chapter, I wish to present an analysis of

asymmetric conjunctions of sentences and relatable construc-

tions in terms of an extension of case theory. In the present

section, I shall present the type of representation which I

believe to be needed. Before doing this, I shall consider

a fairly simple example of asymmetric conjunction in order

to identify the types of constructions that are relatable

to it. I realize that some of the paraphrases presented below

may sound a bit odd. HowE;:er I think that they are logical-

ly possible and that a general methodological principle of

TO theory, which I believe to be most fruitful and revealing,

justifies an examination of all the possible constructions

relatable to asymmetric conjunction. Locording to this

principle, sentences are derived from their most complete

representations or, to put it differently, the paraphrases

of a sentence that most explicitly reveal the relations

between the sentence constituents are considered to be closer

to deep structure than the less explicit paraphrases.

In 3.3.3., I have pointed out that next to conjunction

('storage AND retrieval of informationl), various types of

constructions can serve to express the concept of documenta-

tion or relatable concepts : for instance, expressions of

purpose ( store information IN ORDER TO retrieve it 1,

instrumental expressions ( retrieve information BY stortnitit ),

relative clauses and transformationally relatable construc-

tions (retrieval of the storED i.Iformation) and expressions

of result (the stora e of information RESULTS in its ritrieval).
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In order to carry my discussion of asymmetric conjunction a

step further I shall go out from just one example which is

given below in (1), and which is a simplified version of a

sentence occurring in J 1 s

(1)

The Center will contribute to the development of science
la collecting, processing, storing, and retrieving
scientific information.

The following points can be made about this sentence.

(i) The gerunds in (1) can be cor.j- ned by AND BY :

(2
)

The Center will contribute to the development of science
BY collecting AND BY processing AND BY storing AND BY
retrieving scientific information.

(ii) (1) can be converted into the conjunction given in (3) :

(3)

The Center will collect, process, store gal retrieve
scientific information and contribute to the development
of science.

(iii) (1) can be converted into a sentence containing an

expression of purpose :

(4)

The Center will collect, process, store and retrieve
scientific information IN ORDER TO contribute to the
devulopment of science.

(iv) (1) can be converted into a sentence containing both

antinstrumental'expression ana an expression of purpose,

an in (5) (a) which is modelled after the attested

sentence quoted in (5) (b,

(5)

(a) The Center will carry out its PURPOSE to contribute'
to the development of science BY collecting, process-
ing, storing, and retrieving seientifio information.

(b) t.slib carries out its purpose to develop the practice
of special librarianship (...) by means of progrLmmes
of education: and research, (1) by educating...,(2)
helping... (J 1102),

418
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Furthermore, (1) can be converted into a sentence in

which all the verbs depend on "purpose" :

(6)

The Center will carry out its PURPOSE to collect, process,
store, and retrieve scientific information and to contrib-
ute to the development of soienoe.

To me, however, a sentence such as (6) sic: erns tr, by

truncated version of the type of sentence illustrated

above in (5) in that some'inp",...-nntal expression (Ix

seems to be implicit in It

(v) A purpose expressloa can 1,0%; . 1113: 0.0 an Instrumental,

expression (7) (a),and =Instrumental' expression can

occur inside a purpose exprest1,-. (7) (b)

(7)

(a) The Center will contribute to the development of
science 1:1 collecting information in order to process,
to store, and to retrieve it.

(b) The Center will collect information in order to
contribute to the development of soienoe process-
ing, storing, and retrieving the information.

(vi) (1) can be converted into a sentence with "result" as its

main verb :

(8)

The Center's collecting, processing, storing and
retrieving of scientific information will RESULT
in the Center's contributing to the development
of science.,

(vii) Relative clauses or trmsf0.1 .:ionally related construe.

tions can be introduced into (1)

(9)

The Center will contributu to the development of science
by collecting information, by processing the colle2ted
information, by storing the processed information, nnd
by retrieving the stored inforicio

(viii) Conjunction shows up in all th: a.a..1....:nces just given

(1 to 9) in the form of and or of a comma, or of both.

419



In all the linguistic literature with which I am

acquainted, I have found no rule or system of rules that would

be able to generate semantic descriptions for the sentences

just given. Typically, Ross (1967, 169) does not attempt to

characterize the purposive relationship which he believes

should hold between conjoined sentences evoh as (10) (a)

for thorn to 1,6 convertible into a noun-phrase with relative

clause such as (10) (b)

(10)

(a) I went to the store and bought some whisky.
(b) The whisky I went to the store and bought.

Now, what strikes me about the sentences given in this

section is this :

(1) It seems that they fall basically into two types of

surface constructions. In the first type, we have Just

conjunction of VP's : The Center VP1 and VP2 and VP3 etc

(as in 3). The second type consists of a sentence in which

we have both conjunction and some other type of relation

(e.g. purpose), and the two types of construction seem to

be complementary : for instance, The Center VP1:"F ORDER TO,

(ii) The sentences of the second type can in turn be subdivided

into two types, according to the nature of their main

verbs, In the first subtype, the main verb can be described

semantically as an abstract predicate ; for instance,

The purpose rcsults in r, In the

second subtype, the mnin ve" . of those verbs

described in 3.3,4. rs etc. : for instance,

'the Center Vls if -Ici(4rt(1 and or 'the Center

V2s by Vling
I

(iii) In both sentence typ..;3 tv .:), there always

seems to be a division into two mrtss () clearest

examples are structures of the type 'x Va this (And.,.)

IN ORDER TO V this (t and... }' or of the type 'x Vs this

c=1=gx_ylas.lta_litaasiLLLit
, where IN ORDER TO and BY

mark the partition.

4 :?.0
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If the above observations are correct, the fundamental
problem lies, I think, in adapting the well known rule
schema poc 9 ig (sentence rewritten as a oonjunotion of any
number of sentences) in snob a way that the relatedness
between oonjunotions of sentences and other, partly equivalent,
sentence structures can be captured.

The solution I propose is the following. It consists of
resorting to a form of representation in whioh a sentence
(SO) is rewritten as a pair of case labels which themselves
are rewritten as a pair of sentences (81 and 82). The system
is recursive in that it allows for 81 or 82 or both to be
rewritten as a pair of sentences (Si', 821) and for these
sentences themselves to be rewritten(as 81", 82"), etc.
Following a recent proposal by Fillmore (1970b) 81 and S2
are rewritten directly from case labels without any interme-
diary rewritings (such as the case marker N + NP in Fillmore
1968; moreover, as stated in 3,1.1., I shall write S for
what Stookwell et al. represent as NOM and rewrite as
N + Cases : Stookwell et al. 1968, PS rule 7, page 34),
The case labels which I propose are Cause for 81, and Goal
for 82, and are intended to represent the fact that the
event or state of affairs described in 81 is regarded as a
necessary logical condition for the went described in 82 to
be possible. Cause, is a generalization of a "role" label
proposed by Langendoen. He argues that case (or "role")
theory needs to state a distinction between two situations.
When an "instrument- :;...se expressi...° is used in a sentence
with an Agent expresm,d or uiderod, Langendoen proposes
to analyze the expresolon 7.43 Instra:nt, When, on the other
hand, an instrument-like expressio fn "used in a sentence
without an understood Agenz", hc: ...pos.-. to analyze it as
Cause : for instance, "loss of bloud" in of blood
killed the victim", Langendoen, I think correctly, points
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out that a sentence "Poison killed the victim" is ambiguous

with respect to the absence or presence of an understood

Agent, and he proposes to capture this by having a role or

case structure consisting of either Instrument and Agent

or just Cause (Langendoen 1970, 74-5), I borrow the Goal

label from Fillmore who has recently proposed to generalize

the definition of the Goal case for it to include his former

Result case. Moreover, I propose that either SO alone, or

Sl, or 82, or both, can be marked + main, to represent the

fact that any of the sentences in question can be selected

as the main sentence (in a paper which has not been available

to me, Postal makes use of a '- main" convention to derive

restrictive relative clauses Postal 1967, in Annamalai 1970,

140),

In addition to the + main-convention, I propose a three-

valued system of features which are attached to the case

labels : for instance, the features [+ Reason] and [+ Means]

can be attached to the Cause label, and features such as
(+ Purpose) and [-Result] to the Goal label, I suggest that

the value +, standing for 'irrelevant', is applicable to

conjoined constructions, since such concepts as result and

purpose are left unexpressed in conjunctions. To sum up, the

notation system proposed is intended to symbolize both the

similarities and differences between asymmetrically conjoined

sentences and the various relatable constructions as illustrated

at the beginning of t.; .t sect.lan discussed in 3 3 3

I shall QOW 1111.4 I propose by presenting

a few types of situat-.4.:: :hat arc. 'Aictable on the basis

of such a system. /.nalysor of e n. attested examples

will be presented later, ns and 3,4.4. In

these analyses it will be necessa, to few features

to those mentioned so far, In the examples I present belv,

tia?`t
101105.
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I assume the correctness of the "conjunction reduction"

hypothesis (Stockwell et al, 1968, 323). What will be said

in the next section on projection and relative clauses (3.4,2.)

can serve as an argument for this assumption,

(i) In the following sentence (11), SO is marked + main

because the sentence has an abstract predicate ('result in')

as its main verb. The Cause-clause (81) is the subject

in the surface form of the sentence, as is "loss of blood"

in Langendoen's sentence "Loss of blood killed the victim".

Ihave attached the negative feature specifications

[-Means] and [-Reason] to 81 and [-Purpose] to 32, because

it seems to me that no such concepts nre involved.

Even though it is redundant with the main verb, a feature

[4. Result] is attached to 32, because such a feature

is needed elsewhere. 81' and 82' are marked + main to

represent the fact that, since they are conjoined, they

are on the same footing.

Cause
+ Reason
+ Means

(11)

SO
+ main

14°
Cause
-Reason
- Means

81
-

Slt
+ main

result 611Eur-rtiita
inf.

Resuj

S2'
+ main

Goal
-Purpose
+Result

82
- main

CUUTF-Fetr. C6aireoritributes...
inf.

423
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Example : The Center's storage and retrieval of
information results in the Center's
contributing to the development of
soienae.

: The Doctor's speedy arrival and careful
examination of the patient resulted in
her speedy recovery.

(ii) In sentence conjunctions, I propose to mark both S1 and

S2 as + main. In (12), all the other feature specifications

are marked ± : this is how I propose to represent the

fact pointed out earlier that conjunction blurs or

obscures relations that are expressed in other, parallel,

constructions, I suggest, however, that this need not

always be the Lase in sentence conjunction or coordination.

Thus, S2 would be marked (+ Result) to represent the

following sentence (op, the second sentence given below

in 12) : 'The doctor arrived rapidly and examined the

patient very .arefully: (and) as a result, she soon

recovered',

Cause
± Reason

Means

1

S1
+ main

...0-""...... `''GoalGoal
+ Reason + Purpose
+ Means + Resx17.t

1
I

Slt S2I
+ main + main
i

enter stores Lien er retr.inf.

Goal
+ Purpose
+ Result

S2
+ main

feiTercontributeirroo..

4*,8tzto
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Example : The Center stores and retrieves information
and contributes to the development of
science.

Cp. : The Doctor arrived rapidly and examined the
patient very carefully, and she soon recovered.

(iii) The representation which I propose 2r 1-expressions

which Fillmore 1970b would as Instrt=nts

is given below in (13). The sentence with the main verb

is marked + main and the la-expression is assigned

the feature (+ Means), for lack of any better name.

A feature (+ Reason] rather than (+ Means) seems

appropriate to represent the because-clause in the other

example given below (op. Hornby 1954, 240 f.).

(13)

SO
- main

Cause Goal
-Reason -Purpose
Aeans- -Result

Si
- main

Caus Goal
+ Reason + Purpose
+ Means + Result

Sll 82'
+ main + main

S2
+ main

Center stores inf, Center rea,ieves ink. Center contributes to...

114*
tiot'

1.0
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Example, : The Center oontrIbutes to the development
of science a storing and (by) retrieving
information.

22,0 The patient soon recovered because the Doctor
arrived rapidly and examiner-Ws-Very carefully.

(iv) Purpose expressions corresponding to (iii) would be

analyzed as in (14). The expression of purpose is marked

- main and [4. Purpose]

(14)

SO
- main

Cause Goal
- Reason +Purpose
-Means -Result

51 82
+ main - main

Cause°#... Goal
+ Reason ± Purpose
+ Means + Result

I
I

si' 82'
+ main + main

tiTINZFrailes inf. Center retrieves inf. Center contributes to...

Example : The C..1nter store. :Id retrieves information
in r-lero contribute to the development
of L

: The Doc....r arr,vvu very quickly and examined
the patient very carefully in order that she
might soon recover.

'42i;
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The main advantage whioh I would claim for the type

of representation I propose has already been mentioned

it captures at the same time the similarities and differences

between asymmetrioally conjoined sentences and the various

constructions relatabletp it. Note, in particular, that the

reoursiveness of the system makes it possible to represent

'mixed' oonstruotions : for instance, the occurrence of

a purpose phrase in a by-phrase.

Another advantage is that the concept of Irast proposed

in 3.3.4. can nuw be more precisely defined. Thus, I suggest

that what I have called Vlast can now be defined as the

main verb of any sentence which is an exponent of the

Goal case,

Note that, under the proposals just made, a given

lexical item could have more than one description. For

instance, the verb retrieve would have different analyses in

(12) above and in the following diagram (15), I regard this

consequence as by no means unacceptable, but on the contrary

as a desirable one :



(15)

SO
- main

419.

./°°°°°°°.41°
Cause .."444144*4%ftft444%141%ft*4-Goal

± Reason
+ Means

S1
+ main

+ Purpose
± Result

12
+ main

CauSe Goal
+ Reason
+ Means

I

Sll
+ main

Center stores inf. eiginletTIZVes . en er oon r u es o...

± Purpose
7 Result

821
+ main

Example : The Center stores information, and it
retrieves this information and contributes
to the development of science.

22. : The Doctor arrived rapidly; he examined the
patient carefully and she soon recovered.
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3.4.2. Langendoen's Droieotion and relative clauses.

The only important type of construction relatable to

asymmetrio conjunction that was left undisoussed in the

preceding section is relative clauses, and the various

constructions derivable from them : for instance, 'retrieval

of the information which has been Prooessed and stored' or

'retrieval of the information stored find processed' as

related to 'prooess, store and retrieve information'. In

what follows, I shall not be concerned with questions of

tense : e.g. 'has been,' in the above examples. What I wish

to do now is to argue for generating relative clauses on

the basis of what Langendoen 1967 calls proieotion, namely

the prooess by which an argument receives specifications

corresponding to the predicates with which it has contracted

a relation in previous discourse. Moreover, on the basis

of the analyses presented in 3.4.1., I shall argue that

projection needs to operate irrespective of the type of

construction in the previous discourse, that is, no matter

whether it is asymmetric conjunction or some other, relatable,

construction (op. J 985 : "procedures used to store the

punched card information... this stored information...").

The whole of the present discussion is based on the method-

ological principle already mentioned that sentences are

to be derived from their most complete representations.

(i) If the semantic representations proposed in 3.4.1, are

correct, sentence conjunction can no longer be regarded

as the ONLY source of relative clauses. In other words,

relative clause formation would be just a matter of

projection and would not be sensitive to - r.urf^le

~T-:: (turf h' t. ;141j tc) dc,Jp

(31.; ti:03f-: :Ast rror(s:%1). T10; fr.rirst

occurrence of deictics in NP's relatable to relative

clauses (see 16) is a strong argument for the central

place I propose for projection in relative clause forma-

tion,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4 29
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Compare (16) (a), (b), (c), and (d) s

(16)

(a) The Center sVores information AND retrieves
the 42E9d information.

(b) The stora e of the information RESULTS in the
retr eva o jaaLetored information.

(0) The Center tores ITATistion IN ORDER TO
retrieve this s ored information.

(d) BY storing information, the Center (is able
to) retrieve,this stored information.

(ii) (16) (b) is a case in which the deletion of the source

sentence is most obviously RULED OUT : x 0 results in

the retrieval of the stored information.

(iii) An example such as (16) (d) suggests that relative

clause formation must be sensitive to the left-to-right

order of constituents in surfaoe structure. Devices such

as global derivational constraints therefore seem to be

necessary for generating relative clauses. This type of

rule, the formal mechanism of which has been described'

by Lakoff 196, is the only one known to me that is able

to specify, for instance, that a relative clause is only

possible if the 'source sentence' precedes the NP into

which the relative clause can be embedded in the resulting

surfaoe structure. Compare (17) (a) and (b)

(17)

(a) By storing information, the Center is able to
retrieve this stored information.

(b) x The Center in= to retrieve this stored
information by storing it.

IMO
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(iv) I now wish to turn to some more abstract surface expresa

slops than those so tar discussed. Such expressions

obviously need to be related to relative clalses.

I believe that a distinction needs to be made between

two superficially similar constructions. One type is

exemplified below in (18), the otter in (19).

(18)
I

(a) a regular scrutiny of over one thousand
current periodicals with consequent indexing
and distribution of the resulting information
(J 466).

(b) se. how to conduct bibliographical investigation
and how to present the resulting data (J 142).

(19)

(a) the increasing volume of literature, the rapid
fragmentation of biology and its resultant
increase in semantic problems (J 931).

(b) Llthough subjects exhibited some reliability
in selecting representative sentences, the
resultant reliability was low (J 816).

I believe the difference between the examples of (18)

and (19) to be the following. "The resulting information"

in (18) (b) is equivalent to 'the information that

resulted from the events or actions previously mentioned':

for instance, "indexing and distribution of the resulting

information" is equivalent to 'indexing and distribution

of the indexed information', I regard this as an instance

of projection. I suggest that the other type is to be

analyzed along the lines proposed in the preceding

section : compare, for instance,'The Doctor's speedy

arrival and careful examination of the patient and

the resultant improvement in her condition'. This

'resultant' wuld be generated optionally, given the

presence of a feature (4. Result] attached to the Goal clause.

431
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°M4NA1

Also note that in any case it cannot be 'derived'

from a previous conjunct in the fashion proposed by

imnear and Langendoend

(Y) In this discussion of relative olrse formation and

projection, I have to mention a further complication.

I have found no attested example of the constructions I

wish to present in this paragraph, but I believe they

are possible. What they suggest is that the various

oonst/uotions relatable to asymmetric conjunction that

were emu/watered in main olauses are also possible

in relative clauses. Consider the following sentences $

(20)

(a) The Center will contribute to the developmer:,
of science by collecting information, by
processing the oolleoted in:ormation, by
storing the information which has been collected
AND processed, and by retrieving the information
which has been collected, processed, AND stored.

.(b) The Center will contribute to the development
of science by collecting information, by process-
ing the collected information, by storing the
information which has been collected FOR processing,
and by retrieving the information which has been
collected and processed FOR storing.

(o) ? The Center will contribute to the development
of science by colleoting information, by processing
the oolleoted information, by storing the informa-
tion which can be processed BY being colteotedrrnd
by retrieving this information whioh can be stored
BY being collected and processed.

(d) The Center will contribute to the development of
science by collecting information, by processing
the collected information, by storing the informa-
tion whose collecting RESULTS in its being processed,
and by retrieving this information whose collecting
and processing RESULTS in its being stored.
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I regard the possibility of there being sentences such

as those just given as further evidence upholding the

semantic representations proposed in 3.4.1. as well

as the suggestions I have advanced for deriving

relative clauses on the basis of Langendoente projection

rather than a000rding to the Annear-Langendoen hypothesis.

(vi) Conjunction reduction should operate after the generation

of deiotio noun-phrases, and these, in turn, should be

generated after the operation of Langendoenls projection.

On the basis of what has been said in 3.3.2. we can

assume that the order of generation illustrated below in

(21) is the one that needs to be adopted (I ignore the

problem of the :trot noun-phrase "mechanized information

mtrieval systems") :

(21)

(a) Most mechanized information retrieval systems depend
upon extracting information from documents,
processing the ext acted information in some manner
and finally plan ng vhee atdand rooessed
.informatinn in a filo so that the nformation
which has been extracted, Processed, and filed
can be retrieved by machine.

(b) Most mechanized information retrieval systems
depend upon s;xtracting information from documents,
processing Imsb information in some manner und
finely plkiiht Ibil information in a file so
that the "Ts:welt-id-1 can be retrieved by machine.
(J 321).

(c) Most mechanized information retrieval systems
depend upon extracting, processing and filing
information so that it can be retrieved by machine.

(vii) Further evidence for regarding projection rule; that

create relative clauses as very early rules is that

projection may be needed to explain the occurrence of

certain lexical items, as has been argued in 3.3.2.

Consider, for instance the expression "on deposit" in :

"a full aocuunt of his research (...) which is _permanently,

filed in a central rerJsitory (...) the full papers on

deposit" (J 78)).

433
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While I am unable to write rules that would generate

relative clauses on the basis of projection, I would suggest,

bo conclude, that the possibility which projection affords

for earlier discourse to be'mirrored in relative clauses

of later discourse is one of the ways in which asymmetrically

conjoined sentences can satisfy the identity requirements

which Z. Harris and R. Lakoff posit for conjoined structures.

el 3 1
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3.4.3. A few attested example:se

The examples analyzed in this section consist of

definitions of dooumehtation, or equivalent expressions.

By equivalent expression, I mean any material which is

equivalent to to word lOooumentation° in its global senses

for instance, 'a center which oollects,prooesses, stores,

and retrieves information' is equivalent to 'a documentation

center'. The analyses will be presented graphioally in the

form of tree diagrams such as those presented in 3.4.1.

Under each tree, I give the full quotation of the passage

analyzed. When some material is left unanalyzed in a tree,

it is given between brackets in the full quotation. This

oceans either that I am unable to analyze the material in

question or that it falls outside the scope of the present

discussion. In the trees given below, C stands for Cause,

and 0 for Goal, and for main and - for ,- main. Some of

the analyses presented below are no doubt questionable,

irrespective of the general validity of my proposols the

trouble, however, is that there seem to be no clues either

to refute an analysis or to establish an alternative analysis.

Tale is most obviously the case with some conjunctions :

see in pavtioular (30) - (32). The only criterion I have

found is the existence of abbreviated expressions, which I

propose to analyze as Goal "(storage and) retrieval",

"(... and) dissemination", etc. Various words such as

prepositions Which can serve as evidence for my analyses are

capitalized *!ti the quotations, Except for -(man), I shall

omit all - a!4 + feature specifications, in order to simplify

the presentation.
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(22)

so"

c %.% o
+ Purpose

1

11+ 82-

a

si'+ S2'+

J
I

Sll+

The assembling the coding the dissem,
of recorded 'dr recorded of -recorded
knowledge knowledge knowledge

/N
82'1+

for giving documentary
information mgximum
aooessibility and
usability,

Example : The assembling, coding and dissemination
of recorded knowledge (compiiMmensively
treated as an integral procedure utilizing
semantics, psychological and mechanical
aids and techniques of reproduction
including microcopy) FOR giving documentary
information maximum accessibility and
usability, (Webster's definition of
deJumentation),

43f;
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(23)

SO

' co
+ purpose

81+ L..

handling inf, to provide access to...

gxample, : ... handling scientific information
TO provide access to the scientific
literature (J 263),

43V
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(24)

SO -

0
+ Purpose

81+ 2-

/e'" ss
o

+ Time sequence

sit+ S21+

c/

extracting processing and finally so that the information
inf. from such inf. placing this can be retrieved by
documents in some inf. in a file machine.

manner

Example : (Most mechanized information rPtaiieval systems
depend upon) extracting information from
documents, processing such information
in some manner, AND FINALLY placing this
information in a file SO THAT the informa-
tion can be retrieveu by machine (J 321).

438
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coding...

00.

(25)

"41..

+ Purpose

82 -

C'''.'°°°°°.

81'+ 82'+

storing... retrieving.,.

Example : (Introduces a method of) coding two and three
dimensional representations (...) FOR THE
PURPOSE OF storing and retrieving them.(J330).



c

0

c.-

(26)

SO.

S2I+

institutions
dtrasemin...

recorded information

+ Purpose

$2-

in order to achieve
a net improvement in
scientific productivity

Example : (institutions that are responsible for)
the dissemination of recorded information
IN ORDER TO achieve a net improvement
in sciontiflo productivity (J2).

4 la
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(27)

SO-

432.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

c 0
+ Purpose

81+

o

0 increase
the mental
contact
between...

C
+Plrpose

821.

V
S11/4. S2/I+

so the reader
can proceed
unerringly
and swiftly

to identify
the message
for which..

to receive
the mes.
sage for
which...

Example : (The basic problem is to) increase the
mental contact between the reader and
the information stored SO the reader
can proceed unerringly and swiftly TO
identify and receive the message fnr which
11P In lonking (J257).



(28)

SO-

12.

433.

0 bringing the
facts...

Example : (Scientific documentation -- the operation of)
bringing the facts elucidated by scientific
research from those who produce them to those
who can make use of them (is getting out of
hand) (J 97).

Cat : (states the problem of) bridging the gap
between the individual who wants the
information and the records containing
the information (J 205).

CD, : (it's the intellectual job of) matching
what's known and what's wanted (J 407.

222. : Finding what's known (J 407),

Cp. : (Discusses the problem of) getting information
into the hands of the scientist who needs it
(even when be doesn't know about it) (J 418).

C2:: the man - document communication (problem)(J 1110).



(29)

SO-

C

81+ 2+

si'+ S21+

collection of
written inf.

arrangement of distribution of
written inf. written information.

Example, : (Dooumentation should not be contrasted
with library work it is a phase or
aspect in the chain of)collections
arrangement, AND distribution of written
information (as fount in libraries) (J 474).

3



%SI CM AVAILABLE

(30)

435.

1

J

G

31+ 82+

0

I
S11+ 321+

Sll'+ 82"+

C,'/// G

I
El+ Slui- Sim r+ 82'"+

c
,//"\

G 0
0/ Na

I I I

Sl""+ S2""+ Sl"+ 82"8+

identif. record. organ. stor. recall converse synthesis discern.
111 *

gnaw : ("Documentation is beet differentiated from
normal library service by the extent to which
it is concerned with a complcte-cycle service
providing information. This cycle involves)
the identification, recording, organization,
storage, recall, conversion,into more useful
form, synthesis, and dissemination of the
intellectual content of print and other
recorded materiels." (J 890).

4 .1 ,1
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(31)

SC61-
+ Means

81- 92+

G

I I

811+ 82'+

C
NN

c

II I

81"+ 32"+ 31"+ 92"+

G C G C G C

I I I

S+ slit+ S21 ti sr t B 2n+ 81" + 92" 1+

A L
acq, char.stor. rotr. pros. repro public. dissent.
of..kn.of of of.. of... of... of... of...

kn. kn. kn. kn. kn. kn. kn.

facilitate...

Ample : (A documentation system is defined as a
complex pattern of interacting end inter-
dependent processes which) fecilicates the
use of recorded specialized knowledge
THROUGH its presentation, reproduction,
publication, dissemination, acquisition,
characterizati,n, storage and retrieval
(J 107).



(32)

SO-

+ Purpose

Sl+ Si-

C'/ G
+Means +Purpose

I I

Slt+ 821-

a

c/ NG
1

unto. 8219+ ar S214

C G

I I
31 + S 214

/
libraries for index. abatr. cross- rctr, to meet...
will use catalog. inf. inf. mf, inf.
machines inf, inf.

gicaiRlo : TO moot the increasing value of scientific
and technical information, the libraries
will use machines FOR cataloguing,
indexing, abstracting, cross-referencing,
and retrieving of information (J 363).

4.1E
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C-.
+Means

(.33)

SO-

438.

91-

NN
0

Slt+ SI'+CGCG1111
Sift+ S2"+ Siu+ S2"+

S2+

acq. organ. stor. operation of solving the
of graphicof graphic ofgraphic a retrieval documentation
records records records system problem

s302042 : (The documentation problem and moans
of) salving it THROUGH acquisition,
organization and storage of graphic
records, and the operation of
retrieval system (are reviewed...) (J 497).

4 .1



by meane of
documentation

439.

achieving optimum reeulte
in communication of factual

knowledge,

(Discusses methods and techniques of)
achieving optimum results in communica-
tion of factual knowledge BY MEANS OP
documentation (J 772).

41n
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As a further example, I wish to quote the following

abstract in order to suggest that the type of analysis I

propose could be extended to discourse structures; note,

in particular, the phrase as a result in the last sentence.

I shall refrain from presenting a complete analysis of

the text, however, because I do not fully understand it.

I shall just present an analysis of the lost two sentences

in (36).

(35)

A system is described which permits handling of
abstracts inalargely mechanical way for docu-
mentation and information. Tho abstracts are
made by using a subject Index and are then re-
corded on magnetic tape. These subjocts are coded
automatically in the machine and transferred to a
special "index tape" or the "index part" of the
"text-in-clear.tape". The retrievals aro made by
coding the subjects of the question and feeding
them into the machine. As a resdt, a list is
printed containing the abstracts in .question as
text -in-cicar (J69).

4,19



00" Kst°Is

a
+Means

81,-

(36)

30-

c

81+

c No

82 +

by codllig.. by feed the retrievals
ing... are made

441.

+Rosult

82+

Ass moat, a
list is printed...

mauls s The retrievals are made by coding the
subjects of the question and feAing
them into the machine. Ag_p result,
a list is printed containing
in question as text-in-clear (J 69).
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3.4.4. IL ettteeted

The second set of analyses will also be presented in

the form of diagrams. What I wish to stress hors is the

great varioty of surface forms which can serve to express

what I analyze as a Cause/Goal relation. A fow features

not mentioned so far will be used in the ensuing analyses.

In some sentences, it is difficult to docido what (if

anything) is to bo the verb of the main sentence (SO). This

is particularly true of models. Thus, according to Langondoen

1970 (186-191) and many otherspauxiliaries and tense markers

are to be analyzed es predicates and the remaining material

as their argumont(s). One of the semantic arguments for

such an analysis is that auxiliaries (say, 'maw) can be

used in the same moaning as prodicatos (e.g. Inowilval,

or 'cortain, for 'ma!). I fool, howovor, that an alternative

analysis is possible in some cases, and that it is difficult

to find reasons for rejecting it. Compare, for instance

(45) with (46), (52) with (53), and (68) with (69).

(37)

SO

G

Si+

+Purpose

1

S2

questions are fed... for reteieval

Eisamplo : FOR retrieval, questions are fLd through
a standard switch board... (J 008).



(38)

SO-
.0000000110.... .1111111,..

C
+Means

I

Sl-

de.......ormerrabre.worrerr:

by the direct search

82+

papers located

Example s papers located BY the direct search
of the abstracting Journal (J 156).

+Ncans

Sl-

The essential of literature
purpose is... searching

(39)

SO+

G
+Purpose

32-

to locate...

Example : The essential purpose of literature searching
(J 773).

Cps s - The obAective of scientific communication is
to inform Cra7).

- The ob ,-ctive of the indexer is to provide...
J 565) (= of the indexer's activity ?) .

- The main urpose of this paper is to study...
J 990 . = SFIWITing this paper ?) .

- The ur ose of the procedures is to
encourage... J 995) (= of using the
procedures ?).

- To V is the purpose of V.



(40)

4441

+

+PUrpose

811+ 3214

system is to identify...
operated

Example :

0
+Purpose

314 S2'6;

documents to locate4,4
are subject-
ed to,;,

the selection system is operated TO
identify those documents of probable
pertinent interestvand
the documents so selected are subjected
to personal review TO locate the desired
information (J 773)4

4 5 .3
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(41)

SO+

V

81. 82.

depends on tht ability on the ability the ability of
of the machine of the machine a machine to
to recognize... to manipulate., adequately

determines..
galas (This asserts that) the ability of a

machine to adequately determine information
relavence de ends strongly im its ability
to recognize an manipulatehe syntactic
structures of the text (7 176).

(42)

SO*

C
+Time sequence +Time sequence

31-

presupposes that it has
boon put it

32 -

to got relevant
and valid information...

Ex__ an To got relevant and valid information
out of a machine presupposes that it
HAS BLEU put in with a m-aexecting
pattern of forethought (J 179).



(43)

82 -

4116.

V
,/ ..2..

I

is possible by searching to receive
one item information...

&Apples : .., it is possible**, rr searching one item
to receive information an all compounds
of the slime type (J 260).

(44)

sot

is unable

0

Si-
I I

82-

o produce
retrieval
selective results.,.

Exempla : (It is shown that) selection according to
"NOT" is unable to produce the rctrieval
selective results ordinarily claimed for
this operation... (J 680).



(45)

SO+

+Co°ndition

V SI. 32 -

Could if requesters.., searches become

/mull s Searches could become more effective if
requesters designated a plurality of pertinent
subject hoadinss arranged according to
importance (J 266).

(46)

447.

Alternative analysis

SO-

is%443/4"0 0
+Condition

81

if requesters...

82+

searches could become..,



(47)

80+

+Condit ion

Sl-

448.

Si..

0

is possible only if... the change over...

DcemPle s (In the system) the changeover to
mechanical selection is ONLY possible
IF a previously defined list of concepts
is available (J 537),

C
tTimo sequence
+Condit ion

I

81-

(48)

SO -

S 1+S11+ 2

when...super- light passes... light indicates...
imposed

pxmple : WHEN several subject cards are superimposed,
light passes through the holcs in the subject
cards in that particulnx pack and indicates
which documents pertain to all of those
subjects (J 1099).
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80

C 0
+Condition

81- 82+

Once the subject
heading list has
been sot up

449.

C 0

I
S1'4. 821-

highly trained to opdrate
specialists the system
are not needed

Exa mple,s ONCE tho subject heading list has boon vet
up, highly trainod specialists are not needed
TO operate the system (J 843).

(50)

820000.0%`%.%%%%%

St- 82+

without disturbing
indexing elrcedy
done

the subject heeding
list con be enlarged

Example : The subject heeding list can be enlarged
WITHOUT disturbing indexing already
done (J 843).

458
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(51)

SO+

82-

1

+Time sequence

1

is necessary to develop... before any automatic
system can be
offective

Exam pal s BEFORE any automatic system for storing,
searching, and retrieval of information
can bo effective, it ildicipessa to develop
an efficient and ecsorioThiTmc o of placing
and locating the information in the system
(J 404).

(52)

SO+

0 0

S- 82-

must a researcher find.if a researcher is to...

Example : IF a researcher is to avoid duplicating
work already done somewhere oleo, he must
find what pertinent work exists anywhere...
(J 637).
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(53)

Altanatimmamat

SO

7
S

I
2

L.

A rese3rchor must if a researcher
is to avoid...

(54)

SO-

G
+Conditi on

I

81- 52
I

4.

451.

unless it can handle no largo scale information
searching for complex retrieval system can be
relationships a success

Examplp. : (The writer feels that) no large scale
information retrieval system can bo
a success UNLESS it can hcndlo searching
for complex relationships (J 20).

(55)

SO

V

33. 52

fls a conso the expansion.. th© published literature
quence of to inc;..ase

pupaala : The published literature to Inez. .aac in quanti-
ty and complcAcity as a consoqu,nco of the
expected continuous expansion of research
activity,(J496).



(56)

SO-

c 0

82+
+Condition

////° N%\
0 G

+Reason

I

Sl- S2+

either because.. when...
or becauoo...

V.....

Ham lo
0.411111

452.

publication is
useless

Publication is useless WHEN it neither
informs nor entertains, WHEN it solves no
old problem or stimulates no now research,
WHEN it serves no refer,:noe function,
either BECAUSE the theme is trivial or
the information is already available and
accessible in the lit..roturo (J 665).

(57)

+aeason

Sl+

44:cons

- S2-

q+

S2-

nocos- pee- by utiliz- to dascrlbc..0 to develop...
sary Bible irg...

Exaraplo : BECAUSE it is possible to derc_ibe one
concept BY utilizing sovral dii:erent verbal
expressions, it (was found) necessary to
develop one metalinsuistic co=on denominator
for a mechanized information rctrioval system
(J 707).

4f1
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(58)

80 -

81-

bocaaso questions
are taken...

453.

82+

this simplifies search

&lag& $ (At... documents are indexed by both UDC
and Unitorme). This (...) simplifies search
BECAUSE questions are taken directly to the
most appropriate index (J 872).

(59)

_,00'°°°°-

81- St+

.1.

because of the
massive increases...

further developments
4., will tend...

Examglo a (Predicts that) further developments in
documentation will tend to be in the
direction of electronic storage units
BECAUSE OF the massive increases in the
material to be handled (J 785).
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(60)

BO -

+Condit ion

even though system can find
documents may documents,
not be.

Exalo : (Describes an all-computer document-
retrieval system) which can find
documents related to a request EVEN THOUGH
they may not be indexed by the exact terms
of the request... (J 942).

(61)

SO -

+Mcono

I

Si- 32+

I
I

I
I

311+ S2'+ S11+ S21+

--.....,...s..

ge:°f.42:1".
By noting... with due regard... documents arc documents arc

8.31ected... or:nngod...

Examle : BY noting the number of matching terms
between this cxtond,d list of request
terms and the terms urold in ridexing a
document, and WITH du,; revrd for their
degree of association, documents ar,) set ctod
by the computer and ar.cn;:;cd in the order
of their reiLvance to the request (J 942).



(62)

+Means +Purpose

I

81+ S2-

01,..411411 I11.41111

455

using... for sorting...

M9piple (This proposes) using a high-speed,
sequence-controlled dizital computer
coupled to punched card reading and sorting
equipment, celled Electronic Structural
Co:relator (ESC) FOR sorting all chemical
compounds containing a specified chemical
group (J 231).

(63)

SO+

G
+Means

hl- S2-

C G

S1'4.

G

SP+
II

is possible using... to assign to punch...to retrieve

pcpujes Using the officially accepted International
System of Notation of Or3sAic Gomoounds of the
International Union of lure and Applied Chemis-
try, a modified IBE 026 Gird Punch with document
writing feature and an 66 electric type-
writerlit is now ossible to as-7ign to each
organic compoun as gomoth matically unique
group of descriptors,AND to punch these into a
card AND retrieve the ori3inal cipher in type-
written form at the rate of EJ00 characters per
minute (J 273).

761
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81+

+Reason

I

Si' - S2'+

Based on...

G

82+
+Purpose

...conducted The pur PS1
pose was

G

Sit -

to determine...

Example : Based on the growing interest in cooperative
effort of abstracting agencies, Kerner and
company (.1.) conducted a survey (...) The
purpose was to determine if and how... (J 412).

(65)

Sl+

so -

+Time sequence

S2+

S2'- ?

such cards can... The next step to select...
is tz, search..

Exaule t Such cards can easily be turiled into
angnotic tape. The next step is to search
the tapos for fractional struCcurcs and so
to select chemical types of a predetermined
FReracter from the stock (J 273).
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457.

dll......#..°- ...1 INMAN/.
In this file,
each term record

Thereby it is only
necessary for the
machine to search...

Exam le : In this file each term record contains
all of the document codes for all of the
documents in which the term appears. Therela
it is only necessary for the machine to
search the pertinent terms in the machine's
memory (J 9).

(67)

SO -

1

Sl+ S2-

..---"-i.......--'..,..
the classification

system is mode from...
thereby making it possible
to seardh...

Example : In this system, the classification system
is made from the disclosures in the patent
literautre, thereby making it possible to
search for an the information in the
file of interest to the searcher (J 19).

4 i;
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SO-

.,

C 0
+Reason

1 i

Sl S2+

imply because
library research
costs lems

458.

+Time sequence

S11+ 821.-

.
sof b,

4.

prior to embarking..

ftmElp. : Prior to embarking on a laboratory project,
a thorough uearch of available literature
should be made, simply becoupe library
research costs lees than laboratory research
(J 889, eantence 1).

(69)

0Aerpative analycka of 82 in (6111

S2++

32°-

should search be made prior to embarking...
(cp. necessary)
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31-

With the volume of
literature doubling...

32+

this is becoming
more and more difficult..

Exempla : (However,) WITH the volume of literature
doubling every ten to fifteen years, this
is becoming more and more difficult
(J 889, sentence 2).

The last trees are intended to suggest a possible

relevance of my analyses to discourse structure. Thus,

bringing (66) and (70) together, the first two sentences

of J 888 would be represented as follows, ignoring the

problem of how to represent 'however' :

(71)

S

S01- 302

C %
G

/'/
G

I

C
I

I
I

Si-. S2+ S1- S2+

C d° %.'` G
I I

S11+ 821-

---.... ... -.,.. ....ft..v. ./...2... /..........---

because search should prior to With liters However,S2 of
library be mode embarking... turn doubt." SO lie becoming
research costs ing.... more and more
loos difficult.

468
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A similar application to discourse structure is possible

in the first two seltences of J 390; in the second sentence

which is diosrammed below, this refers to the kernelization

of texts mentioned in the first sentence and can be analyzed

as

(72)

SO+

provides

NP 82.

this for easier storage
and retrieval

Example : (Concerned with the idea that) a text (...)
may bo reduced to a sequence of kernel
sentences which convey the same information
as the original piece of work. This provides
for easier storage and retrieval (J

The above example suggests two remarks. First of

all, 'Hippo() we had 'facilitates' instead of lugyAksfor

easier...' This presents a difficulty for case theory as

it currently stands : 'storw taLatankki would presumably
have to be analyzed as the Object of 'facilitates'. The

only way to correct this deficiency while prserving tno

general principles of case thenryis to resort to meaning

postulates : for instance, PhOVIDE (C, G = castor 8) w

FACILILAT (C,0 = 8). Similar postulates vi uld be nurlded

for other causative verbs such as flkaligv (I MAKE +

Gorll = simplorS or NP) as in the following example :

"Advances in lin34istics could greatly sit:12111x the unsolved

and growing proolom of formulating and communicating new

knowlr.dge" (J 1027). In fact, this property of causatives

BERMS to be so general and causatives art, such an important

class of 'orbs that some kind of general rule similar to a

redundan;:y rule seems to be necessary. This rule would state
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that Causstivo + Object lamijal CAUSE + (the corresponding

non-causative + Object (or, if nocoosery, some other case))

as a Goal.

Second, in the example of (72) ("This providos for

easier storage and retrieval"), 'This.' stands for a sentence.

This su=esta thot in many of the analyses so far prosontod

t. particularly those marked SO + because their surface

form has a prodiceto such as "grzWlos2) what has boon written

as S should in fact bo written as NP SI that is NP rowritten

as S. In such cosos then, the S I have used so far must bo

regarded as a notational simplification.

To conclude, I would say this . The analyses proposod

in this and the preceding section are obviously different

from those so far proposed within case theory. Except in

sentonces of the type "The purpose of-- is to--7" (39),

see no reasons for extending the system I propose to the

type of 'simple' sentences usually analyzed by Fillmore

and his followers, or for giving up the typo of represents-

tinne they propose for 'simple' sentences. I shall therefore

assume the validity of these roprawntations in what follows.

WLat I do fecl, however, is that the typo of representation

propose is justifiable by the generalizations it captures.

Vioroovcr, the ,eimplol sentencea find their place in my

dystom as exr,onents of 81 and S2, in which Fillmorols

'case structures can in turn find their place. Evidence for

!such a conception is the following pentane° (73), ',hick

was analyzed above in (61). As for as I can see, Fillmore

would analyze the kx. and the with phrasosin this sentence

as Instrument. But this would result in a violation of his

principle that "each case relationship occurs only once in a

simple scntence (Fillmoro 1968a, 21), since 'mother

Instrument ("12ythputcri"), which I cannot see haw to

rulato to the 12 and yithphranco, is ascact:ted with the

'verb of the main scant once: ( "are ucloctod")t

)
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( ?3)

it noting the number of matching terms between this
extended list of request terms and the terms used in
indexing a document, and it duo regard for their
degree of association, documents are selected bs_tht
oohm ut r and arranged in the order of their relevance
to the request 0 942).

Under the analysis I propose, this sentence is not

a violation of Fillmore's principle,

.4

471
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,31 40111$ QOM= INSTRWRITS,

3.5.1. "Maohine" and aintemles";mtments.

Case theory as it currently stands recognizes the

following types of Instruments :

(i) 'Simple' Instruments : for instance, 'the key' in "The

Ilex Opened the door" and in "John opened the door with

the key" (Finmore 19684 25).

(ii) Corresponding constructions with the verb 'use', as in

"John used the key to open the door" (loo. cit.).

Fillmore, however, has never published an analysis of such

sentences. He has merely suggested in lectures that the

grammatical object of an active sentence with 'use'is to

be analyzed as an Instrument (Fillmore 197C`b), Langendoen.

who has adopted some of Fillmore's proposals, suggests

to analyze the verb 'use' as "a three place predicate, whose

arguments are en agent, an instrument, and an infinitive)

clause expressing what may be called result". This clause

in turn is analyzed As containing e predicate (e.g. '22111'),

an agent and another case (e.g. the object Idoorl).

Langendoen proposes to capture the relatedness between

the sentences with 'use' and corresponding sentences of

the type given in (i) by assigning them the same structure,

the only difference being that sentences such as

"John opened the door with the key" have an abstract

instrumental predicate without lexicri re'lization

( Langendoen 1969, 1064),

(iii) Instruments such as the subject of 'proved' in "The

gact that be had blood on his hands proved thet he wns

guilty" (Stockwell 0 fq,1968, 10, op. Fillmore 1RY''t'.
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(iv) Compound instrument:4 which are described as "containing

a possessed noun as the Instrument 'the oar's fender)",

and as allowing two possibilities of subject selection:

compare "The car broke the window with its fender" and

"The car's fender broke the window", "A similar explanation

is suggested for" : "Your spocehimpressed us with its

brevity" and "The brevity of yoursivelh impressed us"

(Fillmore 19681% 23),

In this chapter, I wish to discuss types of Instrumental

constructions which to my knowledge have never been examined

within case theory, as well as some conceptual dependencies

between Instruments, which are in oertain respects similar

to, end in other respects different from Fillmore's example

with "the car's fender", The need for such a discussion in

this study will become apparent as soon as one remembers

Webster's definition of 'documentation', which is repeated in

(1) (a), and a possible paraphrase of it given in (1) (b),

in which I have capitalized the Instrumental predicates and

underlined what would.presumably be Analyzed as Instrument

by Fillmore :

(1)

(a) the assembling, coding end d,sseminating of recorded
knowledge comprehensively tT,ated as an integral
pr000dure utilizing sementit;s0 psychological and
mechanical aids, end techniques of reproduction
including microcopy for giving Jocumentary informa-
tion maximum accessibility and usability.

(b) a procedure which UTILMS sementicsk psychological
and mechanical aids, and techniques 7SED for
re roduction, and which is USED for the assembling,
cod ng An disbemlnang of recorded knowledge,
and for giving documental, info:11211a maximum
accessibility and USA I ITY.
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In this section, I shall be concerned with the status

of 'machine', 'system', and equivalent words as Instruments.

I shill make use of five criteris for establishing the

Instrumental status of these words. The first two criteria

have been used in combination by Fillmore and others; I

believe, however, that the other three nre equally useful.

(a) 'Machine', 'system', and equivalent words function as

subject of various verbs.

(b) In prepositional phrases, they are introduced by preposi-

tions that nre typically associated with Instruments

in English.

(c) They function as grammatical object of verbs like 'use'

in active sentences.

(d) There are morphological formations with -er and or which

are Pmbiguous between Agent and Instrument in the same

way s are grammatical subjects. In the Instrumentn1

reading, these suffixes are equivalent to 'machinel'or

'system' : for instance, "technical translator" (41 438,

Agent), versus "automatic translator" (J 724, Instrument).

Comoare the following ndvertisement : "Don't BE a

diihwesher, BUY one".

(e) Lastly, there are some nominal groups in which the

Instrumental Analysis seems to be relevant to word order.

(s) to (e) must be regarded as n. 'battery' of tests,

in whlch each sepernte test or criterion is necessary next to

the others. Evidence for the relatedness of the five construc-

tions can be found in the existence of texts like the follow-

ing (2 a and b), in which two or more such constructions co-

occur and hnve f, related meaning. The fact that 'machi'ne'

Pnd 'system' cin be conjoined (as in 2 e) t evidence 'for

their relatedness. In (2) (d), 'method' i9 L.ied with the

preposition in in active sentence, Pmd is object °Ph
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(2)

(a) A review is given of the progress in research and de-
velopment on the application of high-speed digital
compute s to language translation (e.g., Russian
to Bing oh). An attempt Is made to determine (1)
how machine translation can be eccomplished, (2)
what the principal achievements are thus far, end
(3) whet more is required. Machine translation
(MT) is defined ms the crt of translation from one
natural language into another, by means of Pn Puto-
matte computer (J 276).

(b) On the recognition of information with A digital
com uter.
TThe nuthor analyzes the problem of data recognition
by computer, in particular for "table look-up" pro-
cedures, taking into ecoount the questions of per-
missible error by the computer and the permissible
errors in data which the machine may be required
to recognize, in the nature of NW YRK as recog-
nizably New York. The author concludes that a
completely comprehensive recognition system,
vllowing for Pll possible errors, will probably prove
uneconomical. Ha suggests that the mot of the
problem is in the necessity for the computer to
examine e'oh character individually and serially,
's opposed to the human capacity to scan n whole
word or phrase for recognizable patterns. He sug-
gests further thRt ultime solution m'y lie long the
lines of an analog based on the hermonio patterns
of the word or phrase (J 340).

214.

c) Mnchiaes and systems for the modern librr'ry.
The major portion of this paper is devoted to an
examination of the fundamentals involved in the
various existing machines, and syllos as applied
to modern libraries, and to descriptions of the ma-
chines and systems and "their "yeas of spplicability".
Among the systems discussed are B%tten on Peek-n-
Boo cords, the Coordinate Indexing system, tele-
graphic code, and the system used for indexing the
field of steroid chemistry. (J 1065).

(d) Methods by which research workers find fnformntion
...) 4hmt methods scientists employ idlobtaining
information. J 298).
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In the examples listed below, I have found no deo:delve

evidence for or against an analysis of *chine' or 'system'

as Cause, the case label proposed by L'.ngendoen for "instrument-

like expressions" in sentences having no "understood agent"

(Langendoen 1970, 74). I have found no example in which it

wits possible with any certainty either to rule out or to

establish the presence of an implicit Agent. I shall therefore

not examine the possibility of a 'Causal' analysis of 'machine!

and Imam' in this section.

Let us first consider n few attested examples of

machine' fuld 'system' (and occasionally some equivalent words)

functioning as subjeet.In the examples of t)) 'machine' is the

superficial subject and in the examples of (4) it is the

subject of a clause in which Equi-NP deletion can be thought

to have operated. The word 'machine' and the verb of which

it is the subject are underlined in the examples. In (4).

I have avoided quoting examples with 'for' + infinitive

because they may be interpreted in two ways and therefore

provide no clue for the e%atus of 'machine' as subject. Thus,

is relatable to 'machine for people,

to scan. (with)', PS well as to machine which scans...'s

Also compare what I believe to be an indication of the

Instrumental statis of 'machine' in (4d) ("the machine is

able to do,..") with the following exempla which I believe

to be non-critical : "This punched-card system pnables

information to be retrieved..." (J 440). Similar examples

with 'system,' ns subject nrc given in (5) nnd (6).
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(3)

(a) No machine now commercially available oap do ttle Job
[of indexing tnd searching] efficiently (.1 444).

(b) This paper attempts to develop formal distinctions
between r maohioe that passively classifies its
inputs into predetermined categorri77277& that
talloal its own classificatory scheme (J 483).

(c) A machine that does research (J 500).

(d) The machine can search for nny combination of a number
of coded characteristics or even for their ebsence
(J 504).

(e) This machine, called the universal card scanner,
soans cards 609).

(f) The pnchine for scannin these encoded cards can
search up to 700 car s per minute (J 854).

(g) the fears that machines will mechanize the
human mind... (J 866).

(h) Machipes alone can never solve the fundamental
Fbaiems of information storage and retrieval
(K1 344).

(i) In such A system, machines are powerful tools which,
under the guidance of human judgement, can do routine
operrtions thvt free the creative talents of man
(J 436).

(j) machines, which can rovide essays on any given
subject upon request J 683 ).

(k) each machine performing anciently one of the
stages in the operation (J 684).

(1) Thereby it is only necessary for the manhine to search
the pertinent terms in the machine's memory 9).

(m) A computer which finds the subject category...() 639).

(4)

(a) the ability, of n mAchine to adequately determine
information relevance depenis strongly on its ability
to recognize and manipulnte the syntactic structures
of the text (J 176).

(b) ... the permissible error in data which the machine
may be required to recognize... (J 340).

let
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PS111.1
361 (a) An elestronio maebine thet w the requirements

of information retrieval hy,soann ns of punched-
cards... (J 609),

(d) However, this machine is nble to do more than the
scanning rind selecting operations, described (J 770).

(e) A description cf mn Automatic microfilm searchin
machine, designed to inorerse searching sputa , to
edit out extraneous matter, end to provide, copies of
the desired information (J 1109).

(f) ..0 there is P need for both the high-speed input
machinea to handle the bulk of the text transcriptions..

(g) data which the machine may be required to recognize,
(J 340).

(h) the necessity for the computer, to examine... (J 340).

(1) the machine as an instrument for retrieving informr-
tion7175).

(5)

(r.) This y.....mssteljard121 large numbers of chemical
compounds nnd polymers... (J 275).

(b) there is no one system that will h_ nndle nil
knowledge (J 296).

(c) Describes * system which has these fentures
potential for generic, specific, or combination
poarching (...) serrohes compound, process, mixtures
end biological datr,77TJ 318).

(d) the system would serrch t million documents (J 689).

(e) system which discloses -ny subject matter 704).

(f) system working well (J 718).

(g) a system of coding bj symbolic logic which will not
just retrieve informr.tion but also create new
ideas (J 846).

(h) ... the uniterm system slae slightly better results...
(J 872).

(i) ;/at such n system should provide (J 938).

(j) The s stem cut indexing time, incre:,sed retriLval
speed, ancrallowed gre,Nter depth of indexing than the
subject heading list which had been used previously
(J 1119).
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(k) Of the two output SY,tems designed. one glall...
and displays, the second reproduces... TJ 37).

(1) no large scale information retrieval pystem
can be P. success unless it can handle searching for
complex relationships (J 20).

(m) system, which can find documents ( ) and present
these documents 3702).

(6)

() this structure enables the system to : directly
interrogate... (J 494).

(b) This system is designed to provide, multiple ?ccess,
to (J570).

(c) This system is designed to minimize (...) and maximize..
(J 758).

(d) code Aystcm developed to represent chemical structures
(J 707).

(e) system devised (...) to accomodate a collection
(J 848).

(f) system (...) established to retrieve items...

Examples of uses of 'machine' nnd ',system' nnd occasional-

ly equivalent words with 'instrumental* prepositions are given

below in (7) and (8), and examples of the saw; words associated

with the verb 'use' and equivalent words ?n.e given in (9) Ind

(10). Examples with the preposition '13,11 have been included

in (7) rind (8) when the absence of the lrticle nnd the possibi-

lity of n parallel active construction with '' or 'with'

suggests that we have to do with an instrumental '' rather

than with the la-phrase of the pnssive.

(7)

(rt) Mlchine translation is defined AS the r.rt of transla-
tion from one natural language into nnothkas by moms
of an sAltomatic computer (J 276).

(b) the information can be retrieved la machine (J 321).

(c) Pattern recognition bx machine (J 883).

(d) simulating thought processes la mlchtne (J 953).
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(e) recoition of information with a digital compater
(J 340gn),

(f) litornture searching la machines (J 614).

(g) education, la machine (J 683).
(h) The coded information is searched 12x machine (J 22).

(i) Finding chemical records la digital amalle (J 819).

(J) literature searching by mlaL022 (J 614).

(8)

(a) By means of this system, 't is also possible to
s ate:... (J 273).

(b) Successful searches la this mechanized auln...
(J 517).

(c) can things be Lnamplished through using machine-
sorted cards whiah-ennnot be accomplished through
other methods (J 95).

(d) to improve serrahin with the peek-a-boo filing
and retrieving system J 7175.

(e) the desired information is very readily located
by. means of n simple and practxcal systa,777692),

(f) Thu technique was devised by Stern to improve
scnrchinr with the peek-a-boo filing and retrieving
system, used in the reference service (J 1017),

(g) Three thousand structurnl formulas for encoding (...)
were divided into 3 groups of 1000 ,:ach. Each
group of 1000 compounds was t.nooded by each of the 2
pasterns by one each of 3 practisinc chemists, 3
students working toward the doctorate in chemistry,
and 3 undergraduate students majoring in chemistry
(J 797).

(g') x Each group of 1000 compounds was olooded by w,ch
system and by praetie_ag chemists,

(9)

(n) the machine should be simple to demonstrate and
use 7577

(b) the indexed informntion is retrieved by using
IBM-101 Aectronic statistionl mnchine (J 275).

(c) Application of high-speed computerste infol?ntion
retrieval J 18).

(4) a22iction of mnchines in the sen.ching process
(J 99).

(e) by 1961 these machines will serve ns trnnnifttors
(J 624).
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(a) The uplication of a punohed-ward system for indexing
rooks and minerals (J 830).

(b) The application of (...) a new cl"ssification system
to the preparation of an malytical index (41 1111).

(c) system now in use ( J 63).

(d) use, of the Coden, system by the individual research
scientist (J 91).

(e) how such a system would operate (J 473).

(f) the way in which the system is operated by the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation (J 35).

(s) the peek-a-boo filing and rebieving system used in
the reference service (J 1017).

One particularly interesting example is (8g). The

critical sentence in this passage shows ^ clear contrast

between instrumental and agentive by-phrases, one following

the other, and the sentence corroborates Fillmorets postulate

that "only noun phrases representing the same case may be

conjoined" (Fillmore 19688 22).

The facts that are available to me about nominal compounds

in -er and -or suggest that, oontrary to what a 'lexicalist'

may say, they require an abstract treatment such as that first

outlined in Lakoff (1968 a), and an analysis in terms of case

theory to capture the obvious contrast between the Agentive

and the Instrumental meaning of such compounds. My observations

here are in agreement with Lakoff's proposal to posit,say,

for 'mixer' an underlying structure of the type "P device with

which one mixes things and to have nn Instrumental nominnlizn-
tion rule deriving nominal compounds in -er or -or for the

verbs that allow such a derivation (G. Lakoff 1968'1, IV-3),

The only counterevidence to the kind of analysis proposed

by Lakoff and since then extended by Bach 1968 to all nouns

is the existence of expressions like "11. human indexer"(J 632 ;
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with NO corresponding attested example of "indexer" with an

Instrumental meaning). I am unable to explain the occurrence

of 'human' here which obviously duplicates 'one' if we posit

a deep structure of the type "one who indexes" for 'indexer'.

For the rest, I have found an obvious correlation between

the -er and or suffixes and words like 'machine', 'device' and

'system'. The best-known example is of course "the computer",

often referred to as 'a(n electronic) data processing system'

or as 'the machine'. Additional evidence for this correlation
can be found in various passages like the following (11), in

which "system" or some other word such ns "elementuis

relatable to, or refers forward or backward to a word in

-er or -or. As is shown in (11 h), these compounds can be used

as direct object of the verb ruse', like'system' :

11

(a) Details are given of the Copyflox high-speed
printer, and the way in which the system is operated.
(J 35).

(b) Advantages of the collator over manual systems (J 108 3).

(c) the replacement of alphabetical and numerical coding
systems by word indicators (J 235).

(d) the insertion of a machine as storage element and/or
selector between contributor and user 7715T.

(e) A description of the
includes a list of 8
(J 517).

(f) This machine, called
(.4.) scans cards...

Id:cstriSffings(loi=tem

the 'Universal Card Scanner'
(J 609).

(g) Fact Compiler : a system for the extraction, storage
and retrieval of information (J 494).

(h) using punched-care sorters and collators (J 963).
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Various other points would be worth investigating in

connection with -er, -or, and other suffixes (e.g. "Windex ":

J 830). The most important point for the purposes of this

disOussion is the contrast betWeen Instrument and Agent.

Compare, for instance, "automatic/mechanical translator"
(J 724, 829, 953) and "technical translator".(J 438)(0p.

printer). Occasionally, there exists an Agentive compound

next to morphologically different or unmarked Instrumentals,

as in "indexer/or (Agent) versus ''descriptor" and "index"

(op. store; memory; reservoir, J 851). Also note that some

Instrumental compounds seem to have no Agentive counterpart :

for instance "(the golden) retriever" occurs only once (J 296),

and with an Instrumental value (it is not the dog of our

desk dictionaries !). Another morphologically unmarked

Instrumental is 'punch' as in "IBM 026 Card Punch" (J 273)

and in "Keypunch" (J 728), but "punch machine" (J 728) is also

attested.

In most of the Instrumental compounds, the -er/or ending

corresponds to words like system, machine, tool, etc. : compare

"Scanner" (J 609) and "scanning tools" (J 629). In some cases,

however, the ending corresponds to a more specific word :

a "descriptor", for instance, can be defined as "a key word or

phrase used in data processing to identify an item (as a subject

or document)" (Webster's Third Addenda Section). It seems then
that the only constant corresponding to the suffix is just the

Instrumental role of this ending or of the equivalent word.

But now, consider the following attested example : "Research is

being done on the development of special small-size machine-

translators" (J 624). The analysis I would propose is the

following. Since the -or ending is equatable to 'system',

the above nominal group can be paraphrased as 'machine translat-

ingLsasteml. This is indeed a type of construction which is
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well attested in the Janaske corpus; namely machine + Ving

for instance, "machine

indexing system" (J 401) , and other related examples which I

shall quote presently. Note, moreover, thPt while mt3hine +

nu, and Ving + machine are possible and indeed frequent

(machine indexing/searching and searching/translating

machine, etc.), only Vine + system is possible; ../......msste±aing,

as far as I can see, does not exist, and is not attested in

the Janaske corpus. Thia suggests the existence of a linguistic-

ally marked hierarchy among Instruments. I shall discuss this

topic below (cp. "seven siutem models", J 681, and "On retrieval

system theory", J 1044).

One last argument in favour of an Instrumental analysis

for 'machine', 'system' and equivalent terms is the existence

of nominal groups, the surface form of whioh is given in tha

following table (12). The first position cann( be filled by

nouns which can be marked [Human) : for instant. , x man

(information) retrieval, or x inlexer (informations retrieval.

On the other hand, for a reason which I am unable to explain,

'human' IS possible in the position usually occupied by

Instruments. So are the adjective 'manual' and the corresponding

noun 'handl in the same position. Particularly the last

example given in (12) suggests that 'manual' and 'hand' need

to be treated as Instruments, like 'machine'. An Instrumental

analysis for 'human' may also be considered for examples

like the following :"print-out for humarl searching by...Emu

(J 256). Such a treatment raises variuus problems, some of

which will be discussed below (cp. Fillmore's treatment of on

implicit 'body' as both Instrument and object in "John arose":

Fillmore 19694 136, fn. 8).
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111111M4H11M1=11

Instrument 1

machine
machine
machine
machine
machine
all-computer
machine
electronic

computer
x man
human
manual
manual
hand-
manual needle
(fpom)a manual
to a machine

Objeut

information
reference

document-
literature

(12)

literature search
sorting
searching
searching
sorting
sorting
sorting

Ving or
cognate Nom.

storage and retrieval
retrieval
indexing
retrieval
translation
retrieval
searching

indexing

'system"

techniqu
system
systems

tools

system
=11M

J 646
J 580
J 45o
J 461
J 766
J 942
J 775

J 756

3.256
J 413
J 472
J 529
J 790

J 401

4 8 ri
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3.5.2. Some problematic examglgg,

I now wish to examine various situations in which the

analysis of IpsrstemYmachinepand various other words as

Instruments of certain predicates is problematic for a number

of reasons. More broadly, I shall discuss some problems arising

from the central, axiomatic role which Fillmore assigns in

case theory to the (.1. Animate] distinction in selecting

certain nouns or noun-phrases as either Agents or Instruments.

I shall first return . for a wnile to Chomsky 1965.

According to the Aspects theory, "John frightened sirloin/ay"

is described as "a deviant sentence, formed by relaxing the

restriction of frighten to Animate Direct-Objacts. Never-

theless, Chomsky feels, there are frames in waioh this

restriction can be violated with no consequent unnaturalness".

As examples, he gives various sentences with negations : for

instance, 4it is nonsense to s eak of there is no su ch
activity as fri ten sineeritr ", "antognanLEMItn
sinp-Aty,".Chomsky does not state the (syntactic and semantic)

rules by which the "grammar" wou2d indicate thnt, while

'John frightened sincerity' is deviant, sentences like tkm

above "ore not" ( Chomsky 1965, 157). Note that in this

parttculnr discussion, Chomsky does not allow for intuitions

different from his own : for instance, he does not imagine

that some people could find it natural to personify "sincerity"

in "John frightened sincerity". In fact, elsewhere he suggests

to account for personification in terms of violations of

selectional rules, which seems to suggest that to him such

facts as metaphor Pre to be handled by the semnntic component

but .Are to be described deviant by the syntax (op,scit.,

149), Fillmore, as I have pointed out in 3.1 does grant

personification :.. place in his case Grammar, but unfortunntely

4 81;
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he does not' work out any of the details. The same is true of

LakoffIS more revolutionary suggeeticn to set up a theory

of "relative grammaticality" which would generate representa

tions of sentences together with the (representations of)

the beliefs that make these sentences acceptable - even

when they oan be found unacceptable under different beliefs

or in different ocntexts (G. Lakoff 1969b and 1971).

Here, I shall adopt George Lakoff's Attitude rather than

Chomsky's, and I shall examine the question of what extensions

of case theory are needed to introduce relative grammaticality

into it. Making provisions for different, and occasionally

conflicting, beliefs in the theory is necessary in any case,

to account for a host of facts which would otherwise have to

be ruled out or to await explanation in some suitable component

of the theory (for instance, sentences like "My cat en4oys

tormenting me"), AND to account for *systematic correlations

between such facts (e C. gender) and matters of belief

(Lakoff 1969b, 104-109). Furthermore, if one adopts Lakoff's

attitude, the problem of sentences with negations, as are

discussed by Chomsky, can he reduced to the problem of sentences

without such negations. In fact, it seems more plausible to

do it that way than the way Chomsky proposed to do it : one

may wonder what is being denied by the negation in "sircerity

s not the sort of thing that can be frightened" if "gagmen

+ sincerity" is labelled a priori as deviant (Chomsky, loc. cit.)

On the basis of what has just been said, I shall ignore the

problem of negation in what follows, in order to concentrate

on poin:s relevant to case theory.

4 8 .1
PI I
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The examples from the Janaske corpus which I now wish

to discuss have been selected as problematic because they

fail to pass two tests which could have been used in the

preceding section to establish my Instrumental analyses. As

will be seen, my tests cast doubt on the assumption, commonly

made in the literature of TO linguistics, that sentences of

the type "x uses y to do something" and "x does something with

y" are to be given the same deep structure (O. Lakoff 1968b,

Fillmore 1968a).

(i) The first test is based on the verb 'all. Consider the

following sentences

(13)

(a) As a final comment the author adds that one should
remember that the machines developed to date
are only able to retrieve what has been put into
them, nothing more an less.

(b; The machine is neither able to "think" about the
information put into it nor ableTrwforpt"
obsolete information.

I cannot help feeling that, while (14) (a) below is

relatable to (13) (a) and means that the machine does the

retrieving, (14) (b) and (a) mean that 'the man' does

the thinking and the forgetting, and are NOT relatable

to (13) (b)

(14)

This man uses machines :

(a) to retrieve the information put into them.
(b) to think about the information put into them.
(c) to forget obsolete information put into them.

Also note that (15) (a) is acceptrIble whereas (15) (b) and

(0) to me are dubious (the with-test is to be found in

Chomsky 19694 except perhaps in some queer science fiction

context :

488
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(a) Me.uses machines to retrieve information with.
(b) 7 He uses machines to think about information
(o) ? He uses machines to forget information with.

From this, I would conclude that %maw and 'forget'
cannot have 'machine' or the like as Instrument. (No

more than Chomsky am I able to provide a justified a000unt

for the with in (15 a) ; sentences like "x He uses maohtnes

to retrieve information with mhoh,nes" are not acceptable

whereas "He uses machines to retrieve information with them"

may be; this suggests that an Instrument could be posited

in both the 'use' and the to-clauses).

(ii) The second test makes use of the word 'application'. I

feel that while (16) (a) sounds quite natural, I am

unable to understand (16) (b) and (c) :

(16)

(a) his application of machines to the retrieval of
information

(b) x his application of machines to thinking about
information

(o) his application of machines to forgetting
information.

If I am corloect in assuming that verbs like 'think'

cannot have 'uachine' and the like as Instruments, then the

selection of the subject of sentences like (13)(b) needs to be

made sensitive to differences in people's beliefs. Thus .

according to some people, only human beings can think, but

according to others machines are also able to think. Within

current case theory, such differences can only be captured

by bon,alswinsavAisallatins Np,s with 'machine' and the

like to function as AGENT of sentences with predicates like

'think'. I am not familiar with any attempt within case theory

to set up feature-changing rules that would, for instance,

change a feature [- Animate] into (+ Animate). What I would
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therefore propose is a form of lexical entry allowing for

mutually incompatible, or contradictory, feature-specifications;

thus, a noun like 'machine' would be marked both [- Animate]

and [+ Animate] so that its selection as Agent with verbs

like 'think' would be both allowed and disallowed, depending

on what the speaker wishes to say, and on his beliefs (about

'machines', about 'thinking', etc.).

Because I believe that the underlined verbs fail to pass

the two tests just mentioned, I feel that 'machine' fuLctions

as Agent in the following sentences given in (17). Note that

only the last two passages contain no negation. Also note

that some passages are clearly oeyond the powers of current

theort.efor instance, the sentence with intelligence in 17 a);

this, however, does not affect my argument.

(17)

(a) The machines do not think but they can now meet
nearly all the criteria of intelligence except pattern
recognition (J 895).

(b) The myth of thinking machines... premature announcement
of what someone expects either he or a machine will
do but has not done (J 964).

(c) The machine does not rossess a will, and its so-called
"conclusions4 are only the logical consequences of
its 6117777857).

(d) A progress report on machines to learn to translate
languages and retrieve informatioE771M22),

(c) As machines, learn they may develop unforeseen strategies
At rates that baffle their programmers CI. title].
The writer develops the thesis that machines can and
do transcend some of the limitations of their designers

70677---

Also note that my proposed analysis of 'machine' as Agent

can serve to avoid regarding (17) (b) ns A violation of

Fillmore's principle Recording to which "only noun phrases

representing the same case nre conjoinable" (Fillmore 1968a
22) : "either he C7 a machine will do". Lnetly, I suggest

490
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that Langendoen's Cause "role" is not eligible to represent
'gauge in the sentences of (17); this new role or case

wasist up by Lengendoen to contrast with the Agent role,

and what we need here, es I have argued, is just the Agent

case, to represent the fact that a 'personification' of 'machine'

is compatible with the beliefs that some people hold.

I now wish to turn to a second, related, type of situa-

tion. So far, my analyses have proceeded under the assumption

that the grammatical object of the verb 'use'(or the correspond-

ing of-phrase governed by the noun 'use') are to be analyzed

as Instruments; this is the generally accepted analysis in TO

literature (Lnkoff 1968b, Fillmore 1968e, 25). But surely,

'use' can have the sense of 'employ' as in "Our department

uses two typists", and the sense of "behave towards" as in
"Use others as :ou would like them to use al" (Hornby). In
addition, consider the following example :

(18)

The use of machines instead of human beings to do the
intellectual tasks of abstractinE and indexing (J 471).

It seeme to me that the reasoning adopted above for

"thinking machines" is applicable here. Provision needs to be

made for 'human beings', 'men', 'man', etc. to be marked

[- Animate] in order to be eligible for selection PS Instrument

with verbs like 'use'end cognate nominals. The only difficulty

whicl: I can see about such an account is that, at least in

my speech, it is impossible to say "x The application of

machines instead of human beings to abstracting and indexing",

although it seems that 'machines' and 'human beings' in this

wcample should also be analyzed as Instrument. At present

I can s(Je no way of resolving this difficulty.
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The next problematic example I wish to discuss is given

(19) (a). Note that 'Select' and 11211010a' do pass tests

(i) and (ii) s 'we use/ apply mrohines to select information'.

I regard (a), (b), end (o) as equivalent for the purposes

of this discussion.

(19)

(a) Sentence selection hymen and machines (J 816).
(b) Sentences selected by men and machines.
(c) Men and machines select sentences.

What I wish to argue about (19) is this. I believe that

Fillmore's principle that only noun phrases representing

the same case arc conjoinable correctly predicts that (19)

(a), (b) and (e) are unacceptable under one interpretation,

namely that corresponding to just "men select sentenou try

(or with) machines". is the full abstract shows, however,what

we have here is a comparison between "sentence seleJtion

by men" and "sentence selection by machine (methods)" :

(20)

The formation of abstracts by the selection of aentenoes.
Part I. Sentence Selection by Men and Machines.
Auto-abstracting tearg4grbased on high-frequenoy
words show an extremely small variation among them-
selves in the selection of sentences to form abstracts.
Human selection of sentences, although less variable
than ohanne expectancy, is considerably more vari-
able than the machine methods. There was very
little agreement betwecc the subjects and machine
methods in their selection of representative sentences.
Author.
Part II. The Reliabilit7 of People in Selecting Sen-
tences. Although subjects exhibited some reliabi-
lity in selecting representative sentences, the resul-
tant reliability was low. The lack of inter- and
intra-subject reliability s7:ms to imply that a single
set of representative sentences does not exist for an
article. It may he that there nre many equally
representative sets cf sentences which exist for any
given article. (J 816).
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140 We must therefore assume that "sentence selection by men and

machines" in this abstract has an underlying structure consist-

ing of two sentences or an equivalent construction with two

nominals : something like "sentence selection by men (: A)

and sentence selection by (means of) machines (or 'machine

methods' (, I) COMPARED ".

The last point I wish to examine in this. section concerns

the prepositional phrases underlined in the following quota-

tions; the predicates which I assume to govern these preposi-

tional phrases are capitalized :

(21)

(a) machines are powerful tools which, under the guidance
of human judgment., can DO routine operations that free
the creative talents of man (J 436).

(b) the system would search a million documents at a
cost of ("0, which he compares with (...) as an
estimate of the cost of the same WORK with an entirely
human agency (J 689).

(a) These machines are USED one after the other, automatic-
ally without human intervention,each machine perform-
ing efficiently one of the stages in the operation
(J 684).

To my knowledge, such 'human' prepositional phrases

have never been discussed within case theory, at least in

clearly active sentences like (a). Nor has the problem of

prepositional phrases with 'without', as in (21) (c). 7 shall

not attempt to examine (21) (b); about this sentence, I

would just say that for some reason that no doubt has to do

with " entirely,", and Instrument is not possible in it :

"x the same work done by machine with an entirely human

agency". Ncr shall I attempt to analyze the other two prepo-

sitional phrases internally. All I am concerned with is their

case status in the sentence: just quoted. In (22) and (23)

below I give paraphrases of (21) (a) and (c). These paraphrases

suggest thet the prepositional phrases under discussion are

4 9 3
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to be analyzed as Agents. Note in particular that in (22) (a),

(b), and (0, "we" or "us" and "mmaxIhlsuateMULINfila
judgment" are redundant, and that (23) (a) and (b) are also

dubious for the same reason. Note, furthermore, that (22)

(d) is acceptable because, unlike (22) (a), (b), and (o), it

does not violate Fillmore's principle that "each case relation-

ship occurs only once in a simple sentence" (Fillmore 19684 21).

(22)

(a) x machines are powerful tools which, under the
guidance of human Judgement, we can use to do
routine operations...

(b) x machines are powerful tools with which we can do
routine operations under the guidance of human
judgement.

(c) x machines are powerful tools which, under the guidance
of human Judgement can be used by us (documentalists3
to do routine operations ...

(d) machines are powerful tools which, under the guidance
of human judgements, can be used to do routine
operations...

(e) machines are powerful tools which we can use (can be
used) to do routine operations under the suidance of,
human Judgement.

(23)

(a) ? They use these machines one after the other without
human intervention.

(b) ? The machines are used by them (these documentalists)
one after the other without human intervention.

(o) They use these machines one after the other to
retrieve information without human intervention.

If my analysis of these prepositional phrases as Agents is

correct, an important conclusion can be drawn from (22)

(0) and (23) (c)s sentences of the type "x uses y to

do something" and "x does something with y" are not the same.

More precisely, sentences of the former type cannot be regarded

as "simple sentences" in Fillmore's sense, and those of the

latter type can.



I shall end this section by returning to another important

conclusion drawn in it, and by suggesting that it could be

extended to other word classes than those I have discussed.

I have argued that for certain words the theory should allow

for mutually incompatible lexical entries, corresponding to

differing beliefs. The conclusion is not merely important

as a general theoretical point. It is also important from

the more technical point of view of ease theory, because one
of the claims originally made about this theory was precisely
that it simplified lexical entries of the type proposed in

Chomsky 1965 (see, in particular, Fillmore's paper on 'hitting'
and 'breaking' : 1967).

As Fillmore realizes, another class of words which present

problems for case theory is what he calls 'human institution'

nouns (Fillmore 1968$ 24, fn. 31). The suggestion on which I
wish to end is that such nouns also require multiple lexical

entries, perhaps via features such as (+ Animate] and

(- Animate]. To take the words 'center' and 'library' as

examples, I suggest that they may be analyzed as Agent in 09
(25),and as Instrument in (26). Also compare the examples of
(26) with a much more complex situation, in (27).

0) At the time of this report, the Center was planning
to change over to a mechanized storage and retrieval
system (J 1).

(29 Cp. : They (the people) were planning/The Center
were plannins
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(26)

(a) A system of information oracle. Proposes aid to the
information crisis through the establishment of a
network of information centers... (J 146).

(b) in order to increase the holdings at the Center
and thereby make it a more effective tool in research
(J 127).

(c) Twelve functions of a libra viewed as a system of
communication are listed J 599).

(d) ... a pilot center for communicating information...
(.1 203),

(27)

Directory of R and D information systems;
a listing of centers, services, sources and
systems engaged in collecting, storing and
disseminating scientific data and information
applicable to aerospace research and technology.

This volume presents the findings of a survey of in-
formation centers, services, sources and systems

dataUsefulinAixr,celeseat,xchanddevelopment.
It includes descriptions of content and services of
each system, and brief instructions for their use.
Various search methods are provided for locating
information sources pertaining to narrow or broad
areas of interest. (J 994).

48f;
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3.5.3. 'Use' and other instrumental predioates.

488.

For the purposes of this discussion, it will be sufficient

to defineainetrumental predicate as one whose grammatical

object in active sentences with this predicate as main verb

can be analyzed as an Instrument, or as any predicate seman-

tically relatable to the former type. In the literature with

which I am acquainted, the only instrumental predicate whose
existence is recognized and to which some attention has been

devoted is the verb 'use'. 'Use', however, is by no means
the only instrumental predicate. Among other English

instrumental predicates I would mention the following, which
I have found in the Janaske corpus

(28)

apply I
I be available
be based (up)on I
depend (up)on I
derive from I
draw (up) on I (from I)
effect, effectiveness of I
employ I

I go far towards
importance of I

I have light to shed on
I make (possible, etc.)

is a matter of I
operate I

I operate
refer to I
resort to I
start from I
utilize I

I be a way to

4 1



Here, however, I shall not attempt to set up a complete

inventory or a detailed analysis of such verbs because I

wish to concentrate on what I believe to be a more important

prlblem, namely special properties of USE (and of synonyms

like 'employ') which, to my knowledge, have never been

discussed.

First, USE accepts what may be called a compound, or

double Instrument, which is partly similar to Fillmore's

"car's fender" example. As'far as I can see, all the sentences

given in (29) are acceptable (except when otherwise specified)

and they are semantically equivalent, except for the presence

or absence of an Agent. Moreover, "the machine" can be regarded

as the primary Instrument and "punched- cards" as the secondary

Instrument. Corresponding, attested, examples are given in

(30). A further possibility of paraphrase, namely 'IN the

machine, they use punched- cards', will be discussed in 3.5.5.

(29)

(a) They USE the machine and punched-cards.
(b) They USE the machine with maphed-oardl.
(a) They USE punched-cards with the machine.
(d) With the meohine they USE punched-cards,
(e) The machine USES punched-cards,

TEREW:reards USE thelMETTle.
(g) iiwith .tmtheciemaohine.
(h) Puhilied=ciifaiiiiUffEriiiifhfhiEiRiiiii:--
(1) The machine is USED with punched-cards.

(30)

(a) A concept of documentation ... BASED upon the follow-
ing procedures7851).

(b) The system described EMPLOYS three established
techniques (J 35).

(c) The s stem USES three types of punched-cards (J 19).
(d) They punched-cards] can be USED with or without

machines (J 328).

4 9 II
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Seaond, there are good reasons to believe that certain
verbs - for instance present - do not have Instruments in

their case frame. Compare 'The key, opera ,e door', 'This

=asp. suggests that' and Ix Various exL_Jles present the
method', as against 'Various examples serve to/are used to/

etc. present the method'. This throws light on an important

property of instrumental predicates like USE. They provide

way of introducing simple Instrument-R.10o sentences whose

main verkl.go not aece t such Instruments. This is particularly

clear with some verbs of the type discussed in 3.1. Consider

the following examples :

(31)

(a) Breed on the idea that..., he discusses.., (47 290).
(a') x The idea discusses...
(b) In addition to defining by using a simple illustra-

tion of.,., the author shows... (3 82).
(b1) x An illustration defines...
(o) Proceeding from this, the author elaborates with...

(J 199).
(01) x This elaborates with
(d) Based on the author's findings the report recommends...

(J 980).
(d') x The author's findings recommend.

Incidentally, note that the above examples also suggest that

certain prepositional phrases such as are exemplified below

in (32) could have 'based on' or the like as their underlying

structure. Note, in particular, the use of the preposition

'onto Lastly, note that such expressions are an important

mark of discourse structure, since they can refer to all that

precedes in a given text.

(32)

(n) On these bases, the paper presents... (J 963).
(e) x These bases present .4.
(b) Upon his foundation, he criticizes (3 54).
(W)771-This foundation criticizes...
(c) On the premise that--, the writer discusses...

(J 2g9).
(d) x The premise that discusses...

499
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COist

Another remarkable property of verbs like USE is that
simple sentences containing Just an instrumental predicate
are somehow incomplete 3 one always uses something TO DO
SOMETHING. Now, as already noted, purposive infinitival
clauses also occur with non-instrumental predicates. Compare
(33) and (34)

(33)

(a) The author presents the method USING various
examples (J 330).

(b) The author USES various examples to present
the method.

(34)

(a) The author GIVES various examples to present
the method.

(b) The author presents the method by GIVING various
examples.

I suggest that a semantic representation of the sentences in
(33) and (34) must capture the similarity between them and
that this can be done along the lines proposed above in 3.4.,

as diagrammed below in (35) and (36).

(35)

(a) SO -

.,,.°"" ""....,%,

Cause Goal
+ Means - Purpose

1
1

Sl- S2+

V AI

,/'1 -.4.,,...,

f
V A Topic:
1 1

tusing author examples present author method
(b)

SO -

Cause"".2.- Goal
+ Means + Purpose

1

Sl+ S2-

t 6-1tirEEFFITEigi

5 on



(a)

(36)
SO -

Cause ""4.0oal
+ Means + Purpose

81+ S2-

492.

V' A ft%%fti`Topic R

present author exlplea to present the metho

SO-

Cause .%"%41%ftiftioal
+ Means - Purpose

Sl- S2+

e aut or presents the method

The discussion of the similarities and differences

between sentences of the types illustrated in (33) and (34)

can be carried a step further by considering the following

situations I
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(37)
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Cause-clause Goal-c ayse Examples

I

(a) DESIGN etc.
+ Goal

I:Goal of
Cause - clause

They have designed a
machine to retrieve
information (with).

(b) USE + I Da of Cause-
clause

They use a machine to
retrieve information
(with).

(c) + (b) + (b) a machine designed and
used (or: to be user'
to retrieve information
(with).

(d) USE + I I different from
I in Cause-clause
Nt relatable to

they use a machine to
retrieve information with
machedeards.

* USE + I I (Afferent toms I
and unrelated 1terms
to I in Cause-
clause

the numb r of matching
between t e ist of

regmest terms and the
amUraterms in indexing

P document is used to
select the documents lim
computer.

f V + Object InObjeot of 1

Cause-clause
By throwing p stone (at
it) he broke the window.

(g) V + Object
which cannot
serve as I
of Goal-clause
together with
the I of this
clause

He climbed the tree to
watch birds with his
field:glasses,

(h

I

negative select d.numents (by sight
without the us.: of needles
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(37) (b) - and, in particular, the possibility of nn

mnaphoric 'with' in the to-clause - suggests that a simple

Instrumental or P Cause can be posited in the Goal- clause
whenever this by verb. Compare. (38) (a)
and ft)) :

(38)

(n) They use a machine to retrieve information (with).
(b) x They use an example to present the method with.

If this is correct it follows that sentences of the type

X usesy to V something' and thmmof the type 'x Vls somethinti

with y' are equivalent except if the V does not accept n simple
I. Tr it does the use-clauses can be rogerded as e
device for 'factoring out' the Instrument and for avoiding

its repetition. Compare the attested example in (39) (a)

with its paraphrase in (b)

(39)

(a) the libraries will use machines for cataloguing,
indexing, abstracting, cross-referencing, and
retrieving of information (J 363).

(b) the libraries will catalogue, index, abstract,
cross-reference and retrieve information with
machines.

I suggest that (37) (a), (b) and (o) can be onalyzed

along the lines of my proposals about asymmetric conjunction.

Indeed, we have at least the possibilities given below in
(40) (a) and (b), which may be compared with the attested

examples in (40) (0) and (d). The analyses proposed for (37)

(a), (b) and (0) are diagrammed below in (4l)
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(40)

(a) the machine was designed AND is used to search
information.

(b) the machine was designed FOR use in searching
information.

(o) an automatio microfilm searching machine designed
to increase searching speed, to edit out extraneous
matter, and to provide copies of the desired informa-
tion (J 1109 t the to-clauses seem tote conjoined
symmetrically).

(d) Systems and procedures developed for the search,
coding and mechanized processing of bibliographic
information on thermophysioal properties.(title)
Methods used by for hAndling collected biblio-
graphical information on thermophysical properties
are described (sentence 1, J 985).

(41)

(a) SO -

Cause Goal
+ Purpose

Sil+ 82.
I

V Inal Vd. I

rN9

I
NP

1

1

1was designed the machine to retrieve t e

machine information

(b) SO -

Cause 1441141.41.1.44"bam-Oon.1

+ Purpose

81+ S2.

xi
..oV .144444%

I I I

is used the machine to retrieve the (for)
machine information



(0)

Cause

80-

St+

Cause Goal

496.

Goal
+ Purpose

1

S2-

1

+Time sequence
1

911+
........,.!et-

41.4:47-1.2m ."%gaglo

me mac ne was ItrArinia: o retrieve in ormetion
designed

A comparison between (37) (d) and (e) suggests that one

of the functions of Cause-clauses with 'use' and equivalent

predicates is to permit the introduction of morn than one

Instrument in the seine sentence, When these Instruments ere

related to each other and can be conjoined - as in (37) (d) -

the sentences with a use-clause nre equivalent to the

corresponding sentences with instrumental prepositional

phrases, as is illustrated in (42). The other type of situation
is illustrated in (43) :

(42)

(a) They use a machine to retrieve information
with punched-cards.

(b) They retrieve information with a machine
and with punched-cards.

(43)

(a) The number of matching terms between the list of
request terms and the terms used in indexing a
document serves to (is used to) select the documents
by computer,

(b) x The number of matching terms nnd the computer
select the documents.

(c) x The number of matching terms and the (a) computer
serve (are used) to select the documents,

(d) x They select documents by computer and by the
number of matching terms...
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A comparison between (37) (f) and (g) suggests that

various sentences are convertible into 'instrumental sentences'.

When the Object of the Cause-clause is eligible as Instrument

of the Goal clause, the result of the oonversion can be a

'simple' instrumental sentence, as is shown in (44). Other-

wise, but provided the Instrument of the Goal clause is

relatable so the Object of the Cause-clause, the sentence can

be converted into a sentence with 'use'; this is shown in (45)

and in the attested example of (46):

(44)

(a) By throwing at stone (at it), he broke the window.
(b) He broke the window with a stone.
(a) He used a stone to breek the window.

(45)

(a) He climbed the tree to watch birds with his field-
glasses.

(b) By climbing the tree, he watched birds with his
field-glasses.

(o) x He watched birds with the tree and his
field-glasses,

(d) He USED the tree to watch birds with his field-
glasses.

(46)

(a) By noting the number of matchimterms between
this extended list of request terms and the
terms used in indexing a document (776317-Tnoting1),
and with due regard for their de ee of association
(m0 ari.regard"; compare considering etc.
documents are selected by the computer (I) (J 942).

(b) They USE the number of matching terms and their
degree of association to select documents by computer.

Attested examples of negative Cause-clauses are given

below in (47). Note that in (47) (b), the bx- and the without

phrase are conjoinable as Instruments. The advantage, however,

of analjzing the without-phrase as a Cause - clause is that

such an analysis captures the similarity between this without-

phrase and the "even though" clause in (a) :
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(47)

(a) to system) which (*I) can find documents related to
a request v-t t t e m not be indexed the
exact terms 4 he.reques * w ou t eir being...
$ J942.

(b) the card selection can be done si t (*1) without
the use of needles or other mec an ca selection
atapara us C a w ou using...

507
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3.5.4. The Instrumental role of 'system' and related words.

A striking feature of the corpus under investigation is

the part played by words like 'system' in allowing for the

expression of conceptually complex instrumental relationships.

In order to throw some light on the question, I shall posit

that the sentence types given below in (48), exemplified in

(49), and symbolized more abstractly by tree diagrams in

(50) represent the main types pf Instrumental relationships

which 'system' and related words can contract, In the formulas

of (48) and in the trees of (50), the function of the NP

with 'system' is represented in main clauses even though the

word 'system' or related words occur with relative clauses

or relatable constructions in some corresponding examples of

(49). Note that in (40) and (49) 'system' is or can be the

grammatical subject in all the examples, except in (f) and (g)

where such a grammatical function is ruled out for 'system' as

Instrument. (48) and (49) (a) represent a sentence type in

which it seems that 'system' enters into an Instrumental rela-

tionship with a (let us say) 'broader' Instrument than itself,

for instance 'theory'. In (48) and (49) (o), on the contrary,

'system' seems to contract a relationship with a 'lesser'

Instrument.

(48)

(a) system I) + is BASED on + theory ( I).
(b) system (= I) + is USED + TO + V or : FOR Ving).
(c) system (= I) + USES + techni ue (or machine, etc.= I).
(d) system ( I) + is BASED on DEPENDS on) + Ving.
(e) system Os I) + non-instrumental Verb + I.
(f) Verb (not accepting 'system' as subject) + system (11 I?).
(g) Verb (not nacepting 'system' ns subject) + system (= I?).

+ TO + V (or : FOR Ving).
(h) =(g) but with Verb Accepting 'system' es subject.
[ 'though perhaps :.-.. T rclltible words like 'method'
and 'technique'.:]
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(49)

(a) he criticizes six theories upon which experimental
retrieval systems have been based eJ 54).

(b) Methods used (by ...) for handlinA collected
bibliographical information Ca' 985).

(o) The system, described employs three established
techniques, (3 35).

(d) Most mechanized information retrieval systems depend
upon extracting information. from documents...(J 321).

(e) This system hRndles large numbers of chemical compounds
And polymers by their structural and compositional
features (47 275),

(f) It should be possible to set up, in the near future,
a procedure (s system) whereby,one can either subscribe
to scientific journals on a yearly basis or purchase
single articles at a unit prioe (J 629).

(f') it The procedure can either subscribe... or purchase...
(g) a techni ue (: system) for literature indexing and

seam ing whereb the notion of relevanoe is developed
qv ntitative vw... (J 640).

(g') it the technique develops the notion of relevance
quantitatively...

(g ") ?Hy (means of) this technique the notion of relevance
is developed quantitatively for literature indexing
And searching

(h) a method for arranging and finding documents kx
assigning to each what is basioelly a two-faceted,
decimal/alphabetic classification designation (J 60).

(50)

S

V

+ instrumental

NP NP

system theory



(b) SO

Cause Goal
+Purpose

1

82-81+ (orso)

y= em 4.. use o

(0) ,,,-s'i,
(d)

( e )

+instrumentl
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.
T
.-0°- '%*% 1

4 1

NP NP
1 I

system system(ormaohineseto.)

tinstrumentel

-instrumental

S

I

....... -....I I
1

NP S(orsb)
I ...il

system .
Case

N
'case...

Ca/e :::I
I 1 I .1

N

NP NP
1 1

system

5 1 0
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41!--...mg.......°:::: Case I?
-Instr. -Instr. I

NP
1

-instrumental system

(S) (op. b) SO -

Cause Goal
+Purpose

1 p

Sl(x f)+ 82.

7r ng'off o-.--;-11rlitr)

(h)

Cause

81(1. e).1.

SO-

Goal
+Purpose

82.
(as above)

:n the rest of this section, I shall present more

detailed analyses which I propose for the sentences of (k9).

In addition, I shall give some nominal constructions which

can be paraphrased after the model of these sentences and

which, on this basis, can be assumed to have a deep structure

similar or relatable to the sentences in question. In the

examples, the irrelevant material is given between brackets,

and the relative clauses are treated as mein clauses, as I

shall not discuss the problem of how to represent relative

clauses. For some of the illustrative sentences, I have found

no corresponding nominal construction.

51
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503.

(a) Illustrotive sentence : (he criticizes six) theories
upon which (experimental retrieval) systems have
been based (J 54).

(b) Proposed analysis :

be based on

I I

NP NP

systims theory

(o) Corresponding nominal construction : (retrieval)
system theory 1J 1044).

(52)

(a) Illustrptive sentence s Methods used (by...)
for handling collected bibliographical
information (J 985).

(b) Ituata.matala

SO-

Cause Goal
+Purp.me

181+ 2-

NP

is used method for handling...

(c) Corres ondin nominal constructions:
-information retrieval systems J 321, etc.).
-n scheme for classification and coding of
information (for machine retrieval) (J 580).
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(53)

(s) Illystrat$ye tbo natal (described)
employs (three eStablished) techniques (J 35).

(b) Compare machine based systems (J 471)
(a) Proposed analysis s

I
.-

I
NP NP

teolniques system

nominal constructions :

card system (for indexing...) (J
information systems (J 146).

(54)

(a) Illustrative sentence (Most mechanized information
NITTIMITIFftems depend upon extracting information
from documents, (processing such information in some
manner, And finally placing this information in
a file so that the information can be retrieved
by machine) (J 321).

(b) 2211212E1
as long as seerching) devices Are based on

the use of words (to describe documents) (J 804).
- the system operates by feeding selected clue
words into computer which... (J 639)

(o) 212222211.21112A1

employs

(d) Corresponding
- the punohe
- A system of

830).

I

.000.0.0°

NP S

depend upon systems

(d) Corresponding nomine.l construction : NONE.
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(55)

(a) Iilustrattve.seotepe : This system handles large
numbers of chemical compounds and polymers by their
atruotural And compositional features rather than
by their names (J 275).

(b) Co ar : the (Peek-a-boo) system which Achieves
ran om Access by means of superimposable cards (J1104).

(0) 2E222111211ALLILI

1

i

NP I I
i

i

NP NP
1

1 1
1

handles compounds system by....

(d) Corresponding nominal construction : NONE.

(56)

AlY (a) Illustrative sentence : (It should be possible to
Air set up, in the near future) a procedure whereby
4F one can either subscribe to scientific journals

on a yearly basis ... (J 629).

4P
(b) Compare : (Describes) the methods (ieveloped at the

Chemical Abstracts service) by which organic oho:11101a

41r
data put on magnetic tape in notation film can be
searched mechanically for specific, predetermined
structural features (J 274).

(c) Proposed analysis :

I

NNP

.

NP

(cim)subscribe one by mt.ltv %f (?) procedure

(d) Corresponding nominal construction : NONE.
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(57)

(a) 11sistrattv, sluts:me s a technique for literature
Indexing and searching whereby the notion of
relevance is developed quantitatively... (J 640).

(b) Proposed anPl e1 :

80-

Cause Goal
+Meens +Purpose

Si?

.,9-4'°a. I
1Pi"" I ?

NP

develop by technique for lit. indexing
And searching

(d) Corresponding nominal construction s NONE.

(58)

(a) Ill st ative se tenoe s R method or arranging And
find ng documents ky assigning to each what is
basically e two-faceted, decimal alphabetic classifica-
tion designetion (J 60).

(b) Proposed analysis s

82?

SO -

Cause Ooal
+MeAns +Purpose
I Isi ?

1

assign method

32?

for arranging...
(d) gamponding nominal construction : NONE.

5 In
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Where a sentential paraphrase exists, the nominal

constructions could be analyzed in terms of the corresponding

sentences. More precisely, they could be analyzed in terms

of sentences with an Abstract Instrumental verb which has no

surface realization. For instance, "infermation retripv4
system" would be analyzed as "system which Vinstrumontal TO

retrieve". In this fashion, the nominal constructions in

question would be treated as instances of recoverable deletion.

Lastly, in order to out down the number of sentence types

just presented, one may be tempted to do the following s

(1) type (f), namely "Lingsaussughugais: could be reduced

to type (d); indeed, "a Procedure whereby..." and the like

can be paraphrased as "a procedure (which)is BASED on *SO"

(op. "systems DEPEND upon \ring"). This analysis could also

be adopted for the by-olauses of types (g) and (h).

(ii) The purpose-clauses in these bentenoe types could similarly

be reduced to type (b); thus "a method for..." can be para-

phrased 's "a method (which) is USED for...", as has just

been suggested for "retrieval system ".

The last illustrative example, for instance, which is

repeated as (59) (a), could ther be Analyzed as in (59) (b), or

es a corresponding relative-clause structure (59) (o) s

(59)

(a) A method for arranging and finding do:Anent:31a
assigning to each... a classification designation.

(b) A method is used for arranging and finding documents.
The method (it) operates (works) izz assigning to
each... a... classification designation. (is based on).

(o) A method which is used for and operates by
(is based on).
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Fillmore (1969 a) allows for the possibility of represent-

ing a single surface constituent by two or more case nodes.

Thus, in "LOD bought a hat for two dollars" "late would be

analyzed as both Goal and Agent t

(60)

g.

V A 0 0

I I I
Ibuy John John hat 2 dollars

The Goal-node in such a sentence usually has no eurfaoe

realization, and Fillmore (1970 b) proposes to delete it

transformationally. Note, however, that this is only usually,
so : a salesman, for instance, can say hI shall buy it for

myself" (rather than for this firm t B. Mohan, personal

communication)

As far as I can see, the most important criterion for

setting up multiple (laze representations is the occurrence
of certain prepositional phrases and the use of certain

prepositions associated with a given item (e.g. "FOR myself"

in the above example). It is clear that the use of prepositions
is occasionally non- critical, For instance, k- phrases in

passive sentences neutralize Agent and Instrument : "done by

a machine/by people". Also consider the following attested
examples : "the Unit Card System for indexing" (J 757),

"the unit card system in the indexing of S." (J 758), "the
revised unit card system of indexing" (J 758). Here, however,
I wish to present what I believe to be clear evidence for

a Locative analysis of words like 'system' and 'machine' in

sentences or cognate constructionsin which they can also be
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analyzed as Instruments. The evidence I wish to present is

based on the use of certain prepositions. Consider the

following examples, in which clearly Locative prepositions

could be replaced by Instrumental prepositions such as 'k',
Idal, or Ity means of s (except perhaps with 'use', etc.) :

(61)

(a) cards are read Iti a microfilm view (J 779).
(b) Searches are now made on an computa (J 356).
(c) Of the two 0Acput systems designed, one stores the

content of a selected microphotographs temporarily
in an electrostatic tube and displays it on a
cathode ray tube (J 37).

(d) a system by which most of the index of Chemical
Abstracts could be coded mechanically on a oomputer
for later searching on a computer (J 239, whose
title reads : searching 1)z the Western Reserve
University searching selector),

(e) store and search informationin a memory system
(J 1113).

(f) system of dissemination of merrsolentific information
in wrath machines are usgd (J 613).

(g) This system has been in sae for about 10 years and
has stored in it over 20,000 references (J 404).

(h) With proper m anipulation of these associations
(entirely within the machine) (J 942).

Also note that "The system uses three types of punched-

cards" (J 19) has, next to various Instrumental paraphrases,

already given, the following Locative paraphrases :

(62)

(a) In the system, they use three types of punched-
cards,

(b) Three types of punched-cards are used in the system.
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Lastly, let us consider the following examples in (63).

Two points Can be made about the relationship between IretrieVs1

and 'machines' in these sentences. First, a case analysis is

necessary to throw light on what I have called asymmetric

conjunction : (63) (a), (b), and (o) make up a chain in which
(b) is a necessary condition for (o) and (a) a necessary

condition for (b). Second, (63) (c) and (d) suggest that

'machines' can contract both a Source and an Instrumental rela-

tion with 'retrieve' (on ,12acy, see Fillmore 1969a, 128).

(63)

(a) load information into the machines (. Goal)
RESULTS IN loaa the machine (2 Object) with information,

(b) information stored in th, machines (e Locative).
Cp, : the system has x stored in it (J 404).

(o) retrieve from the machines Source). Cp. :

"librarians must not be unprepared to load the
machines or to retrieve from them" (J 363).

(d) the machines (1: Instrument) are only able to
retrieve what has been put intc them.

To conclude, I think that two consequences can be drawn

from the analyses outlined in this section. First, they suggest

that Fillmore's proposals for multiple case analyses are

essentially correct : I am not acquainted with any other theory

than his that would capture the facts about preposition

selection presented in this section.

Second, let us remember Fillmore's principle that "only

noun phrases representing the same case may be conjoined"

(Fillmore 1968% 22). While I have no attested example, it

seems to me that the following example is conceivable

(f4)

They retrieve information IN, WITH, and
FROM the computer.
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If such a sentence is acceptable and if Fillmore's principle

about conjoined NP's is to be preserved, it is necessary to

reject Fillmore's proposal to have separate case nodes for

co-referential entities (such as 'John' in 60). What seems

to be needed instead is a feature system of the kind proposed

in my discussion of asymmetric conjunction : a system in which

such features as Locative and Instrument can be attached to

nodes whose labels are more general than the features, but

which capture what the corresponding observable facts have
in common.

Among the advantages of such a system,I would mention

the following. It would serve to explain why, in various

situations, there are no clear reasons to select a Locative

preposition such as 'in' rather than an Instrumental prepo-
sition such as 'Ix' or 'with' in noun-phrases with 'machine',

'system', and the like. In addition, the proposal just outlined
might serve to account for the use of the clearly Locative

preposition 'on' with clearly Instrumental verbs such as

'be based on', 'depend on', and 'rely on'.
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3.5.6. Anaphoric and cataphorio uses of 'system'.

I wish to end my analyses with a discussion of another

remarkable property of NP's with words like 'system,' , namely
that of referring to some (let us say provisionally) 'state

of affairs' mentioned before or after the occurrence of the
word in question, either in the same sentence or in the

same text. Note, incidentally, that various other NP's have
the same property : for instance, "on these bases" in "On

these bases, the paper presents a new system..." (J 963).
What is particularly remarkable is the anaphoric use of
"on this basis", "this system... ", "this technique" WITHOUT

any previous occurrence of the same word in a given text.
(Cp. : "Current status and needs in the field as viewed by

practisin3 biologists", J 220). In order to try to under-
stand the conditions under which NP's with 'system' are used
to refer forward or backward to something in the same dis-
course, let us first consider imaginary examples of anaphoric
(65) and oataphorio (66) uses of this word. Let A and B stand
for two different persons.

(65)

(a) A You know, John broke the window with his gun.
B : That's a good system.

(b) A : You know, John used his gun to break the
window.

B : That's a good system.
(c) A You know, our machine does all the work.

B : That's a good system.
(d) x A : You know, it rains a lot in Britain.

B : That's a good system.
(e) x A : You know, three months elapsed.

B : That's a good system.
(f) x A : You know, John broke the window.

B That's a good system.
(g) A : You know, John broke the window to get in.

B : That's a good system.
(h) x A : You know, he presents his show to-morrow.

B : That's a good system.
(i) A : You know, he presents his show to-morrow, because

otherwise he would appear as the main suspect.
B : That's a good system.

521
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(66)

Let me tell you about a new system s

a) John broke the window with his gun.
b) John used his gun to break the window.
c) Our machine does all the work.
d) x It rains a lot in Britain.
e) x Thme months elapsed.
Cr) x John broke the window.
g) John broke the window to get in.
h) x He presents his show to-morrow.
1) He presents his show to-morrow, because otherwise

he would appear as the main sulpeot (2 he presents
his show to-morrow in order not to appear as the
main suspect e by presenting his show to-morrow
he will not appear as the main suspect.)

(65) and (66) suggest that both the anaphoric and the

cataphoric uses of an NP with 'system' or the like depend on

the presence of what I propose to represent as a pair consist-

ing of a Cause- clause and a Goal (as in b, g, and i), or on

the presence of an Instrument in Fillmore's sense, as in

(a), (b),. and (o). The Instrument needs to be explicitly

mentioned, as suggested by the unacceptability of (f).
On the other hand, it seems to me that the Cause-Goal relation

need not be explicit, and that (f) and (h) are acceptable

if some implicit Goal is understood. (op. g and i).

In (67) and (68), I give attested examples of respectively

anaphoric and cataphoric uses of NP's with 'system' or the like

in the same sentence; I am not acquainted with any syntactic

rule or rules that would account for the ways in which 'system'

can be moved away from what it is related to in such sentences.

The main items which I assume 'system' or the like to be
related to are capitalized :
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(a) The RETRIEVAL described here is a large-scale a em
and makes use of a large number of separate mai:hi-Mt
(J 684).

(b) SEARCHING the film is accomplished by the use of
two projectors and two photodiode networks, an
arran ement said to permit 16 simultaneous searches
in zen m nutes with a collection of 125,000 references
(J 244).

68)

(a) A description of the system, and an outline of the
main classes of the Barnard CLASSIFICATION (J 59).

(b) Elements of classification are introduced by such
devices PS INSERTING AC before all types of aircraft
771755).

(o) The system described employs three established
techniques MICROFILMING, PUNCHED-CARDS, and
XEROGRAPHY (J 35).

The first two words ("Describeshow" ) could be omitted

from the abstract quoted below in (69) without making the
occurrence of 'this system' odd or unacceptable. This suggests
that anaphoric 'system' in texts has nothing to do with
'manner' ("how") :

(69)

Describes how the research reports of the Chemical
Department of the du Pont Company are indexed
and stored on punched cards, and the indexed in-
formation is retrieved by using an IBM 101 Electronic
Statistical Machine. This system handles large numbers
of chemical compounds and polymers by their structural
And compositional features rather than by their mimes,
(J 275),

The quotations in (70) show that anaphoric 'system'
in texts can be an exponent of any case : presumably an

Object of 'maintain' in (a), an Instrument in (n), and an
Instrument and a Locative or both in (b), The only difference
is that the Object with 'system' in (a) is obligatory,

whereas the NP's with 'system' in (b) and (e) could be

omitted without affecting either grammaticality or meaning.

except in subject position (b).

523
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(70)

(a) Scientific documentation the operation of bringing
the facts elucidated by scientific research from
those who produce them to those who can use of them --
is getting out of hand. Yet we still maintain the
traditional srateR. (41 97).

(b) Describes a new experimental attempt to develop
automatic classifications of chemical concepts and
interrelations in the disclosures of the patent litera-
ture. In this system, the classification eystem is
made from the disclosures in the patent literature,
thereby making it possible to search for all of the in-
formation in the file of interest to the searcher. The
system uses three types of punched cards. (J 19).

(c) Using the omoially accepted International System of
Notation of Organic Compounds of the International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, a modified
IBM 026 Card Punch with document writing feature
and an IBM 866 electric typewriter, it is now
possible to assign to each organic compound a single,
mathematically unique group of descriptors, and
to punch these into a card and retrieve the original
cipher in typewritten form at the rate of 600 char-
acters per minute. Rummis of thi syst m, it is
also possible to seurch s r any fragmen or oomtina-
tion of fragments, either actually or potentially
present in the structure. (J 273).

Also about the texts just quoted, let as note that they

confirm the hypothesis, according to which anaphoric 'system'

refers to what I analyze as SO--> SCause + SOoal : for instance,

'attempt (made) Cause-8) to develop ...'(= Gorl-S). In fact,

the following examples suggest that one of the important

functions of deistic NP's with 'system' in discourse 13

precisely that of linking together Cause and Goal sentences

or clauses :
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(71)

(a) A letter to the editor proposing the following Lyikim
of oommunioating research results s The contributor
prepares a full account of his research, sparing no
detail, which is permanently filed in a central re-
pository... [and] a two-page abridgment, whioh is
published in journal form and numbered for identifi-
cation, and a conventional abetraot, which is repro-
duced on cards (border-punched preferably). A sub-
scriber may receive the journal and the cards or, if
he prefers, just the cards and may order by postcard
photocopies or facsimile reproductions of the full
papers on deposit. When the papers prove to be ex-
ceptionable, the recipients should voluntarily send
their suggestions to the authors, who may then issue
revisions to supersede their earlier accounts. An
editor may select for full publication articles worthy
of general attention or those for which the demand
exceeds the resources of economic facsimile copying.
(J 783).

(e') A letter to the editor proposing a system FOR
communicating research results WHEREBY (IN WHICH)
the contributor... and WHEREBY (IN WHICH) a
subscriber and WHEREBY (IN WHICH) the recipient
and WHEREBY (INRICH) an editor...

(b) It should be possible to set up, in the neat future, a
procedure whereby one can either subscribe to scien-
tific) journals on a yearly basis or purchase single
articles at a unit price. Such a system would give
scientists greater opportunity to select reading ma-
terial on the basis of subject and would provide
greater return for publishers. It would also make the
new scanning tools more available by increasing the
availaoility of items discovered in them. (J 629).

(b') It should be possible to set uo a procedure
WHEREBY one can either subscribe... IN ORDER TO
give scientists greater opportunity to select
reading material and to make the new soanning tools
more available...
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In the texts quoted in (71), we can attempt to convert
all the constructions presumably relatable to relative

clauses. (such as "system of communicating") and relative
clauseu (such as "system whereby/in which ...") into 'inde-
pendent' sentences with "system". This can be done on the
basis of suggestions put forward at the end of 3.5.4., and
of the Locative status olf the word "ffisrstem". Such paraphrases
are given in (72), together with clearly unacceptable
or dubious paraphrases s

(72)

(a) A letter to theiditor proposing a (new 7)
system. This system would be USED to communicate
research results. The system would be BASED
on the preparation by the contributor..., on the
possibility for the subscriber to receive
on the obligation (?) for the recipient to
send..., and on the possibility for an editor
to select...

(a') A letter to the editor proposing a (new ?)
system. This system would be USED to communicate
research results. IN this system...

(a") ? A letter proposing a (new ?) system.
This s stem would COMMUNICATE research results.
BY MEANS OF)this system, the contributor
prepares

(a "') xThis system prepares a full account...

(b) It should be possible to set up, in the near
future, a (new ?) procedure. The procedure would
be BASED on the possibility of subscribing...
Such a system would (SERVE TO) GIVE scientists
greater opportunity to

(b') It should be possible to set up, in the near
futurepa (new ?) procedure. IN this system
(procedure, ?), one can subscribe...

(b") ? BY MEANS OF this system one can subscribe...

(b "') xThis system subscribes...
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These paraphrases suggest that t

(1) the construotions with 'BASED on' are acceptable;
(ii) the Locative use of 'wpm' ('IN this system) makes it

possible to use co-ordinate sentences instead of complex

sentences with 'BASED on';

(iii) 'IN this sYstem° can be used when (presumably) Instru-

mental uses of 'system' are dubious ('By MEANS OF this

system') or ruled out ('x This system subscribes.../);

(iv) WHEREBY (op. IN WHICH) clauses correspond to 'inde-

pendent' sentences with 'IN this system'.

On the basis of what precedes, I would conclude the

following. What I propose to analyze as Cause-S can be
realized in discourse as relative clauses with WHEREBY or
IN WHICH depending on 'system', as one 'independent' clause
with 'BASED on' or the like as main verb and 'system' as

subject, or as any number of co-ordinate sentences with

an optional locative prevosittomi phrase such PS %Lc Ws,
system' acting as discourse connective. I am unable to repre-

sent satisfactorily the Locative nature of 'IN WHICH' and
'IN this system' on the basis of my proposals about asymmetric
conjunction. What I propose to analyze as Goal -S can be
realized as a nominal construo'ion ('system of/for communicat-
ing'), or as an independent sentence with USE or the like

('serve to', etc.) or an equivalent 'simple' sentence with
pystem' as Instrument in Fillmore's sense when the verb

tolerates such an Instrument.

Lastly, I wish to mention P difficulty already referred

to about surface conjunctions which also arises in texts.

The difficulty is that of determining the semantic status

of sentences relatable to (cataphoric) 'system'(or the like)

because the text contains no mark (such as prepositions)

for deciding that the sentences in question are to be

analyzed as Cause or Goal. Thus, in the passage quoted below

in (73), there is sn obvious cataphoric relation between
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teohniaue&', and "microfilmim, punched-oards,

and xerograthe on the one hand, and the sentences that

follow on the other. It is also clear from these sentences

that time sequence is involved in the enumeration

" microfilming, punched-oards, and xerogratly", and in the

corresponding sentences that follow. But am unable to

identify clues that would make it possible to analyze the

tent in terms of the Cause-Goal relation proposed in this

thesis. The word and sentence order, and the "Ibln" in thv

last sentence do not provide clear enough criteria to set up

a detailed AND motivated analysis of the passage quoted below:

(73)

11312yetem described employs three established
teoh11211 : microfilming, pundhed-oards, and
xero h-. Documents to be held on file are

ed. Each individual picture is out off AI
reel o microfilm and mounted over a special aper-
ture out in a standard eighty-oclumn punched -card.
Data identifying the microfilm are punched in
columns Alilable on the card. When the doou-
ment is to be reproduced, the appropriate card is
selected either manually or mechanically from the
file of cards and placed in a special projector
mounted on a xerographic printer. The required
number of full-size documents is then print auto-
matically at a speed of twenty ee a m nute. (J35).

Note, however, that the second sentence ("Documents to

be held on file are microfilmed") could be introduced by

'In this system'. Note furthermore that (73) could be

paraphrased as in (74) :

(74)

Describes a system which employs three techniques
G..) (and) WHEREBY (IN WHICH) documents to be
held on file are microfilmed, WHEREBY (IN WHICH)
each individual picture is cut off

:28 8
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APPENDIX

MAIN HEAPINOS AND DEFINITIONS OF A LIST OF DESCRIPTORS

FOR THE FIELD OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (x).

Groupe 1 : CINFORMATTON SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE
GENERALMq.

Definitioqs de 1'IST ; son objet, sea buts, sa place dans
l'activite nation=qe, dans l'economie, etc... Ses rapports
avec la science et l'industrie.
Histoire de 1'IST ; son developpement nioent, la "arise"
actuelle de FIST ; consiarations sur l'avenir de 1'IST.

Groupe 2 : ORGANWATION DE LA PROFESSION.

Considerations Onerales sur la ou les professions operant
dans le dornaine d9 l'IST (bibliothecaires, documentnlistes,
traduoteurs, analystes, eto..,) ; rSlo, developpement,
reformes zouhnitables, etc...
Description de l'organisation professionnelle dans tel ou
tel cadre,concret : formation, recrutement, enseignements
specialises, nivenux academiques, salnires, etc... ;

nssociationsprofessionnelles (nationales, internationales).

Qroupq s LA SCIENCE DE L'IST.

Etudes theoriques sur les methodes qui font de 1'IST un
domaire.scientifique ou technique particulier ; l'IST
consider:fel oomme une science (la'boience de l'information");
les matittres pi la constituent.
Doctrines, theories, ecoles de pensee, sur la manitry de
formuler ou de resoudre les problbmes intellectuels de
1'IST (notamment ceux qui font l'objet des groupes 12 S
19) ; los monies co!:1spondants.

Groupe 4 ; SCIENCES ANNEXES.

Les sciences auxquelles 11IET fait Appel (math4maticlues,
cybernetiqut, semiologie, etc.) ; les concepts ou methodes
qui leur soat propres, considdres dans leur application A
l'IST.

kx) All the footnotes have been left out in the French
definitions given in this appendix, which are quoted
from N. Oardin and F. Levy (1967).

:
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2t2ga1 s ONNEENUMILIIIMMIA DE WM.
Ensemble des organism's et institutions qui torment l'appa-
roil giniral de l'IST, dans un ou plusieurs pays, ou un
plusieurs domains d'application ; sous-ensembles parti-
cullers, difffiremment oaraoterisis (par lour type d'aotiviti,
par leur domain linguietique, par leur etatut juridique,
eta.); centres nationaux ou internationaux conaleiris dans
leuro rapports avec lee organism's dont ils dirigent ou
coordonnent lee activitos ; coop4ration inter-centres,
see rodfAllass
Dispositions politiques et juridiques determinant la
structure et le fonotionnement des rimeaux d'information.

2ritm:1 OROANISMES D'IST.

Organismes vocation plus ou 'noins large dans le domain°
de l'IST (archives, services de:analyse, centres de traduc-
tion, etc.), studies indivicuellement - structure, fono-
tionnement, cats, budgets, etc. - ou par types : !pies,
modbles, evolution, notamment en rapport aveo la meoanisa-
tion (ex. : "la bibliothbque l' an 2000", etc.).

Groupe PONCTIONNEMENT DE L'IST.

Circulation de l'IST, des "prorluoteurs" (auteurs, iditeure)
aux "copsommateurs" (usagers) en passant par les "trans-
formateurs" (anRlystes, etc.) ; appriciations sur le fono-
tionnement des reseaux d'information consid4r4s au groups
5 (i.e. leur valeur dynamique, et non plus seulement leur
description statique).
Comportements, habitudes, besoins, asirs des usagers quant
aux formes et quant W l'utiliaation de l'IST.
Ewdes economiques sur le coat de l'IST, consideree comme
un service ; sa part dans le budget natioval.

Orouve 8 : SOURCES WINFORMATION.

Les difarentes categories de documents primaires, salon
leur forme materielle (text's, cartes, objets, etc.), les
modalites de lours publications (articles, actes de eon 'es,
melanges, etc.), etc. : inventaires, evaluations, coats,
dispositions legales, etc...
Lis differentee categories de documents secondairPs (ou
tertiaires, etc.) - index, bibliographim, resumes, exposes
de synthtse, etc. - inapendemment des organismes charges
de les produire (groupe 6) et des method's suivi,l)s pour les
41nborer (zroupes 12 A 17) : inventaires, evaluations,
coats ; dispositions ljgales, etc.
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Prow*" s PWORAPHIE ST REPROORAPHIS.

Procedes et categories d'equipements utilises pour is re-
produotion de documents (impression, topic), y compris is
micro-reprographie (miniaturisation, agrandissements),
independemment des organismes qui lee utilisent (of.
groupe 6), ou des evaluations d'usagers dont ils font
l'objeot (of. groups 7) leurs coOts.
Probitmes juridiques poses par l'emploi de oes techniques.

911=1.12 TRAITEMENT DE L'INFORMATION : OENERALITES.

Ensemble des operations dont les documents ou informations
scientific ues font l'objet, depute leur collecte (groupe
11) jusqu'l leur dissemination (groupe 22), en passant
par lee phases intermddiaires de l'analyse (groupes 12 A
19) ut de la recherche documentaires (groupe 21) : vues
synthetiques sur la chaine de traitement, modeles g4-
neraux, systtmes globaux.
La mecanisntion des chaines de traitement, lorsque lee
quotre phases ci-dessus sont visies : collecte, analyse
(sous quelque variante que ce soit : of. groupos 12 fi. 19),
uxiAoltation et dissemination ; sinon, of. lee groupes
oorrespondants A ohacune de oes phases.

OrouPe 11 : COLLECTE DES INFORMATIONS.

L'acquisition des documents ou des informations, dans lee
services de stookage (bibliothbques archives) ou d'analyso
(centres de dooumontation) : probibmes, methodes, procides
de gestion (meoaniques ou autres).

Orolpe 12 : ANALYSE DOCUMENTAIRE OENERAL1TES.

Ensemble des transformations que peuvent subir los documents
ou informations scientifiques, du point de vue de leur
signalement (group° 13) et/ou de lour contenu ( groupe 14
It 19), entre le moment de leur collecte (groupe 11) et
celui de leur mise en mdmoire, sous quelqut; forme que ee
soft (groupe 19) : vues generales sur plusieurs de oes
transformations, etudes synthjtiques snr la chaine
&analyse.
Weanisation de Bette amine, lorsque plusieurs types
d'analyse sont consiares; sinon, of. les groupes eorres-
pondants du.= de ces types.

31
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Groupe 13 s CATALOOAGE.

Regius ou pratiques concernant la redaction des titres ou
is signalement des documents prix en compte dans un
service d IST.

Groupe 14 : CONDENSATION : RESUMES.

Au sene large, touts paraphrase d'un texte scientifique
sous forme d'un texte plus court, redig4 dans une langue
naturelle queloonque (resumes indicatifs ou informatifs,
comptes-rendus critiques ou neutres, etc.) : rbgles,
pratiques, methodes, mecanisation eventuelle.

Groupe 15 : SYNTHESE(0).

Redaction d'un document socondaire se rapportant a une
question ou un domain scientifique donne, A partir de
plusieurs documents primaires (exposes de synttibse,
"states-of-the-art", "trend reports", etc.) principes
et methodes.

Groupe 16 : CLASSIFICATION ET INDEXATION.

Caracterisation ou representation d'un document (forme et/
ou contenu) au moyen de termes (mots-vedette, desoripteurs,
termes d'indexation, etc.) tires d'un langage dooumentaire
queloonque classification, liste alphabdtique de desorip-
tours, thesaurus, etc. ; principes et methodes.
Etudes sur des langage documentaires partiouliers.
Mecanisation de l'indexation, i.e. de la conversion du
langage naturel au langage dooumentaire, dans quelque
domains et pour quelque langue que ce soit.
Mecanisation de la classification, i.e. de la gentse des
langages documentaires utilises pour l'indexation.

Oroupe 17 : EXTRACTION, TABULATION : INDEX.

Observation des occurrences de certains mots, groupes de
mots ou phrases, dans les documents (langago naturel),
ou de desoripteurs dans les representations indexeos de
ces documents (langage documentaire), en vue de l'etablis-
sement d'extralts, d'index (tables d'occurrences, par
ordre alphabetique), ou de concordances (ILL, avec indica-
tion du contexte, plus ou moans etendu) ; methodes d'obser-
vation 1) par consultation de tables "positives" (listes
des mots ou groupes de mots IA retenir come constituents
d'un extrait ou comme entrees d'un index) ; 2) par consul-
tation de tables "negatives" (listes des mots ou L;roupes
de mots )1 exolure des extracts ou index) ; 3) par des
crittres statistiques (frequences, co-occurrences, etc,),
Observation de chaines de citation, retrospectives ou
prospectives : les "index de citation".
La mecanisation de ces processus.

532
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Groupe 18 : TRADUCTION.

Conversion d'une langue natureile en une autre (et non
en un langage dooumentaire ; of. groupe 16, ni la conver-
sion ue l'une ou de l'autre en un systOme de notation
symbolique, cf. troupe 19) : prinoipes et methodes, dens
le contexts de l'IST.
La traduotion automatique, mppliquee A 1'IST.

Groupe 19 : CODIFICATION.

Conversion de termes du langage neturel ou document_lre
vers un sysAme de notation queloonque, pour faciliter
l'enregistrement et l'exploitetion des informations
representees per oes termes ; la conception de tels
systtmes.

Groupe 20 : ENREGISTREMENT ET STOCKADE.

Procedures et equipements speciaux (par categoric!)
utilises pour la mise en memoire des doouments et/ou des
produits de l'analyse dont ils ont fait l'objet (groupes
12 A 19) ; methodes dites "oonventionnelles", methodes
mecaniques.

Groupe 21 : RECHERCHE DOCUMENTAIRE.

Procedures de la recherche retrospective (tris, compila-
tions, selections, etc.), envisagefes soit dans l'abstrait
independamment moyens materiels mis en oeuvre, soft dans
is cadre d'une organisation eoncibte disposant de moyens
ft

conventionnnels" et/ou nadeaniques" : modbles, systtmes
de recherche retrospective, strategie de recherche, evalua-
tion des resultats, etudes compares (ex. : systbmes
eonventionnels vs, meeaniques), etc.

Groupo 22 : DISSEMINATION.

Procedures visant A une dissemination systematique des
produits obtenus A la sortie d'un systtme de traitement
de 1'IST nbonnements, profile d'intelrat, diss4mination
selective, etc.

Groupe 23 : MATERIEL.

Equipements immobiliers ou mobiliers utilisils pour lee
organismes d'IST : batiments partieuliers, leers am4nage-
ments ; le materiel special dont ils sont dotes, pour le
stockade et la consultation des documents.

5 3
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Ensembles meoaniques fonotions multiples utilises pour
le traitement de l'IST (entree, stookage, selection,
impression), par oatdsories (ex. s stfleoteurs manuels,
iquipements mioanographiques, sileoteurs photoelectriques,
calculateurs ileotroniques, etc.) ; codes et langages
symboliques oorrespondants ; components partiouliers.
Materiel de bureau affeote lb des fonctions speoiales, dams
le traitement de l'IST - reprographie et polygraphie
misesli part : cf. groupe 9.

a21122.111 : TERMINOLOOIE.

Travaux de lexicographie entrepris dens une ou plusieurs
langues naturelles, et pour quelque domaine que ce soit,
W des fins documentaires ou non : glossaires, lexiques,
dictionnaires, thesaurus, listes de "mots vides" (i.e.
les dictionneires dtexclusion utilises pour la fabrica-
tion de certeins index KWIC ou sutres), etc.

Oroupe 25 : STANDARDISATION.

Recommandltions, projets, accords visant t normaliser tel
ou tel element, demarche, instrument, etc., dans les

. travaux concernent ltIST (ex. : alphabets, codes, Pbrevie-
tions, etc.). Les objets vises pPr le standardisation
peuvent Otre desi,gnes par des desoripteurs dee
groupes appropries (ex. groupes 8, sources ; lu, resumes ;
16, langages flocumentaires, etc.), ou r4capitulds direate.r,
ment dans ce groupe ; un troisibme parti 4galemunt acceptable
aurait etc de renonoer X ce groupe, at de cater la notion
de standardisation 1 propos de ohacun des objets auxquels
on l'applique.
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APPENDIX 2.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OP THE MAIN HEADINGS OP

THE GARDIN-LEVY CONCORDANCE.

1. Scientific and technical information : generalities.
2. Professional problems.
3. Information science.
4. Related sciences.
5. General organization of scientific and technical

information.
6. Scientific and technical information institutions.
7. Functioning of scientific and technical information

networks.
8. Sources of information.
9. Techniques of reproduction.
10. Information handling : generalities.
11. Collection of information.
12. Documentary analysis : generalities.
13. Cataloguing.
14, Abstracting.
15. Synthesis.
16. Classification and indexing.
17. Extracting, tabulation and index production.
18. Translating.
19. Coding.
20. Storing.
21, Searching.
22. Dissemination.
23. Machines and equipment.
24. Terminology.
25. Standards.

5 3 :
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APPENDIX 3.

THE FIRST 50 ABSTRACTS OF JANASKE 1962 EDITED VERSION.

1. THE JAPANx INPORMATIONx CENTERx OF SCIENCEx AND TECHNOLOGYx
AND ITS ACTIVITIES . A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE JAPANx
INFORMATIONx CENTERx OF SCIENCEx AND TECHNOLOGYx WHICH
WAS ESTABLISHED FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONTRIF.VING TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY BY COLLECTING
PROCESSING STORING , AND RETRIEVING SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
AT THE TIME OF THIS REPORT , THE CENTER WAS PLANNING TO
CHANGE OVER TO A MECHANIZED STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM SIMILAR
TO THAT USED BY THE Mix PATENTx OFFICEx SERVICES AVAILABLE
FROM THE CENTER AND THE CHARGES FOR EACH ARE LISTED ,

2. REPORT ON A STUDY OF SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION FOR THE
NATIONALx SCIENCEx F')UNDt.TIONx THIS REVIEWS THE INITIPL
REASONING AND THINKING BEHIND THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
OF t PROJECT SUPPORTED BY THE NATIONALx SCIENCEx FOUNDATIONx
CARRIED OUT BY THE OPERATIONSx RESEARCHx GROUPx AT THE CASEx
INSTITUTEx OF TECHNOLOGYx TO DETERMINE WAYS TO AFFECT THE
BEHAVIOR OF SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS THAT PRE RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE DISSEMINATION OF RECORDED INFORMATION IN ORDER TO
ACHIEVE P NET IMPROVEMENT IN SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTIVITY .

3. PROBLEMS IN COMMUNICIITING RUSSIANx SCIENCE AN OUTLINE OF
THE NATIONrLx INSTITUTEx OF HEALTHx RUSSIANx SCIENTIFIC
TRANSLATION PROGRAM WITH A DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEMS
OF SELECTION FORM , DISTRIBUTION ACCEPTABILITY , AND
TRANSLATION RIGHTS .

4. SEARCHING MEDICINAL CHEMICAL LITERATURE . xTHREE REPRESENTATIVE
PROBLEMS OF A MANUFACTURER OF FINE CHEMICALS IN SEARCHING FOR
INFORMATION IN THE MEDICAL AND CHEMICAL LITERATURE : SEARCHING
THE BOTANICAL DRUG LITERATURE FOR FOLK REMEDIES ; INTERPRETIN1
AND DETERMINING THE CONTENT OF FOREIGN PRESCRIPTIONS ; AND
TRACING AND IDENTIFYING THE MERCKx REFERENCES .

5. THE FEDERALx GOVERNMENTx AND U.S.x SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION .

IN ADDITION TO PRESENTING GENERAL REVIEW OF THE SCOPE OF
THE FEDERALx GOVERNMENTx 'S ROLE IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ,

ND A REVIEW OF THE CHARACTER OF THE FEDERALx GOVERNMENTx 'S
SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION ACTIVITIES , THIS ARTICLE PRESENTS
A REVIEW OF THE ASIX-POINT PROGRAM WHICH HAS :SEEN DEVELOPED
BY THE NATIONALx SCIENCEx FOUNDATIONx FOR IMPROVING THE
DISSEMINATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION PARTICULARLY AMONG
U.S,x SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS . THE AUTHOR CONCLUDES THAT
THE DISSEMINATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION MUST BE RECOGNIZED
IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT .
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6. UNITEDx STATES* SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES
THIS DISCUSSION OF UNITEDx STATES* SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION SERVICES IS DIVIDED INTO THE FOLLOWING PARTS s
THE PRESENT SITUATION IN THE UNITED* STATES* ; SOME OF THE
REASONS BEHIND THE CURRENT PROBLEMS ; THE PRINCIPAL SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION ACTIVITIES OF THE FEDERAL*
GOVERNMENT* f AND A PROPOSED PROGRAM TO REMEDY THIS COUNTRY
'S SCIENTIFIC AIX TECHNICAL INFORMATION ILLS

7. LIST OF DOCUMENTATION CENTERS IN THE GERMAN* DEMOCRATICx
REPUBLIC* THE ADDRESS IS GIVEN FOR EACH OF x82 DOCUMENTATION
CENTERS . ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNS AVAILABILITY OF
MICROFILM AND PHOTOCOPYING SERVICES OR PHOTOCOPYING SERVICE
ONLY , THE SUBJECT OF PRIMARY INTEREST TO THE CENTER , AND
COVERAGE PROVIDED OVER PERTINENT SOVIET* PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

8. TRAINING THE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION OFFICER . POINTS OUT THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FUNCTION OF A SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
OFFICER AND A LIBRARIAN . A SYLLABUS IS PRESENTED FOR A
POST-GRADUATE COURSE OF TRAINING FOR A STUDENT WHO IS ALREADY
A SUBJECT SPECIALIST .

9. THE IBM-650x INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM . DESCRIBES THE
IBM-650x INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM WHICH USES THE INVERTED
FILE . IN THIS FILE EACH TERM RECORD CONTAINS ALL OF THE
DOCUMENT CODES FOR ALL OF THE DOCUMENTS IN WHICH THE TERM
APPEARS . THEREBY IT IS ONLY NECESSARY FOR THE MACHINE TO
SEARCH THE PERTINENT TERMS IN THE MACHINE 'S MEMORY.

10.3TORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION . A GENERAL
DISCUSSION OF THE PRESENT STATE OF BIOLOGICAL LITERATURE
WITH EMPHASIS ON SCIENTIFIC NOMENCLATURE , THE LIFE SPAN OF
BIOLOGICAL LITERATURE , AND THE STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF
BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS .

11:SOME PROBLEMS AND QUESTIONS OF PATENT DOCUMENTATION IN INDUSTRY
A COMPARISON IS MADE AMONG MAGNETIC DRUMS , MAGNETIC TAPE ,

MAGNETIC WIRE , FERROMAGNETIC CORES , PUNCHED-CARDS , PUNCHED
TAPES , AND PHOTOGRAPHIC TAPES WITH RESPECT TO THEIR ACCESS ,

DURABILITY STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL TIME , CAPACITY , AND
EFFICIENCY . IT IS CONCLUDED THAT THE MOST ECONOMIC , AS FAR
AS COSTS PER INFORMATION UNIT ARE CONCERNED , IS MAGNETIC
TAPE . IT ALSO POSSESSES THE GREATEST INFORMATION CAPACITY .

*FIVE SUGGESTIONS ARE ADVANCED FOR A PRACTICAL SOLUTION
OF PATENT DOCUMENTATION PROBLEMS .
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12. TOWARD A PROCEDURE FOR LOGICALLY CATALOGING KNOWLEDGE .

SUGGESTS AN APPROACH TO THE CATALOGING OF THE ENTIRE BODY OF
WRITTEN KNOWLEDGE BY VIEWING IT AS FINITE SERIES OF CONJOINED
PROPOSITIONS WHICH MAY BE ORDERED ACCORDING TO THEIR LOGICAL
STRUCTURE . AN APPLICATION OF THIS METHOD TO CATALOGING THEOREMS
OF MODERN LOGIC IS SELECTED AS PARTICULARLY APPROPRIATE FOR
ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES . BINARY-OCTAL DESIGNATIONS ARE
ESTABLISHED FOR THEOREMS , SYSTEMS OF LOGIC AND FOR STATEMENTS
IN PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS , DERIVED FROM CERTAIN OF THEIR BASIC
CHARACTERISTICS . THE AUTHOR RECOGNIZES THAT NOT ALL STATEMENTS
CAN BE EXPRESSED IN AS NEAT A FASHION AS HIS EXAMPLES FROM
THE FIELD OF LOGIC . HE PEELS , HOWEVER THAT AT LEAST
SUBSTANTIAL PROPORTION OF THAT WHICH MAY BE WRITTEN IN A
NATURAL LANGUAGE CAN BE REDUCED TO A STANDARD FORM THAT
WILL DETERMINE THE APPPOPRIATE PLACEMENT IN ACATALOG .

13. SEARCHING THE CHEMICAL LITERATURE . THIS IS A REVISED AND
ENLARGED EDITION OF ADVANCESx IN CHEMISTRYx SERIESx . BASED
ON PAPERS PRESENTED BY THE DIVISIONx OF CHEMICALx LITERATUREx
AND THE DIVISIONx OF CHEMICAL* EDUCATION* OF THE AMERICANx
CHEMICAL* SOCIETYx AT NATIONAL MEETINGS FROM *1947 TO x1956 .

CONCERNED PRIMARILY WITH CHEMICAL INFORMATION STORAGE AND
RETRIEVAL , MOST OF THE MATERIAL HAS BROAD APPLICATIONS IN
OTHER DISCIPLINES .

14. ROSTER OF CURRENT RESEARCH , DEVELOPMENT , AND TESTING IN
DOCUMENTATION AND LIBRARIANSHIP , x1957-1958 LISTS APFROXIMA-
TEL? x80 INDIVIDUALS OR ORGANIZATIONS WORKING IN THE FOLLOWING
x7 AREAS : CODING FOR MECHANICAL SEARCHING SYSTEMS ; RETRIEVAL
AND REPRODUCTION ; EQUIPMENT FOR INFORMATION STORAGE ; INDEXING
, CATALOGING , AND CLASSIFICATION ; TRANSLATION BY MECHANICAL
MEANS ; PRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION ;USE OF
INFORMATION AND USER REQUIREMENTS ; THEORETICAL STUDIES .

15.ADVANCES IN FDPx AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS . PAPERS IN THIS
VOLUME ARE BASED ON MATERIAL ORIGINALLY PRESENTED AT tMASx
'S xSEVENTH ANNUALx DATAx PROCESSINGx CONFERENCEx , HELD
IN MARCHA x1961 . PARTIAL CONTENTS : ADVANCES IN INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL AND DATA ACQUISITION ; PROGRESS IN THE DESIGN OF
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS ; IMPROVED INFORMATION STORAGE
AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS .

16.TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IN PSYCHOLOGY ; A STATEMENT OF THE
PROBLEM . STATEMENT EVOLVED OUT OF THE DELIBERATIONS
OF THE BARDx OF SCIENTIFICx AFFAIRSx OVER A SPAN OF xTWO
YEARS . THE BSA* CONSIDERS THE PROBLEM OF EFFICIENT AND
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION TO BE PERHAPS
THE MOST CRITICAL PROBLEM FACED BY SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOLOGY TODAY.
THE PRINCIPAL NEEDS OF SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOLOGY FOR COMMUNICATION
MAY BE CATEGORIZED INTO xFOUR CLAJSES : NEED FOR RAPID COM-
MUNICATION OF WHAT AND HOW , NEED FOR DIRECT DISCUSSION AND
COMPARISON OF TDEAS AND FINDINGS , NEED FOR ADEQUATE AND
EFFICIENT ARCHIVAL STORAGE , AD NEED FOR INTEGW.TED RETRIEVAL
OF INFORMATION . RESPECT TO THE LATTER PSYCHOLOGISTS
SHOULD ATTEND IMMEDIATELY TO THE PROBLEM OF ENCYCLOPEDIC
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ORGANIZATION OF THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND CODIFICATION OF THE METHODS,
MEASURES AND RESULTS OF PSYCHOLOGY SO THAT ADVANTAGES OF THE
NEW TECHNIQUES FOR AUTOMATIC STORAGE OR RETRIEVAL OF INFORMA.
TION MAY BE EXPLOITED

17. RESEARCH STUDY OF CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATING
'SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS A STUDY OF THE
REQUIREMENTS , CRITERIA , AND MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE WHICH
MAY BE USED TO LVALUATE AND COMPARE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY ,

RECOMMENDATIONS WERE MADE FOR APPLICATION OF THESE FINDINGS
TO EXISTING AND PROPOSED SYSTEMS , AND FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
EFFORTS IN THE EVALUATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
SYSTEMS

18.APPLICATION OF HIGHSPEED COMPUTERS TO INFORMATION RETRIEVAL .

THIS IS A DESCRIPTION OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS : STATISTICAL SYNTACTICAL AND INTERRELL
TIONAL . IN ADDITION THE COMPUTER RESEARCH PROGRAM OF THE
PATENTX OFFICEx IS DESCRIBED .

190AUTOMATIC CATEGORIZATION OF CHEMICAL CONCEPTS AND INTERRELA-
TIONSHIPS . DESCRIBES A NEW EXPERIMENTAL ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP
AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATIONS OF CHEMICAL CONCEPTS AND INTERRELA-
TIONS IN THE DISCLOSURES OF THE PATENT LITERATURE . IN THIS
SYSTEM , THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 13 MADE FROM THE DISCLOSURES
IN THE PATENT LITERATURE , THEREBY MAKING IT POSSIBLE TO
SEARCH FOR ALL OF THE INFORMATION IN THE FILE OF INTEREST
TO THE SEARCHER . THE SYSTEM USES XTHREE TYPES OF PUNCHED -
CARDS . ONE OF ITS FEATURES IS THAT ALTHOUGH THE CLASSIFICA-
TION IS VARIABLE , THE DISCLOSURES ARE FIXED .

20. INTERRELATIONSHIPS AS A BASIS FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL . THE
WRITER FEELS THAT NO LARGE SCALE INFORMATIJN RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
CAN BE A SUCCESS UNLFSS IT CAN HANDLE SEARCHING FOR COMPLEX
RELATIONSHIPS . HE EXPLAINS SOMZ SCHEMES FOR CODING RELATI01..
SHIPS USING SEPARATE REL1.TIONSPIP ITEMS ; COMPOUNDING ITEMS ;
ORDERING ITEMS ; AND INTERFIXING TERMS .

21. PROBLEMS OF PREPARING AN INVERTED FILE . AN INVERTED FILE
IS AN ORGANIZING SYSTEM FOR THE STORED INFORMATION IN A MACHINE
MEMORY SO THE INFORMATION IS DIVIDED INTO AS MANY SECTIONS
AS THERE ARE DIFFERENT CODES REPRESENTING ILL OF' THE SUBUNITS
OF INFORMATION IN ALL OF THE DOCUMENTS IN THE MEMORY OF THE
MACHINE . THE MEMORY ADDRESSES USED TO DESIGNATE THESE SECTIONS
IN A PARTICULAR MACHINE SYSTEM .RE USED IS THE CODES FOR THE
INFORMATION SUBUNITS . THE :.DVANTAGES OF THIS INVERTED SEARCH
FILE AS COMP,,RED TO SOME OTHER SEARCH FILE SYSTEM ARE MANY ,

INCLUDING LESS TIME FOR MACHINE INTERROGATION OF THE FILE .

MANY OF THESE ADVANTAGES WILL BE LOST UNLESS A SYSTEMATIC
PROCEDURE IS DEVELOPED FOR PREPAhING THE FILE . THE AUTHOR
SUGGESTS WAYS OF ATTACKING THE PROBLEMS CONFRONTED IN
DEVELOPING SUCH A FILE PREPARATION PROCEDURE .
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22. RECENT ADVANCES IN PATENTx OFFICEx SEARCHING s STEROID
COMPOUNDS AND ILASx A DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL METHODS OF
CODING CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS IN PATENTS E)R THE PILOT PROJECT
OF THE U.S.x PATENTx OFFICE* AND THE NATIONALx BUREAUx
OF STANDARDS* . THE CODED INFORMATION IS SEARCHED BY MACHINE
TO PROVIDE THE EXAMINER WITH PRIOR ART SEARCH . THE RESULTS
ARE GRATIFYING IN THAT IT IS PROVING TO BE POSSIBLE TO
REDUCE THE EXAMINER 'S TIME REQUIRED TO COMPLETELY HANDLE A
PATENT APPLICATION FROM AN AVERAGE OF ICU HOURS EACH TO xTWO
HOURS OR LESS . IN ADDITION , IT APPEARS THAT THE RESULTS
OF THE MACHINE SEARCHES WILL BE MORE ACCURATE THAN HAND
SEARCHES .

23.BASIC DIRECTIONS OF WORK AT THE EXPERIMENTALx LABORATORYx
OF MACHINE* TRANSLATIONx . THIS IS IN EXPLANATION OF THE
PROGRAM OF RESEARCH CARRIED ON AT THE LENINGRADx UNIVERSITY*
EXPERIMENTALx LABORATORYx OF MACHINE* TRANSLATION* , ONE
BASIC PART OF THEIR PROGRAM INVOLVES THE USE OF AN INTERMEDIATE
LANGUAGE BETWEEN Ti{E INPUT AND OUTPUT LANGUAGES .

24.THE UNIVERSAL CODE OF SCIENCE AND MACHINE LANGUAGES . THE
CREATION OF I. UNIVERSAL CODE OF SCIENCE STILL WILL arIVIRE MUCH
WORK . xTWO OF THE ELEMENTS NEEDED ALREADY EXIST IN A PARTIAL -
LY DEVELOPED FORM . WORK IS JUST BEGINNING ON THE DEVELOPMENT
OF. THE *THIRD ELEMENT , MACHINE LANGUAGES .

25. ARCHIVES , LIBRARIES AND DOCUMENTATION CENTERS OF SWITZERLANDx.,
GUIDE THROUGH SWISS* DOCUMENTATION . AN ANNOTATED INDEX TO
x459 OF THE MOST IMPORTANT SWISSx LIBRARIES , ARCHIVES ,
DOCUMENTATION CENTERS , ETC. , ARRANGED BY GEOGRAPHICAL LOCA-
TION . DESCRIPTIVE DATA INCLUDE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT ,

HOLDINGS , SPECIAL COLLECTIONS , CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS USED ,

AND USER INFORMATION . THE ANNOTATIONS ARE WRITTEN IN THE
LANGUAGE USED IN THE PERTINENT GEOGRAPHICAL REGION : GERMNx
FRENCH* ITALIANx . ALPHABETICAL INDEXES OF INSTITUTIONS ,

SUBJECTS , AND PERSONNEL ARE INCLUDED .

26,A xTHREE-SYMBOL CODE FOR SEARCHING CHEMICAL STRUCTURES .

A DESCRIPTION OF L xTHREE-SYMBOL CODE DESIGNED FOR USE tS A
DETAILED SEARCH CODE FOR PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMICALS THIS
IS MODIFICATION OF THE WISELOGLEx CLASSIFICATION 3Y3TEM .

THE CODE AND CARD DESIGN CONSTITUTES A MAJOR CHANGE , SINCE
ALL FUNCTIONAL UNITS , AND NOT MERELY THS FILING CATEGORIES ,

CAN BE PUNCHED , PROVIDING A SEARCH CODE 1.S WELL AS A FILING
ORDER CODE . ALTHOUGH THIS SYSTEM WAS ORIGINALLY DESIGNED
TO BE USED WITH EDGE-PUNCHED , HAND-:TIT CARDS THE AUTHOR
TNDICP.TES THAT IT CAN BE EASILY MODIFIED FOR CENTER-PUNCHED
CARD WHICH WOULD PERMIT MACHINE SORTING .
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27. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL : A PRAGMATIC APPROACH . A DESCRIPTION
OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW SUBJECT INDEX FOR THE LIBRAAVx
AND INFORMATIONx SERVICE* PAINTx DIVISION* , IMPERIAL::
CHEMICAL* INDUSTRIES* LIMITEDx THE ARTICLE ALSO INCLUDES
h SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF SUBJECT INDEXES
USED BY THIS LIBRALY IN THE PAST .

28. ECONOMIC ASPECTS IN THE DISSEMINATION OF CHEMICAL KNOWLEDGE .

PROPOSES THE ESTABLISHMENT BY THE AMERICAN* CHEMICAL*
SOCIETYx OF A SYSTEM FOR HANDLING INFORMAL LITERATURE , AND
A COMPREHENSIVE COPYING SERVICE . THIS INFORMAL LITERATURE
VOULD BE PROVIDED IN MANUSCRIPT FORM PREPARED TO SPECIFICA-
TIONS SUCH AS THOSE USED FOR DIVISIONAL REPRINTS AND GENERALLY
MEETING THE STANDARDS OF COMPANY REPORTS AND MEMORANDA .

29. SYSTEMS OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES :

LONG RANGE PLANNING . A PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
AN INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM WHICH WOULD BE
BASED ON *THREE MAIN INTERNATIONAL CENTEBS : ONE FOR THE
AMERICASx ; ONE FOR EUROPEx , THE NEAR* EASTx AND AFRICAx ;

ONE FOR ASIAx ANDAtiv,Ti..I..:1:hx.. TN ADDITION , THERE WOULD
BE A NATIONAL CENTER FOR EACH CuUNTRY , AND A CENTER FOR
EACH SCIENTIFIC OR TECHNICAL DISCIPLINE . THE PAPER ALSO
INCLUDES DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS WHICH WOULD BE ENCOUNTERED
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SUCH A SYSTEM

30. DIRECTORY OF DATA PROCESSING SERVICE CENTERS . LISTS SEF.VICE
BUREAUS IN CANADA* AND THE UNITED* STATESx BY PROVINCE OR
STATE , AND BY CITY WITHIN PROVINCE OR STATE .

31.ASLIBx AEROx GROUP* CONFERENCEx SUMMARY OF SYMPOSIUM
ON AERONAUTICAL DOCUMENTATION IN THE SEVERAL NATOx
COUNTRIES , INCLUDING DESCRIPTION OF EFFORTS IN CANADA*
FRANCE* HOLLAND* , FEDERAL REPUBLIC* OF GERMAN':*
U.S.A.x , AND ITALYx

32.THE ROLE OF LARUE MEMORIES IN SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION .

LARGE MEMORIES PROVIDE AUTOMATIC REFERENCE TO xMILLIONS OF
WORDS OF MACHINE-READABLE CODED INFORMATION OR TO OILLIONS
OF IMAGES OF DOCUMENT PAGES . HIGHER DENSITIES OF STORAGE
WILL MAKE POSSIBLE LOW-COST MEMORIES OF xBILLIONS OF '4ORDS
WITH ACCESS TO ANY PART IN A FEW SECONDS OR COMPLETE SEAR CHES
IN MINUTES . THESE MEMORIES WILL SERVE AS INDEXES TO THE
DELUGE OF TECHNICAL LITERATURE WHEN THE PROBLEMS CF INPUT
AND OF THE AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION
ARE SOLVED . DOCUMENT PILES WILL MAKE THE INDEXED LITERATURE
READILY AVAILABLE TO THE SEARCHER . HOWEVER , MEMORY CAPACITY
A:S CURRENTLY WELL AHEAD OF OUR ABILITY TO USE IT AND MUCH
WOPX REMAINS IN THIS AREA . MACHINE TRANSLATION OF LANGUAGES
AND RECOGNITION OF SPOKEN INFORMATION ARE *TWO OTHER AREAS
tiHICH WILL REQUIRE FAST , LARGE MEMORIES .

01 tort 000.
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yr STJOOESTED CLASSIFICATION FOR THE LITERATURE OF DOCUMENTATION
AE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME PRESENTED HERE HAD ITS ORIGIN IN

A CLASS PROJECT UNDERTAKEN BY STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY*
OF CHICAGOx GRADUATE* LIBRARY* SCHOOL* DURING THE SPRING
QUARTER x1960 . A DESCRIPTION OF THE PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF
?CIE CLASSIFICATION WaH REFERENCE TO HAYKINx IS xSIX BASIC
WILLING RULES FOR SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION IS FOLLOWED BY x2
APPENDICES : CLASSIFIED GUIDE TO AMERICAN* DOCUMENTATION* ;

SUGGESTED CLASSIFICATION FOR THE LITERATURE OF DOCUMENTATION

34. PROCEEDINGS OF THE ADIAx CONFERENCE . THIS INTERNATIONAL
MEETING WAS SPONSORED BY : THE INTERNATIONAL* FEDERATION*
FOR DOCUMENTATIONx THE JCINTx ENGINEERINGx COUNCILx ;

THE GERMAN* DOCUMENTATIONx SOCIETYx ; AND THE GMELINx
INSTITUTEx OF INORGANIC* CHEM/STRYx AND RELATED* SU2ENCESx
IN THE MAX-PLANCKx SOCIETYx FOR THE ADVANCEMENTx OF SCIENCEx
THE PURPOSE OF THE CONFERENCE WAS TO PRESENT A CRITICAL
EVALUATION OF THE NEEDS AND POSSIBILITIES FOR EFFECTIVE
DOCUMENTATION SYSTEMS .

35.AUTOMATIC SELECTION AND REPRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL DOCUMENTS .

THE SYSTEM DESCRIBED EMPLOYS xTHREE ESTABLISHED TECHNIQUES :

MICROILMM, PUNCHED-CARDS , AND XEROGRAPHY . DOCUMENTS TO
BE HELD ON FILE ARE MICROFILMED . EACH INDIVIDUAL PICTURE
IS CUT OFF THE REEL OF MICROFILM AND MOUNTED OVER A SPECIAL
APERTURE CUT IN A STANDARD xEIGHTY-COLUMN PUNCHED-CARD .

DOA IDENTIFYING THE MICROFILM ARE PUNCHED IN COLUMNS
AVAILABLE ON THE CARD WHEN THE DOCUMENT IS TO BE REPRODUCED ,

THE APPROPRIATE C:AD IS SELECTED EITHER MANUALLY OR MECHANICAL-
LY FROM THE FILE OF CARDS AND PLACED IN A SPECIAL PROJZCTOR
MOUNTED ON A XEROGRAPHIC PRINTER . THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF
FULL-SIZE DOCUMENTS IS THEN PRINTED AUTOMATICALLY AT A SPEED
OF *TWENTY FEET A MINUTE . THE SYSTEM IS FARTICULARLY SUITED
TO THE FILING AND REPRODUCTION OF ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
x600,000 DRAWINGS CAN BE RECORDED AND FILED IN A SPACE OF
x50 SQUARE FEET . MACHINES OF VARYING COMPLEXITY ARE AVAILABLE
FOR MOUNTING MICROFILM ON IRE CARDS , THE SIMPLEST BEING
A SMALL , MANUALLY OPERATED PORTABLE UNIT I, DETAILS ARE
GIVEN OF THE COPYFLOx HIGH-SPErD PRINTER , AND THE WAY IN WHICH
THE SYSTEM IS OPERATED BY THE WESTINGHOUSEx ELECTRICx
CORPOBATIONx IS DESCRIBED s WITH FIGURES OF SAVINGS ACHIEVED
IN STORAGE SPACE AND IN COSTS OF DRAWING-OFFICE :3UPPLIBS AND
OF REPRODUCTION DR /WINGS .
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36.TnE AUTOMATICx MICROFILM* INFORMATIONx SYSTEMx A DESCRIPTION
OF THE AUTOMATICx MICROFILMx INFORMATIONx SYSTEMx AND HOW
IT WORKS . IT IS A FAST SYSTEM FOR THE RETrnVAL OF DOCUMENTS
IN LARGE FILES WHEN THE CALL NUMBER OF THE DOCUMENT IS KNOWN .

IT IS NOT A SYSTEM FOR THE SEARCHING OF THE LITERATURE IN THE
FILES .

37. TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION OF ELEMENTS OF A MECHANIZED LIBRARY
SYSTEM . SUMMARIZES THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION EFFORTS ON
FEASIBILITY MODELS OF A MEMORY WHICH STORES DOCUMENTARY INFORMA-
TION IN THE FORM OF MICROPHOTOGRAPHS ; A CAMERA DESIGNED TO
PREPARE THESE MICROPHOTOGRAPHS ; AN ouTruT SYSTEM DESIGNED
TO DISPLAY AND REPRODUCE THE INFORMATION CONTENT OF THE MEMORY .

THE MEMORY HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO PROVIDE AN ACCESS TIME OF
BETWEEN x0.3 AND x2.0 SECONDS TO APPROXIMATELY x1,000,000
DOCUMENT PAGES ; THE CAMERA TO PRODUCE MICROPHOTOGRAPHS HAVING
LINEAR DEDUCTION RATIOS OF x70 TO 1 AND x140 TO 1 , AND TO
ARRANGE THEM FOR STORAGE IN THE MEMORY OF THE m2 OUTPUT
SYSTEMS DESIGNED , ONE STORES THE CONTENT OF A SELECTED
MIC3OPHOTOGRAPH TEMPORARILY IN AN ELECTROSTATIC STORAGE TUBE
AND DISPLAYS IT ON A CATHODE HAY TUBE SCREEN ; THE xSECOND
REPRODUCES ON MICROFILM THE MICROPHOTOGRAPHS SELECTED FROM THE
MEMORY . FEASIBILITY MODELS HAVE BEEN CONSTRUCTED AND ARE
UNDERGOING FINAL TESTS BEFORE BEING INSTPLLED IN AN EXPERIMENTAL
SYSTEM PLANNED FOR DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES .

38. INTRODUCTION TO SCIENTIFIC DOCUMENTATION . THE BOOK COMPRISES
x4 CHAPTERS AND A SUBJECT INDEX . THE x1ST CHAPTER LAYS STRESS
ON THE ROLE IND SIGNIFICANCE OF DOCUMENTATION . THE AUTHORS
RECOUNT THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF DOCUMENTATION AND ITS
PRESENT ORGANIZATION ABROAD AND IN RUMANIAx ESPECIALLY IN
SCIENCE AND TECHNICAL SUBJECTS . AN ATTEMPT IS MADE TO CLARIFY
SOME CONCEPTIONS , MIX^ THE TERMINOLOGY MORE PRECISE AND TO
EXPLAIN THE DIFFICULTIES CONNECTED WITH DOCUMENTATION .

IN THE x2ND CHAPTER THE AUTHORS GIVE US THE MAIN SOURCES
OF DOCUMENTATION . THEY DISCUSS CARD-INDEXES , LIBRARIES AND
INSTITUTIONS DEALING WITH DOCUMENTATION . THE .3RD CHAPTER
POINTS OUT THE DIeFEliENT KINDS OF DOCUMENTATION ACCORDING TO
THE SOURCE , CONTENT AND VALUE OF THEIR INFORMATION THESE
KINDS ARE : GRAPHICAL , PICTORIAL AUDITORY , VISUAL
ETC. , THE x4TH CHAPTER SHOWS THE STAGES OF DOCUMENTATION
INCLUDING RESEARCH WORK , PLANNING OF DOCUMENTATION COL-
LECTING , .ND INVESTIGATING THE SOURCES AND USE. OF DOCUMENTS .

THERE IS VERY USEFUL SUPPLEMENT OF BIBLIOOMPHEC TERMS IN
RUMANIANx , HUNgARIAN x , POLISHx SERBO-CROATIANx .141)
flPANISHx .
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39. THE YUGOSLAV* BIBLIOGRAPHICAL* INSTITUTE . DESCRIPTION
OF THE 1NSTITUTEx , FOUNDED IN x1948 , AND ITS SERVICES
WORK IS CARRIED ON BY x4 DIVISIONS : BIBL/OORAPHICALx
REFERENCE* AND DOCUMENTATION* ; INTERNATIONAL* EXCHANOEx OP
PUELICATIONSx CENTRE* ; A'' TECHNICA,A PRINTING* DIVISION*

40. SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE USE : A SURVEY THE AUTHOR DRAWS ,

FROM REPORTS BY BERNALx HERNERx , AUL/ URQUHARTx ON THE WAYS
IN WHICH SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL GATHER INFORMATION , SOME
OBSERVATIONS AS TO CERTAIN GENERAL PRACTICES AND ATTITUDES
AMONG SCIENTISTS WHICH HE BELIEVES SHOULD BE KEPT IN MIND
BY THOSE WHO MANAGE SCIENCE LIBRARIES .

41,HOUsE ORGANS AND TRADE PUBLICATIONS AS INFORMATION SOURCES .

SUGGESTS SOLUTIONS FOR THE ACQUISITMN AND HANDLING OF HOUSE
ORGANS AND OTHER TRADE PUBLICATIONS THESE PUBLICATIONS
OFTEN INCLUDE INFORMATION WHICH IS NOT REPORTED IN THE
TRADITIONAL MASS MEDIA EFFORT . A LIST OF THE TRADE PUBLICA-
TIONS OF INTEREST TO THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IS INCLUDED .

42. PLEA FOR THE EXPANSION OF MEDICAL INFORMATION . THE EVER
INCREASING NEED FOR A MORE EFFICIENT ORGANIZATION OF MEDICAL
INFORMATION IN TAE SOVIETS: UNIONx INDICATES THAT THE PRESENT
DECENTRALIZED AND INEFFICIENT SYSTEM OF MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION
SHOULD BE REPLACED WITH A CENTRALIZED SYSTEM . THE CENTRALIZA.-
TION OF MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION WOULD PERMIT A BE or UTILIZATION
OF MEANS AND PERSONNEL ALREADY AVAILABLE TO VARIOUS ORGANIZA-
TIONS ENGAGED IN MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION AND BETTER DISSEMINATION
OF INFORMATION THROUGH IMPROVEMENT IN METHODS OF PRESENTATION
AND ENLARGEMENT OF THE SCOPE OF MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION

43. GROWTH OF CHEMICAL LITERATURE : PAST , PRESENT , AND FUTURE .

ACTIVITY OF CHEMICALx ABSTRACTx SHOWS MARKED GROWTH
JOURNALS COVERED BY CAx IN x1907 WERE x475 , IN x1960 ,

x9800 JOURNALS COVERED . NEW JOURNALS IN CHEMISTRY INCREASING
ABOUT x500 FER YEAR . IN x1960 THE x104,484 ARTICLES ABb."RACT-
ED CAME FROM m97 COUNTRIES IN x52 LANGUAGES . x27,675 PATENTS
WERE ABSTRACTED THE SAME YEAR . RUSSIANx CHEMICAL RESEARCH
PROGRESS IS SO GREAT THAT IF U.S.x AND U.S.S.R.x RATES OF
GROWTH CONTINUE UNCHANGED , THE U.S.S.R.x WILL OVERTAKE
THE U.S.x IN x1965 SUPPORT IS NEEDED FOR DEVELOPIN1 EXISTING
TOOLS AND DEVELOPING NEW INFORMATION SERVICES .

44.SOVIETx SCIENCE INFORMATION SERVICES . THIS IS REPORT OF
U,S.x ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING SPECIALISTS WHO OBSERVED
THE OPERATIONS OF THE CENTRALIZED SCIENCE INFORMATION SERVIC
0.7 THE ALL-UNIONx INSTITUTEx OF SCIENTIFICx AND TECHNICALx
INFORMATION* OF THE U.S.S,R.x VINITIx IS PURPORTED TO BE THE
*1ST COMPLETELY CENTRALIZED INFORMATION SERVICE IN THE WORLD .
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45.0N THE VARYING TASKS OF TECHNICAL LIBRARIANSHIP AND DOCUMENTA-
TION A DESCRIPTION OF HUNGARYx 'S NETWORK OF TECHNICAL
LIBRARIES WITH THE HUNGARIAN* CENTRAL* TECHNICALx LIBRARY*
AS ITS CORE . AN ACCOUNT IS GIVEN OF TASKS CURRENTLY BEING
UNDERTAKEN , SUCH AS DECENTRALIZATION IN THE ACQUISITION OF
TECHNICAL LITERATI RE , AND NATIONAL CONTROL OF SUBSCRIPTIONS
TO TECHNICAL PERIODICALS IN ORDER TO BUILD GREATER VARIETY
IN COLLECTIONS

46. HISTORY AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL
INFORMATION , ESPECIALLY IN CZECHOSLOVAKIAx THE RELATION-
SHIP OF THE LIBRARY TO SOCIETY IS BRIEFLY TRACED AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNICAL LIBRARIES IS DISCUSSED THE DEVELOP-
MENT OF SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTERS IN CZECHO-
SLOVAKIAx AFTER x1945 IS DESCRIBED . THE MAIN FUNCTIONS OF
THESE CENTERS ARE OUTLINED . THE NUCLEUS CONSISTS OF THE
CEMAALx TECHNICALx LIBRARYx IN PRAGUE* WHICH IS AUGMENTED
BY A TECX:ICALx BRANCH* AND THE LIBRARYx OF THE BUREAU*
OR STANDARDIZATIONx AND PATENTS* . THE DOCUMENTATIONx BRANCH*
4 THE MINISTRYx FOR PRODUCTIONx AND THE DOCUMENTATION BRANCHES
OF THE RESEARCH INSTITUTES OR OF THE LARGE PRODUCTION CENTERS
AS WELL AS THE TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL LIBRARIES CONSTITUTE OTHER
CENTERS .

47. DOCUMENTATION AND ECONOMY FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS OF DOCUMENTA-
TION ARE DISCUSSED FROM THE PROFESSIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL
POINT OF VIEW IT IS STATED EMPHATICALLY THAT THE EXPERT MUST
BE PROVIDED WITH THE MATERIAL FOR HIS WORK WHATEVER THE FINANCIAL
COST . DEVELOPMENT IN DOCUMENTATION IN WESTx GERMANY* MUST
TAKE THE FORM OF COOPERATION BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS STAFFED
I aiGHLY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL . COMPLETE CENTRALIZATION AS IN
THE SOVIETx UNIONx IS NEITHER POSSIBLE NOR DESIRABLE .

DOCUMENTARY ACTIVITY WILL BE COORDINATED AZ NATIONAL LEVEL
BY THE PROPOSED INSTITUTx FUR DOKUMENTATIONSWESENx

48.BUREAUx OF SHIPSx RAPID* SELECTORx BRIEFLY DESCRIBES THE
RAPIDx SELECTOR* PROGRAM OF THE BUREAUx OF SHIPSx WHICH USES
A PROTOTYPE RAPID* SELECTORx I DESIGNED TO SATISFY THE NEED
FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ON A WHOLE-PAGE OR TOTAL-DOCUMENT
BASIS . THIS PROGRAM COMPLEMENTS THE BUREAU 'S WELL- ESTABLISHED
CARDOTYPEx INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROGRAM , IN WHICH THE
INDIVIDUAL LINES AND PARAGRAPHS ARE THE RETRIEVAL UNITS
EMP".0YED MOST FREQUENTLY .

X11
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49, MAKING CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS FOR PUNCHED-CARD CODING
COUNTLESS EFFORTS HAVE BEEN MADE TO INVENT NEW CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEMS AND IMPROVE ON OLD ONES THESE EFFORTS ARE BEING
INTENSIFIED TODAY BECAUSE OP THEIR APPLICATIONS IN MECHANIZED
SYSTEMS . OF THE REQUIREMENTS AND ADVANTAGES OF CLASSIFICit-
TION SYSEMS ARE DISCUSSED

50. GUIDE TO M/CROREPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT PROVIDES TIMELY
AND ACCURATE FACTUAL COMPARABLE DATA , INCLUDING ILLUSTRA-
TIONS AND PRICES , FOR ALL KNOWN MICROREPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURED OR SOLD IN THE U,S.x . THIS x2ND EDITION UPDATES
THE INFORMATION FOUND IN ITS PREDECESSOR , ELIMINATES OBSOLETE
AND DISCONTINUED ITEMS AND EXTENDS COVERAGE TO MANY NEW AREAS
SUCH AS HIGH CAPACITY STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL AND DATA MANAGEMENT
IT IS CLASSIFIED AND /NDa D .
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THE FIRST FIVE ABSTRACTS OP JANASKE 1962 : UNEDITED VERSION.

1 ABE, K.

The Japan Information Center of
Science and Technology and its
activities.
Aslib Proo. 11(11)001-304. Nov. 1959.

A general description of the Japan Information
Center of Science and Technology which was es-
tablished for the purpose of contributing to the
development of science and technology by collect..
ing, processing, storing, and retrieving scientific
information. At the time of this report, the Center
was planning to change over to a mechanized storage
and retrieval system similar to that used by the V.S.
Patent Office. Services available from the Center
and the charges for each are listed.

2 ACKOFF, R.L.

Report on a study of scientific com-
munications for the National Science
Foundation.
In Shera, MI" Kent, A., and
Perry, J.W., ed. Information sys-
tems in documentation, p. 6644.
New York, Intersoience, 1957.

This reviews the initial reasoning And thinking be-
hind the design and construction of a project sup-
ported by the National Science Foundation, carried
out by the Operations Research Group at the Case
Institute of Technology to determine ways "to af-
fect the behavior of scientific institutions that are
responsible for the dissemination of recorded infor-
mation in order to achieve a net improvement in
scientific productivity."

3 ADAMS, S.

Problems in communicating Russian
science.
Fed. Proc. 16(3):716-720. Sept. 1957.

An outline of the National Institutes of Health
Russian scientific translation program, with F dis-
cussion of the problems of selection, form, distri-
bution, acceptability, and translation rights. OADI
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4 ADDINALL, CA., and STECHER. P.G.

Searching medicinal chemical litera-
ture.
Amer. Chet Soc. Advn. Chem. Ser.
30:121-126, ef. 1961.

Three represdntative problems of a manufacturer of
fine chemicals in searching for information in the
medical and chemical literature:searching the
botanical drug literature for folk remedies; inter-
preting and determining the content of foreign
prescriptions; and tracing and identifying the
Merck references.

5 ADKINSON, B.W.

The federal government and U.S.
scientific information,
J.Chem.Doc, 2(1):48-50. Jan. 1962.

In addition to presenting a general review of the
scope of the Federal Government's role in research
and development, end a review of the character
of the Federal Government's scientific information
activities, this article presents a review of the six-
point program which has been developed by the
National Science Foundation for improving the
disseminat..on of scientific information, particularly
among U.S. scientists and engineers. The author
concludes thet the dessemination of scientlfic infor-
mation must be recognized as an integral part of
research and development.
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